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About the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed people
can change the world.  Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has.”

 The free and democratic society which the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms holds out as our 
ideal can only be fulfilled by honouring and preserving Canada’s traditions of freedom of speech, freedom of 
religion, freedom of association, private property rights, constitutionally limited government, the equality of all 
citizens before the law, and the rule of law.

 And yet these core principles of freedom and equality continue to be eroded by governments and by 
government-funded and government-created entities such as universities and human rights commissions.

 The Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms (JCCF) was founded for the purpose of advancing and 
promoting the core principles of freedom and equality through education and litigation.  The JCCF is a regis-
tered charity (charitable registration number 817174865-RR0001) and issues official tax receipts to donors for 
donations of $50 or more.  The JCCF is funded entirely by the voluntary donations of freedom-minded Canadi-
ans who agree with the Centre’s goals, mission, vision and activities. The centre is independent and non-parti-
san, and receives no funding from any government or government organization.

 The JCCF provides pro bono legal representation to Canadians whose constitutional freedoms are threat-
ened by government or its agents. 
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2014 Campus Freedom Index
Universities Student Unions

    Policies Practices Policies Practices
(millions) (% of budget) 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014 2013 2014

Acadia University $29.4 38.0% B B B C C C C A

Bishop’s University $22.2 48.7% C C C C C D C C

Brandon University $35.4 72.3% C C D C D F F B

Brock University $91.4 39.1% B C C C C C D B

Cape Breton University $30.8 71.8% C D F F D D C C

Carleton University $149.1 42.0% D D F C C B A B

Concordia University $235.6 64.5% C C D D C C C D

Dalhousie University $179.6 59.9% C C F F D F C D

Kwantlen Polytechnic University $71.2 49.0% B C D D D D C D

Lakehead University $63.7 56.3% C D C D F F F F

Laurentian University $70.0 53.0% NA B NA A NA D NA C

McGill University $370.9 51.0% D D D D D D F F

McMaster University $224.7 42.9% B B D D C C C D

Memorial University of Newfoundland $423.7 72.6% B C B C D D F F

Mount Allison University $23.8 32.7% C F D D D D A B

Mount Royal University $90.2 42.8% NA C NA F NA D NA D

Mount Saint Vincent University $23.7 42.7% C C C C D D C C

Nipissing University $35.5 43.0% NA C NA C NA C NA C

OCAD University $24.9 44.0% NA C NA D NA D NA C

Queen’s University $196.0 47.0% C C F F D D F C

Ryerson University $206.3 49.0% C C A A D D F F

Saint Mary’s University $36.5 31.5% C D F F C D F F

Simon Fraser University $223.2 50.5% B B B B C C C C

St. Francis Xavier University $36.2 51.7% D D B B D D C C

St. Thomas University $14.3 52.0% C B B B C D C D

Trent University $51.2 53.0% C C F D C D F F

Université de Laval $348.8 69.0% NA D NA C NA D NA C

Université de Montréal $496.3 70.2% C C C C C C C C

Université du Québec à Montréal $307.0 70.7% C C D C B C C C

University of Alberta $934.3 54.9% C B D C F F C C

University of British Columbia $621.9 58.5% C C A C D D D D

University of Calgary $738.2 62.0% C D F C D D F F

University of Guelph $186.2 42.1% C C B C C D F F

University of King’s College $5.8 31.2% C C B A B C B C

University of Lethbridge $96.3 67.0% NA B NA B NA D NA C

University of Manitoba $319.4 58.8% C D C C D D F F

University of New Brunswick $109.8 60.6% C C C D D D C C

University of Northern British Columbia $50.1 74.5% C C C C C C B B

University of Ottawa $355.0 55.0% D D F F D D D D

University of Prince Edward Island $57.9 56.8% C C F F C D D D

University of Regina $165.2 52.2% C B A F D D C C

University of Saskatchewan $506.8 58.8% C C C C B B C C

University of the Fraser Valley $56.1 53.8% C D F F D D D D

University of Toronto $1,865.0 39.0% A A D F C D F F

University of Victoria $180.7 57.5% C C F F F F F C

University of Waterloo $236.1 42.5% C D D D C C D D

University of Windsor $104.9 45.6% C C D D C D C D

University of Winnipeg $327.9 57.3% C C C C C D C C

Vancouver Island University $56.9 44.9% NA D NA D NA C NA C

Western University $282.4 44.8% B B F F C D F F

Wilfrid Laurier University $102.4 43.5% C C F F D D D D

York University $387.4 39.4% D D D D F F F F

Government Funding

Introduction
 The 2014 Campus Freedom Index is the fourth annual report released by the Justice Centre for Constitu-
tional Freedoms (JCCF) to measure the state of free speech at Canada’s universities.

 Starting with a survey of only 18 universities in 2011, this year’s edition has grown to include 52 publicly 
funded Canadian universities.  The 2014 Campus Freedom Index includes an individual report about each univer-
sity that is surveyed.  

 The Campus Freedom Index is the first report of its kind in Canada to measure the state of free speech at 
Canadian universities.  While other major Canadian university rankings provide statistics on student life, class-
room size and faculty quality, the Campus Freedom Index is the first resource available for Canadian high school 
students and parents to help them to choose a school that will encourage—not stifle—their free expression rights 
on campus.

 With 208 grades awarded to 52 campuses, Canada’s universities and student unions in 2014 have received 
only five ‘A’ grades.  Conversely ‘F’ grades were earned 33 times: 14 times by universities, and 19 times by stu-
dent unions.  In total, there are 24 campuses that earned at least one ‘F’, assigned to the university or to its student 
union.

The impact of the Campus Freedom Index 

 Since the first Campus Freedom Index was released four years ago, the authors are pleased to note that 
universities and student unions are paying attention to the grades they earn.  The Campus Freedom Index has 
prompted two student unions-- the Carleton University Students’ Association (CUSA) and the University of Sas-
katchewan Students’ Union (USSU) to change their policies so as to improve the state of free speech on campus.  
CUSA passed a motion to repeal one of its speech codes, which had been used to deny club status to a pro-life club 
because the club failed to agree with CUSA’s official pro-choice position.  CUSA’s motion expressly mentioned 
the Campus Freedom Index as a catalyst in repealing the code.  Today, CUSA is one of the best student unions in 
Canada when it comes to upholding free expression rights.

 The University of Saskatchewan Students’ Union (USSU), which like CUSA had earned an ‘F’, passed 
a Free Speech Policy which commits the union to refrain from content-based censorship against students.  The 
Policy gives Saskatchewan students a new tool to fight censorship on their campus, and sets the USSU out as 
being one of the few student unions in Canada which officially enshrines free expression rights into its policy 
framework.

Positive developments during the 2013-14 school year.  

Brandon University Students’ Union – from F to B 

In 2012 (informally) and in 2013 (officially), the Brandon University Students’ Union (BUSU) denied club status 
to the Brandon University Students for Life (“BUSL”).  BUSU stated that “council felt a pro-life club would be 
‘redundant’ since the Women’s Collective deals with all gender issues.”  The JCCF sent a legal warning letter to 
BUSU on April 30, 2013, explaining how and why BUSL was legally entitled to form a campus club, on par with 
all other campus clubs.  BUSU’s refusal to provide club status to these students resulted in the union receiving an 
‘F’ in the 2013 Campus Freedom Index.  However, BUSU changed its mind in September 2013, and granted club 
status to BUSL.  While BUSU’s reversal on this issue came about only after legal and public pressure, the student 
union earns a ‘B’ grade in 2013-14 for doing the right thing.

The 2014 Campus Freedom Index Executive Summary

© Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms. All Rights Reserved • #253, 7620 Elbow Drive SW • Calgary, AB • T2V 1K2
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Acadia Students’ Union – from C to A

The Acadia Students Union (ASU) earned an ‘A’ for practices, in contrast to a ‘C’ last year, for its defence of its 
student newspaper, the Athaenium.  When  the paper’s printing contractor refused to print an issue on female sex-
uality, due to the depiction sketch of a semi-nude woman on the cover, the ASU worked actively with both parties 
to reach a compromise, including proposing to pay for an opaque cover to block the ‘graphic’ image.  

Brock University Students’ Union – from D to B

The Brock University Students Union (BUSU) defended the right of pro-life students to hold a lecture that was 
disrupted by protesters on October 4, 2013.  Following the incident, BUSU released a statement supporting 
the actions of Brock University and security, stating that “BUSU is an organization representing over 17,000 
undergraduate students whom have varying opinions, ideologies, religious, political and social views.  BUSU’s 
mandate is not to voice an organizational opinion on such topics. It is BUSU’s mandate to ensure that students 
are able to voice their views, thoughts and beliefs in a respectful, organized and safe manner.”  BUSU’s actions 
demonstrate its commitment to upholding the free exchange of ideas on campus, and earn BUSU a ‘B’ grade in 
this year’s report, up from the ‘D’ grade received in 2013. 

Queen’s University – Student Union – from F to C

Student councillors at Queen’s University’s Alma Mater Society (AMS), which last year received an ‘F’ for its 
practices of censoring student group displays, voted in March of 2014 to respect the right of its members to have 
equal access to AMS services regardless of their political views.  This occurred after a Queen’s student and AMS 
member-at-large representing the un- registered student group “Opposition to the Misrepresentation of Men’s 
Issues and Feminism at Queen’s University” emailed members of AMS assembly to inform them that the group 
would be proposing a motion to de-ratify the Men’s Issues Awareness Society “because of the manner in which its 
members have chosen to publicly undermine feminism and anti-rape culture discourse on campus”.  The motion 
failed.  This recent demonstration of support for free expression gives the authors cautious reason to believe the 
AMS will continue to stand up for speech.  The AMS therefore earns a ‘C’ in the 2014 Campus Freedom Index 
for its practices. 

University of Calgary – from F to C

The University of Calgary earned an ‘F’ in the 2013 Campus Freedom Index for having charged seven of its 
students with “non-academic misconduct” for defying the University of Calgary’s demand that they set up their 
pro-life display with signs facing inwards so that no passers-by would be able to see the signs.  With legal repre-
sentation provided by the JCCF, the students commenced an action in the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench to over-
turn the decision of the University’s Board of Governors, which had found the students guilty of non-academic 
misconduct.  The Court released its judgment in Wilson et al. v. University of Calgary on April 1, 2014, ruling that 
the decision of the Board of Governors was unreasonable.  In response to this Court ruling, the Student Discipline 
Appeal Committee of the Board of Governors of the University of Calgary allowed the appeal of the students who 
had been found guilty, and removed the charges from the students’ files.  It remains unclear whether the U of C 
will continue with its past practice of singling out the campus pro-life club with a demand to pay security fees for 
sponsoring debates, setting up stationary displays, and other peaceful expression of opinion on campus.  

University of Victoria Students’ Society – from F to D

In 2012-2013, the University of Victoria Students’ Society (UVSS) banned the Catholic Students’ Association 
(CSA) from distributing leaflets during Clubs Days, entitled “Pure Manhood,” “Pure Womanhood” and “Pure 
Love.”  UVSS also mandated that the group write a letter of apology to the student body, and attend training 

regarding “oppressive language”.  These actions came in addition to the UVSS denying club privileges and use 
of campus space to the campus pro-life club Youth Protecting Youth (YPY).  Long-standing censorship efforts 
directed at YPY have earned UVSS an ‘F’ grade for several years.  The UVSS also continues single out Greek 
Letter Organizations for restrictions.  However, during the 2013-14 school year the UVSS rescinded its ban on the 
CSA, thereby earning a ‘D’ rather than another ‘F.’ 

Negative developments during the 2013-14 school year  
While there is much good news to celebrate in this report, the authors must also draw attention to some egregious 
reversals for free expression on campus. 

University of Regina – from A to F 

The University of Regina, which had earned an ‘A’ grade in 2012-13 for having defended free speech in the face 
of public pressure, has now earned a ‘F’ in 2014 for actively censoring expression on campus.  On Monday, April 
14, 2014, at the University of Regina’s request, two peaceful protesters were arrested, hand-cuffed, and removed 
from campus for peacefully holding up signs and handing out flyers, expressing highly unpopular views.  One of 
the signs read “sodomy is a sin”.  

University of Toronto – from D to F

The University of Toronto moves from a ‘D’ to an ‘F’ for its recent practice of charging security fees to a student 
group based on the content and unpopularity of the group’s beliefs and opinions.  Through security fees, the 
University has effectively punished a “men’s issues awareness” group and rewarded the illegal behaviour of its 
opponents, who engage in physical obstruction and interruption of events.  While the club and its members have 
not engaged in any wrongdoing, the University forces them to pay the cost of dealing with behaviour that is con-
trary to the Criminal Code of Canada and also expressly contrary to the University’s own policies, which prohibit 
disruption of events.

Dalhousie Student Union – from D to F

The Dalhousie Student Union (DSU) slides to an ‘F’ because of its recent endorsement of the Divest Dal move-
ment, which aims to see Dalhousie University end its investments in fossil fuels.  In addition to this new venture 
into the realm of taking a political stance, the DSU also has policies requiring clubs to adhere to its mission and vi-
sion statements, and imposes restrictions on candidates and students campaigning during elections and referenda. 

Brandon University Students Union – from D to F

While the Brandon University Students Union (BUSU) moved from an ‘F’ to a ‘B’ in respect of its practices (see 
above), its grade for policies moved from ‘D’ to ‘F’ because BUSU repealed an anti-disruption policy which had 
previously provided at least notional support for free expression.

The Lakehead University Students’ Union (LUSU) and the York Federation of Students (YFS) have once again 
earned the dubious distinction of receiving ‘F’ grades for restricting campus free speech through both their poli-
cies and their practices, but this is not a change from last year.

http://www.busu.net/wp-content/uploads/Friday-October-4-2013.pdf
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University Policies
Only the University of Toronto received an ‘A’ for its written policies re-
specting free speech; nine universities received a ‘B’, 27 received a ‘C’ and 
14 received a ‘D’; Mount Allison University receives the only ‘F’ grade in 
this section.

The University of Toronto earns an ‘A’ for the third year in a row, due to 
strong written policies which express unequivocally the University’s sup-
port for free expression on campus, including an express prohibition on 
disrupting the expression of opinions that one may disagree with.  Unfor-
tunately, the U of T earns an ‘F’ for its practices of denying equal access 
to campus space to its pro-life club, and for charging security fees to the 
University of Toronto Men’s Issues Awareness Society (UTMIA).

Mount Allison University is the only university in Canada which earns an 
‘F’ in respect of its policies.  Most universities pay at least partial lip service 
to free expression, but Mount Allison has no policies which expressly, 
or even by implication, commit the University to defend free speech on 
campus.  Mount Allison’s Gender Neutral Language Policy encourages 
students to replace phrases such as “man the desk” or “the common man” 
with “staff the desk” or “the average person” respectively.  Other terms, 
like “act like a lady” should be replaced with “be polite”.  Mount Allison 
also prohibits “remarks or gestures with racist connotations,” “racially 
offensive material” and “unwelcome questions and comments.”

The State of Free Speech 
at Canada’s Universities

5 BEST UNIVERSITIES Policies Practices
2013 2014 2013 2014

Ryerson University C C A A
Simon Fraser University B B B B
St. Thomas University C B B B
University of King’s College C C B A
University of Lethbridge NA B NA B

University Practices

 Actions speak louder than words.  Universities do not always uphold, adhere to, and implement their own 
policies.  Based on the record of incidents at each institution, the 52 universities earned three ‘A’ grades, four ‘B’ 
grades, 19 ‘C’ grades, 13 ‘D’ grades, and thirteen ‘F’ grades.

Three universities earned an ‘A’ for their records of supporting campus free speech:

•	 In 2007, Laurentian University’s Senate voted to condemn the suggested boycott of Israeli universities 
by Britain’s University and College Union.  The University released a statement which read “Laurentian 
upholds the fundamental principle of freedom of speech and enquiry, and defends the open exchange of 
ideas among academics.” 

•	 Ryerson University provided adequate security for a “men’s issues awareness” discussion on campus, in 
January of 2014, although it initially planned to charge the organizers with security fees.  Ryerson also 
defended the open discussion of controversial ideas on campus, resisting pressure to have controversial 
lawyer and Black Panther Party leader Malik Zulu Shabazz banned from Ryerson campus. 

•	 The University of King’s College has defended the free expression rights of university members as well 
as victims of censorship abroad.  

At the opposite extreme, thirteen universities earned an ‘F’ grade for having actively censored controversial or 
unpopular speech on campus:

•	 In February 2013, Mount Royal University (MRU) security guards arrested, handcuffed and detained 
Nicholas McLeod for peacefully distributing pro-life literature on campus, because the guards considered 
the flyers “offensive”.  Rather than apologizing for the illegal actions of its security guards and offering 
appropriate compensation, MRU effectively challenged McLeod to commence a court action, which he 
has done.

•	 In April 2014, the University of Regina requested that two individuals be arrested, hand-cuffed, and re-
moved from campus for peacefully expressing unpopular views, such as “sodomy is a sin”.  

•	 In September 2013, the University of Toronto charged the U of T Men’s Issues Awareness Society (UT-
MIA) $964 in security fees in order to host a lecture on campus.  The event, Caring About University Men: 
Why We Need Campus Men’s Centres in a Time of Crisis, featured American psychologist Miles Groth.  
Although UTMIA was able to raise the necessary funds, the U of T failed to uphold free expression and 
the rule of law by effectively pricing controversial expression out of existence.  

The remaining ten universities on this list of 13 have not actively censored expression on campus during the 2013-
14 school year, however, they have not provided any indication that they will depart from past practices, which 
are as follows:

•	 Queen’s University twice shut down a free speech wall which had been built by a student group to raise 
awareness about free expression rights, claiming unspecified concerns about “offensive content” while 
refusing to cite any specific examples. 

•	 The University of the Fraser Valley cancelled an event organized by the campus club UFV Life Link due to 
“security concerns” arising from internet rumours about the possible presence of anonymous “protesters.”

•	 Saint Mary’s University forced the cancellation of a pro-life lecture by failing to provide adequate security 
to allow listeners to hear the presentation.

http://www.mta.ca/administration/vp/policies/1002.htm
http://safs.ca/issuescases/laurentianuniversitystatement.html
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Student Union Policies
Not a single student union in Canada earned an ‘A’ grade, because none 
satisfied all four of the following criteria:

(1) a stated commitment to free speech on campus, set out in its mis-
sion, vision, or policy documents;

(2) written policies which expressly protect diversity of opinion, and 
prevent the student union executive from discriminating against a 
club on the basis of its beliefs, opinions, or philosophy.  The stu-
dent union’s policies prohibit discrimination in regards to club 
certification, club funding, and the allocation of resources such as 
room-booking and space-booking;

(3) student elections rules and regulations which do not empower elec-
tions officers to censor speech during elections or referenda;

(4) policies which restrict the student union’s advocacy on issues re-
lated to post-secondary education, without adopting or promoting 
formal positions in respect of provincial, federal or international 
issues.

In regards to their policies, the 52 student unions surveyed received two 
‘B’ grades, 12 ‘C’ grades, 32 ‘D’ grades, and 6 ‘F’ grades.

5 BEST STUDENT UNIONS Policies Practices
2013 2014 2013 2014

Acadia University Students’ Union (ASU) C C C A
Brock University Students’ Union (BUSU) C C D B
Carleton University Students Association (CUSA) C B A B
Northern Undergraduate Students Society (NUGSS) C C B B
University of Saskatchewan Students’ Union (USSU) B B C C

The State of Free Speech at 
Canada’s Student Unions

•	 Dalhousie University cancelled two lectures on grounds that the invited speakers, British MP George Gal-
loway and American journalist Jared Taylor, were too controversial. 

•	 Wilfrid Laurier University forced a Laurier Students’ Public Interest Group (LSPIRG) to take down post-
ers regarding “Israel Apartheid Week”. 

•	 Western University denied the campus club Western Lifeline equal access to prominent locations on cam-
pus.  Western also condoned actions by its student union to censor and restrict Western Lifeline during 
displays and awareness events. 

•	 The University of Ottawa failed to provide adequate security for a lecture by American author Ann Coulter, 
which forced the cancellation of the club-sponsored event just hours before it was to begin.  The University 
also sent Coulter a letter prior to her arrival, warning her to “watch her words” while visiting the campus. 

•	 The University of Prince Edward Island forced the confiscation of an issue of the campus paper, The 
Cadre, because it contained images of the Prophet Mohammed which the University felt were too contro-
versial for the campus press.  The University further pressured the student union to confiscate or remove 
from circulation the remaining issues of the paper. 

•	 Cape Breton University fined one of its professors, Dr. David Mullan two weeks’ pay for having stated in 
a letter, outside of his work, his opinion of homosexuality as an “unnatural lifestyle”. 

•	 The University of Victoria prevented the student group Youth Protecting Youth (YPY) from proceeding 
with a scheduled awareness event, based purely on the University’s desire to comply with and implement 
the student union’s censorship of this campus club.  In addition to the last-minute cancellation of an event 
it had previously approved, U-Vic suspended YPY’s outdoor booking privileges for a year, and threatened 
to punish club members who participate in similar events in the future.

10 WORST UNIVERSITIES Policies Practices
2013 2014 2013 2014

Cape Breton University C D F F
Lakehead University C D C D
McGill University D D D D
Mount Allison University C F D D
Saint Mary’s University C D F F
University of Ottawa D D F F
University of the Fraser Valley C D F F
University of Waterloo C D D D
Vancouver Island University NA D NA D

Th e 24 u n i v e r s i t i e s  e a r n i n g aT l e a s T o n e ‘F’ 
g r a d e  i n  T h e 2014 Ca m p u s Fr e e d o m in d e x

r e c e i v e  m o r e t h a n  $6.5 b i l l i o n a n n u a l ly  F r o m 
ta x pay e r s  T h r o u g h g o v e r n m e n T T r a n s f e r s.
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Student Union Practices
In regard to their practices, the 52 student unions earned only one ‘A’ grade, five ‘B’ grades, 21 ‘C’ grades, 12 ‘D’ 
grades, and 13 ‘F’ grades.  

 Only the Acadia Students Union (ASU) earned an ‘A’ for speaking and acting to support freedom of ex-
pression for unpopular opinions and beliefs on campus.  In the spring of 2014, the ASU came to the defence of 
the campus newspaper, the Athaenium, when the paper’s printing contractor refused to print copies of its female 
sexuality issue, due to the depiction of a semi-nude woman on the cover.  Regarding campus club certification, 
club funding, and allocation of resources to campus clubs, the ASU does not discriminate against any campus club 
on the basis of the club’s beliefs, opinions, or philosophy.

The following 13 student unions earned an ‘F’ grade in respect of their practices:

•	 The University of Toronto Students’ Union (UTSU) denied certification to the student group Men’s Is-
sues Awareness Society in December of 2012, accusing the students of “perpetuating harassment towards 
women” in violation of UTSU’s Discrimination on Campus Policy and the Ontario Human Rights Code.

•	 The Trent Central Students’ Association (TCSA) rejected a pro-life club’s application for certification 
because “all groups at Trent must be inclusive.”  The TCSA also denied space to the student group Trent 
Liberty when it tried to host a “free speech wall’ event on campus. 

•	 The Ryerson Students’ Union (RSU) denied certification to a student men’s issues group because it was 
allegedly affiliated with two external organizations, A Voice for Men and the Canadian Association for 
Equality, which RSU deemed “hate groups”. 

•	 The University of Calgary Students’ Union stripped Campus Pro-Life of its official club status even while 
admitting that the club had not violated any rule, policy, bylaw or regulation of the Students’ Union or of 
the University of Calgary.  The club obtained legal representation, and was eventually reinstated. 

•	 The University of Manitoba Students’ Union (UMSU) Council passed a resolution to remove official stu-
dent group status from Students Against Israeli Apartheid (SAIA), and to ban the club from UMSU spaces, 
because SAIA’s annual event (Israeli Apartheid Week) discriminates against “Zionists”.

•	 The registered Saint Mary’s University student group “SMUdent Gaming society” was denied the oppor-
tunity to advertise their upcoming social event because of the image of a gaming “pistol” contained on 
the advertisement poster. The students’ union (SMUSA) stated, “We, as SMUSA, the students association 
here, have a responsibility to our students as well as our societies to ensure that everything remains tasteful 
and appropriate.”

•	 The Lakehead University Students’ Union (LUSU) told the campus pro-life club (Lakehead University 
Life Support) that it could only exist by refraining from advocating its stance on abortion, and by not ap-
proaching any students to share the club’s viewpoint.  When Lakehead University Life Support refused 
these conditions as unreasonable, LUSU then stripped the club of its status.

•	 The Students’ Society of McGill University (SSMU) told a student group (McGill Friends of Israel) that 
they had to change the name of their planned event “Israel-a-Party” because SSMU executives felt it made 
“a mockery and/or trivialization of various oppressions some people of the world are subject to on a day-
to-day basis”. 

The following student unions earned an ‘F’ in respect of their policies and principles:

•	 The Brandon University Students Union (BUSU) takes stances on many political issues not related to stu-
dent life, and bans advertising and campaign materials if student politicians deem expression to run afoul 
of subjective criteria like “homophobic” “prejudicial” “derogatory” or “discriminatory”. 

•	 The Dalhousie Student Union (DSU) in 2013 endorsed the “Divest Dal” campaign, which aims to see the 
University end any investments in fossil fuel companies.  The DSU also “reserves the right to charge ancil-
lary fees to societies holding events, for services including but not limited to DSU security staff …” there-
by empowering itself with unfettered discretion to impose security fees on groups it may disagree with.

•	 In 2008, the Lakehead University Student Union (LUSU) declared itself to be officially pro-choice, and 
those who think differently must keep their speech and actions in accordance with the student union’s 
stance on the subject.  A presidential decree banned “negative campaigning” and “controversial topics.”

•	 The University of Alberta Students Union bans posters which contain material that is “sexist, racist, ho-
mophobic, or otherwise defamatory,” as well as “any poster that contains offensive pictures or language” 
and “any poster that is not written in English or French.”  It further mandates that “[a]ll publications must 
be in good taste,” leaving it up to union officials to define what is “in good taste”. 

•	 The University of Victoria Students’ Society (UVSS) has, at various times over a period of many years, 
banned, defunded, restricted and censored the campus pro-life group Youth Protecting Youth (YPY).  The 
UVSS prohibits posters which, in its opinion, “have the effect or purpose of unreasonably creating a 
hostile, intimidating, threatening, or humiliating environment.”  UVSS takes political stances on issues 
unrelated to post-secondary education. 

•	 The York Federation of Students (YFS) maintains a Club Ratification Policy which prohibits ratification 
of groups not meeting content-based criteria including “any clubs who threaten, are rude or antagonizing 
to YFS Staff, Board or Executive Members.”  YFS allows only one “advocating committee” to represent 
the yes and no options during referendum campaigns, and it takes positions on a range of issues that are 
unrelated to student life. 

10 WORST STUDENT UNIONS Policies Practices
2013 2014 2013 2014

Dalhousie Student Union (DSU) D F C D
Lakehead University Students’ Union F F F F
Students Society of McGill University (SSMU) D D F F
Memorial University of Newfoundland Students’ Union (MUNSU) D D F F
Ryerson Student Union (RSU) D D F F
Saint Mary’s University Student Association (SMUSA) C D F F
Trent Central Student Association C D F F
University of Calgary Students’ Union D D F F
University of Manitoba Student Union (UMSU) D D F F
York Federation of Students (YFS) F F F F
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The Campus Freedom Index uses specific, measurable and replicable criteria 
to assess the free speech climate on Canadian university campuses, giving 
university administrators and student union executives clear standards they 
can adopt to better protect free speech rights for students. 

Student unions act as independent and autonomous organizations, with poli-
cies and governance structures that are separate from those of the university.  
Therefore, the Campus Freedom Index assigns letter grades of A, B, C, D 
and F separately to universities and to student unions. 

Each university receives one letter grade for each of four criteria: university pol-
icies, university practices, student union policies, and student union practices. 
 

Section 1 – University policies

A: The university satisfies all four of the following criteria:

(1) a clear and unequivocal commitment to free speech on campus, set 
out in the university’s mission, vision, statement on academic free-
dom, or other policy documents;

(2) the university’s policies cannot be used to censor unpopular, con-
troversial, or politically incorrect speech.  There is no prohibition 
on speech which a listener might find “offensive,” “discriminatory,” 
“disrespectful,” “inappropriate”, or “creating a negative environ-
ment”, etc.;

(3) policies make clear that security fees will not be used as an indirect 
method to censor controversial or unpopular speech on campus;

(4) an anti-disruption policy makes it clear that the university will not 
condone students (or other people) engaging in the blocking, obstruc-
tion, suppression or interruption of speech with which they disagree. 

B: The university satisfies three of items (1), (2), (3), and (4)

Methodology and 
Grading Criteria

•	 Memorial University of Newfoundland’s Students’ Union (MUNSU) denied official club status to MUN 
Students for Life, solely because the club’s beliefs and mission are contrary to the official pro-choice po-
sition of MUNSU. 

•	 The University of Guelph Central Students’ Association (CSA) decertified a pro-life student group and 
issued a public apology to all students who were ‘forced’ to look upon the club’s displays and events. 

•	 The York Federation of Students (YFS) cancelled a scheduled debate on abortion just hours before it was 
to begin, stating that “abortion is not an issue to debate”. 

•	 Western’s University Student Council denied equal access the University atrium for Western Lifeline 
when it sought, in 2011, to organize an event called “Silent No More,” which features women who speak 
about their experiences with abortion.

 In some cases the actions of the student union took place prior to the 2013-14 school year, but the student 
union still earns an ‘F’ for failing to indicate that future practices will differ from past practices.
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Section 3 – Student union policies
A: The student union has all of the following:

(1) a stated commitment to free speech on campus, set out in its mission, vision, or policy documents;

(2) written policies which expressly prevent the student union executive from discriminating against a club 
on the basis of its beliefs, opinions, or philosophy.  The student union’s policies prohibit discrimination 
in regards to club certification, club funding, and the allocation of resources such as room-booking and 
space-booking;

(3) student elections rules and regulations which do not empower elections officers to censor speech during 
elections or referenda;

(4) student union advocacy is limited to issues related to post-secondary education, and does not extend to 
adopting or promoting formal positions in respect of provincial, federal or international issues; there is no 
requirement for clubs to adhere to the union’s ideology, doctrine, or policy positions in order to be certified 
and registered as a campus club.

B:  The student union has three of these four factors.

C: The student union has two of these four factors.

D: The student union has only one of these four factors.

F: The student union has none of these four factors.  Its policies lack commitment to campus free speech, and 
empower student union executives to discriminate against campus clubs on the basis of the club’s beliefs, opin-
ions, or philosophy.  Student elections rules and regulations empower elections officers to censor speech during 
elections or referenda.  The student union adopts formal positions in respect of provincial, federal or international 
issues not related to post-secondary education.

Section 4 – Student union practices

A: The student union has spoken or acted to support freedom of expression for unpopular opinions and beliefs 
on campus, by (1) rejecting demands to cancel events, or by (2) speaking out against university actions that sup-
press free speech rights, or both (1) and (2).  Regarding campus club certification, club funding, and allocation of 
resources to campus clubs, the student union does not discriminate against any campus club on the basis of the 
club’s beliefs, opinions, or philosophy.

B: The student union’s commitment to free speech has not been tested by having to defend the expression of un-
popular speech, or by needing to oppose university actions that suppress free speech rights.  The student union’s 
policies (see Section 3, above) have received a grade of ‘A’ or ‘B’ and therefore provide sufficiently clear guid-
ance to student union executives to stand up for campus free speech rights.

C: The student union’s commitment to free speech has not been tested by having to defend the expression of un-
popular speech, or by needing to oppose university actions that suppress free speech rights.  The student union’s 
policies (see Section 3, above) have received a grade of ‘C’ or ‘D’ and therefore do not provide clear guidance to 
student union executives to stand up for campus free speech rights.

D: The student union itself has not actively discriminated against a campus club on the basis of the club’s beliefs, 
opinions, or philosophy.  However, the student union has had the opportunity to defend campus free speech and 
has failed to do so.

C: The university satisfies two of items (1), (2), (3), and (4)

D. The university satisfies one of items (1), (2), (3), and (4)

F. The university has none of these four factors.  The university’s commitment to free speech on campus is absent 
from its mission, vision, and other policy documents.  Speech codes ban speech that a listener might find “offen-
sive,” “discriminatory,” “disrespectful,” or “inappropriate,” and this prohibition is not negated by other polices 
which specifically uphold free speech rights.  There is no anti-disruption policy.  Unpopular speech can be priced 
out of students’ reach by imposing security fees on the expression of speech deemed “controversial” or “high risk.” 

Section 2 – University practices

A: The university has acted decisively to permit the expression of unpopular speech on campus, by rejecting de-
mands to cancel events or otherwise suppress speech, and by providing adequate security to ensure that people 
cannot engage in the blocking, obstruction, suppression or interruption of speech with which they disagree.  In 
cases where the student union has restricted unpopular speech or discriminated against clubs on the basis of the 
club’s belief or opinion, the university has publicly spoken out against such censorship.

B: The university’s commitment to free speech has not been tested by having to defend the expression of unpop-
ular speech on campus.  The student union has not restricted unpopular speech or discriminated against clubs on 
the basis of the club’s belief or opinion, so it is unknown whether or not the university would publicly speak out 
against such censorship.  Unpopular expression on campus has not been obstructed, interrupted or otherwise sup-
pressed, so it is unknown whether the university would provide adequate security to protect speech on campus.  
The university’s policies (see Section 1, above) have received a grade of ‘A’ or ‘B’ and therefore provide suffi-
ciently clear guidance to officials and administrators to stand up for campus free speech rights.

C: As with grade ‘B’, the university’s commitment to free speech has not been tested by having to defend the ex-
pression of unpopular speech on campus.  The university’s policies (see Section 1, above) have received a grade 
of ‘C’ or ‘D’ and therefore do not provide sufficiently clear guidance to officials and administrators to stand up 
for campus free speech rights.

D:  While not actively censoring or restricting speech on campus, the university has failed to defend the expres-
sion of unpopular ideas on campus.  The university has (1) failed to provide adequate security to protect unpopular 
minority opinion from being blocked, obstructed, interrupted or otherwise suppressed, or (2) the university has 
failed to speak out against student union censorship, or both (1) and (2).

F: The university has actively censored unpopular speech on campus by doing one or more of the following:

(1) imposing security fees on groups because their expression is unpopular or controversial;

(2) denying equal access to campus spaces, rooms, or facilities;

(3) imposing special conditions or restrictions on the expression of some groups;

(4) cancelling scheduled events because “protesters” might be present;

(5) charging people with trespassing because of the content of their peaceful expression, in the absence of any 
misbehaviour and in the absence of breaking any rules;

(6) charging students with non-academic misconduct for expressing unpopular opinions on campus.
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Codes of Conduct
 Many universities have adopted codes of conduct that prohibit expression which anyone might find “of-
fensive” “disrespectful” or contrary to the university’s “values”.  At the University of Calgary, for example, 
Section 4.9 b) of the Non-Academic Misconduct Policy prohibits communication that the University considers 
“offensive”.  Such vague terminology empowers administrators to shut down displays or events with content 
they deem ‘offensive’ according to their own subjective interpretation or that of any complainants who disagree 
with the ideas being expressed.  Lakehead University’s Code of Student Behaviour and Disciplinary Procedures 
states that the University “encourages the free exchange of ideas and opinions, but insists that the free expression 
of views must be made with respect for the human dignity and freedom of others.”  These qualifiers on free ex-
pression may well be based on the noble goal of creating and maintaining civility, but how they are defined and 
enforced is left to the subjective discretion of university officials and student politicians.

 Ryerson University’s Student Code of Non-Academic Conduct compels students to “not act in ways which 
would reasonably be perceived to endanger, threaten or harm the…mental well-being of community members.”  
This amounts to a de facto speech code, but abuse of this policy is mitigated by Ryerson also stating that “[n]
othing in this Code shall be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies and demonstrations, lawful picketing, or to 
inhibit freedom of expression.”

“Safe Space”
 Some universities have designated areas of campus as “Safe Space,” where politically incorrect speech is 
effectively banned.  For example, the Kwantlen Students Association in 2013 adopted an Abortion and Woman’s 
Right to Choose Policy requiring that “any material displayed in the Association spaces should adhere to the prin-
ciple of ‘safe space’ … to ensure an accessible environment in which every student feels comfortable, safe and 
able to get involved in all aspects of the organisation free from intimidation or judgement”.

Policies prohibiting discrimination and harassment
 The authors acknowledge that anti-discrimination policies and anti-harassment policies of a university or 
student union, if worded appropriately, need not stifle the discussion or debate of social, moral, political, religious, 
and philosophical ideas.  Preventing discrimination and harassment on campus is an important part of the univer-
sity’s responsibilities.

 Nevertheless, there is an important difference between restricting speech in the workplace, and restrict-
ing the debate of controversial ideas on campus.  Problems arise when anti-discrimination and anti-harassment 
policies apply (or are interpreted as applying) to all speech on campus.  Therefore, the Campus Freedom Index 
examines human rights policies and anti-discrimination policies of universities and student unions to see whether 
they include express language indicating that the policies cannot be used to censor speech or restrict academic 
freedom.  These policies sometimes state expressly that they are not intended for, and cannot be used for, the sti-
fling of controversial speech on campus.  But in the absence of such clarity, these policies easily become a tool to 
censor the expression of ideas that some may find offensive.

 For example, Cape Breton University’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy defines “harassing be-
haviours” to include “unwelcome remarks, jokes, innuendos or taunting” about a person’s or group’s “body, attire, 
age, marital status, ethnic or national origin, religion, sexual orientation, gender,” “display of sexually explicit, 
racist or otherwise offensive” material, “practical jokes which cause awkwardness or embarrassment,” “intimi-
dation,” and “offensive gestures”.  The Policy goes on to define harassing behaviour as “behaviour which under-
mines another’s self-respect and/or which exhibits an air of superiority.”  While these policies can be justified in 
the workplace, their reach is extremely broad when applied to the entire university, such that the policy becomes 
a speech code.  Debate on moral, political, cultural and philosophical issues will, by its very nature, invariably 
offend some, if not many, listeners. 

F: The student union has actively discriminated against campus clubs purely on the basis of the club’s beliefs, 
opinions or philosophy, by doing one or more of the following:

(1) refusing to certify a proposed campus club;
(2) refusing to provide a club with funding on par with other campus clubs;
(3) refusing to provide a club with equal access to resources such as room-booking or space-bookings;
(4) imposing other restrictions on clubs based on the content of the club’s expression, or based on the club’s 

beliefs, opinions or philosophy.

The legal obligation of universities to defend free expression
 The Supreme Court of Canada in Irwin Toy Ltd. v Quebec (Attorney General), [1989] 1 SCR 927, held that 
Section 2(b) of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects all non-violent expressive activity, without 
discrimination based on content, however unpopular, distasteful, or contrary to the mainstream.  In R v Zundel, 
[1992] 2 SCR 731, the Court held that the purpose of freedom of expression serves to protect minority beliefs 
which the majority regard as wrong or false.  The view of the majority has no need of constitutional protection, 
because it is tolerated in any event.  These and other court rulings make it abundantly clear that authorities cannot 
censor expression based on its content, or the popularity of the content.

 The Campus Freedom Index shows that most universities (but few student unions) maintain policies 
which state the university’s commitment to upholding the values of academic freedom and free expression.  Such 
statements form part of a student’s contract with her university, and the university is therefore obligated to uphold 
these terms on campus.  In Young v Bella, 2006 SCC 3, the Supreme Court of Canada held that a contractual 
relationship exists between a student and a university.  Numerous other Canadian court decisions have also held 
that there exists a contract between a university and a student, the terms of which can be found in the university’s 
calendar, mission, vision, principles, and academic policies.  

 The principles of administrative law and the principles of statutory interpretation require decision-makers 
at universities, as well as the student politicians in charge of student unions, to base their decisions on proper con-
siderations.  The content of a student’s belief or opinion is not relevant, and cannot be used to discriminate against 
students or campus clubs.  Further, such discrimination runs counter to the very purpose of the university, which 
is to serve as a forum for the free expression and debate of ideas.

“Speech Codes” at Canadian universities
 No Canadian university or student union has a “speech code” that is expressly referred to as such.

 However, many universities have rules, regulations and policies which effectively restrict the free expres-
sion and debate of ideas on campus.  These restrictions are typically found scattered throughout the university’s 
operating policies and procedures, including its Code of Student Conduct, policies prohibiting discrimination and 
harassment, policies governing posters and bulletins, policies which regulate the booking of space on campus, and 
policies governing  the provision of security during events.

 In similar fashion, student unions often maintain de facto speech codes as well, contained in various stu-
dent union policies.

 The free expression and debate of ideas can be threatened by open-ended commitments to fostering things 
like “safe space” and a “respectful” atmosphere that upholds the “dignity” of each member of the University 
community.

http://www.ucalgary.ca/registrar/files/registrar/Non-Academic%20Misconduct%20Policy%20-%20approved%20by%20GFC%202011-10-20.pdf
https://www.lakeheadu.ca/faculty-and-staff/policies/student-related/code-of-student-behaviour-and-disciplinary-procedures
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol61.pdf
http://www.kusa.ca/issuespolicies/4_1_Abortion_and_a_Womans_Right_to_Choose_Policy.pdf
http://www.kusa.ca/issuespolicies/4_1_Abortion_and_a_Womans_Right_to_Choose_Policy.pdf
http://www.cbu.ca/sites/cbu.ca/files/pdfs/discrimination-harassment-policy.pdf
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Booking policies for events and displays 
 Universities and student unions have denied access to rooms, facilities, and spaces on campus to student 
groups which advocate opinions that are unpopular, controversial, or both.  The rationale of “safety and security” 
is often invoked to justify this form of censorship.  Protecting the “image” of the university, or pursuing a “pos-
itive atmosphere,” “respectful learning environment,” or “safe space” are also used as justifications.  Regardless 
of rationale, these practices restrict free expression and debate, and academic freedom.  Usually, these forms of 
censorship are neither allowed nor disallowed by the written policies governing the use of rooms and other spaces 
on campus.

 Sometimes, the university expressly empowers itself to censor on the basis of a group’s beliefs or opin-
ions.  For example, the University of Manitoba’s booking regulations state that the University “reserve[s] the right 
to disallow rentals by groups/individuals whose purpose or intent may be deemed: Incompatible or disruptive to 
the University; Harmful to the University’s reputation; Offensive to community standards; Having a history or 
reputation of being disingenuous; Implied as endorsed or legitimized by the University;…”

Security fee policies
 Universities are expected to uphold the rule of law and to ensure the safety of their students, faculty and 
invited guests on university property.  This, in turn, requires protecting the right of all students to express their 
views and engage in the debate of ideas, not just students who adhere to popular beliefs, tout “safe” opinions, 
and support politically correct causes.  Universities have both a moral and a legal duty to honour their mission 
to pursue truth and disseminate knowledge, especially because they receive hundreds of millions of dollars from 
Canadian taxpayers each year

 Unfortunately, many universities use “security fees” to silence the expression and debate of controversial 
and unpopular ideas on campus.  For example, the University of Ottawa’s Policy 28: Use of University of Ottawa 
Facilities and Services reserves to the University “the right to determine the number of security guards required 
[for an event], with costs to be covered by the user.”  

 Campus clubs simply cannot afford to spend hundreds or thousands of dollars each time they wish to 
engage in the peaceful expression of their views.  When universities require a campus club to pay hundreds (or 
thousands) of dollars in security fees for the “privilege” of hosting a debate or inviting a guest to speak on campus, 
universities effectively prevent unpopular and controversial speech from being heard on campus.  

Anti-disruption policies
 As part of their duty to uphold the rule of law, universities also have a duty to prevent the disruption of 
academic and non-academic events, including student group displays, public lectures, debates, and other events.  
Section 430 of the Criminal Code makes it an offence to obstruct, interrupt or interfere with any person in the 
lawful use, enjoyment or operation of property.  The Campus Freedom Index therefore takes into account whether 
a university expressly prohibits the disruption of academic and non-academic activities.

 Of the 52 universities included in this year’s Campus Freedom Index, only the University of Toronto has 
an express anti-disruption policy.  The U of T’s Code of Student Conduct states that “noise that obstructs the con-
duct of a meeting or forcible blocking of access to an activity constitutes disruption” and that “[no] person shall 
cause by action, threat or otherwise, a disturbance that the member knows obstructs any activity organized by 
the University of Toronto or by any of its divisions, or the right of another member or members to carry on their 
legitimate activities, to speak or to associate with others.”

Campus club certification – a requirement for existing on campus
 Student unions typically have the power to grant or deny official club status to campus groups, and to 
regulate their conduct.  Without club status, it is difficult if not impossible for students to express their opinions, 
host debates, invite speakers, or organize other events.  When student unions require all campus clubs to adhere 
to particular beliefs, they effectively create a speech code.  A blatant but very common example can be found in 
the bylaws of the Memorial University of Newfoundland’s Student Union (MUNSU), which state that it “will not 
recognize or ratify any group that the Board of Directors considers to be of a homophobic, transphobic, racist, 
ageist, ableist, sexist, or otherwise discriminatory or exclusionary nature.”

Mandatory “inclusiveness” imposed on campus clubs
 Confusing ‘inclusivity’ with ‘conformity,’ and failing to understand freedom of association, many student 
unions have policies which require student groups to accept all students as members, even if their beliefs do not 
align with those of the club or its existing members.  This likely does not pose a problem for the campus kayaking 
club, which presumably does not mind being told that it cannot discriminate against prospective members on the 
basis of their religion or gender.  But this kind of policy poses a serious problem for political and religious groups 
on campus, which in order to function and carry out their mission must be able to insist on club members being in 
agreement with the club’s stated beliefs.  For example, a campus Liberal club, in order to preserve its own purpose 
and integrity, should be able to exclude Conservatives and NDP supporters from its membership ranks.

Student elections policies
 Student unions conduct elections annually, to select student executives (e.g. President; various Vice-Pres-
idents) as well as student representatives from the university’s faculties and departments.  Student union election 
policies govern campaigning, and often restrict expression rights during elections, arguably the most important 
time for students to be able to express themselves freely and openly without fear of censorship.  Many student 
unions impose severe financial limitations on candidates, limit the quantity and cost of campaign materials, and 
otherwise restrict the ability of voters and candidates to engage in discourse during the referendum or election 
campaign period.  For example, student unions will empower a “Chief Returning Officer” with the power to dis-
qualify candidates or ban certain campaign materials based on a subjective interpretation of what is “offensive” 
or interferes with “dignity”.  

 The University of Calgary Students’ Union election policies ban “negative campaigning” and require 
“all campaigning must be positive in nature”.  Determining what is considered “negative” is very subjective, and 
therefor empowers student election officials with wide discretion to censor campaign materials.  If student politi-
cians have misappropriated the mandatory student union fees for their personal benefit, candidates seeking to re-
place the corrupt politicians could not even discuss this misappropriation of funds, as it may constitute “negative 
campaigning.”  

http://web5.uottawa.ca/www4/emarket/dev/admingov/policy_28.html
http://web5.uottawa.ca/www4/emarket/dev/admingov/policy_28.html
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Acadia University, Wolfville, NS

University policies
Acadia University’s mission is stated as follows:

The mission of Acadia University is to provide a personalized and 
rigorous liberal education; promote a robust and respectful scholarly 
community; and inspire a diversity of students to become critical 
thinkers, lifelong learners, engaged citizens, and responsible global 
leaders.

The Strategic Plan for Acadia University includes the following statement:

As part of its commitment to the environment, Acadia also seeks 
to create an interpersonal, relational, and community environment 
characterized by civility and mutual respect. It is committed to a 
strong sense of connectedness and community on campus and to 
maintaining an atmosphere of open discourse and a tone of mutual 
respect that facilitates free speech and encourages the expression of 
a diversity of viewpoints and ideas. 

 
The “Statement of Principles” in Acadia University’s Non-Academic Judicial 
Handbook states:

Acadia University strongly supports the principle of freedom 
of expression and inquiry, will protect the right of its members 
to express un-popular opinions and ideas and conduct re-search 
in unpopular areas, and will expect that members of the Acadia 
University community will recognize their responsibility to protect 
these rights for all other members of the community. The University 
does not tolerate intimidation (which includes, but is not limited to, 
harassment and “silencing” of unpopular opinions). We also believe 
that a fundamental code of behaviour is sensitivity to the effect of 

one’s personal behaviour on others and respect for their personal and property rights.

Acadia University’s Policy Against Harassment and Discrimination defines sexual harassment to include “visual 
displays of degrading sexual images,” and “offensive remarks of a sexual nature”.  However, it further states that:

B.3: Neither this policy in general, nor its definitions in particular, are to be applied in such a way as to 
detract from the right to engage in the frank discussion of potentially controversial matters including, but 
not limited to, age, race, politics, religion, sex, and sexual orientation. These are legitimate topics and 
no University policy should have the effect of limiting discussion of them or of prohibiting instructional 
techniques, such as the use of irony, the use of conjecture and refutation, or the assignment of readings that 
advocate controversial positions, provided that such.

Acadia University does not have a policy expressly preventing the University from charging security fees to stu-
dents hosting discussions or lectures on controversial subjects.  

University practices 
The authors are not aware of cases of the University censoring speech made by students or student groups.  
However, the University failed to defend the expression of its student newspaper, the Athenaeum, when its printer 
refused to print its female sexuality themed issue of the paper because its cover depicted a semi-nude woman (see 
section 4). 

Student union policies
The Acadia Students’ Union’s (“ASU”) Constitution does not include an express policy committing the ASU to 
upholding campus free speech rights, nor political stances on issues unrelated to student issues, but does include 
the following passage under Policy and Procedures, “Section 3: Club Policy”:

2. The Union shall not recognize or fund any group that does not uphold the provisions and spirit of the 
Nova Scotia Human Rights Act as amended and the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, or do not 
allow open membership to all members of the Union. 

The campus radio station “Axe Radio,” is not subject to ASU approval on content, as indicated in the following 
passage from the ASU Constitution under “Constitutions of Internal Organisations, Section 10: The Axe Radio”:

(a) The purpose of the Axe Radio is to provide information and entertainment that is generally an alternative 
to mainstream media; to promote access to the media for individuals or groups with ideas and views 
not readily available from other media sources; to create an awareness of global, national, and local 
issues for the purposes of stimulating the free flow of information and encouraging constructive debate 
between members of society; to provide technical and stylistic training for interested individuals; to 
offer consulting services for any group wishing to establish a new radio station under the government 
definition of “campus and community” radio; and to discuss any potentially controversial content in a 
manner conducive to free thought and open debate, while maintaining a focus on factual information 
and not condoning irrational contempt of any particular group. 

During election periods, all materials used for campaigning, including online campaigning, are to be approved 
by the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) as indicated in the following passages from the ASU Constitution under 
“Union Elections: Section 8 Campaign Rules and Regulations”: 

7.(c) Any electronic campaigning sites or pages must be approved by the Chief Returning Officer before 

The State of Campus 
Free Speech in 2014 

http://www2.acadiau.ca/about-acadia.html
http://board.acadiau.ca/tl_files/sites/board/resources/PDF%20Files/Acadia_Strategic_Plan%5B2006%5D3.pdf
http://studentservices.acadiau.ca/tl_files/sites/studentaffairs/documents/2012-2013%20Judicial/Judicial%20Process%20Brochure.pdf
http://hr.acadiau.ca/tl_files/sites/hr/Policies%20and%20Procedures/Harassment%20&%20Discrimination.pdf
http://www.theasu.ca/ASU%20Constitution%202012.pdf
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it may become publicly available.

8.(a) All campaign materials including posters, signs, sheets, and banners located both on and off campus 
must be officially stamped on the side shown to the public by the Chief Returning Officer.

There is, however, no indication of what qualifications must be met to gain approval. This empowers the CRO to 
set criteria subjectively.

The ASU Constitution in “Section 9: Election Publicity through the Union Media” places the following limit on 
candidates’ communications:

10. No candidate may slander another candidate in Union Media (The Athenaeum and Axe Radio) or in 
his or her write-up. Candidates may address another candidate’s platform, but attacks of a personal nature 
shall not be tolerated.

(a) Acceptability of The Athenaeum write-ups shall be determined by the Chief Returning Officer in 
cooperation with the Editor-in-Chief.

Exactly where the line is drawn between discussions of platform and personality is open to debate.  For example, 
if a challenger criticizes an incumbent seeking re-election about financial mismanagement or unaccounted-for 
student union funds, is this an attack “of personal nature”?  What if the incumbent seeking re-election has stolen 
or otherwise misappropriated student union funds?  Many legitimate election issues, like the financial record 
of a candidate in a past executive capacity, are arguably necessary and important in any election but could be 
prevented from being brought forward if election officials decide the attack is too “personal”. 

 
Student union practices:
In February of 2014, Acadia’s student newspaper, the Athenaeum, planned to publish an issue focused on female 
sexuality. The issue’s cover featured an artist’s depiction of a woman clothed only in briefs which one of her hands 
is inserted under.  An independent printer, TransContinental Media, refused to print the issue for the students 
because of the nudity. The ASU agreed to take full responsibility for the publication as long as a white cover was 
placed over the graphic cover, but despite this compromise, the printer continued to refuse to print the issue. 

Bishop’s University, Lennoxville, QC
 

University policies
Bishop’s University’s Mission Statement states: “Bishop’s offers students from Quebec, Canada, and the Interna-
tional community the opportunity to exercise the rights and responsibilities of good citizenship and to engage in 
the tolerant and informed dialogue that sustains democracy.”

Principal Michael Goldbloom, in an opening address on October 17, 2008, stated that the strengths of Bishop’s 
University are:

An intimate learning environment in which our faculty and staff give students the personal attention 
they require.  It is a university where students have the chance to make a difference, where opportunities 
abound for discovering and developing talents and assuming leadership roles. It is my expectation that, 
regardless of their field of study, the common characteristics of a Bishop’s graduate will include a capac-
ity: 

•	 to listen well
•	 to analyze critically
•	 to advocate effectively in speech and in writing; and
•	 to engage with others to effect change

 
In sum, our students should leave here with a constant inclination to ask why, an unwavering determina-
tion to ask why not, and the skills to lead constructive and effective change.

 
Article 4 of Bishop’s Charter of Students Rights and Responsibilities states:

Students enjoy freedom of opinion, expression and peaceful assembly within our University Community, 
provided these are exercised in a civil, respectful manner. This includes the right for any group to debate 
any matter and to engage in lawful demonstrations. Students have the right to organize, publicize, belong 
to, or participate in any lawful association, and shall not be subject to prejudice by the University because 
of their membership in such groups.

Article 1 of the Charter, “General Rights and Responsibilities,” states:

Every student has an equal right to be treated equitably and with dignity and respect. This right must not 
be impaired by discrimination based on race, colour, ethnic or national origin, civil status, religion, creed, 
political convictions, sex, gender, sexual orientation, social condition, age, or personal handicap. It is 
understood that a distinction, exclusion or preference based on relevant academic or physical aptitudes or 
qualifications does not constitute discrimination. Every student has the same responsibility to treat every 
other member of our University Community equally, without discrimination, in a civil and respectful 
manner that neither demeans nor degrades the other person. This applies to all person-to-person contact as 
well as to references made in writing or via any electronic medium that is intended to become public, or 
ought reasonably to be expected to become public (such as social networking websites).

Article 3 of the Charter reads:

Every member of our University Community has the right to be free from vexatious conduct, from verbal, 
physical, or psychological abuse or intimidation, and from sexual or any other form of harassment… 

http://unews.ca/acadia-papers-explicit-cover-results-in-stalemate/
http://www.ubishops.ca/about-bu/mission-statement.html
http://www.ubishops.ca/about-bu/mission-statement/address-by-michael-goldbloom.html
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Students have the responsibility to refrain from behaviour that obstructs teaching, learning, or any class 
or function, and the responsibility to refrain from malicious, vexatious or abusive conduct, and acts of 
intimidation, harassment, or assault.  

Article 4 of the Code of Student Conduct, “Rules of Conduct and Offences,” states “Nothing in this Code is 
intended to prohibit student academic freedom, peaceful assemblies, demonstrations, lawful picketing, or to 
inhibit free speech.”

University practices
The authors are not aware of the university censoring or restricting the speech of students or of campus clubs.

Student union policies 
The Constitution of the Bishop’s University Students’ Representative Council outlines the Students’ Representative 
Council’s (“SRC”) purpose:

iii. To safeguard the rights of the individual members of the SA, as given in the Bishop’s University 
Charter of Student Rights and Responsibilities and as given in the Canadian and Quebec Charters of 
Human Rights and Freedoms.  

1.02: The SRC shall not recognize any club or organization in violation of the Bishop’s University Charter 
of Students Rights and Freedoms or the Canadian and Quebec Charters of Human Rights and Freedoms.

Under the Section “Club Bylaws and Regulations”, posters and advertisements must be “tasteful and inoffensive”:

3.01 Criteria: i. Any individual or group wishing to advertise or place posters in the Student Union Build-
ing and in all academic buildings must conform to the following policy. All posters/advertisements must 
be tasteful and inoffensive. Any poster/advertisement that violates this policy will be removed and dis-
carded. Failure to comply with any of the criteria will result in immediate loss of poster privileges. 

The SRC’s Student Conduct Policy states that “Fifty One Percent (51%) of all material published on the SRC 
plasma screen must be student based content.

Student union practices 
The authors are not aware of the Student Representatives Council (SRC) discriminating against a campus group 
or club based on its views or opinions.  

Brandon University, Brandon, MB

University policies 
Brandon University’s Statement of Students Rights and Responsibility Policy denotes the value Brandon University 
places on freedom of expression:

Brandon University prizes and defends freedom of speech. It affirms the rights of its members to teach 
and learn in an environment free from coercive force, intimidation, and interference, and subject only to 
the constraints of reasoned discourse and peaceful conduct. Behaviour that violates this Principle shall be 
dealt with through the Student Discipline Process.

A document titled, The Principles By Which We Live: Brandon University, includes commitments to “promote 
the pursuit, advancement, and dissemination of truth and knowledge” and “encourage a climate of freedom, 
responsibility, and mutual respect in the pursuit of these goals.” 

Brandon University has a Conflict Resolution Committee (CRC), Conflict Resolution Advisor (CRA), and 
an Investigator to deal with issues of Human Rights Harassment, Human Rights Discrimination, or Personal 
Harassment. Their roles are defined within the Respectful Environment Policy.

The Respectful Environment Policy under section 1.2 reads:  

h) In administering this Policy, Conflict Resolution Committee (CRC) members, the CRA and Investigators, 
like all other officers of the University, are obliged to uphold academic freedom and freedom of expression 
and association, while recognizing that some limits apply to the exercise of academic freedom and freedom 
of expression and association.

The Respectful Environment Policy does not define specifically or with any clarity what “limits” the CRC, 
CRA, and Investigator are allowed to place on academic freedom and freedom of expression and or association.  
However, section 4.f) of the Policy adds: 

Brandon University recognizes that as an academic and free community, it must 

uphold its fundamental commitments to academic freedom and to freedom of 

expression and association. Therefore, it will maintain a respectful environment in 

which students and teaching and non-teaching staff can engage in free enquiry and open discussion of all 
issues.

University practices 
The authors are not aware of any cases of the University censoring students or campus clubs because of the 
content of their expression.  However, Brandon University failed to speak out against the censorship undertaken 
by its student union, the Brandon University Students Union (BUSU), when BUSU denied certification to a 
campus pro-life club (see further details below).

 
Student Union Policies 

The BUSU Policy #2016 – Advertising Guidelines states that “[a]ll advertising that is circulated, sponsored or 
created by BUSU and [sic] must meet the following general standards of respect as to form and content,” and 
includes content-based criteria for approving advertising materials:

http://www.ubishops.ca/fileadmin/bishops_documents/admin_governance/u_policies/%20Code%20of%20Student%20Conduct.pdf
http://busrc.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/SRC-Constitution.pdf
http://busrc.com/wp/?page_id=34
http://www.brandonu.ca/governors/files/StatementStudentRights.pdf
http://www.brandonu.ca/governors/files/StatementEthics.pdf
http://www.brandonu.ca/hr/files/RespectfulEnvironmentPolicy.pdf
http://busu.ca/governance/
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BUSU will not accept advertising that is sexist, racist, homophobic, discriminatory or derogatory to any 
particular group of people. If such determination is called into question, acceptability shall be deemed by 
the Executive Committee, with a right to appeal to BUSU Council.

Student groups and students that are found in violation of Policy #2016 can have their club status, advertising 
privileges and ticketing privileges revoked. 

Policy #2019 – Inclusive Language forbids BUSU documents from including language deemed to be 
“discriminatory,” “sexist” or “homophobic” in nature.  None of these terms are defined in BUSU’s Policies and 
Bylaws document.  It appears that this Policy (#2019) only extends to official BUSU content, rather than its clubs 
and members.

Policies #’s 3001, 3002, 3003, 3004, 3005 and 3006 take official BUSU stances on issues including tuition, 
Canadian Blood Services, the environment, transportation, illegal drugs and ethical purchasing. 

Booking for on-campus space is available through BUSU for on-campus groups such as faculty or student groups, 
as well as off-campus groups such as businesses and community groups. The Knowles Douglas Students’ Union 
Center Mingling Area, Elephant Room, and CLC Board Room Temporary Occupancy Booking Contract, states 
under the section Cancellation of Bookings: “The KDC reserves the right to cancel and/or reschedule all events 
or bookings at any time without notice”. Without a stated justification needed for cancellation, abuses of power 
can very easily occur, resulting in the cancellation of events purely because of the message, belief or expression 
of the group.

During elections for BUSU executive positions, candidates must have their campaign materials approved by the 
Returning Officer (RO). Bylaw 1030 – Campaign Materials in The Bylaws of the Brandon University Students’ 
Union states:

5. The RO shall not approve campaign materials which:

contain libel or slander (based on consultation with legal counsel if necessary);

are factually incorrect; or

violate any federal or provincial statute, or any University rule, regulation, policy, or procedure; or

are sexist, racist, homophobic or prejudicial.

Student union practices 

In September of 2013, BUSU formally granted club status to a group of pro-life students, calling themselves 
Brandon University Students for Life (“BUSL”).

In so doing, BUSU reversed an earlier decision, made in January of 2013, denying BUSL club status based only 
on BUSL’s beliefs.  In a Brandon Sun article published January 28, 2013, Carissa Taylor, then BUSU president, 
was quoted as follows: 

…council felt a pro-life club would be “redundant” since the Women’s Collective deals with all gender 
issues. BUSU decided not to give them official club status because we have other groups on campus that 
deal with women’s reproductive rights and those kinds of issues. 

Prior to this January 2013 decision, BUSU had already opposed the creation of a campus pro-life club.  In 
August of 2012, BUSU’s then President Carissa Taylor and Vice-President External Suz Duff explained BUSU’s 
opposition to a pro-life club as follows:

Carissa Taylor: Maybe it’s playing it safe but you know going into this year I don’t want people to have 
negative impressions of all of us, right? Like we haven’t even started the school year, so....Like it’s not 
that we as an organization disagree with your beliefs or anything we’re just trying to think, I guess, of the 
political implications of doing that [granting BUSL club status]...I don’t think it’s a bad thing.

Suz Duff: No. I mean after the strike last year and you know, BUSU got enough of a reputation, right? 
So, as a new counsel we are just trying to tread lightly and you know maybe stay out of some of the more 
contentious issues that...I don’t know...It’s a tough, a tough job, and it’s tough deciding these things and 
like-like Carissa said, it’s not that we disagree with your views. There are people in this office that are, you 
know, pro-life, and are people in this office that are pro-choice. And so we were just try’na balance it a 
little bit and be like, you know, it’s kind of like you can have all or nothing. You can’t just say, um, yes to 
a pro-choice group and no to a pro-life group or vice versa, right? Um, and we figured maybe it’d be easier 
to, if a pro-choice group wants to form or a pro-life group wants to form they can form as a community 
group, and targeting students, right, that might have similar beliefs. 

Suz: …for you guys to start a group, um, like, anyone can form a group it’s just...for us to recognize it 
sends out a message that we’re not neutral. And then, you know, and then if we balance it out by someone 
who wants to start a pro-choice group then we’re just, you know we are kind of just handing ourselves a 
big problem, and then you guys would have even more problems on your hands because you have a pro-
choice group after you all the time. And you’re going to going after the pro-choice group and...you know 
what I mean it would be like, like I just don’t want that to happen to anybody, like it’s just....people should 
be able to have their feelings and their opinions and not be attacked for them. 

Carissa: But, yeah, like Suz said it just sends a message to students and we are just trying to be cautions of 
what kind of message we’re sending and we don’t want students, you know, to start rallying against you 
guys, us, or anyone else.

During the same meeting in August 2012, BUSU decided that BUSL was not allowed to have a presence in the 
most common and well travelled area at Brandon University.  Instead, BUSU offered space in a secluded and 
out-of-the-way part of campus, so as not to be so visible to a large number of passers-by. VP-external Suz Duff 
explained BUSU’s reasoning:

Suz Duff: Standing in there because it’s kind of people can’t really avoid that area. Like you have to pass 
through there to go to classes. Where as if you guys did something in the Elephant Room [a large room, 
isolated from well-travelled areas of the university] or where ever then people have the choice of walking 
up the stairs and going to it. And then you can tell people you made the choice to come here.

Carissa Taylor: Yeah and if you guys were to make specific requests for things too that might be more, I 
don’t know, more controversial, we’ll have more discussions about it. 

In August of 2012, prior to the students’ formal application having been made, BUSU insisted that if the proposed 
club was officially registered, it would need to comply with additional restrictions not placed on other campus 
group such as not handing out materials; not displaying graphic images; not being present in the common areas 
of campus; and no recruiting at club day.

By the end of the school term in April 2013, BUSU had still not granted the club its official status, and declared 
it would not do so because of changes to the executive, following student union elections in the spring of 2013.  
Further, BUSU hinted that it would continue with this discrimination and censorship in the upcoming 2013-14 

http://busu.ca/section/184
http://busu.ca/section/184
http://busu.ca/governance/
http://busu.ca/governance/
http://www.brandonsun.com/local/pro-life-group-in-battle-188652251.html
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school year.  

On April 30, 2013 the JCCF sent a letter to BUSU, indicating that continued discrimination against BUSL would 
result in a court application against BUSU.  The JCCF’s letter explained how and why BUSL is legally entitled to 
form a campus club, on par with all other campus clubs.

BUSL had previously attempted to gain official club status in the 2009-2010 academic year.  In September of 
2009, BUSL applied for club status.  BUSL’s first application was rejected on the grounds that their constitution 
was not “inclusive”. 

In November 2009, BUSL representatives met with BUSU and amended their constitution to meet BUSU criteria 
and re-submitted their application for club status.  BUSU Council held a vote to determine if the group should be 
granted club status, and again denied club status to BUSL

In January of 2010, BUSL requested a formal meeting to review their case and to understand more clearly the 
reasons behind their denial.  The reasons supplied for their rejection came from individual members of BUSU’s 
executive since no official justification for the rejection was provided.  Some of the reasons given by individual 
members of BUSU were that “they had the right to reject any group as they saw fit,” “they were afraid the 
group would use graphic imaging,” “they saw the group as anti-woman,” and “a pro-life group would take away 
women’s rights.”

Brock University, St. Catherines, ON
 
University policies
Brock University’s Statement on Respectful Dialogue and Freedom of Expression states:

…A community where teaching, research and academic freedom will flourish includes an environment 
where freedom of expression, speech, association and belief is safeguarded and exercised in a culture 
of mutual respect; where an open exchange of diverse points of views is encouraged; and where every 
member of the community, including guests and visitors, is able to work, live, teach and learn free from 
harassment and discrimination. 

In order to ensure that all members of our community have the right to examine, discuss, debate and 
communicate freely, including the right to criticize aspects of society in general and the University itself, 
the University acknowledges its responsibility to uphold the principles expressed in this statement and 
to develop implementation strategies that will ensure the lawful protection of these rights and principles.

Brock’s Student Code of Conduct (Code) governs student behaviour on and off-campus. The Code makes clear 
that it is not to be used to justify censorship:

Nothing in this Code shall be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies and demonstrations, lawful 
picketing, or to inhibit freedom of association or expression as permitted by federal, provincial and 
municipal laws. 

Under the section, “Statement on Student Rights and Responsibilities,” the Code states:

Freedom of Discussion: Traditional privileges of a university of freedom of inquiry and freedom of 
expression can be assured only if all members of the community share the responsibility of granting 
these freedoms to others and accept the obligation for a standard of behaviour which respects the rights 
of others.

The Code defines harassment as follows:

Harassment is defined as a course of vexatious comment or conduct that is known or ought reasonably 
to be known to be unwelcome. Single acts of sufficient severity may also constitute harassment. This 
definition includes Workplace Harassment under the Occupational Health and Safety Act. Harassment 
may include: verbal, written (including electronic, digital communications whether by e-mail, text 
messages, posting on internet sites or otherwise) and/or actual or threatened physical actions directed at 
an individual or group by another individual or group who know(s) or reasonably ought to know that the 
behaviour is unwanted.

Brock University has a Respectful Work and Learning Environment Policy (Respectful Environment Policy) 
which is administered by the Office of Human Rights and Equity Services. The Respectful Environment Policy 
defines bullying and harassment to include forms of expression such as online commentary, postering, and verbal 
communication. The Respectful Environment Policy also defines what is not considered harassment:

…the legitimate (ie. not discriminatory, arbitrary or abusive) exercise of academic freedom, freedom of 
thought and inquiry, and expression in teaching and research which may result in respectful disagreements 
regarding beliefs or principles

What forms of expression are considered “discriminatory”, “arbitrary” or “abusive” in nature is not explained by 

http://www.brocku.ca/webfm_send/17084
https://www.brocku.ca/webfm_send/25345
http://www.brocku.ca/human-rights/policies-procedures
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the Respectful Environment Policy. 

Section 18 of the Respectful Environment Policy suggests that the policy could be used by administrators to 
supersede the Student Code of Conduct, which guarantees free expression rights on campus:

This Policy supersedes: 
All previous Board Policies and resolutions on the subject matter herein; 
All previous Administrative Policies and directives on the subject matter contained herein; and Brock 
University Sexual Harassment Policy and Procedures (1991).

Brock’s Campus Promotions Policy does not directly discriminate against speech according to its content, but 
it does ban any poster, flyer, or other promotional material if it is found in violation of the Respectful Work and 
Learning Environment Policy. 

Brock University does not have policies expressly committing the University to prevent the disruption of unpopular 
events, and it does not have a policy expressly preventing the University from charging security fees to students 
hosting discussions or lectures on controversial subjects.  

University practices
On October 4, 2013, the student group Brock Life-line invited Stephanie Gray from the Canadian Centre for 
Bioethical Reform to give a talk on campus called “Abortion: Human Right or Human Right Violation?”. The 
event was held at Isaac’s Pub & Grill, an on-campus pub. Protesters interrupted the presentation and were asked 
to leave. A video of the incident shows students heckling, laughing, and later yelling, chanting and using noise 
makers to disrupt Gray’s lecture. Isaac’s Pub security personnel, which were hired by Brock Life-line at their 
expense, escorted some of the protesters outside of the venue. During the incident, one of the hired security 
personnel reported being assaulted by a protester. 

Brock University announced it would seek disciplinary measures against two students up to and including 
expulsion, alleging disruption, assault, harassment and failure to comply with directives.  Brock invited the 
students to a hearing of the Disciplinary Panel on October 30, 2013. The panel meeting was later postponed.

On March 14, 2013, two students with the Brock Animal Rights Collective, an unregistered student group, held 
a film screening about animal rights in the Market Hall cafeteria.  The previous day, the Collective had held a 
demonstration against the testing of animals at Brock.

During the film screening, campus security officers approached the students and asked them to present ID, which 
they refused.

The University sent a letter informing the students that they had violated the following sections of the Student 
Code of Conduct:

4. Disruptive Behaviour 
10. Unauthorized Use of Facilities, Equipment, Material or Services 
13.Identification 
20. Failure to Comply

The letter further informed the students that they could face penalties ranging from a fine, to suspension or even 
expulsion. 

On Monday, March 25, the University dropped the charges and opted to resolve the matter “informally” instead.  

Carina Magazzeni, one of the two students charged, explained that, “They felt the reaction wasn’t reasonable 
given the situation.”

Brock spokesman Kevin Cavanagh stated that the issue wasn’t one of preventing free speech, but centred on 
specific behaviour concerns.  “They were not being punished because of the film and were not being targeted,” 
Cavanagh reported to the Niagara Advance.

In 2004, a fourth-year Visual Arts class organized a project aimed at showcasing individual voices at Brock.  
The project, called “Brock Voices,” was a website where students, faculty, staff and other members of the Brock 
community could share their opinions and thoughts.  In turn, the organizers would project all of the submissions 
on walls in high-traffic and public spaces throughout campus as an exercise of «individual voice and opinion.»

The Department of Humanities rejected a request by the students to advertise the project on its departmental 
website. Department of Humanities Dean Rosemary Hale told the students that “Any comments would have to be 
eliminated because it is a university web site.”

Some of the comments on the website included «Brock should give more chances for international students to work 
on campus,» «I think I just popped one in my shorts,» and «Down with BUSU ... they excessively exploit students.» 
 
It appears that no penalties were imposed on the students, and Brock did not charge the students with misconduct.  
However, Brock University failed to condemn the actions of the Brock University Students’ Union (BUSU) 
when the student union denied access to student facilities for the project, and demanded that certain comments be 
censored (see section 4)

Student union policies
The Brock University Student Union’s (BUSU) does not have a policy expressly committing BUSU to upholding 
campus free speech rights, however BUSU’s Operating Policies and Procedures protect student groups against 
arbitrary and content-based denial of ratified status, and from denial of BUSU services and facilities:

8. BUSU will not neglect or disregard any ratified Club over reasons of political, religious or value centered 
beliefs – BUSU’s philosophy remains a-political in club management…

…10. No Club can be arbitrarily de-ratified.

BUSU’s Club By-law places particular restrictions on clubs that are deemed “political,” which is defined as “any 
group or association affiliated and/or ratified though [sic] a political party as recognized by Elections Canada and/
or Elections Ontario.”  One such restriction is stated in Section 58: BUSU shall ratify only the one (1) political 
club that is formally recognized by a specific political party, or as the case may be, both a federal and provincial 
party

Sections 55, 56 and 57 outline requirements for all student groups wishing to be ratified by BUSU:

55. A group may be ratified by BUSU only if it:

(a) Opens its membership to all Brock students as stipulated in sections 14-18 of this bylaw.

(b) Intends to carry out activities which in no way violate any federal or provincial laws, municipal 
bylaws, university policies and/or regulations, or BUSU bylaws and policies; and which do not 
infringe upon the rights and privileges of others.

(c) Has a mandate which is not duplicated by any other club ratified by BUSU.

http://www.stcatharinesstandard.ca/2013/10/30/protesting-anti-abortion-talk-lands-brock-students-in-hot-water
http://brockuniversityaccountability.tumblr.com/post/65263497685/statement-on-brock-university-disciplinary-hearings
http://www.niagaraadvance.ca/2013/03/25/brock-students-relieved-conduct-violations-dropped
http://www.busu.net/wp-content/uploads/BUSU-Operating-Policies-and-Procedures-Student-Services-V3-Modified-May-2014.pdf
http://www.busu.net/wp-content/uploads/Bylaw-2550-Clubs-November-2012.pdf
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56. BUSU will not ratify any groups that practice any form of coercive (persistent mental, social, and 
emotional pressure to join the group) techniques on their membership or potential membership, nor 
any clubs who are found to be associated with an outside body that practices coercion.

57. No group shall be ratified which practices discrimination in the acceptance of its members or executive 
members, or knowingly violates any of the procedures contained herein, notwithstanding sections 21 
and 22 of this bylaw

These criteria are open to interpretation by BUSU officials.  

BUSU’s Elections Bylaw Section 47 imposes a $300 cap on spending for students running for Executive positions, 
and $150 for students running for Student Advisory Council (BUSAC) seats.  

Section 61 of the Elections Bylaw empowers the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) to approve or reject campaign 
literature and other communication tools without specifying the criteria that the CRO follows when approving or 
disapproving such materials. 

Under Section 53(c) of the Elections Bylaw, Candidates are responsible to obtain permission from unspecified 
leaders or administrators before performing campaign activities in public places, including giving campaign 
speeches.  The candidate must keep a record of all permissions to give speeches, for submission to the CRO. 

Student union practices
BUSU defended the right of pro-life students to hold a lecture which was disrupted by protesters on October 4, 
2013 (read more in section 2 of this report).  Following the incident, BUSU released a statement supporting the 
actions of the University and security:

On Friday October 4th 2013, a Brock University Students’ Union (BUSU) ratified club, Brock Life-Line 
hosted a speaking engagement in Isaac’s Bar & Grill. Clubs ratified by BUSU are required to submit 
their founding documents and events to BUSU prior to securing space within the Student-Alumni Centre. 
Brock Life-Line is a student club that according to their constitution, strives to provide pro-life related 
educational resources to students on campus.

During Brock Life-Line’s event, which was open to all students, an incident occurred. Isaac’s student 
security staff attempted to maintain order in the room and unfortunately had to remove one of the audience 
members by force. The incident was captured on a number of mobile devices and then later broadcasted 
on YouTube and Facebook. After gathering information from staff, Campus Security and from multiple 
videos, BUSU believes the security staff’s actions were carried out in accordance with the Security Act of 
Ontario and in an attempt to ensure the safety and order of the students in attendance and was unrelated 
to the topic being presented on.

With regards to the focus and topic of the event, BUSU understands that it is a divisive and at times 
a controversial topic. With that said, BUSU is an organization representing over 17,000 undergraduate 
students whom have varying opinions, ideologies, religious, political and social views. BUSU’s mandate 
is not to voice an organizational opinion on such topics. It is BUSU’s mandate to ensure that students are 
able to voice their views, thoughts and beliefs in a respectful, organized and safe manner.

During the 2004 controversy surrounding a display by the Brock Voices collective art project (read more in 
section 2), the BUSU executive denied access to facilities and equipment to the organizers of the project, who 
wanted to display the website hosting the project on the wall of a BUSU-administered space, Isaacs pub.  BUSU 
also denied advertising space to the organizers on its website, BUSU.net. 

BUSU executives ordered the students to remove specific comments that the executive deemed slanderous 
and offensive. The comments included «Brock should give more chances for international students to work on 
campus,» «I think I just popped one in my shorts,» and «Down with BUSU ... they excessively exploit students.»

The organizers at first rejected the demands to censor, stating that “Our project is not to solicit certain opinions; 
it is to solicit all opinions. It’s not our job to censor.”  Eventually, however, the organizers agreed to only leave 
comments posted for 24 hours or less, so as to limit the number of people who might end up reading the comments. 

http://www.busu.net/wp-content/uploads/Bylaw-650-Elections-November-20121.pdf
http://www.busu.net/wp-content/uploads/Friday-October-4-2013.pdf
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Cape Breton University, Sydney, NS 

University policies 
The only section of the Vision of Cape Breton University (CBU) that pertains (indirectly) to free expression on 
campus states:

•	 Our faculty have the academic freedom and responsibility to share and pursue knowledge with integrity 
and passion.

CBU’s Strategic Research Plan also references academic freedom: 

It is important to state that the research concepts and foci identified in this document are only a subset 
of the full research activities within CBU and that to the best of its abilities CBU will encourage and 
support research in all areas pursued by its faculty. CBU also fully supports the academic freedom of its 
researchers.

CBU’s collective agreement with its faculty association also supports the ideal of academic freedom, as well as 
freedom of expression, in Article 12.1:

The common good of society depends upon the search for knowledge and its free expression.  Academic 
freedom in universities is essential to both these purposes in the teaching function of the university as 
well as in its scholarship and research. Academic freedom does not require neutrality on the part of the 
individual; rather, academic freedom makes commitment possible.

CBU’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy defines “harassing behaviours” to include “verbal abuse,” 
“unwelcome remarks, jokes, innuendos or taunting” about a person’s “body, attire, age, marital status, ethnic or 
national origin, religion, sexual orientation, gender,” “display of sexually explicit, racist or otherwise offensive” 
material, “practical jokes which cause awkwardness or embarrassment,” “intimidation,” and “offensive gestures”.  
The Policy goes on to define harassing behaviour as “behaviour which undermines another’s self-respect and/or 
which exhibits an air of superiority.”  The Policy exempts teaching purposes from its scope.  

This policy empowers CBU’s Human Rights Officers with considerable discretion to censor speech, or to impose 
penalties on students for the content of their message.  Further, the Officer both selects the investigators for any 
complaint, and then acts upon their recommendation.

University practices
On February 20, 2006, Owen Shane Wallis, Coordinator of the campus Sexual Diversity Office (SDO) initiated 
a complaint to CBU’s Human Rights Office against a history professor named David Mullan.  In his complaint, 
Wallis stated that Dr. Mullan had discriminated against the GLBT community, made unwelcome remarks, and 
displayed publicly offensive and derogatory statements, used “intimidation tactics” demonstrated “heterosexist 
behaviour that displays a belief of superiority, and an attempt to undermine my self-respect.” 

The subject of Wallis’ complaint consisted of letters signed by Dr. Mullan circa 2004, complaining about the 
Anglican Church of Canada’s position on homosexuality.  The letters were posted on Dr. Mullan’s private 
website, where Wallis read them.  Wallis filed a second complaint after Mullan sent him an email which stated 
“homosexuality is a repudiation of nature and the apotheosis of unbridled desire.”

Dr. Mullan reported that he was eventually charged with harassment by the university because of his letters.  

Media reports of the controversy indicate that Dr. Mullan was suspended without pay for two weeks and fined 
$2,100 by Cape Breton University, although the Human Rights Office gave no public statement on the result of 
the complaint. 

After being fined, Dr. Mullan commented on the incident:

It is preposterous. [Cape Breton University is] trying to set a precedent, an enormously dangerous 
precedent. My particular views are irrelevant here—they are wielding a two-edged sword, and if this can 
happen to me it can happen to anyone.

Student union policies
The Cape Breton University Students’ Union (CBUSU) Administrative Policies and Procedures Manual (Manual) 
states:

Any student or group within the Students’ Union membership shall be allowed to create, participate in, or 
otherwise form a society.

CBUSU’s Office Operations Policy in its Manual, prohibits the use of specific high-traffic spaces to promote “any 
materials which threaten, harass, or otherwise promote discrimination against any individual or groups within the 
CBU community and the community at large.”   

The Office Operations Policy uses vague or ambiguous terms which could easily result in CBUSU officials censoring 
students and student groups on campus.  For example, the Students’ Union does not define “discrimination” in 
any other policy or document, and also fails to adopt CBU’s definition, so a CBUSU official could create his own 
definition of “discrimination.” 

It is unclear how expansive the reference to the “CBU community” and “community at large” may be.  These 
terms could include CBU’s administration, special interest groups, student clubs, faculty, and students themselves.  
If any one of these groups felt “discrimination”, the policy could be used to restrict speech rights.

Section 19 of CBUSU’s Operations Policy violates the free expression rights of students and student groups 
which are political or religious in nature:

Groups that represent a religious or political affiliation may not approach people walking through the Lobby 
and/or Commons.  The person must make the decision to approach their tables to receive information.

Exactly what is considered political or religious is left undefined, meaning that any number of issue-centered 
groups could be subject to this policy.  CBUSU therefore creates two “classes” of student groups: those whose 
message could be considered religious or political in nature, and those whose message is not considered religious 
or political in nature.  The latter group has a clear advantage in spreading their message since they can use the 
high-traffic areas like the Lobby and the Commons, and can directly engage students in conversation about their 
issue or cause.  But the former group is denied these important channels.  

CBUSU officials have considerable discretion to restrict what they may consider “inappropriate” speech on 
campus.  In the CBUSU Poster Policy it reads, “Posters seeking approval must not have any inappropriate imagery 
or text.”

Student union practices
The authors are not aware of the CBUSU infringing on the free speech rights of students. That said, as expressed 
in Section 3 of this report, the potential for such incidents is high given that many of CBUSU’s policies are 
vaguely defined and give considerable discretion to CBUSU officials. 

http://www.cbu.ca/governance/mission-vision-values
http://www.chairs-chaires.gc.ca/program-programme/srp-prs/cape_breton-eng.pdf
http://www.cbufa.ca/news2/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/CBUFA-Collective-Agreement-1-July-2013-30-June-2016.pdf
http://www.cbu.ca/sites/cbu.ca/files/pdfs/discrimination-harassment-policy.pdf
http://mcadams.posc.mu.edu/blog/Complaint1.pdf
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2006/jul/06072701
http://www.cbusu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/APP-2013.pdf
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Carleton University, Ottawa, ON

University policies 
Carleton University’s Human Rights Policies and Procedures, s.2, states that it “respects the rights of speech and 
dissent and upholds the right to peaceful assembly and expression of dissent.”  It further states in s. 4.2:

The frank discussion of controversial ideas, the examination of various or competing perspectives, the 
pursuit and publication of controversial research, and the study and teaching of material with controversial 
and even offensive content in the context of conscientious, professional instruction in the University are 
protected within academic freedom. 

Carleton’s Student Rights and Responsibilities Policy states in regard to free inquiry that:

The traditional privileges of freedom of inquiry and freedom of expression which are enjoyed by members 
of a university community are reflected in the concept of academic freedom. These can be assured only if 
all members of the community share the responsibility of granting these freedoms to others and accept the 
obligation of a standard of behaviour which respects the rights of others. Students may think, speak, write, 
create, study, learn, pursue social, cultural and other interests and associate together for these purposes 
subject to the principles of mutual respect for the dignity, worth and rights of others as outlined by the 
Ontario Human Rights Code and the “Carleton University Statement on Conduct and Human Rights”

The “Discrimination and Harassment Policies” of the Human Rights Policies and Procedures can be used to 
restrict speech deemed to constitute “discrimination” or “harassment” on the basis of race, ancestry, place of 
origin, colour, ethnic origin, citizenship, gender and sexual orientation.  Part IV, Section 6 prohibits name-calling 
and derogatory remarks.  There is also a section on “Systemic Discrimination” that may arise within the University:

Every member of the Carleton University community has the right to study, work and live in an environment 
free of systemic discrimination or harassment on the basis of race, ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic 
origin, citizenship, creed, political affiliation or belief, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, marital 
status, family status or disability as defined in the Ontario Human Rights Code.

Section 10 describes harassment as “engagement in conduct (including innuendo), based on a human rights 
ground protected in this Statement, that is abusive, demeaning, threatening, vexatious or intimidating or involves 
the misuse of authority or power that exceeds the bounds of freedom of expression or academic freedom.”

Equity Services exists to “advocate for human rights,” “provide accommodation advice related to religion, 
disability, family status and pregnancy,” “promote education and employment equity,” “intervene to prevent 
discrimination and harassment,” “foster equality without regard to ethnicity, culture, gender, race, sexual 
orientation or disability” and “promote a barrier-free campus.”

Carleton’s Booking Space on Campus Policy states that all applications for space must explain “[t]he purpose or 
nature of the table rental/event” and a “[c]omplete list of all activities, displays and promotion planned.”  Failure 
to abide by this Policy would result in the cancellation of booking privileges. 

University practices 
Throughout 2013-14, Carleton University continued to restrict student expression by limiting Greek Letter 
Organizations (GLOs) recruitment at Carleton Residences, stating that “students from the Greek community 
who are living in residence are permitted to wear their letters but must refrain from actively recruiting first 
year students,” and “in the event an individual or a group transgresses these directives, all [GLOs] will lose the 
privilege of being permitted into Residence for the remainder of the year.”

In January of 2013, Carleton University defended the free expression rights of its students when the Carleton 
Students for Liberty’s (SFL) “free speech wall” was vandalized and stolen from its location on campus.  The 
display, which featured a stand-alone wall, was constructed by the student society to educate their classmates 
about free expression rights.  The wall event was co-sponsored by the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms 
(JCCF).  Arun Smith, a seventh-year human rights student at Carleton, tore down and disposed of the wall early in 
the morning of January 22.  Mr. Smith claimed responsibility for the action and stated: “If everyone speaks freely 
we end up simply reinforcing the hierarchies that are created in our society.”  Carleton’s Office of Student Affairs 
placed sanctions on Mr. Smith, but the exact scope of those sanctions remains unknown.

In June of 2012, Carleton University allowed a controversial conference, titled “The Contemporary 
Awakening and Imam Khomeini’s Thoughts,” to take place on campus despite backlash by faculty, students 
and community members.  The event was organized by a student group, the Iranian Culture Association of 
Carleton University, in collaboration with the Culture Centre of the Islamic Republic of Iran to honour the 23rd 
anniversary of Khomeini’s death.  Carleton University’s official statement in response to the controversy reads: 

Student groups at Carleton University host many events each year on campus, sometimes on controversial 
subjects. The views expressed by the speakers at this event in no way reflect the views of the University 
as [a] whole. There are more than 160 student groups and societies registered at Carleton. Carleton...
encourages a culture of debate and free expression.

Carleton University saw to it that pro-life students who were arrested and handcuffed on campus in October 2010 
for having tried to set up a pro-life display at Tory Quad, a well-travelled, high-traffic area of campus.  Carleton 
University asked the Police to arrest the students for “trespassing” in order to prevent them from peacefully 
expressing their views on campus.  The police arrested the students before they had even set up the display, and 
confiscated their materials.  The Crown refused to prosecute the students for trespassing.

A video recording on YouTube shows the police confronting the students before they put up their display.  An 
unnamed member of the University administration can be heard saying “this display at this place is a prohibited 
activity.”  The Statement of Claim of Ruth Lobo and John McLeod is posted here.

Carleton also informed the students they could not display smaller, hand-held anti-abortion signs on campus, 
a demand not based on any University rule, policy, bylaw or regulation.  No other group on campus has faced 
demands from the University for any restrictions or limitations to be imposed on the expression of its opinion or 
viewpoint.

Further, Carleton has no rules or policies against visually disturbing images, and tolerates graphic displays by 
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA) featuring gory images.  Further, while Carleton claims to be 
neutral on the subject of abortion, the University invited Planned Parenthood to have a table at “clubs day” in the 
fall of 2011, even though Planned Parenthood is not an accredited student organization.

After the Lifeline pro-life students were arrested for “trespassing” on their own campus, Ryan Flannigan, head 
of Student Issues for the Administration, invited the students to a meeting but insisted that the students could 
not bring their lawyer with them.  At the meeting, Mr. Flannigan threatened the students with charges of non-

http://carleton.ca/equity/human-rights/policy/
http://carleton.ca/secretariat/wp-content/uploads/Student-Rights-Responsibilities-Policy.pdf
http://www.carleton.ca/secretariat/policies/space-booking-policy/
file:///E:/Campus%20Freedom%20Index/2013/2013%20Reports/Batch%201/Carleton/JCCF%20-%20CFI/Carleton%20University%20Students'%20Association,%20Inc.%20Mail%20-%20Residence%20access.htm
https://www.facebook.com/notes/ar�n-s�amus-surinder-smith/president-runte-i-tore-down-that-wall/10151407051872437%20http://charlatan.ca/2013/01/student-tears-down-free-speech-wall-in-atrium%20http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/01/22/not-every-opinion-is-valid-activist-censors-peers-by-tearing-down-universitys-free-speech-wall/
http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/06/27/carleton-University-takes-heat-for-event-thatignored-khomeinis-dismal-human-rights-record/%20
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2010/oct/10100402%20and%20athttp://life.nationalpost.com/2010/10/04/arrest-of-carleton-students-over-anti-abortionposters-framed-as-free-speech-issue/
http://carletonlifeline.files.wordpress.com/2011/11/fresh-as-amended-statement-of-claim.pdf
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academic misconduct.  He presented the students with an offer allowing them limited rights to express their views 
on campus, without any guarantee that their expression of opinion on campus would be protected from criminal 
activity like physical blocking and physical obstruction.  The students rejected this offer to have their speech 
singled out for censorship.

Carleton justified its position on grounds that “other members of the University community” should be “afforded 
the opportunity to decide for themselves as whether they want to view these images and become engaged with” 
Lifeline’s campaign. 

Student union policies 
The Carleton University Students’ Association (CUSA) has a Declaration of Students’ Institutional and Academic 
Rights Policy stating that “[e]very student, full or part-time, has the right to openly question and freely comment 
on course material without penalty.”

In previous years, CUSA’s Discrimination on Campus Policy had banned various groups on ideological grounds.

However, in December of 2012, CUSA voted to support campus free speech by removing Section 5 of the 
Discrimination on Campus Policy.  The motion was presented by student representatives who felt compelled 
to improve CUSA’s reputation as an open forum for discussion of all topics, including controversial ones.  The 
motion explicitly mentions the 2012 Campus Freedom Index as a catalyst for these changes:

Whereas Carleton University and CUSA received failing grades for restricting fee and fair dialogue, in a 
recent [Campus] Freedom Index report conducted by the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms…

… Whereas item 2 should explicitly state that CUSA will not discriminate in the provision of resources or 
facilities based on a group’s political, religious, or philosophical views

Whereas CUSA should not arbitrarily list organizations or groups that the association wishes to ban (item 
4) but instead should work to condemn all groups that commit hate crimes and actively promote hatred 
and discrimination…

…Be it resolved that item 2 of the current Discrimination on Campus Policy be replaced with the following:

CUSA will ensure that its members have access to facilities and resources without fear of discrimination 
based on a person or group’s racial, religious, political, or sexual distinction. Access to facilities and 
resources will be limited if a group’s clear mandate and purpose is to perpetuate hate or discrimination.

With these positive steps taken, the pro-life club Carleton Lifeline, which had been banned under the policy 
in 2010, was ratified in January 2013, so regained the same access to resources and opportunities as any other 
student group would through CUSA.

A notable change to the Discrimination on Campus Policy was the replacement of the former Section 2, which 
stated “CUSA and CUSA Inc., will not fund, rent or loan any space on campus to an event involving a group or a 
person representing the above beliefs.”

Section 2 was replaced with the following statement: 

2. CUSA will ensure that its members have access to facilities and resources without fear of discrimination 

based on a person’s or group’s racial, religious, and political or sexual orientation or gender identity. 
Access to facilities and resources will be denied if a group advocates for and/or perpetuates violence and 
discrimination based upon the above beliefs or characteristics.

Student clubs can become de-ratified according to Section 5.2(b) of the CUSA Clubs

Conduct Code when actions taken by the Club or Society are contrary to the Constitution,

Bylaws, or Policy Manual of the Carleton University Students’ Association, or to the constitution of that Club or 
Society.  This rule is applied equally to all clubs and societies, but on the occasion that special rules that limit the 
kinds of expression one club or society uses are created. 

In regard to the student union elections policy, CUSA outlines the Consolidated

Electoral Code Policy within “The Policies of the Carleton University Students’ Association.”  The following 
sections are pertinent to free speech on campus:

12.7 All campaign material shall be submitted first for approval of the CEO.

Approval of the CEO shall be denoted by a stamp of the Office of the CEO, which shall appear on all 
material. The CEO shall refuse any item if, in the opinion of the CEO, the material contravenes the CUSA 
Constitution, is libelous, or if the material does not clearly identify its originator(s)...

12.20 Candidates are to campaign in a fair and respectable fashion, as defined by the Carleton University 
Human Rights Code...

14.1 Campaigning candidates and their workers shall be entitled to conduct their campaigns so as to reach 
the maximum number of students as long as they do not commit an Electoral Offence.

As is evident, the Chief Electoral Officer determines much of the speeches and communication events within the 
election process; therefore, one must be fully confident in the ability and integrity of said officer to warrant a fair 
process.

Student union practices 
On January 7, 2013, after being denied official club certification by CUSA since November 2010, Carleton Lifeline 
registered to be a club with the Carleton University Students’ Association Clubs & Societies Office. CUSA had 
decertified Carleton Lifeline in 2010, stripping this campus club of its status in November 2010 based solely on 
the group’s pro-life beliefs and opinions on abortion.  During the 2011-2012 school year CUSA continued to 
deny Carleton Lifeline its official club status based on CUSA’s Discrimination on Campus Policy (see Section 3, 
above).

Since being ratified, Lifeline has held a number of events on campus and has not experienced any discrimination 
by Carleton University or by CUSA.

CUSA defended the free expression rights of its members when the Carleton Students for Liberty’s (SFL) “free 
speech wall” was vandalized and stolen from its location on campus, as explained in greater detail above, under 
“University Practices.”  The display, which featured a stand-alone wall, was constructed by the student society to 
educate their classmates about free expression rights, and was stolen by seventh-year human rights student Arun 
Smith, who was punished by Carleton University for having done so.

CUSA for its part also addressed this incident, calling an emergency meeting of CUSA Council, which approved 
a motion condemning the actions taken by Arun Smith:

http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2011/02/24/23328/
http://cusaonline.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/CUSA-Policies-Updated-June-19-2013.pdf
http://cusaonline.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Agenda-January-27.pdf
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Whereas Arun Smith, as per his public Facebook confession, unduly destroyed the property of a CUSA-
accredited group, Carleton Students for Liberty

Whereas Arun Smith has not demonstrated public remorse rather has unabashedly 

threatened Carleton Students for Liberty with further acts of vandalism…in contravention with CUSA’s 
Discrimination on Campus Policy…And is in contravention with Section 1 (2) of the Carleton Human 
Rights Code…And further violates Sections VI (2) and VII (A) (3) of the Student Rights and Responsibility 
Policy…

Be it resolved that CUSA council request that Arun Smith resign from his position as human rights 
representative of CASG. 

Be it resolved that the executive of CUSA release a public statement restoring the respectability of our 
institution, asserting our commitment to a free and respectful campus, and speak out against these types 
of actions among the members of our organization

Be it further resolved that this statement be published on the CUSA website and be distributed to media 
outlets including, but not limited to Maclean’s, the National Post, Sun News, Pink News and Yahoo! News 
(Daily Brew). 

Be it further resolved that CUSA note in its statement that they fully support any disciplinary action that 
the University Administration deems appropriate. 

In March 2012, CUSA held a general referendum which included the following question:

3. Are you in favour of banning events and displays that use inaccurate information and violent images to 
discourage women from exploring all options in the event of pregnancy from Carleton University campus?

The majority (almost 62%) of the 824 students who cast votes voted “yes.”  The referendum originally had 
proposed another question that sparked controversy on campus, as it was thought to be aimed at decertifying 
the Firearms Association of Carleton University.  The proposed question read: “Are you in favour of amending 
CUSA’s anti-discrimination on campus policy to include banning groups that promote guns and gun violence?  
When the final referendum text was released, however, this question had been removed.

Dalhousie University, Halifax, NS

University policies
Dalhousie University’s Code of Student Conduct (Code) states at section II.A.5: “Nothing in this Code shall 
be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies and demonstrations, or lawful picketing, or to inhibit freedom of 
speech.”

Section II.C.1. of the Code states in part:

e) No student shall engage in a course of vexatious conduct, harassment or discrimination that is directed 
at one or more specific persons and that is based on the age, race, colour, religion, creed, sex, sexual orien-
tation, physical disability, mental disability, an irrational fear of contracting an illness or disease, ethnic or 
national or aboriginal origin, family status, marital status, source of income, political belief or affiliation 
or activity of that person or of those with whom he or she associates.

Further, in section II.C.2, the Code states:

No student shall, by action, threat or otherwise, disrupt, obstruct or adversely affect any activity organized 
by Dalhousie University or by any of its faculties, schools or departments, or the right of other persons to 
carry on their legitimate activities, to speak or to associate with others. 

The Dalhousie Office of Human Rights, Equity and Harassment Prevention (Human Rights Office) describes 
its purpose as preventing discrimination on campus.  If a student files a human rights complaint against another 
student, the Office will insist the parties involved meet with “trained neutral mediators” in an attempt to resolve 
the conflict. 

Dalhousie employs the Human Rights and Equity Advisor, as well as an Equity Assistant, to “foster and support 
an inclusive learning environment” and administer “the University’s human rights, equity, harassment, and other 
policies.” 

The Human Rights Office outlines “Strategies for the inclusive classroom”:

• Ask students to identify possibly discriminatory content in textbooks, readings, etc.

• Do your best to be sensitive to language/ terminology issues

• Provide guidelines for group discussions to assist everyone in participating.

• Never ask a student to act as a spokesperson for his/her group/country/religion/ disability/sexuality

• Be prepared to address inappropriate or offensive comments

In addition, the Human Rights Office sets down rules for individuals on their “Practices of Inclusion and Respect” 
webpage.  Individuals are told the following:

http://www.charlatan.ca/2012/03/cusa-finalizes-2012-referendum-questions/
http://hrehp.dal.ca/Human%20Rights%20and%20Equity/Statement%20on%20Prohibited%20Discrimination/Complaints%20Against%20Students/
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ground and standpoint of the others involved in the proposed debate and has concluded a debate with people who 
held such views would not be a useful way to explore the topic [of racial diversity]” and cancelled the debate. 

Student union policies 
The Mission of the Dalhousie Student Union (DSU) is to “actively represent the diverse interests of Dalhousie 
students,” and “provide services which complement and enhance their university experience in a financially, 
socially and environmentally responsible manner.”

By-Law I of the Dalhousie Student Union (DSU) Constitution states:

3. (a) The Union and any organization under the jurisdiction of the Union shall not discriminate on the 
grounds of age; race; colour; religion; creed; sex; gender; sexual orientation; physical or mental disability; 
an irrational fear of contracting an illness or disease; ethnic, national, or Aboriginal origin; family status; 
martial status; source of income; political belief, affiliation, or activity; or an individual’s association with 
another individual(s) having characteristics referred to in previous groups.

Sub-section 3(b) states “[s]ub-section 3(a) does not preclude any By-law, Regulation, programme, activity or 
group that has as its object the amelioration of conditions of traditionally underrepresented individuals or groups 
including the participation of aboriginal people, racially visible people, persons with disabilities and women.

Section 3 of the Dalhousie Student Union (DSU) Society Policy states:  

11. The Society must not have a purpose that conflicts with the DSU’s mission and vision statements.
12. The Society must not have the same purpose as any society that has already been ratified by the Union.

These provisions could effectively ban campus clubs that do not share common mission and vision statements 
with the Dalhousie Student Union, or whose mission is considered too similar to that of other clubs to warrant 
recognition by DSU officials. .  

Section 8 of the Dalhousie Student Union Society Policy states that “[t]he Union reserves the right to withhold the 
above privileges from a society as it deems necessary,” and that “[t]he Union reserves the right to grant additional 
privileges to a society when deemed appropriate.”

Section 9 of the Society Policy allows Council to de-ratify any registered club it considers to have behaved in a 
manner “unbecoming of a Member of the Union.”  

Page 14 of DSU Society Policy reads:  

The DSU reserves the right to charge ancillary fees to societies holding events, for services including but 
not limited to DSU security staff, DSU technical staff, technical and audio-visual equipment, cleaning 
fees, coat check, custodial staff, set-up fees, extra furniture, extended building hours, SOCAN, conference 
materials and bar services.

Section 11A(a) of the Dalhousie Student Union Elections Policy states: “There shall be no more than one (1) reg-
istered campaign for each possible answer to a referendum or plebiscite question, excluding the ‘spoil’ option;”  
Section 11 limits the free speech rights of students who may wish to form their own campaigns independent of the 
official “yes” and “no” campaigns when a referendum is held, in order to advance or promote their own particular 
reasons for voting “yes” or “no.”  

Official recognition from the Dalhousie Student Union is required for students to use Student Union space.

•	 Do not laugh at sexist, racist, heterosexist or otherwise demeaning humor.

•	 Know that offensive comments often come from lack of knowledge or learned biases. Identify 
your own biases and stereotypes. Resist acting on them and take steps to inform yourself and 
unlearn them.

•	 Accept that this is fluid and evolving and you will make mistakes. At the same time listen to the 
words used by diverse groups and make efforts to keep up with changing terminology.

•	 Correct mistakes and move on. Apologize if appropriate.

•	 What is experienced as offensive varies from individual to individual.  If someone challenges you, 
listen to what they have to say and try to understand their perspective. Thank people for guidance.

Under “Organizational Practices” in this same section, students are told to “strive to make inclusive language the 
norm” but also to “create an environment where differing perspectives are welcomed and people speak up and 
out.”  

There is much room for interpretation as to what is “discriminatory.”  A failure to apologize for politically incor-
rect language would clearly violate these policies.  Students are told what language to “strive” for, and in which 
shape they should sit during their meetings.  They are told to promote the “fact” that “diversity” benefits everyone 
even in the absence of “diversity” having any clear or discernable meaning that is commonly understood by all.

The statements and policies of the Human Rights Office could open the door to complaints about “discriminatory” 
speech, and even lead to the censorship of speech that does not lead to “a learning environment and community 
free from prohibited discrimination.”

The job duties of residence assistants include “making sure residents respect one another”. 

University practices 
In March of 2011, the student group Pro-Life at Dal (PLAD) organized a debate on abortion.  The Vice-President 
of Student required PLAD to pay a $350 security fee, and also imposed other conditions.  On the night of the 
debate, the club was suddenly told that security officers would not intervene if any disruptions occurred.  The 
room was vandalized prior to the event, and stink bombs went off intermittently throughout the debate.  Dalhousie 
Security did not intervene at any point, and made no effort to find out who vandalized the room and disrupted the 
event.

PLAD’s president wrote to the Vice-President of Student Services and expressed concern about Dalhousie’s 
failure to provide adequate security, and how this failure emboldens those who would disrupt future events.  The 
University has not apologized for its inaction, and has not taken corrective measures to ensure future events did 
not face the same poor treatment and lack of protection. 

In November of 2010, controversial British MP George Galloway was scheduled to speak at Dalhousie, but the 
University then deemed him to be a security risk (“because he speaks about controversial topics”) and demanded 
extra money for increased security services.  This forced the event to be held off-campus. 

In 2007, Jared Taylor was invited to the University to debate a professor on racial diversity.  Several weeks before 
the scheduled debate was to be held, the University issued a statement saying it “learned more about the back-

http://www.dsu.ca/about-us/who-we-are-and-what-we-do
http://www.dsu.ca/sites/default/files/documents/DSU%20Constitution%20%202014postAGMrevisionsfinalversion.pdf
http://www.dsu.ca/sites/default/files/documents/DSU%20Society%20Policy%20-%2004%20December%202012.pdf
http://www.dsu.ca/sites/default/files/documents/Elections%20PolicyMarch%202013%20final.pdf
http://unews.ca/story/item/galloway-moved-off-dal-campus-because-of-bureaucratic-barriers/
http://www.amren.com/mtnews/archives/2011/02/free_speech_not_1.php
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Kwantlen Polytechnic University, Surrey, BC

University policies 
In the Vision of Kwantlen Polytechnic University, the University describes its commitment to academic freedom, 
saying “Kwantlen safeguards freedom of inquiry, thought, expression, publication and peaceful assembly, which 
along with individual responsibility are the cornerstones of our identity.” 

The Principles of Academic Freedom and Responsibility further outline the value that Kwantlen places on 
preserving academic freedom and free speech:

1. Kwantlen Polytechnic University is committed to the belief that the exchange of knowledge and ideas in 
an environment of intellectual freedom is an indispensable foundation of quality education and scholarship.

2. Academic freedom is one means to ensure that an environment of intellectual freedom is sustained, 
and extends to the entire University community: students, staff, faculty (including visiting faculty), and 
University officers and administrators;

3. Academic freedom includes the right of all members of the University community to inquire, discuss 
and express themselves, study, conduct research, teach, publish, create and exhibit their work, associate 
and peaceably assemble without deference to prescribed doctrine on ideas, principles, concepts, or issues 
related to pedagogy and research; and without hindrance by the University, any of its representatives, or 
coercion by external agents.

…5. The censorship of information is inimical to the free pursuit of knowledge. Therefore, no censorship 
based on moral, religious or political values shall be permitted against any communication or informational 
material, including collections in the University libraries.

The Academic Calendar states under the section “Student Rights”:

Students have the right to free inquiry, expression, belief, political association and assembly, provided 
they do not interfere with the rights of others, with the effective operation of the University or violate other 
University policies and procedures.

Kwantlen’s Human Rights Policy contains a statement excluding the Policy from interfering with academic 
freedom:

This Policy will not be interpreted, administered, or applied to infringe on the academic freedom of students 
or employees. The frank discussion of controversial ideas, the pursuit and publication of controversial 
research, and the study and teaching of material with controversial content do not constitute harassment 
or discrimination, provided that such activities are conducted in a respectful and non-coercive manner.

University practices 
In 2012, Kwantlen Polytechnic University failed to condemn the Kwantlen Student Association (KSA) when that 
body chose to deny club status to a pro-life campus group, citing the KSA’s official stance in regard of abortion 
(see section 4 below).

On July 28, 2010, Kwantlen student Emery Warner was escorted off campus by four security personnel.  Warner 
was distributing pamphlets to protest Kwantlen’s then-new catering company, Sodexo. 

 Kwantlen’s VP for Student Affairs, Jody Gordon, stated that she was worried the pamphlets would have a negative 
impact on one of the campus cafés which was mentioned in the flyer. 

Section 13(b) of the Elections Policy states: 

Campaign displays and the distribution of literature on campus are subject to the approval of the Elections 
Committee.  All candidates and campaigns shall inform and have the approval of the Chief Returning Offi-
cer for any such activity that they plan to undertake.

In addition, Section 13 (d) states:

(i) purchased campaign materials, shall have a value of no greater than two hundred dollars ($200). 

(ii) no candidate or campaign shall receive discounts not available to all students.

The DSU voted to endorse and support the Divest Dalhousie campaign, on November 20, 2013, an initiative to 
see Dalhousie University refrain from investing in fossil fuels.  The aims of Divest Dalhousie are described as 
being ethical and environmental, rather than being directly related to the purpose of the DSU.   The motion is 
unclear to what extent the DSU will be expected to “support” Divest Dalhousie, whether in principle or finance.

Student union practices 
On March 31, 2012 the DSU Elections Committee disqualified two students, Jamie Arron and Aaron Beale, for 
content they wrote on Facebook while campaigning for DSU President and VP Student Life (respectively).

Jamie Arron, candidate for DSU president, posted the following message on his friends’ “walls” on Facebook 
after the campaigning period:

hey dude, did you vote in DSU elections yet? only takes 2min. Vote online @
dsuelections.ca. My dream team: Becky, Gavin, Aaron.

Arron was charged with posting the following message on his Facebook wall after the campaign period had offi-
cially ended:

The DSU is at a crossroads. Will you vote for the same ol’ insiders or for the new
wave of engagement? Times are a’changing. Lets make it happen.

These comments were posted on Facebook after the “allowable campaign period” which ended the evening prior 
to voting.

Arron was also penalized for launching his campaign website ahead of the official campaign period which did 
not begin until 8:00AM on February 6.  His website was found active at 7:00AM on February 6.  The Committee 
therefore found Mr. Arron in violation of the rules. 

The candidates appealed the Elections Committee decision to disqualify them from the executive positions they 
had won.  The Committee stayed the charges, and Jamie Arron and Aaron Beale proceeded to become President 
and VP Student life to the DSU for the 2011-2012 year. 

http://www.kwantlen.ca/__shared/assets/principles_academic_freedom22238.pdf
http://www.kwantlen.ca/calendar/2012-13/student-affairs/studentresponsibilities.html
http://dsu.ca/sites/default/files/documents/DSU%20Council%20Meeting%20Minutes%20-%20November%2020.pdf
http://www.dsuelections.ca/uploads/6/0/3/5/6035411/judicial_board_decision_-_arron_v_election_committee_-_beale_v_election_committee.pdf
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interests of a political party or religious organization or cause. No Campus Club may fundraise, support, 
promote, sponsor, or advertise for a political party or religious organization.

Section XIII, Article 3(9) of the Regulations states: “Any member of the Society may join any Campus Club, and 
all Campus Clubs must ensure that all Society members who wish to join have a reasonable opportunity to do so.”  
This clause could be used to require clubs with specific political, religious or social beliefs to accept as members 
those who reject those beliefs. 

While deliberating on the application for recognition of the student group Protectores Vitae, on October 26th, 
2012, the KSA Executive Committee amended its Club Procedures in order to make KSA Policies apply to clubs.  
The original wording of the provision stated:

1. Clubs are basically autonomous in their activities as long as they adhere to official KSA Rules. Club 
privileges can be withdrawn if KSA Rules are not adhered to. 

On October 26, the Committee amended Article 2 as follows:  

1. Clubs are basically autonomous in their activities, provided that they adhere to the Constitution, Bylaws, 
Regulations, Policies, Executive Procedures, and other rules of the Kwantlen Student Association (the 
“Rules”). The Kwantlen Student Association shall not intervene unless the Club acts in a way that is 
unlawful, contrary to the Rules, or contrary to the purpose of the Club.

2. Recognised Groups are completely independent of the Kwantlen Student Association. The Kwantlen 
Student Association may refuse to provide recognition to Recognised Groups if the activities of the 
Recognised Group are unlawful or contrary to the Rules.

3. The Kwantlen Student Association shall not approve the creation or the recognition of a Campus Group 
whose aims, purposes, or proposed activities contravene the Rules. The approval or the recognition of 
a Campus Group by the Kwantlen Student Association does not imply the endorsement of the aims, 
purposes, beliefs, or activities of that Campus Group.

In October of 2013, the KSA introduced changes to its Abortion and Woman’s Right to Choose Policy requiring 
that “any material displayed in the Association spaces should adhere to the principle of ‘safe space’ … to ensure 
an accessible environment in which every student feels comfortable, safe and able to get involved in all aspects 
of the organisation free from intimidation or judgement”.  Under this provision, speech that could make a student 
feel uncomfortable would be subject to KSA censorship.

On November 28, 2013, the JCCF sent a warning letter to the KSA, threatening legal action if the policy were 
used to discriminate against student groups on the basis of their views.

On January 10, 2014, the KSA amended Article 2(1) of its Club Procedures to exempt all clubs from adhering to 
KSA Policies and “other rules” such as the Abortion and Woman’s Right to Choose Policy.  The rationale for the 
changes was given as follows:

The Standing Committee on Governance recommends that since Council has already decided to exempt 
Protectores Vitae from the requirement that it adhere to KSA Policies, the KSA should be consistent and 
extend this exemption to all campus clubs.

The new clause reads:

Clubs are basically autonomous in their activities, provided that they adhere to the Constitution, Bylaws, 
Regulations, and Executive Procedures, of the Kwantlen Student Association (the “Rules”). The Kwantlen 
Student Association shall not intervene unless the Club acts in a way that is unlawful, contrary to the 
Rules, or contrary to the purpose of the Club.

The Runner, Kwantlen’s campus press, reported on this July 28 incident:

Security first approached Warner with Bill Keith and Bassanio Tsang from Sodexo who briefly questioned 
him about the flyer and asked if they could sit down and talk about the merits of Sodexo. Warner says he 
stated that he wasn’t interested in negotiating with them and took off to class to write an exam.

After his exam Warner says that security was waiting for him and soon after he was met outside by 
Gordon. According to Warner, Gordon demanded to see his student ID, which he refused to do.

According to section C.21 under Kwantlen’s student code of conduct, if a student refuses to comply with 
the reasonable directions of staff and faculty they can be kicked off campus. Refusing to show ID falls 
under refusing to comply and gave grounds for security to escort Warner off campus.

But before he was kicked off campus, Warner said that Gordon threatened to punish him. “She said that 
we’re going to look at disciplinary action within the institution,” says Warner. “She also hinted to taking 
legal action against me saying that the flyer had been passed on to Sodexo’s legal team.”

The next day, Warner continued to distribute pamphlets while campus security followed behind him, taking the 
pamphlets from students after Warner had distributed them. 

VP Student Affairs Gordon told the Runner that after reviewing the security report, no punitive measures would 
be taken against Warner. 

Student union policies 
The Kwantlen Students Association (KSA) takes official stances on Childcare and the Minimum Wage, Cosmetic 
Pesticide Use, the environment, Bottled Water, LGBT issues, women’s rights, Canadian Blood Services, medical 
marijuana and safer sex. 

Section XI of the Regulations of the Kwantlen Students Association (Regulations) governing elections mandates 
the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) to “review and approve all campaign material prior to its use, posting, or 
distribution” without giving any criteria on which to approve or deny materials. Article 9(1)(ix) of Section XI 
states that “during an election or referendum, the Chief Returning Officer or her designate may make rulings and 
interpretations.” Also in Section XI, Article 3, Subsection 5(iv)(h) states:

(h) the use of social media: candidates may campaign via social media without the pre-approval of the 
Chief Returning Officer (notwithstanding article 9(1)(ix) of this section), except for campaign graphics, 
which must in all cases be submitted to the Chief Returning Officer for pre-approval; nothing in this 
clause restricts the authority of the Chief Returning Officer to order the removal of campaign materials, 
and the Chief Returning Officer may penalize or disqualify candidates for social media campaigning that 
is deemed to be inappropriate;

On January 10, 2014, KSA Council voted unanimously to repeal Section XIII, Article 3(8) of the Regulations, 
which had discriminated against student groups whose message was in support of a political party or religious 
organization, and had barred common campus groups such as Liberal, NDP and Conservative clubs from having 
access to the same resources as other groups. The repealed clause had read:

In order to respect the diverse membership and views of the Society’s [KSA’s] members, and further to 
the Special Resolution adopted at the KSA’s July 6th 1981 general meeting, the Society shall not establish 
any Campus Club which has as a purpose (either directly or indirectly) to support, oppose or further the 

http://www.kusa.ca/issuespolicies/4_1_Abortion_and_a_Womans_Right_to_Choose_Policy.pdf
http://www.jccf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/2013-11-29-to-Kwantlen-student-union.pdf
http://runnermag.ca/2010/08/peaceful-activist-booted-off-campus/
http://www.kusa.ca/issuespolicies.html
http://www.kusa.ca/documents/KSA_Regulations.pdf
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Student union practices 
On October 12, 2012, first-year student Oliver Capko applied to have his student group, Protectores Vitae 
(Protectors of Life), officially ratified by the KSA.  The “in office” section of the form was stamped by 
the KSA as having been received October 19, 2012.  After approximately one month had passed, the 
Executive Committee of the KSA responded by denying club recognition to Protectores Vitae because 
the club’s position on a social and political issue (abortion) differs from the KSA’s position on that issue.   
 
The JCCF got involved and wrote a letter to the KSA demanding that it cease its illegal discrimination against 
Protectores Vitae.  The text of that letter is available at www.jccf.ca.  In the face of an impending lawsuit by JCCF, 
the KSA Council on December 6, 2012, reversed its decision and accepted Protectores Vitae as a fully-ratified 
club. 

Lakehead University, Thunder Bay, ON       

University policies
Lakehead University’s Code of Student Behaviour and Disciplinary Procedures states:

The University encourages the free exchange of ideas and opinions, but insists that the free expression of 
views must be made with respect for the human dignity and freedom of others.
.....
 
Students and their organizations shall conduct their activities in a manner compatible with the commit-
ment of the University to maintain an intellectual and cultural environment conducive to personal devel-
opment and critical awareness, and in compliance with the laws of Canada and Ontario, and University 
policies and regulations. Action taken under this Code does not preclude the University from notifying the 
appropriate authorities and initiating other actions in accordance with the laws of Ontario and/or Canada. 
This Code shall not be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies, demonstrations, or free speech.

Lakehead University’s Harassment and Discrimination Policy and Procedures (HDPP) lists types of behaviour 
which may constitute harassment, including “offensive materials”.  The inclusion of ‘offensive materials’ as 
harassment empowers the University to censor students and student groups trying to spread their message on 
campus. A student group which creates a display on a controversial topic may find their presentation banned by 
University officials because someone finds the material “offensive”.   

The HDPP establishes a Discrimination and Harassment Coordinator “who will coordinate educational initiatives 
and the complaint services related to this policy for the University community.”  The procedures involve the Co-
ordinator deciding whether a case warrants a formal complaint, but does not empower the Coordinator to conduct 
formal investigations nor to recommend sanctions. 

University practices 
The authors are not aware of cases of the University limiting or restricting campus free speech rights, or discrim-
inating against students or clubs on the basis of their opinion.  However, the University has failed to condemn the 
actions of its student union when it censored speech and enforced speech codes in the past (see sections 3 and 4 
of this report).

Student union policies
In 2008, the Lakehead University Student Union (LUSU) declared itself to be officially pro-choice, and further 
declared that those who think differently must keep their speech and actions in accordance with the student 
union’s stance on the subject, as per the following resolution:

Be it resolved that the Lakehead University Student Union declare itself to be a pro-choice organization, 
where pro-choice is the recognition that every woman has the right to security of their own person and 
self-determination in all realms of life, especially when addressing reproductive rights held by women. 

The preceding statement shall not be construed to imply that LUSU is opposed to those who hold pro-life positions 
so long as these groups do not advocate, encourage, support, condone the denial of choice to any other women 
and also long as these groups do not in any way promote feelings of guilt, criminality, worthlessness, or shame.  

http://www.jccf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/2012-12-06-National-Post-student-group-granted-official-club-status-after-lawsuit-threat-Capko-v-Kwantlen.pdf
http://www.jccf.ca
https://www.lakeheadu.ca/faculty-and-staff/policies/student-related/code-of-student-behaviour-and-disciplinary-procedures
https://www.lakeheadu.ca/faculty-and-staff/policies/human-resources/harassment-and-discrimination-policy-and-procedures
http://utsfl.ncln.ca/2008/01/28/lakehead-university-silences-pro-life-students/
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Student union practices
LUSU has an extreme range of viewpoints on speech tolerance, depending on the composition of its elected 
Council during a given academic year.  The problem of discrimination changes from year to year, based on the 
individual viewpoints of the elected members of the Student Union.

In 2008, LUSU told the campus pro-life club (Lakehead University Life Support) that it could only exist by 
refraining from advocating its stance on abortion, and by not approaching any students to share the club’s view-
point.  This meant that no displays of any sort, even non-controversial and non-offensive posters, could be used 
to promote the club or its viewpoint.  When Life Support refused these conditions as unreasonable, LUSU then 
stripped the club of its status.  LUSU sent a letter to members of the Life Support Executive, stating reasons for 
the type of restrictions that they would have to abide by in order to be ratified, given the “offensive nature” of their 
message: http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2008/jan/08011407

In January of 2011, Life Support was granted official club status, but was forced to register under “Official Club 
Status Without Funding” in spite of the fact that this club is not affiliated with, and does not endorse, any religion 
or political party.  LUSU also ordered the club to forego placing posters around campus that have any images, but 
LUSU did not interfere with Life Support’s booking of meeting space, event space, etc.  The club did not seek 
ratification in the 2011-2012 year due to a lack of members.
2010-2011 LUSU Club handbook.  http://www.lusu.ca/images/FORMS/Orillia%20Package.pdf

2009-2010 LUSU Constitution (the newest edition currently posted). http://www.lusu.ca/images/FORMS/Orillia%20Package.pdf

Be it further resolved that the Lakehead University Student Union withhold any and all funds, space, re-
sources and services within its control from any groups, either on or off campus, and regardless of mem-
bership composition (student or non- student) if that groups holds any aim, principle, belief, goal, etc. That 
is [anti-choice] in nature, explicit or implicit. 

We were willing to grant the club status if the club agrees to acknowledge that pro-life is not the only 
choice, but a choice that a women can make, that abortion is a legitimate legal alternative to adoption or 
keeping a child.  All literature from the group must be in a positive nature vs. Anti-choice, and have a logo 
so that we can clearly identify their material.

In 2008 then-LUSU President Richard Longtin issued a “presidential decree” which required clubs to ensure that 
their messages were ‘positive’ before being given club status.  Mr. Longtin, also a member of the Campus Con-
servative club, was accused of trying to silence criticisms that the Conservative federal government was receiving 
on campus for choosing to prorogue Parliament in the winter of 2008.  Any LUSU election campaigns were also 
regulated in the decree:

• Campaigns must be positive in nature and cannot slander the opposing stance of the campaign.

• All club publications shall not have content that may be deemed as offensive or in bad taste to any 
identifiable group.

• Members of the club are not allowed to impose belief(s) or practice(s) of the club to anyone who does 
not give them consent to outside of the club’s meetings.

For some time thereafter, members of clubs with a “controversial topic” were told orally that no club member 
could approach any student with material, or to entice them to join.  It appears no efforts have been made to ensure 
that the decree is actually enforced.

LUSU Clubs must abide by the Clubs Handbook, which is different for the Thunder Bay and Orillia campuses.  
In Thunder Bay, clubs are required to abide by the University’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy, which is 
discussed in Section 1 of this report.  Orillia’s Clubs Handbook reminds students that all activity within LUSU 
is governed by the Code of Student Behaviour and Disciplinary Procedures, and the HDPP, also referenced in 
Section 1.

LUSU excludes all religious and political clubs from receiving funding, categorizing them as having “Official 
Club Status without Funding.”  Non-partisan clubs with a political or public policy agenda do receive funding 
from student fees upon application.  The denial of funding to some groups based on their views or purpose 
amounts to a form of discrimination, when other clubs are provided with funding because their views are not 
categorized to be political or religious.

Source: http://www.lusu.ca/thunderbay/wp-content/uploads/TBClubHandbook2012.pdf

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2008/jan/08011407
http://www.lusu.ca/images/FORMS/Orillia%20Package.pdf
http://www.lusu.ca/images/FORMS/Orillia%20Package.pdf
http://ryersonfreepress.blogspot.ca/2008/12/dont-worry-be-happy-decrees-lakehead.html
http://www.lusu.ca/thunderbay/wp-content/uploads/TBClubHandbook2012.pdf
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Laurentian University, Sudbury, ON

University policies
The Senate of Laurentian University passed a Statement of Students Rights and Responsibilities in 1998 which 
states:

1. Upon becoming a member of the University, every student retains her or his rights and 
freedoms, and continues to benefit from the protections afforded by Federal, Provincial and Municipal 
laws as well as the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Ontario Human Rights Code. More-
over, the policies and regulations of the University are designed to maintain an environment conducive 
to teaching, learning and scholarly activity. In combination, these rights and freedoms include the right to 
think, speak, write, learn, study, associate with others and pursue cultural, social and other interests. Stu-
dents have the individual and collective responsibility to abide by the laws of the land and the University’s 
policies and regulations so that their rights and freedoms can be expressed in an orderly way which also 
allows for the rights and freedoms of others. 

2. Every student has the right to fair and equitable treatment by the University with respect to teaching, 
evaluation and access to general services. This treatment is also to be free from harassment or discrim-
ination as defined in the Ontario Human Rights Code and University policies including the Harassment 
Policy and Complaint Procedures. In turn, students have the responsibility to treat others equitably and 
fairly and not to harass and discriminate against other individuals and groups. 

3. In their status as members of the University community, students have the right to use facilities desig-
nated for their use or for the use of the University community generally. They have the responsibility to 
abide by any regulations governing the use of such facilities. 

5. Students have the right to inquire into, and be informed about all University policies and regulations. 
They have the responsibility to abide by reasonable instructions given orally or in writing by any official 
authorized by the University to secure compliance with policies and regulations, practices and procedures, 
when the official is acting in an official capacity. 

6. Students have a right to participate fully in University governance where their participation is estab-
lished in legislation and/or mandated by University policies. Students have a responsibility to ensure that 
their positions in University governance have been obtained democratically and/or legally. They should 
also represent the views and uphold the interests of their student constituency within the particular gov-
erning body. 

7. They have a right to make representations, such as complaints and petitions concerning 

behaviour of any member of the University community, to the appropriate student association or Univer-
sity authority without fear of reprisal. They have the responsibility to make their representations in an or-
derly and appropriate manner and to notify University officials of any violation of their rights as students. 

8. Students have a right to express their views and to press for improvements to the policies and regula-
tions which affect them by means of peaceful assemblies, demonstrations and lawful picketing. Students 
have a responsibility to ensure that their right to be heard, individually or collectively, does not substan-
tially disrupt the legitimate activities of the University or nullify the rights of other members of the Uni-
versity community. 

9. Students and other members of the University community have a right to a physical 

environment which is safe and secure. Students have a responsibility to observe occupational health and 
safety guidelines, directions and policies, to abide by rules and regulations regarding entry to facilities and 
access to equipment, and to refrain from any conduct or activity which is a danger or a nuisance to others. 

Laurentian University’s Code of Student Conduct (non-academic) (Code) states, in its Preamble:

Laurentian is a vibrant university which enjoys a great sense of community. It is dedicated to establishing 
and maintaining an environment conducive to effective teaching and learning. Laurentian also encourages 
social activities and recognizes the freedom of expression and the rights of individuals.

The aims of the Code are listed:

a) Teaching and learning take place in a proper environment; 

b) University employees are able to perform their duties without undue disruption or hindrance; 

c) Academic and general University facilities are available to those who wish to use them for their stated 
purposes; 

d) Members of the community enjoy freedom of expression and movement, and freedom from harass-
ment; and that 

e) Property and information belonging to the University or to individuals, whether tangible or intangible, 
are protected.

Under the Code, it is an offense for a student to “[d]isrupt the legitimate academic, non-academic or administra-
tive activities and functions of the University,” or  “[i]mpair the rights of members of the University community 
or its visitors where such conduct is not covered under the provisions of the University’s Harassment Policy and 
Complaint Procedures and other University policies”.  The Code also provides the following as an example of 
misconduct: “Engaging in disruptive behaviour which a person knows or reasonably ought to know unduly in-
terferes with or obstructs any legitimate University activity, including studying, learning and teaching, and/or the 
rights of others to conduct, to benefit from or to participate in such activities.”

University Practices
In September of 2007, Laurentian University’s Senate voted to condemn the suggested boycott of Israeli univer-
sities by Britain’s University and College Union.  The University released a statement which read “Laurentian 
upholds the fundamental principle of freedom of speech and enquiry, and defends the open exchange of ideas 
among academics.” It further stated:

President Dr. Judith Woodsworth joins her voice to other university presidents and chancellors world-wide 
in expressing disapproval of the boycott: “I believe that the freedom to debate ideas, to listen and to learn 
from the views of others, is fundamental to the very existence of universities, and is more likely, in a plu-
ralistic world, to resolve conflicts and lead to mutual understanding, than simply closing down dialogue,” 
she stated. “Laurentian is committed, on its campus, to maintaining the freedom of individuals to study, 
teach and do research in a climate free of harassment, intimidation or discrimination, and regardless of 
anyone’s political opinions about the policies and practices of particular national governments.”

http://142.51.79.168/NR/rdonlyres/C757071D-F9E6-46EE-AA4B-5BFDF8742CC8/0/EDUC0350IndependentPPPHandbook.pdf
http://142.51.79.168/NR/rdonlyres/536124E7-48E3-44B6-A24A-84B2C6DAC279/0/Code_Companion_05.pdf
http://safs.ca/issuescases/laurentianuniversitystatement.html
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McGill University, Montreal, QC

University policies
Articles 25-26 of Chapter 1 of the Handbook on Student Rights and Responsibilities state:

25. Every student enjoys within the University the freedoms of opinion, of expression and of peaceful 
assembly.

26. Every group of students has a right to organize and to promote the interests of its members, provided 
that the purposes of such group are lawful. Every such group shall also have the right to publicize and hold 
meetings, to debate any matter and to engage in lawful demonstration.

In Section B, Article 5 of the Code of Student Conduct and Disciplinary Procedures there is a provision on “Ob-
struction,” which states:

(a) No student shall, by action, threat, or otherwise, knowingly obstruct University activities. University 
activities include but are not limited to, teaching, research, studying, administration, public service.

Previous to April of 2013, Article 5 of Section A (now Section B) was named “Disruption” and included the fol-
lowing clauses, which are now removed:

(b) Disruption which occurs during the teaching of a course or the conduct of research may be treated as 
an academic offence under the provisions of Article 19.

(c) Nothing in this Article or Code shall be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies and demonstrations, 
lawful picketing, or to inhibit free speech.

The Social Equity and Diversity Education (SEDE) Office has a Policy on Harassment, Sexual Harassment and 
Discrimination Prohibited by Law.  The Policy defines discrimination as “action, behaviour or decision…which 
results in the exclusion or preference of an individual or group within the University community” (2.6).

The SEDE Office gave birth to one of McGill’s most ubiquitous social equity programs, “Safe Space.”  The Safe 
Space Program was created by the Queer Equity subcommittee in 2004, and provides workshops for faculty, staff 
and students addressing racial and sexual discrimination.  “Safe Space Allies at McGill” are offices, departments 
and residences that participate in Safe Space workshops and have Safe Space posters or plaques advertising their 
respective areas as “Safe Spaces.”

The workshops “educate” participants on hurtful words, and challenge homophobic or racist comments and jokes.  
As a result, people in areas with Safe Space plaques will reprimand anyone making inappropriate comments, de-
spite claims that Safe Space is purely voluntary and educational only. 

McGill does not charge room rental to any University organization for normal extracurricular activities, unless the 
rooms are booked for revenue-generating events, in which case a flat fee is applied.

On November 10, 2011, some McGill students decided to “occupy” the Principal’s office as a protest against the 
University’s fees.  After some altercations with campus security, the Montreal riot police were called in to deal 
with the situation.  The University commissioned a report to be created to assess the incident.  Dr. Jutras, the Dean 
of the McGill Faculty of Law, was asked by the Principal, Heather Munroe-Blum, to write the report.  Among 
other issues, “the report advocates further efforts to clarify (i) the scope and meaning of free expression and 
peaceful assembly on campus”.  To address this issue, the report suggested holding an open forum on free speech 
and peaceful assembly, which occurred in May of 2012. 

Student Union Policies
By-Law C-3 of the Laurentian University Students’ General Association (SGA) defines the eligibility require-
ments for student groups to be ratified, stating they must be “academic or socially orientated in nature,” “finically 
sound and active,” “compliant with the policies and procedures as are in place under policy of the board,” and “be 
organized and active.” Furthermore:

2) A club may not be funded if it is:

a) religious in nature;

b) affiliated with national or provincial political parties;

c) a sports club or varsity clubs or teams.

By-Law C-4 of the SGA states: 

3)   The Board shall have the power an [sic] authority to recognized [sic] clubs and academic association, 
in accordance with policy and with the advice and consent of the Vice President Student Life.

4)  Clubs may be disciplined for:

a)     breach of policy of the SGA/AGE regarding operations and pratices;

b)     willful and habitual neglect of reporting duties as defined in policy; or

c)     practices which are neglectful or dangerous in nature.

SGA’s Bylaw D-3, governing Campaigning during Elections, requires “All materials suggesting a preference for, 
or against a candidate must be approved by the CRO.”

SGA’s By-Law D-10, governing Referenda, states that “All materials suggesting a preference for or against a 
referendum position must be approved by the CRO. All material must be original and specific to the referendum 
in question.”

By-Law D-14 states that “The Board may choose not to ratify a nominee if he/she has exhibited conduct contra-
vening the basic values and principles of the SGA/AGE, including, but not limited to, violent and/or discrimina-
tory behavior, unethical conduct as an SGA/AGE Board, Council, or Executive member, or otherwise.”

Student Union Practices
The authors are not aware of the SGA discriminating against students or student groups because of their views. 

http://www.mcgill.ca/secretariat/policies/students/handbook-student-rights-and-responsibilitiesle-recueil-des-droits-et-obligations-d
http://www.mcgill.ca/secretariat/sites/mcgill.ca.secretariat/files/code_-student_-conduct-discipline-procedures_april_2013_final_revised_3.pdf
http://www.mcgill.ca/files/equity_diversity/harassment-sexualharassment-discrimination.pdf
http://www.mcgill.ca/files/equity_diversity/harassment-sexualharassment-discrimination.pdf
http://www.mcgill.ca/equity_diversity/lgbtq/diversity_training/
http://www.mcgill.ca/eventsbookings/guidelines/
http://www.mcgill.ca/dean-jutras-report/
http://bcooltv.mcgill.ca/ListRecordings.aspx?CourseID=6499
http://bcooltv.mcgill.ca/ListRecordings.aspx?CourseID=6499
http://www.sga-age.ca/governing-documents-2/by-law-c-3/
http://www.sga-age.ca/governing-documents-2/by-law-c-4/
http://www.sga-age.ca/governing-documents-2/by-law-d-3/
http://www.sga-age.ca/governing-documents-2/by-law-d-10/
http://www.sga-age.ca/governing-documents-2/by-law-d-14/
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Sources: 

SSMU Constitution: http://www.google.com/url?sa=D&q=http://ssmu.mcgill.ca/about-us/who-we-are/consititution-and-bylaws/&usg=AFQjCNH2o-
mlZEc_5V65eAdGI1Y1nHXBK8w

The McGill Tribune: Editorial: “SSMU Should Reconsider New Equity Policy”

http://www.mcgilltribune.com/opinion/ssmu-should-reconsider-new-equity-policy-1.1777760  

Student union practices 
In October of 2013, SSMU Vice President Internal Brian Farnan sent out an electronic message, “Honestly 
midterms get out of here,” that included a link to a viral political satire video that had been doctored to portray 
U.S. President Barack Obama kicking open a door on the way out of a news conference.  The email triggered a 
complaint to the SSMU Equity Committee.  On December 5, 2013, SSMU Council approved a motion ordering 
that Farnan apologize to McGill students and undergo racial sensitivity training.  Joey Shea, Vice President 
University Affairs for SSMU, defended the decision saying “[the] fact that a complaint did come forward does 
prove that someone was harmed and did feel harm, and I think that there should be more apologies in society 
generally.”

After much backlash and national media attention, in March of 2014, SSMU council rescinded its motion against 
Farnan, although Farnan had already followed through with his apology and sensitivity training by then.

On March 28, 2013, a five-person discussion panel was convened at McGill University by the Minor program 
in Canadian Ethnic and Racial Studies to discuss “Blackface, Ethnic Comedy, and the Tension Between Free 
Expression and Racism,” in conjunction with the UN Day for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. The panel 
included Julius Grey, a prominent civil liberties lawyer and professor.  After several complaints were filed the 
SSMU Equity Commissioner and two other student officers sent to the panel chair, Dr. Morton Weinfeld, McGill 
sociology professor and Chair in Canadian Ethnic and Racial Studies, the following letter:

…we were outraged by the presentation made by Julius Grey, who …opened his presentation by asserting, 
“I taught here for 27 years and I started every single one of my classes with the words ‘I reserve the right 
to be totally politically incorrect. Anybody who can’t take it should take another course.’  I kept my word, 
I was totally politically incorrect; I will be politically incorrect here.”

…Grey’s presentation centered on an argument in favour of the right to “free speech” and emphatically 
against collective rights for minority groups.  He went on to argue that racialized/ ethnocultural groups 
should assimilate rather than organize and assert themselves collectively.

“Yes, I am opposed to collective rights,” he asserted, “…I think groups have no right to survive.  I think 
it’s a bad thing that they survive. My solution for black rights is assimilation. My solution for Jews is 
assimilation. I hope to see an America or a Canada…in which there’s no such thing as a black man, no such 
thing as a white man, no such thing as an Asian man.”  Certainly the eugenicist tone of these statements 
is deeply troubling.  And he acknowledged, “It is obvious that neither black community activists, nor 
the Jewish community, nor the Greek community is going to be happy to hear what I’m saying. It means 
taking away their privileges or influence and everything else.”

Grey disputed the notion that our society is “nice” and the value in attempts at “legislating niceness.”…

Grey’s entire presentation was underscored by the fact that in delivering it, he asserted his own individual 
right to “free speech” over the collective rights of those present to be protected from his psychological 

The Provisional Protocol Regarding Demonstrations, Protests, and Occupations on McGill University Campuses 
was created in 2012.  This one-page document was written in order to curtail demonstrations on campus, and sets 
out a number of conditions in which a protest may be interrupted including if “the University’s ability to maintain 
a safe and secure environment for all members of the McGill community and for visitors to our campuses” is 
compromised.  

University practices 
In March of 2012, one of McGill’s main newspapers, the McGill Daily ran a story on McGillLeaks, which 
was an external (non-university) website that had published some confidential documents detailing McGill’s 
increased fundraising efforts towards corporate donors.  The administration threatened the Daily with legal action, 
claiming that the student newspaper was threatening “McGill’s rights” by stealing private information.  The Daily 
responded: “We find the actions and intimidation tactics of McGill University and its legal representatives to be 
suppressive of our and any organization’s rights to freedom of speech.”

The paper argued that the information is no longer confidential, having been put in the public domain by 
McGillLeaks, but decided not to force the matter to court, due to resource constraints, but maintains that it did not 
steal the documents since they were already public. 

When the controversial “Echoes of the Holocaust” event was held on campus in October of 2009, McGill’s admin-
istration failed to uphold free speech rights when this event was forcibly disrupted and shut down by protesters.  
Campus security took no action to silence or remove the protesters.  McGill’s choice to condone the shut-down of 
this event rendered meaningless its laudable rejection, prior to the event taking place, of calls to cancel the event.

McGill University has failed to condemn censorship by its student union, the Students Society of McGill Uni-
versity (SSMU).  The University administration has never actively intervened to rectify an infringement on free 
speech produced by SSMU policy.  With regard to the most recent restrictions on the pro-life club (described 
below), the administration has even refused to comment, saying it is a “student matter.”

Student union policies 
Section 3.2 of the Student Society of McGill University (SSMU) Equity Policy endorses dialogue on controver-
sial political issues, but only if such dialogue is on “legitimate” topics and “conducted in a respectful, non-coer-
cive, collegial manner that conforms to the Policy on discrimination and harassment”.  In a November 15, 2010 
editorial, the student newspaper McGill Tribune pointed out that:

The legitimacy of a topic and the respectfulness and collegiality of debate are subjective and open to 
interpretation and discussion.  That an appointed committee has the power to remove a club’s funding 
if they deem it in contravention of one of these is antithetical to the stated purpose of encouraging open 
discussion.

The SSMU Equity Committee has the power to remove a club’s funding if this Committee deems the club’s action 
or discussion to be in violation of the Equity Policy.  In 2012, these policies were used to justify the censorship of 
at least one student group on campus (See Section 4 below).

SSMU’s Equity Policy professes its firm commitment to “the creation of safe(r) spaces for its membership,” such 
as the Queer, Gender Empowerment and Black Students clubs, among others.  Safe Space plaques are posted all 
around the SSMU building, stating that words such as “gay,” “retarded,” “fag,” etc, will not be tolerated.

http://www.mcgilltribune.com/opinion/ssmu-should-reconsider-new-equity-policy-1.1777760
http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/02/18/mcgill-student-forced-to-apologize-for-racial-microaggression-after-emailing-joke-obama-clip/
http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/02/18/mcgill-student-forced-to-apologize-for-racial-microaggression-after-emailing-joke-obama-clip/
http://mcgilltribune.com/news/ssmu-rescinds-decision-mandating-farnan-apology/
file:///C:\Users\john\AppData\Local\Microsoft\Windows\INetCache\Content.Outlook\ED2YWAWJ\openletterblackface.wordpress.com
http://www.mcgill.ca/files/_nea/214062_ProvisionalProtocolEnglish.pdf
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/montreal/story/2012/03/07/montreal-mcgill-leaks.html
http://www.ccla.org/rightswatch/2012/03/13/mcgill-University-uses-intimidating-tactics-against-mcgill-daily/
http://oped.ca/National-Post/barbara-kay-freedom-of-speech-has-been-aborted-by-mcgill-universitys-student-society/
http://publications.mcgill.ca/reporter/2012/03/principal-updates-board-on-mcgillleaks-affair/
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changed the name to “A Party for Israel” so that they could still hold the event. 

The SSMU decision was made after a complaint was received from a student who felt threatened and offended by 
the event’s name.  The SSMU used the complaint to justify its decision:

We feel that the title ‘Israel A-Party’ makes too much light of the convictions and experiences of students 
such as the claimant of this complaint…It is our job to ensure a safer place on campus.

On October 6th, 2009, the pro-life club Choose Life hosted a controversial talk, entitled “Echoes of the Holo-
caust,” a speech drawing comparison between abortion and the atrocities of the Holocaust, presented by Jose 
Ruba of the Canadian Centre for Bioethical Reform.  Prior to the event, SSMU passed a motion with a vote of 
25-2-2 to “demand” that the administration intervene and cancel the event.  SSMU additionally warned Choose 
Life that they were in violation of SSMU’s Equity Policy, and that if they chose to continue with the event, that 
their funding would be permanently revoked. 

McGill University refused to cancel the event, and asserted Choose Life’s right to debate the issue, but then con-
doned the shut-down of the event by protesters.  

Following the disrupted event, SSMU decided to follow through with the revocation of Choose Life’s official club 
status on November 12, 2009, in response to four complaints made to the Equity Commission.  The SSMU justi-
fied its decision with the SSMU Equity Policy, citations of “hate speech,” the use of “questionable statistics from 
questionable sources” (SSMU disagreed with the assertion that there is a link between abortion and breast cancer), 
and the use of graphic imagery.  The revocation of Choose Life’s charter meant the group no longer received fund-
ing, and could not use any SSMU services or facilities, including the booking of rooms for meetings or events.

In April of 2010, the SSMU Council voted to reinstate Choose Life but subject to restrictions not imposed on any 
other campus club:

•	 to attach an appendix to its constitution to “comply” with the SSMU Equity Policy;

•	 to cease using graphic images;

•	 to cease affiliation with the National Campus Life Network (NCLN);

The club continues to be a registered student society, but with minimal activities since 2011. 

violence.  The power that he wielded in this situation as a renowned, older white male attorney and former 
professor at McGill – such that fellow panelists and audience members did not interrupt his twenty-
minute presentation despite experiencing it as oppressive and hurtful – exemplifies how freedom of speech 
certainly does not extend to all equally; it is governed by existing power relations and can indeed be used 
to maintain them.

Grey concluded by stating, “So if we’re going to have a society which can change, which can evolve, 
which can have true equality…we should say not only that minorities should be protected but also, as I 
say, that minorities should disappear; safe to say without any form of racism whatsoever.”  Dr. Weinfeld, 
attaching an “ought” statement to the sentiment of minorities disappearing is racism! This needs to be 
acknowledged.

…As tensions rose, Dr. Weinfeld, you attempted…calling for academic rules of decorum.  Given the 
racism and identities-based marginalization that many people experience at McGill on a daily basis, 
the event attracted a number of students in search of an inclusive space in which these issues might be 
addressed and discussed.  Instead, many of those present found themselves in yet another situation at 
this university where racism was present and permitted to flourish; where white privilege and patriarchal 
power were asserted and used to try to silence the voices of those who expressed their objections to what 
was happening.

It is our position, Dr. Weinfeld, that you had a responsibility to use your power as the moderator of the 
event and as the Chair of Canadian Ethnic and Racial Studies to interrupt  Grey’s presentation which 
clearly was inappropriate (if ironic) at an event organized in recognition of the UN International Day 
for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination. Rather than an issue of Grey’s “right to free speech,” we 
understand this situation as being about the choice to give him a platform for that speech at our university.

In a March 30 debriefing about the event among several people who had attended, comments were shared 
about the ways in which Grey’s speech and behaviour had caused attendees physical and psychological 
symptoms of stress in the 24 hours following the event, such as feelings of anxiety, insomnia, and tension-
related bodily pain…

We hereby call on you, Dr. Weinfeld, to address these concerns and to issue a public apology to the 
attendees of the event for your failure to moderate the panel in a manner in keeping with a commitment 
to working toward the elimination of racial discrimination and indeed all forms of discrimination.  For 
despite Grey’s assertion that the damage done by “mere speech” “doesn’t matter,” we expect that you 
recognize that speech, particularly in the context of unequal power relations, can be assaultive; that words 
can and are (and always have been) used as part of the matrix of domination to “ambush, terrorize, wound, 
humiliate, and degrade” particular groups of people.

Dr. Weinfeld did not issue a public apology, nor did the SSMU Equity Commissioner further attempt to enforce 
compliance with the request. 
In March of 2012, a student group called McGill Friends of Israel (MFI) planned an event called “Israel A-Party,” 
designed to counter-message Israeli Apartheid Week (IAW) which is an annual, nation-wide event that labels 
Israel as an apartheid state.  Before the event was scheduled to take place, SSMU executives told the group that 
they would have to change the name of the event because they considered it “a mockery and/or trivialization of 
various oppressions some people of the world are subject to on a day-to-day basis.”  The group complied and 

http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2009/oct/09100713
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2009/oct/09101608
http://network.nationalpost.com/np/blogs/fullcomment/archive/2009/11/20/barbara-kay-freedom-of-speech-has-been-aborted-by-mcgill-University-s-student-society.aspx
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2010/apr/10040811
http://barbarakay.ca/articles/view/571
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McMaster University, Hamilton, ON

University policies 

McMaster University states that its mission is “the discovery, communication, and preservation of knowledge.”  
McMaster’s Academic Freedom Statement states:

McMaster University is dedicated to the pursuit and dissemination of knowledge. Its members enjoy 
certain rights and privileges essential to these twin objectives. Central among these rights and privileg-
es is the freedom, within the law, to pursue what seem to them fruitful avenues of inquiry; to teach and 
to learn unhindered by external or non-academic constraints; and to engage in full and unrestricted 
consideration of any opinion. This freedom extends not only to members of the university but to all who 
are invited to participate in its forum. All members of the University must recognize this fundamental 
principle and must share responsibility for supporting, safeguarding and preserving this central free-
dom. Behaviour which obstructs free and full discussion, not only of ideas which are safe and accepted 
but of those which may be unpopular or even abhorrent, vitally threatens the integrity of the University, 
and cannot be tolerated.

Suppression of academic freedom would prevent the University from carrying out its primary functions. 
In particular, as an autonomous institution McMaster University is protected from any efforts by the 
state or its agents to limit or suppress academic freedom. Likewise, neither officers of the University nor 
private individuals may limit or suppress academic freedom.

The common good of society depends upon the search for knowledge and its free exposition. Academic 
freedom does not require neutrality on the part of the individual; on the contrary, academic freedom 
makes commitment to a position or course of action possible. Academic freedom carries with it the duty 
to use that freedom in a manner consistent with the scholarly obligation to base research and teaching 
on an honest search for knowledge. 

The Student Group Recognition Document states that any group can register to be a club, and any club can book 
rooms.  Section 22 states:

The University will not attempt to monitor or review the activities of a student group recognized under 
this policy in the normal course of events. It will however investigate complaints or charges that as such 
a group has acted in a manner that is inconsistent with its constitution or with the requirements of this 
policy or with any other University policy.

It is unclear as to whether a club’s “actions” could include the content of the group’s opinions that are ex-
pressed.  Although it is not explicitly mentioned, the Academic Freedom Statement potentially protects a club 
against complaints about the content of its beliefs and expression, but is dependent on the opinion of MSU or 
University officials to decide whether violations of the Anti-Discrimination Policy trump their responsibilities to 
uphold the Academic Freedom Statement. 

McMaster’s Anti-Discrimination Policy states that “discrimination and harassment … are prohibited at Mc-
Master University and constitute punishable offenses under this policy,” where harassment is defined as, “en-
gagement in a course of vexatious comments or conduct that is known or ought reasonably to be known, to be 
unwelcome.”  Although such a policy could threaten a person’s free speech rights, this document takes special 
care to outline that the Anti-Discrimination Policy “should be read in conjunction with McMaster University’s 

Statement on Academic Freedom” and that: 

McMaster University recognizes that as an academic and free community it must uphold its fundamen-
tal commitments to academic freedom and to freedom of expression and association. It will maintain an 
environment in which students and teaching and non- teaching staff can engage in free enquiry and open 
discussion of all issues.

McMaster University has an Office of Human Rights and Equity Services, which “ensures that the Sexual Ha-
rassment Policy, Anti-Discrimination Policy and Accessibility Policy are administered effectively and fairly.

Both the Anti-Discrimination and Sexual Harassment policies take special care to outline that McMaster’s 
Academic Freedom Statement should always be upheld.  However, events occurring on campus in 2008 suggest 
that the Office does exercise censorship powers that discriminate against students based on the content of their 
message (see section 2 of this report). 

McMaster’s Student Code of Conduct mentions that there are some offences that could lead to administrative 
prohibition of speech.  For example, Appendix D(j) states that “engaging in verbal or non-verbal behaviour or 
communication toward an individual or group which is considered to be intimidating, harassing and/or discrim-
inatory” is a major offence.  However, the Student Code of Conduct does state in Section 14 that “sanctions in 
the other relevant policy or policies shall be incorporated in their entirety into the terms of this Code”.  There-
fore, in a case like this, the “fundamental commitment” clause of the Anti-Discrimination Policy means that the 
Academic Freedom Statement must still be considered, which would protect free expression on campus.

University practices 

On January 23, 2014, McMaster University suspended students involved in the “redsuits” --a sub-unit of the 
McMaster Engineering Society (MES), over what it alleges was sexist, violent and degrading material.  All 
non-academic MES events that involve alcohol were suspended pending an investigation in the matter.  MES 
was also prohibited from conducting orientation activities in the fall of 2014, and is subject to oversight and 
scrutiny by the University before any future events will be approved.  McMaster’s Provost and Vice-president 
Academic David Wilkinson described the material as “repugnant” and further stated:  

The University has clear expectations that everyone on campus show respect for each other.  The engi-
neering songbook that we have learned about is highly disturbing and is the exact opposite to everything 
for which the University stands.  McMaster is committed to creating an inclusive and safe environment 
for stu dents, faculty and staff.  We and many engineering schools across the country have worked hard 
for a number of years to build an inclusive student culture.  It is clear in this instance, at least here at 
McMaster, that there is far more work to do.  We are committed to ensuring that everyone understand 
that McMaster will not tolerate such views or behavior. 

In 2010, McMaster associate librarian Dale Askey wrote a blog post on his personal website, calling Edwin 
Mellen Press a “dubious publisher” and criticizing the quality of its works.  Of his own volition, Askey removed 
the post in March of 2012.  

In June of 2012, Edwin Mellen Press sued Askey and also McMaster University as a co-defendant, since the 
University failed to mandate that Askey remove the writing from his website before being hired. 

In response to this court action McMaster University published a statement on February 19, 2013, supporting 
Askey and re-iterating its defence of academic freedom. 

http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/faculty/Conduct/SPS_E1-Statement_on_Academic_Freedom.pdf
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/Students-AcademicStudies/StudentGroupRecognition.pdf
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/General/HR/Anti-Discrimination%20policy.pdf
http://www.mcmaster.ca/hres/index.html
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/General/HR/sexharassment.pdf
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/General/HR/sexharassment.pdf
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/General/HR/Anti-Discrimination%20policy.pdf
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/General/HR/Accessibility.pdf
http://www.mcmaster.ca/policy/Students-AcademicStudies/StudentCode.pdf
http://dailynews.mcmaster.ca/article/mcmaster-suspends-engineering-redsuits-student-group/
http://www.infodocket.com/2013/03/04/edwin-mellen-press-drops-lawsuit-against-mcmaster-librarian-dale-askey/
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McMaster and one of its librarians have been named in a lawsuit launched by the Edwin Mellen Press. 
The suit stems from a blog post published in 2010.

In its Statement on Academic Freedom, McMaster University affirms the right of the academic commu-
nity to engage in full and unrestricted consideration of any opinion. Beyond this commitment to teach 
and learn unhindered by non-academic constraints, the University strongly supports the exercise of free 
speech as a critical social good.

For this reason, McMaster University has for more than eighteen months rejected all demands and 
considerable pressure from the Edwin Mellen Press to repudiate the professional opinions of university 
librarian Dale Askey, notwithstanding the fact that those opinions were published on his personal blog 
several months before he joined McMaster.

Because of our respect for individual freedom of speech, the University finds itself today a co-defendant 
with Mr. Askey in a legal action brought by the Edwin Mellen Press.

The University will continue to rigorously defend its commitment to academic freedom and freedom of 
speech as the case proceeds before the courts.

On March 1, 2013, Edwin Mellen Press announced that it would drop the lawsuit against McMaster University, 
although the lawsuit against Askey continues. 

In 2008, during “Israeli Apartheid Week” which took place Feb. 4 – 8, the “Solidarity for Palestinian Human 
Rights” group and the “McMaster Muslims for Peace and Justice” group tried to print a poster.  On it was the 
title of the guest speaker and information that he would be speaking on behalf of the “Coalition Against Israeli 
Apartheid”.  The McMaster Student Union was not sure whether they were allowed to use the phrase “Israeli 
Apartheid”, so they turned the decision over to the McMaster Human Rights & Equity Services office, which 
decided the words could be inflammatory if posted.  

McMaster’s Provost and VP – Academic, Ilene Busch-Vishniac, issued a statement attempting to minimize the 
decision’s effect on the school’s reputation as a haven for free speech, stating:

The University has not initiated a policy as you describe, as it would be counter to the fundamental 
tenants [sic] of freedom of speech and academic freedom. I believe this misinterpretation of events 
stems from a university decision to disallow a banner for Israeli Apartheid that a student group wished 
to display. It was determined that the placement of the banner would be inflammatory. Other activities 
organized by the student group were permitted. I hope this clarifies McMaster’s position.

Student union policies

Section 6.1 of the MSU Operation Policy 1.3.2 – “Promotions and Advertising” states that advertising must 
be in good taste: “Good taste advertising shall be defined as that which does not promote violence, substance 
abuse, or contravene the McMaster University Anti-Discrimination Policy.” 
If a poster is deemed controversial, then the Underground Media & Design staff must go through a checklist to 
determine whether or not the content is “acceptable”.  The checklist is included in Section 9 of the MSU Opera-
tion Policy 1.3.2 – “Promotions and Advertising”. The checklist outlines that the poster will not be approved if 
messages/images are “purposely trying to annoy”, or if there are messages/ images involving “violence, racism, 
sexism, hate, harassment, or discriminatory opinion” or if the messages/images are “offensive/controversial”.  
These terms are not specifically defined, and therefore could be used to justify censorship based on the content 

of a club’s message, such as a certain political or religious views, or any view that someone deems offensive.  

A club can appeal the Underground Media & Design staff’s decision, in which case the group will meet with the 
Human Rights & Equity Services lawyer, “who shall advise the committee on whether or not the poster is likely 
to contravene the University’s Anti-Discrimination Policy”. Students running for election must abide by the 
MSU Operation Policy 1.3.2 as well. 

McMaster’s Anti-Discrimination Policy (above) states that the Academic Freedom Statement should always be 
considered.  Therefore, if a group’s advertisement is denied, and they appeal the decision, it seems as though 
Human Rights & Equity Services would consider the Academic Freedom Statement and make sure that the 
group’s freedom of speech was not suppressed.  However, the checklist given to the Underground Media & 
Design staff appears to be very subjective.  Therefore, it seems as though the MSU does not place a high value 
on freedom of speech, and the group would have to jump through many bureaucratic hoops to try to ultimately 
get their sign approved.

Student union practices 

In a past case, the McMaster Student Union was faced with a controversial decision on the subject of free 
speech and deferred to the McMaster Human Rights & Equity Services (see the “Israeli Apartheid” controversy, 
Section 2).  The MSU failed to take advantage of an opportunity to make an unequivocal and clear stance in 
favor of free speech rights of students on campus.

http://www.macinsiders.com/showthread.php/israeli-apartheid-controversy-17887.html?s=44d3f931524b5722e728864ad169a498&amp;http://www.canpalnet-ottawa.org/McMaster_Letters.html
https://www.msumcmaster.ca/governance/bylaws-policies/msu-operating-policies
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Memorial University, St. John’s, NL

University policies
The Values of Memorial University include:

Freedom and Discovery: Supporting the freedom to pursue knowledge that is based on individual and 
collective intelligence, curiosity, ingenuity and creativity.

Memorial University’s Student Code of Conduct (Code), passed in May of 2014, states in Article 6(a)(7): 

While a university environment is one where freedom of speech is highly valued, students must adhere 
to provisions of the Human Rights Act, 2010 and discrimination is prohibited on the following grounds: 
race, colour, nationality, ethnic origin, social origin, creed, religion, age, disability, disfigurement, sex, 
sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, family status, source of income and political opinion. 
Comments or action based on an individual’s association or relationship whether actual or presumed, with 
an individual or class of individuals identified above is also prohibited.

Further, Article 6(e) of the Code includes as an offence the disruption of University and student-organized events: 

e) Offences involving disruption include:

…4) Acting, threatening or otherwise causing a disturbance that obstructs any activity organized by the 
University or by any of its faculties, schools, departments or divisions, clubs, societies or resource centres, 
or the rights of a member of the University community to carry on her or his legitimate activities, to speak 
to or associate with others.

Students and members of the University community enjoy the freedom to pursue their intellectual and 
personal interests without interference. The objectives of the University are the pursuit of learning through 
scholarship, teaching and research within a spirit of free enquiry and expression. The University recogniz-
es academic freedom and the right to free speech, creative expression and peaceful protest, acknowledging 
that the common good of society depends upon the search for knowledge and its free expression.

The following are not considered Disruption in accordance with this section:

• Peaceful assemblies, demonstrations, picketing or other activity outside a class or meeting that does 
not substantially interfere with the communication inside, or impede access to the meeting or class. 
• Silent or symbolic protest.

However, noise that obstructs the conduct of a meeting or class, or forcibly blocking access to an activity 
constitutes Disruption under this Code.

Memorial University does not have a policy expressly preventing the University from charging securuity 
fees to students hosting discussions or lectures on controversial subjects.  

University practices
The authors are not aware of any cases of the University censoring speech, or discriminating as between students 
or student groups on the basis of the content of the group’s expression, or of residence assistants censoring speech 
in residence.

Student union policies
Section 11(B) of the Memorial University of Newfoundland Students’ Union (MUNSU) Bylaws requires clubs 
to include all MUNSU members, regardless of whether their beliefs are in line with the mission and values of the 
group.  Section 11(E)(4) further states “[t]he MUN Students’ Union will not recognize or ratify any group that 
the Board of Directors considers to be of a homophobic, transphobic, racist, ageist, ableist, sexist, or otherwise 
discriminatory or exclusionary nature.”  There is no policy expressly committing MUNSU to uphold campus free 
speech rights, and there are no speech codes in the MUNSU election policies and procedures. 

Section 11(E)(4) was not used in order to ban the pro-life club MUN Students for Life (see section 4 below); that 
particular ban was based on MUN’s association with the Canadian Federation of Students, which holds a pro-
choice stance in its Declaration of Student Rights and does not allow member Student Unions to endorse opposite 
stances.

Student union practices
In October of 2013, MUNSU’s Student Activities and Organizations Committee voted to deny ratification to 
a student group because of its support for Greek-Letter Organizations (GLOs), or fraternities and sororities. 
MUNSU’s position on GLOs has been to oppose their existence at MUN. 

The Greek-Lettered Council (GLC) is a group created in November 2012 that aims to promote, offer resources 
to, and serve as a platform to Greek-Lettered organizations such as fraternities and sororities at MUN, while also 
serving and being open to the community as a whole.

One MUNSU councillor, Ryan Murphy, summarized his opposition to the GLC as follows: 

There is empirical evidence that indicates a link between Greek Lettered Organizations, sexual assault, 
sexual violence, sexual harassment, bystander passivity…By working to recognize a Greek letter 
organization on campus you are systemically increasing the risk of a student dealing with one of those 
issues…I cannot vote to recognize this, because I believe that 10 years from now, 20 years from now, 
30 years from now, something’s going to happen, and I’m going to see a headline, and I’m going to hate 
myself forever.

In 2013, a MUNSU executive made comments indicating that MUNSU maintains its practice of censoring 
campus clubs, like it did in  2007 when it denied ratification to a campus pro-life club (see below). In the campus 
newspaper, The Muse, MUNSU Director of External Affairs Candace Simms said:

MUNSU affirms the necessity of free speech in a democratic society; however, it is also the responsibility 
of the elected Board of Directors to ensure members feel safe and welcome on our campus. As a result, 
MUNSU reviews clubs and societies on an annual basis, and groups that infringe on the rights of members 
or contravene the policies and bylaws voted on by the Board cannot be ratified.

On October 3, 2012, MUNSU was to host its annual Global Citizens’ Forum, a lecture on social justice issues, 
featuring guest speaking Maude Barlow of the Council of Canadians.  Barlow cancelled her lecture on October 
2, and MUNSU cancelled her flight, to show solidarity with striking airport workers at St. John’s International 
Airport. 

Candice Simms, MUNSU’s Director of Advocacy, said to The Muse: “We supported her decision based on the 
historical ties between the students movement and the labour movement[....]Whether it’s campaigns for accessible 
education or lobbying for grants not loans, the labour movement has been there for us.”

http://www.mun.ca/student/conduct/conduct.php
http://munsu.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2014/05/MUNSU_Bylaws_Amended-2013.pdf
http://themuse.ca/2013/10/20/greek-lettered-council-denied-munsu-recognition/
http://themuse.ca/2013/10/02/campus-freedom-index-gives-munsu-failing-grade/
http://themuse.ca/2012/10/10/global-citizens-forum-cancelled-in-solidarity/
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Members of MUNSU voiced their opposition to the decision of MUNSU’s Board of Directors to endorse the 
striking workers, with some stating that as a non-profit organization and students’ union, MUNSU should only 
take stances directly related to student life. 

In 2007, the Memorial University of Newfoundland Students’ Union denied the ratification of a campus pro-life 
group, MUN for Life, because MUN for Life espouses a view different from the official pro-choice position of 
MUNSU.  Neither MUN for Life nor any of its members were ever accused of violating any rules, regulations or 
policies of the University or of MUNSU.

Mount Allison University, Sackville, NB

University policies 
Mount Allison University has a Gender Neutral Language Policy which is meant to be a “guideline” for students 
and faculty to use language that is gender-neutral:

Day-to-day oral communication should also employ gender neutral language. The guidelines are designed 
to be of assistance to members of the university community in every academic situation in choosing words 
which are accurate, clear and free from bias.

Terms such as “man the desk” or “the common man” should be replaced with “staff the desk” or “the average 
person” respectively. Other terms, like “act like a lady” should be replaced with “be polite” according to section 
2.5 of the policy. 

Source: http://www.mta.ca/administration/vp/policies/1002.htm

Mount Allison University’s Racism Policy states: 

Examples of conduct that may amount to racism include, but are not limited to: remarks or gestures with 
racist connotations; racially offensive material (photographs, writing, graffiti, drawings, etc.); unwelcome 
questions or comments about a person’s race; intimidation, physical violence, discrimination in hiring, 
discrimination in admission to events, clubs or societies, and unwelcome racial jokes or ethnic slurs.

Mount Allison’s University Web Page Policy strictly prohibits “hate speech”, including speech that might run 
afoul of Provincial or Federal Human Rights legislation:

[Web] Pages must not offend University policies or the law, or link to sites that do so. Examples of pages 
that would violate this policy would be pages that contain hate speech that violates the Criminal Code, 
speech that violates the Human Rights Code of Canada [sic] and the Human Rights Act of New Brunswick, 
defamatory speech, and content that violates computer network usage policies.

University practices
In 2011, Mount Allison University forced a student club to change its name in order to receive club status, and 
denied the club meeting space on campus until the name change had occurred.  The High Life Society, which aims 
to “educate and create discussions about all aspects of cannabis culture, activism, legislation and contemporary 
marijuana issues,” was told by University administrators that they could not be approved for official club status.  
This was after the student club had already been approved by the Mount Allison University Students’ Union.

Gayle Churchill, Mount Allison’s Director of Student Life, banned High Life Society from holding their first 
meeting at the Student Union building on October 27 and 28, which the group attempted to appeal.  The group 
was allowed to continue operating, uncensored, after it changed its name to “Hempology 101 MtA.”  

In November of 2010, a Coke-Cola employee was allegedly seen tearing down “Coke Free MtA” posters in a 
University building.  The posters were placed by the student group “Coke Free Mount A” and were designed 
to raise awareness about the Coke-Cola Corporation.  When this was reported to the University, administrators 
apologized to the group and contacted the Coke-Cola Corporation to protest this violation of freedom of speech 
at its school. 

http://www.gazette.uwo.ca/article.cfm?section=FrontPage&articleID=1107
http://www.mta.ca/administration/vp/policies/1002.htm
http://www.mta.ca/student_life/policies/racism_policy.html
http://www.mta.ca/administration/vp/policies/7005_revised.htm
http://argosy.mta.ca/index.php?q=article/getting-taste-
http://www.hempology.ca/cbc/forums/viewtopic.php?t=4121
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Student union policies
The Mount Allison Students’ Union (MASU) follows the same policies and procedures as Mount Allison 
University, including the Racism Policy discussed in section 1 of this report.  

Section 8 of the Operating Procedure V: Elections places a limit of $150 for Executive candidates, and $50 for 
council candidates, to spend on campaign materials during MASU elections.  Furthermore, Section 8.11 mandates 
that the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) approve any events “deemed supportive” of a candidate, and Section 
8.12 imposes physical limits on the number of banners, posters and “table talkers” that candidates can distribute.  
Under Section 9.2, the CRO carries significant discretion to disqualify candidates if their conduct, which could 
include speech, is deemed “inappropriate”. 
 
Student union practices 
In the case of the student group High Life Society being denied meeting space by University administrators 
because of its name, the MASU spoke out in support of the High Life Society’s right to free expression on campus.  
MASU Vice President for Finance and Operations, Patrick Losier, stated in an Argosy article (the independent 
student-run newspaper) dated November 23, 2011:

Clubs and societies are formed around areas of student interest, and the SAC [Students’ Administrative 
Council]  does not judge whether these interests are valid, so long as they are safe, lawful, and open to 
all students. So long as the High Society is open to all students, does not promote any illegal activity, and 
promotes discussion on an area of student interest, it has every right to operate as a SAC society. 

Mount Royal University, Calgary, AB

University policies  
 
Mount Royal University (MRU) passed an Academic Freedom policy in 1993, which states: 

The common good of society depends upon the search for knowledge and its free exposition. Academic 
freedom in educational institutions is essential to both these purposes in the teaching function of the insti-
tution as well as in its scholarship and research. 

Academic staff shall not be hindered or impeded in any way by the institution or the faculty association 
from exercising their legal rights as citizens, nor shall they suffer any penalties because of the exercise 
of such legal rights. Academic members of the community are entitled, regardless of prescribed doctrine, 
to freedom in carrying out research and in publishing the results thereof, freedom of teaching and of dis-
cussion, freedom to criticize the University and the faculty association, and freedom from institutional 
censorship. 

Academic freedom does not require neutrality on the part of the individual. Rather, academic freedom 
makes commitment possible. Academic freedom carries with it the duty to use that freedom in a manner 
consistent with the scholarly obligation to base research and teaching on an honest search for knowledge. 

In exercising the freedom to comment and criticize, academic staff members have a correspond-
ing obligation to use academic freedom in a responsible manner. This implies a recognition of the 
rights of other members of the academic community, and a tolerance of differing points of view. 

Section A(5) of MRU’s Code of Student Conduct states:

Mount Royal values the rights and freedoms of the individual and protection against discrimination or 
harassment for each person. As such, students can expect the following rights, freedoms and values to be 
fostered and promoted: 

(a) Legal Rights: Students enjoy the rights and freedoms recognized by law subject only to such 
restrictions on those rights and freedoms as are necessary to ensure the advancement of the com-
munity values inherent in this Code. 

(b) Freedom from Discrimination: Discrimination at Mount Royal on the basis of race, ancestry, 
religious beliefs, physical disability, marital status, colour, place of origin, gender, mental disabil-
ity, family status, source of income, age and sexual orientation is prohibited.

(c) Freedom from Harassment and Sexual Harassment: Mount Royal’s Human Rights Policy 
strives to create an atmosphere intended to remain free from behaviour which is reasonably inter-
preted as unwelcome including, but not limited to, remarks, jokes or actions which demean another 
person and/or deny individuals their dignity and respect.

(d) Positive Academic Environment: Mount Royal students participate in an environment that sup-
ports intellectual inquiry as well as the exchange and examination of diverse ideas. These activities 
are to take place in an orderly manner in and outside of the classroom and in an environment that 
is protected through the governing documents of Mount Royal.

http://masu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Operating-Procedure-V-%E2%80%93-Elections.pdf
https://notesweb.mtroyal.ca/President/MRCPolic.nsf/bf25ab0f47ba5dd785256499006b15a4/4359bb1abba5edaa87256667006bcd0c?OpenDocument
http://www.mtroyal.ca/cs/groups/public/documents/pdf/code_of_student_conduct_policy.pdf
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(e) Discipline: Students at Mount Royal can expect that contraventions of this Code and other rele-
vant documents will be dealt with in a timely manner under the policies and procedures determined 
by the governing bodies of the Mount Royal.

Section D(1) of the Code makes clear that “[t]he Code of Student Conduct supersedes all other policies, rules or 
regulations to the extent of any overlap.”  Section D(8) defines Non-Academic Misconduct as “any behaviour or 
pattern of behaviour” which “adversely affects the learning of others, Mount Royal, or its educational mission,” 
“violates established civil and criminal statutes,” “threatens the safety or well-being of members of the Mount 
Royal community” or “violates the ethical standards set by a professional association.”

The Student Conduct Guide provides examples of non-academic misconduct including:
• disrupting a class in such a way that interferes with the formal process of the session or the learning of 
other students;
• verbal assault, defamation, discrimination, retaliation or harassment towards others;

• dissemination of malicious material which creates a climate that hinders or prevents the full participation 
of another person or group in the life of the University;

• intentionally, negligently or recklessly endangering the wellbeing of any individual or intentionally, neg-
ligently or recklessly interfering with any University activity or 
University sponsored activity;
• disorderly conduct on University premises or at University sponsored activities; and

MRU’s Office of Student Conduct (OSC) describes its purpose as follows:

The objective of the OSC is to work collectively with faculty and other resources across campus to edu-
cate students about academic integrity, respect for others, and the importance of upholding the fundamen-
tal values of Honesty, Trust, Fairness, Respect and Responsibility. These values are the basis for the 
Mount Royal Code of Student Conduct.

The OSC also “[assists] the Mount Royal community with interpreting the Code of Student Conduct” and pledges 
to be “[n]eutral when providing support and advice to students and faculty.”  
The Human Rights Policy’s “Guideline and Procedure for Competing Rights” outlines the principles by which the 
policy will interpret claims of rights’ violations against competing rights’ violation claims.  Section C(2) of the 
Guidelines state “There is no hierarchy of human or Charter rights. When the protected rights of two individuals 
or groups come into conflict a balance must be achieved that fully respects the importance of both sets of rights.”  
Section C(4) further states:

Academic freedom does not imply the right to engage in any action that demeans the freedom or dignity 
of other individuals in the campus community.  

In deciding whether a competing rights’ claim is “legitimate” the Guideline states that “context” should be con-
sidered when seeking a resolution: 

Do claims fall within the scope of the right when defined in context? For example, breadth of the right to 
freedom of expression as it relates to communicating offensive language will vary depending on the con-
text. For example, in media commentary, the right might be interpreted very broadly, but in a classroom 
or workplace it may be interpreted more narrowly.

  The Offensive/Discriminatory Materials Policy defines such materials as those which contravene:

(a) The Alberta Human Rights, Citizenship and Multiculturalism Act, which states, in part: 

“No person shall publish issue or display or cause to be published, issued or displayed before the public 
any statement, publication, notice, sign, symbol, emblem or other representation that: 

(i) indicates discrimination or an intention to discriminate against a person or a class of persons;

(ii) is likely to expose a person or a class of persons to hatred or contempt because of the race, re-
ligious beliefs, colour, gender, physical disability, mental disability, age, ancestry, place of origin, 
marital status, source of income or family status of that person or class of persons.”

University Practices 
On February 19, 2013, Nicholas McLeod was peacefully distributing pro-life literature on campus when confront-
ed by MRU security guard Jeff Beddome, who ordered McLeod to stop immediately, because Beddome consid-
ered the literature to be “offensive.”

McLeod initially refused to stop distributing his pamphlets because he was familiar with court rulings which sup-
ported his right to distribute literature peacefully on public university property.  Beddome called in more security 
guards, who together forced McLeod to the ground, hand-cuffed him, and confined him to a small room for sever-
al hours, with his hands still cuffed behind his back. McLeod video-recorded the incident on his cell phone, which 
the security guards confiscated after handcuffing McLeod. One of the MRU guards, Mr. Shannon Courtorielle, 
removed the SD memory card from McLeod’s cell phone. 

Courtorielle was later charged criminally for theft by the Calgary Police Service.  Mr. Courtorielle has avoided a 
criminal record by admitting in court to having taken McLeod’s SD memory card, and entering the “Alternative 
Measures Program” through which first-time offenders like Courtorielle can perform community service, if they 
admit to having done the act that forms the basis of the criminal offense.

McLeod has asked MRU to apologize for its security guards’ behaviour, to change its policies to recognize free 
expression rights on campus (see section 2 of this report), and to provide appropriate compensation for injuries 
suffered.  In spite of clear court rulings defending his right to expression, MRU has responded by asserting that 
there will be no apology for McLeod, no changes to MRU policies, no compensation, and no further conversation.  
McLeod has therefore commenced a court action against MRU and its security guards, as per the Statement of 
Claim filed in the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. 

On March 30, 2014, MRU president David Docherty wrote in the Calgary Herald:

Mount Royal University’s goal is to help students see that the world is not black and white, but many 
shades of grey. Our job is to open their minds and teach the skills of critical and independent thinking that 
will follow and serve students throughout their adult lives. Diversity of opinion is a crucial tool in teaching 
this lesson.

Our job is not to turn a socialist mind into a neo-conservative one, or to convert a young future Stephen 
Harper into the next Jack Layton. We are not here to indoctrinate, but to expose students to various world 
views that inform and challenge their own opinions. The tension this sometimes causes is a necessary dis-
comfort that, from the safety of the classroom, leads young minds to deeper thought and understanding. It 
leads to the development of stronger, more confident ideas that either reinforce their existing opinions or 
cause them to develop new beliefs.

Mount Royal also welcomes rigorous debate outside the classroom. We routinely facilitate groups and in-
dividual visitors who use our campus as a venue to speak and be heard. Events range from demonstrations 
to displays on Main Street promoting various causes and awareness campaigns.

http://www.mtroyal.ca/cs/groups/public/documents/pdf/student_conduct_guide.pdf
http://www.mtroyal.ca/CampusServices/CampusResources/StudentConduct/index.htm
http://www.mtroyal.ca/cs/groups/public/documents/pdf/code_off_discrim.pdf
http://justice.alberta.ca/programs_services/criminal_pros/crown_prosecutor/Pages/AdultAlternativeMeasuresProgram.aspx
http://justice.alberta.ca/programs_services/criminal_pros/crown_prosecutor/Pages/AdultAlternativeMeasuresProgram.aspx
http://www.jccf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Filed-affidavit-of-Nicholas-McLeod-application_Part1.pdf
http://www.jccf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Filed-affidavit-of-Nicholas-McLeod-application_Part1.pdf
http://www.jccf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Filed-affidavit-of-Nicholas-McLeod-application_Part1.pdf
http://www.calgaryherald.com/opinion/op-ed/Docherty+venue+that+cherishes+free+speech/9674717/story.html
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A related document, the Club Procedures was updated in August of 2014.  Additional requirements for club rati-
fication are listed including:

•	 The student club’s purpose must be any benevolent, philanthropic, charitable, provident, scientific, artis-
tic, literary, social, educational, agricultural, sporting or other useful purpose, but not for the purpose of 
carrying on a trade or business.

•	 The purpose of the club must not duplicate the purpose of an existing club. 

•	 The Club Ratification Committee has the authority to determine whether a new club’s purpose differs sub-
stantially from an existing club and to approve or disapprove ratification based on this assessment.

Section 6.3 of the Procedures governs the posting of advertising and display materials for clubs. It states that “[t]
he SAMRU will prevent the distribution of any club advertising, promotions and communications that can be rea-
sonably assumed to be discriminatory, as defined by the Alberta Human Rights, Citizenship and Multiculturalism 
Act.”

SAMRU’s Activity Application & Agreement Form requires student clubs planning a “Lecture, Demonstration, 
Meeting or Guest Speaker” to provide information prior to venue booking which includes the topic of discus-
sion, name of guest speaker, whether or not parties which “could be impacted” by the event have been contacted, 
whether Campus Security and SAMRU public relations have been informed, and whether a “security plan is in 
place.”

Student Union Practices  
Following several complaints from students and faculty over what was deemed “offensive” content in 
the February 2, 2012, issue of the student newspaper The Reflektor, namely, a photo of a woman consum-
ing a banana, SAMRU Vice President – External, Michelle Dennis wrote the following letter to the paper: 

The Reflector is a separately-incorporated Society housed in Wyckham House as a tenant of SAMRU 
only. As a Board member, I am not involved in the Reflector’s content but feel the need to respond based 
on the overwhelming amount of complaints coming from SAMRU’s membership. Intentional or not, the 
commentary published in Vanessa Gillard’s sex column in the February 2nd edition is offensive to some 
students as expressed in written concern to the Reflector. The Reflector has heard my recommendation to 
retract the piece, make an apology to those offended and consider the student’s feedback when making 
future content decisions. The Students’ Association fosters a community of respect, integrity and diversity 
on campus and as such, expect that enterprises that collect mandatory fees from the student body will live 
up to these principles as well.

…Such diversity on campus creates a positive space for students who have nothing in common to rub 
shoulders and get on a first-name basis. That familiarity leads to an appreciation of those who are suppos-
edly “different” and fall outside the accepted, societal norms, but who are no less an important part of our 
society.

Examples of “offensive” material we allow on campus abound, but I will look no further than our student 
newspaper. Like all university newspapers, our students regularly push the envelope and run controversial 
stories. As the university president, I have been contacted by people who find the content offensive and 
want me to do something about it.

I often agree with them. I, too, have found some of the content offensive. What I find more offensive, 
however, is the thought that I, as university president, could somehow censor and stop it from being pub-
lished…

Student Union Policies
The Students’ Association of Mount Royal University (SAMRU) lists as its Values and Beliefs:

•	 Learning goes beyond the classroom, contributing to the realization of aspirations.

•	 Community is built on individual relationships and shared resources.

•	 Our autonomy makes it possible to respond to the needs of our members.

•	 Our integrity requires accountability, openness, responsible stewardship, and ethical governance.

•	 Diversity makes our community stronger and more vibrant.

•	 Fun is essential to creativity, engagement, and social development.

SAMRU’s stated Vision is “Where every student can discover themselves, build meaningful relationships and 
make a difference in the world.”

In SAMRU’s Club Policies the following standards must be met before student clubs may be ratified. Standards 
include:

•	 The student club must have at least 10 members and these must be current students of Mount Royal Uni-
versity; 

•	 The student club must not limit or discriminate membership on any basis except that members must be 
current students of Mount Royal University; 

•	 The student club must have a common purpose or mandate which serves some or all of the Mount Royal 
University student community or the general welfare of students and is consistent with the principles 
established by the Students’ Association of Mount Royal University in its bylaws, objects, policies and 
procedures.

Section 2 of the Club Policies gives discretion to the SAMRU Board of Directors to de-ratify student groups on 
virtually any ground: 

The Board has the authority to de-ratify clubs if they fail to meet the standards of this policy, Clubs Proce-
dures or any and all relevant provincial and federal legislation and Students’ Association bylaws, policies 
and procedures and for any reason deemed important to protect the interests of the Students’ Association, 
Mount Royal or the general welfare of students.

http://www.samru.ca/files/2012/08/Clubs-Procedures-August-12-2014-PDF.pdf
http://www.samru.ca/files/2012/08/Activity-Application-and-Agreement-Form-2014-15-PDF.pdf
http://thereflector.ca/backissues/2011-12/TheReflectorFeb2opt.pdf
http://www.samru.ca/about/mission/
http://www.samru.ca/studentopportunities/studentclubs/linksforms/
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Student union policies
In order to be ratified, student groups must submit an application for approval by the MSVU Students’ Union 
(MSVUSU) Vice President for Student Life. Restrictions on the “purpose” of a student club are found in the 
MSVU Society Policies:

b. Purpose of the society
i. Shall be a summary of the objectives of the intent of the club, society, or association.

ii. The society must not have a purpose that conflicts with the MSVUSU’s mission and vision statements.
iii. The society must not have the same purpose as any society that has already been ratified by the MS-
VUSU SRC for the academic year.

Concerning ratification, the MSVU Society Policies also states that “the society’s activities must not infringe on 
the rights or privileges of others, which include the rights to privacy and freedom of expression and association.”

Section 1.3: “Disciplinary Measures” of the MSVU Society Policies empowers MSVUSU officials to de-ratify 
groups for virtually any reason: 

 The following will be cause for disciplinary measures:

7. The society is guilty of any other conduct that the MSVUSU Society Affairs Committee deems as un-
becoming of an MSVU Society.

Section 1.05(d) of MSVUSU’s Bylaw 1: Elections imposes a strict limit on the amount of money candidates for 
student union offices can spend on campaigning: $100 for Executive candidates and $50 for Student Representa-
tive Council (SRC) candidates. 

Section 1.05(g) of Bylaw 1: Elections governs the use of campaign materials during an election and requires all 
materials to be approved by the Elections Committee.  However, section 1.05(g) does not specify the criteria by 
which the Committee can approve or disapprove of materials.

Section 1.05(k) of Bylaw 1: Elections further rules that “[t]here shall be no independently organized speeches.”

Student union practices
The authors found no cases of the student union discriminating against students or student groups on the basis 
of their speech, nor of the union denying access to space and resources to student groups because of their views. 

Mount Saint Vincent University, Halifax, NS

University policies
Mount Saint Vincent University (MSVU) names “Academic Freedom” as one of its six core Values, although its 
Vision and Mission statements do not mention free speech or academic freedom. 

Mount Saint Vincent’s Library website includes a statement in support of intellectual freedom:

The library considers it important to purchase materials representing differing opinions on controversial 
matters as long as they satisfy the general criteria for the selection of monographs and serials. Selection is 
without partisanship regarding matters of race, sex and sexual orientation, religion, or moral philosophy. 
Neither the unpopularity of a point of view nor the mode of expression will be used to justify censorship 
of an author’s works.

Section 1.0 of the “Student Charter of Rights and Responsibilities” in MSVU’s Non-Academic Disciplinary Pol-
icy explains which rights and privileges students enjoy on campus.  Section 1.1 (b) and (g) are relevant to free 
expression:
 Students can expect to: 

b) Enjoy living in a tolerant community where freedom of expression, belief and political 
association is celebrated provided these beliefs do not interfere with the rights of others 
or contravene university policy...

g) Belong to any lawful association of their choosing including the right to assemble and participate in 
demonstrations within the University provided that such actions do not violate the rights of other members 
of the University community nor breach the responsibilities as outlined in this Charter.

Under Section 1.2(a) of the Non-Academic Discipline Policy, “Student Responsibilities”, ambiguous language 
enables administrators to censor speech if it is considered to threaten or endanger the “dignity” of any person:

 As members of the University community, students are expected to contribute to 
making it safe, respectful and inclusive. Conduct which threatens or endangers the 
health, safety, well-being or dignity of any person contravenes university regulations.

MSVU’s Fair Treatment Policy includes a clause protecting academic freedom and free speech from infringe-
ment by that particular policy, which is intended to protect members of the university against discrimination and 
harassment:

This Policy is in no way meant to infringe upon academic freedom or to impede the pursuit of positive 
active learning and working. Nor should harassment be confused with the employer’s right to manage or 
faculty’s right to set academic standards.

University practices
The authors are not aware of any cases of Mount Saint Vincent University discriminating against students on the 
basis of their speech, nor of the University censoring student-held events, lectures and other functions. 

http://mountstudents.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/Society-Policies.pdf
http://mountstudents.ca/wp-content/uploads/2011/07/By-Law-I-Elections.pdf
http://www.msvu.ca/en/home/aboutus/home/missionvisionstrategicplan/default.aspx
http://www.msvu.ca/en/home/library/aboutthelibrary/policiesprocedures/collectionpolicy/%20intellectualfreedom.aspx
http://www.msvu.ca/site/media/msvu/Documents/Non-Academic%20Discipline%20Policy%20Revised%202013%2004%2029%20with%20appendix(2).pdf
http://www.msvu.ca/site/media/msvu/Documents/Non-Academic%20Discipline%20Policy%20Revised%202013%2004%2029%20with%20appendix(2).pdf
http://www.msvu.ca/site/media/msvu/Documents/Non-Academic%20Discipline%20Policy%20Revised%202013%2004%2029%20with%20appendix(2).pdf
https://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=5&ved=0CEgQFjAE&url=http%3A%2F%2Fmountstudents.ca%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2011%2F06%2FFair-Treatment-Policy.docx&ei=gwjoUY_HCcLKqgG3voDoAQ&usg=AFQjCNEDRuHa6ilrrZrvON1fbJ1JOZRAuw
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Nipissing University, North Bay, ON

University policies 

Nipissing University (Nipissing) lays out its commitment to academic freedom in its Faculty Agreement:

17.1 General Definition 

(a) Members have a right to academic freedom, which is defined as the freedom, (i) individually or collec-
tively, to acquire, to pursue, to develop, to preserve, and to transmit knowledge through research, study, 
examination, questioning, discussion, documentation (in all formats), production, creation, teaching, lec-
turing, writing, and performance, regardless of prescribed or official doctrine and without constriction by 
institutional censorship; and (ii) to disseminate their opinion(s) on any questions related to their teaching, 
professional, and creative activities, and research both inside and outside the classroom. 

(b) The parties agree that academic freedom does not require neutrality on the part of the individual. It is 
furthermore agreed that academic freedom makes intellectual discourse, critique, and commitment possi-
ble. 

17.2 The Freedom to Teach and its Responsibilities

(a) Members teaching courses have the right to the free expression of their views on the subject area, and 
may use and refer to materials and their treatment thereof without reference or adherence to prescribed or 
official doctrine.

(b) In such circumstances, the Member is expected to cover topics according to the Calendar description, 
to remain up to date in the knowledge of the discipline, to treat students fairly and ethically, and to teach 
effectively, which includes using fair, reasoned and fact-based arguments and showing a willingness to 
accommodate the expression of differing points of view.

17.5 The Freedom of Artistic Expression and its Responsibilities

(a) Members engaged in the creation and presentation of works in the visual and performing arts are as 
entitled to the protection afforded by the commitment to academic freedom as are their colleagues who 
write, teach, and study in other academic disciplines. Artistic expression, including presentations to the 
public, will have the same assurance of academic freedom. 

(b) Direct or indirect attempts to impose tests of propriety, ideology, or religion on the artistic activity of 
these Members will be resisted by the University community, it being agreed that such tests are acts of 
censorship that limit the freedom to explore, to teach, and to learn. 

Nipissing’s Code of Student Rights and Responsibilities includes a clause prohibiting disruption:

The University reserves the right to terminate, at any time, its relationship with any student whose *dis-
ruptive behaviour is deemed to be detrimental to the purposes and goals of the University. All students 
should be familiar with the regulations printed in the University Calendar as well as specific policies pub-
lished from time to time.

*Definition - Disruptive behaviour applies to behaviour that persistently or grossly interferes with aca-
demic and administrative activities or reputation of the University.

The Code’s Preamble on Student Rights states:

At Nipissing University, students are free to think, speak, write, create, study, learn, pursue social, cultural 
and other interests, and freely associate together for all these purposes, subject to the requirement that they 
respect the rights of members of the University and general community to pursue these same freedoms and 
privileges. In order to secure these rights, the University will use its best efforts to ensure the following:

that those who wish to teach and those who wish to learn can do so under proper conditions; that 
academic and general facilities are available to those who wish to use them for their normal pur-
poses; that freedom of movement and freedom from harassment are protected; that all property, 
including records, documents, and the like is protected; that those who wish to file a complaint 
have the right to do so without fear of reprisal. 

The Code also states that Nipissing students are expected:

to refrain from conduct which harms or threatens harm to the proper functioning of University programs 
or activities both on and off campus which include but may not be limited to teaching, studying, research, 
administration, student events, meetings and other services; the rights of members or guests of the Univer-
sity; the safety and well-being of members or guests of the University and surrounding community; and 
the property of the University or of its members or guests.

Nipissing has a Policy on Political Activities and Events which states:

Nipissing University is committed to free and open discussion and the exchange of ideas and opinions 
on issues that affect the wider community, including the expression of political views, within its cam-
pus. Nipissing University encourages students, faculty and staff to exercise their civic rights to participate 
as individuals in the political process.   Our status as an institution of higher education puts our faculty 
members in a position to provide expert commentary on local, provincial and federal issues, and to make 
meaningful contributions to public debate on a variety of wide-reaching public policy issues. 

This Policy requires that:

Faculty, Staff and Board members may freely engage in comment on political issues or public policy as 
individuals, but shall refrain from purporting to be presenting the official position of the University.  If 
a faculty, staff or board member is listed as a supporter of a political campaign or initiative it should be 
without mention of institutional affiliation or with a disclaimer indicating that their actions and statements 
are their own and not those of Nipissing University.

Nipissing’s Harassment and Discrimination Policies & Procedures states that students have a right to be free 
from a “poisoned work or study environment”. 

Nipissing’s Acceptable Use Policy prohibits “offensive” computer content which is defined as any use of the 
resources which may reasonably be considered to offend other members of the community to such an extent that 
it may hinder them from using the system.  Examples are given including “use of the resources to harass others,” 
and “use of publicly accessible resources to display material which is likely to conflict with the sensibilities of 
others, whether such material is in the form of text, image, sound or other digitized data.”

University Practices
The authors are not aware of Nipissing University actively discriminating against its students and other members 
of the University on the basis of their views.

http://www.nipissingu.ca/departments/human-resources/employee-relations/Documents/CA%20NUFA%20for%20WEB%20-%20not%20signed.pdf
http://www.nipissingu.ca/departments/student-development-and-services/Pages/Code-of-Student-Rights-and-Responsibilities.aspx
http://www.nipissingu.ca/about-us/governance/board-of-governors/policies/Pages/Policy-on-Political-Activities-and-Events.aspx
http://www.nipissingu.ca/departments/human-resources/Pages/Introduction.aspx
http://www.nipissingu.ca/departments/technology-services/Pages/Acceptable-Use-Policy-FAQ.aspx
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Student Union Policies
Bylaw 9, Section 3 governs student club activities at the Nipissing University Student Union (NUSU).  Section 
3.4 states that “No Official Club may be exclusive in its membership, with the exception of religious, political 
and areas of study clubs and only with prior approval by the Vice President Internal and Executive Committee.”  
Section 3.5 further states that “political clubs” may not apply for funding. 

Student Union Practices
The authors are not aware of the NUSU discriminating against students because of their views, nor of denying 
access to resources on campus to students or student groups with unpopular messages. 

OCAD University, Toronto, ON

University policies  
 
OCAD University’s (OCAD) Memorandum of Agreement with its Faculty Association states: 

Academic freedom is essential to the teaching function of the university, as well as to the creative and 
scholarly pursuits of the faculty, academic staff, other staff, and students. This includes a commitment to 
unfettered intellectual and aesthetic inquiry and judgement and to the provision of those textual, audio, 
and visual resources necessary to free inquiry and practice. Academic freedom includes: the right of re-
sponsible teaching from a subjective point of view; the right to freedom of creative practice or expression; 
and the right of dialogue, discussion, debate and criticism. 

The Respectful Work & Learning Environment (RWLE) policy states:

OCAD recognizes the importance of certain rights and freedoms at a university dedicated to intellectual 
inquiry and creative practice. The University is committed to upholding all fundamental human rights, 
including freedom of association, freedom of conscience, opinion and belief, and freedom of thought, in-
quiry, artistic and creative expression. Nothing in this policy is to be interpreted, administered or applied 
in a way that infringes upon academic freedom, or upon legal conduct between individuals that is based 
on mutual consent. Nothing in this policy is to be understood to prevent any faculty, employee, or student, 
from instructing, evaluating and engaging in fair criticism of another’s behaviour or performance.

The RWLE also states in Section 5.4 that it has “a commitment to academic freedom and freedom of thought, 
inquiry, and expression which may result in respectful disagreements regarding beliefs and principles,” but that 
OCAD “cannot condone behaviour that is likely to undermine the dignity, self-esteem or productivity of any of 
its members, whether such behaviour occurs on University premises or in conjunction with University-related 
activities.”

The RWLE defines bullying as “a form of repeated, persistent and aggressive behaviour that is directed at an 
individual or individuals, and is intended to cause (or should be known to cause) fear and distress and/or harm to 
another person’s body, feelings, self-esteem or reputation. Bullying usually occurs in the context where there is a 
real or perceived imbalance of power.”

Examples of bullying include:

• Discrediting a person, spreading rumours, ridiculing him or her, humiliating him or her, calling into 
question his or her convictions, or his or her private life;

• Preventing a person from expressing himself or herself, constantly interrupting him or her, and/or pro-
hibiting him or her from speaking to others

• destabilizing a person by making fun or his or her convictions, his or her tastes and/or his or her political 
opinions; 

• Spreading rumours, images, or hurtful comments through the use of email, cell phones, text messaging, 
internet, websites, or other technologies.

OCAD’s Code of Student Conduct states under “Student Rights” that:

In the exercise of its disciplinary authority and responsibility, the University treats students as free to or-

http://nusu.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/8/2013/09/NUSU-By-laws-02.23.14.pdf
http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/pdf_media/ocad/about/policies/respectful_work_learning_environment_policy.pdf
http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/pdf_media/ocad/about/policies/respectful_work_learning_environment_policy.pdf
http://www.ocadu.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=2669
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Another example, “Misconduct Against Persons and Dangerous Activity” includes “conduct that threatens or 
endangers the health or safety of any person, such as a threat of harm on another person,” “knowingly (which 
includes when one should reasonably have known) creating a 

condition that endangers the health, safety, or well-being of any person,” and “distribution of hate-material.”  
Under “Other” examples of non-academic misconduct, OCAD states that “[a]ny other conduct that has, or might 
reasonably be seen to have, an adverse effect on the reputation or the proper functioning of the University, or the 
health safety, rights or property of the University, its members or visitors.”

Section II(B) of the Non-Academic Misconduct Policy governs Electronic Communications

[OCAD] is committed to building and maintaining a diverse and inclusive community where our students, 
staff, faculty and visitors can work and learn in an environment that supports the mission of the Uni-
versity, adheres to University policies, and respects the dignity and worth of members of the University 
Community. The means through which we express ourselves as members of this community continue to 
evolve with the advent of technology. The University is supportive of these types of community, as they 
can greatly enhance the social and learning experiences for people working and studying at OCAD. The 
use of such technologies comes with both rights and responsibilities. 

Community members are reminded that images, postings, dialogues, and information about themselves 
or others posted on the internet (e.g. on social networking sites such as MySpace and Facebook) are open 
to public scrutiny. While University officials do not actively monitor these sites, content that is brought 
to the attention of the University which describes or documents behaviour that may constitute a breach of 
University policy will be the subject of a further investigation. 

The University does not condone the inappropriate use of electronic and print communications. This is 
defined as the intentional use of an electronic device or communication media, such as, but not limited to, 
all features of a telephone, a mobile phone, digital camera, blackberry, e-mails, web-based communication 
sites and print materials, such as flyers, University newspapers and brochures, that negatively impacts on 
the well-being of another person or is directed at an individual or individuals causing fear or distress and/
or harm to another person’s body, feelings, self-esteem or reputation. 

The University reserves the right to appropriately respond to these incidents, which may include disci-
plinary action, up to and including possible recommendation for expulsion.

The webpage, OCAD University’s Social Media Terms of Use, further states that the University “may refuse tweets, 
posts or comments that are…considered to be abusive, discriminatory, slanderous or defamatory, life-threatening, 
insulting, and inappropriate, offensive or unlawful.”

OCAD maintains a policy on the Temporary Installation of Student Artwork, which states as its Purpose: 

When student artwork is installed in [OCAD] public spaces, it can impact on others. Risk assessment is 
essential, but does not necessarily mean that artwork needs to be altered in any way. The Safety & Risk 
Management and Campus Security Offices will do everything reasonable to facilitate the safe exhibition 
of artwork, but reserve the right to refuse any exhibition deemed to have an unacceptably high degree of 
risk.

ganize their own personal lives, behaviour and associations subject to the law and to University policies, 
procedures and regulations that are necessary to protect the integrity and safety of University activities and 
the freedom of members of the University to participate reasonably in the programs of the University and 
in activities on University’s premises.

Section III of the Code, “Non-Academic Misconduct,” prohibits “intentional obstruction of teaching and learning, 
administration or other usual or authorized activities of the University on or off the campus.”

Under “Student Rights and Responsibilities” OCAD’s Non-Academic Misconduct Policy states:

Students may think, speak, write, create, study, learn, pursue social, cultural and other interests and associ-
ate together for these purposes subject to the principles of mutual respect for the dignity, worth and rights 
of others as outlined by the Ontario Human Rights Code. All members of the University community, as 
members of society at large, are responsible to abide by federal, provincial and municipal laws in addition 
to University regulations.

It states further that OCAD “upholds and will take reasonable steps to ensure students of the following privileges: 

1.Participation in University and Student Government: Students may participate in  formulation and appli-
cation of institutional policy affecting academic, extra-curricular and Student union affairs. 

2. Freedom of Discussion: Traditional privileges of a university of freedom of inquiry and freedom of 
expression can be assured only if all members of the community share the responsibility of granting these 
freedoms to others and accept the obligation for a standard of behaviour which respects the rights of oth-
ers. 

3. Assembly: Peaceful assemblies, demonstrations and lawful picketing are allowed within established 
laws to the extent that they do not interfere with the rights and privileges of others or with the normal 
functions of the University.”

The Non-Academic Misconduct Policy provides examples on what constitutes non-academic misconduct, in Sec-
tion II:

Membership in the University Community implies acceptance by every student of the principle of mu-
tual respect for the rights, responsibilities, dignity and well-being of others and a readiness to support an 
environment conducive to the intellectual and personal growth of all who study, work and live within it. 

Any conduct on the part of a student that has, or might reasonably be seen to have, an adverse effect on 
the reputation or the proper functioning of the University, or the health, safety, rights or property of the 
University, its members or visitors, is subject to discipline under this Policy. 

The list of examples, which is meant to be non-exhaustive, includes:

1. Disruptive Behaviour: Conduct that materially and substantially interferes with or obstructs teaching, 
learning and work in the context of the OCAD environment. By action, threat, written material, or 
by any means whatsoever, disrupting or obstructing  any University activities, or other authorized 
activities on premises of the University, or the right of another person to carry on his/her legitimate 
activities, or to speak or to associate with others. University activities include, but are not limited to, 
teaching, research, studying, administration and meetings. 

http://www.ocadu.ca/social_media_terms_of_use.htm
http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/pdf_media/ocad/about/policies/administrative_policies_5008_temporary_installation_of_student_art_work.pdf
http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/pdf_media/ocad/students/office_of_the_registrar/Non-Academic_Misconduct_Policy.pdf
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We welcome all discussion. As per the comment on your other post, we routinely clean up posters around 
campus, as per our poster and student organization recognition policies. Let us know if you’re a recog-
nized student group or a club that we’ve mistakenly misidentified.

The group re-posted the same posters that were removed November 9th, and these posters were removed again 
on November 11th.   On November 20th, security removed posters for the 6th time. A photo is provided by these 
students of an alleged security guard removing the poster.  

On November 27th, Thomas Hart and Ksenia Soldatenko (OCAD students and representatives of the group) met 
with Assoc. VP Deanne Fisher about the removal of their posters on six occasions.  Ms. Fisher informed the stu-
dents that they would stop removing the group’s posters if they removed mention of OCAD University’s name 
from the posters. The students agreed to black out OCAD U’s name.  Anonymous members of OCAD Us reported 
on the meeting:

We were asked about the group and who was involved. We were told that the school was using an outdated 
policy since 2006.  We were told we can not use the school name in our posters (no policy shown).  Told 
that we had to report what was written to the admin first because “Students might want to write that they 
are willing to kill themselves” and therefore security must know first so they can help the student.  We 
were told that [OCAD Us] is making the school look bad and we shouldn’t do that. Security gets word 
from the admin on poster removal

Campus security does not always remove posters after a specific time period, as these students note posters which 
continue to hang on the bulletin boards and walls that date back to September of 2013.  OCAD Us stated on its 
Facebook group that: 

The majority of OCAD Us posters—posted on “all other floors” were removed. There is no clause stating 
that only “recognized student groups” may poster—so OCAD U leadership has breached its own policy. 
Certainly OCAD Us initiatives are of “general interest to the entire OCAD community.”

Student Union Policies
The Mission and Mandate of the OCAD Student Union (OCADSU) includes to “develop and manage services 
and activities that foster a positive and creative educational environment at OCAD U,” “participate in the devel-
opment, enforcement and revision of academic and non-academic policies in an effort to promote students’ best 
interests” and “provide students with an effective voice in the decision-making at OCAD U.”  

OCADSU’s Elections Policy prohibits candidates from using “discriminatory, derogatory or pejorative language, 
specifically language that promotes hate of groups or individuals is racist, sexist, misogynistic, homophobic, 
transphobic, biphobic, ableist, xenophobic, etc.”  It further warns that “any campaigning by candidates, their 
representatives or any third parties (whether through verbal or written communication) that is deemed to be pe-
jorative is explicitly prohibited and will be dealt with severely up to and including the involvement of OCAD 
University officials and Police.”

OCADSU has a Safer Spaces Statement which reminds students that they must “take responsibility for any neg-
ative attitudes/phobias/etc.”  Examples include “sexism, racism, age-ism, able-ism, homophobia, fat-phobia, 
queer-phobia, transgender-phobia, etc.”  OCADSU tells students that such displays “will not be tolerated.”  The 
Statement further states:

The activities of student groups are governed by the University. The Student Organization Recognition Policy 
states:

While [Student Organizations] are somewhat autonomous, their actions reflect upon the University com-
munity as a whole. Therefore it is agreed that they are required to abide by all University policies and 
procedures. Recognition of a student organization neither implies endorsement of said group’s beliefs or 
philosophy by the University, or the assumption of liability for the group’s activities.

This policy is based on the role of the University in promoting freedom of expression and also maintaining 
the obligations which students assume on becoming members of the University community. Freedom of 
expression is a principle which is essential to the pursuit of knowledge and the practice of art and design. 
This principle requires the ability to question and debate many subjects, even the most controversial.

While promoting freedom of expression, the University also has a concurrent responsibility to ensure that 
all members of the community can reasonably expect to pursue their work and studies in a safe and civil 
environment. Therefore the University does not condone discrimination, harassment, sexual harassment, 
invasion of personal privacy, threatening or violent conduct or offences against University property.

Among the requirements for recognition of student groups is that they be “primarily directed towards and in-
clude OCAD students” and that they “contribute to the educational, social, or cultural values of the University.”  
De-registration or suspension of registration occurs if “the group’s stated objectives or activities or the manner 
of carrying out its activities would, in the opinion of the Co-Chairs, by their very nature, lead to justifiable com-
plaints under the Human Rights Code (and/or any other human rights legislation that applies in this Province) and/
or municipal bylaws, Provincial or Federal statures or regulations.” 

The OCAD U Poster Policy states only regarding content that all posters must be “of general interest to the entire 
OCAD community.”

University Practices 
In September 2013 an “anonymous” group of faculty, students and alumni formed an association called “OCAD 
Us” to voice their dissatisfaction with the administration and leadership at OCAD, over issues of bathroom qual-
ity, representation and student life.  The group has a twitter following (@Ocad_Us) of more than 700 people and 
an active facebook group. The group did not seek ratification because, according to members, they did not want 
to name the members of the group to OCAD’s administration for fear of retaliation. 

The group decided to hang a poster called “Make OCAD Us” inside the main campus buildings (100-113 Mc-
Caul), which was removed by campus security.  More posters were put up November 9, stating: “What’s your 
Problem? At OCAD U”, and left space for students to share their thoughts about campus life.  These were also 
removed by campus security.

 

On November 10th, a post was made by on the OCAD Us facebook page quoting the university as saying to rep-
resentatives of the group:

We routinely clean up posters around campus, as per our poster and student organization recog-
nition policies. Did we make a mistake? Are you a recognized student group or club initiative? 

http://ocadsu.net/about/structure/overview/
http://ocadsu.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/OCAD-Students-Union-Elections-Policy.pdf
http://issuu.com/ocadsu/docs/su_safe_space_document/1
http://www.ocadu.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=2606
http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/poster_policy_2006.pdf
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You may have specific contexts in which you use derogatory/disrespectful language where you consider it 
to be ok. This context is not the SU. You won’t know who will hear you, and what reaction they will have, 
and you will be expected to bear full responsibility for it.

Student Union Practices 
The authors found no evidence of OCADSU discriminating against students because of their views, nor of OC-
ADSU censoring unpopular speech on campus.  OCADSU failed, however, to speak out against the actions of its 
University administration when they removed posters by students meant to spark dialogue about campus life (see 
section 2 of this report). 

Queen’s University, Kingston, ON

University policies 
The Queen’s University Student Code of Conduct says the following about free speech:

Adherence to the values expressed through academic integrity forms a foundation for the freedom of inquiry 
and exchange of ideas essential to the intellectual life of the University.

Although it is expected that students will engage in respectful dialogue with members of the University 
community, nothing in this Code shall prohibit freedom of conscience and religion, peaceful assemblies, 
lawful demonstrations and picketing, or inhibit free speech.

Student conduct shall respect the lawful rights of others to possess, use, or enjoy private or University prop-
erty.

Students shall respect the freedom of individuals to study, teach, work, engage in research and socialize. 
Students shall refrain from conduct that attempts to limit these freedoms or any other freedoms guaranteed 
by law. The following conduct is unacceptable and constitutes an offence within the University community: 
acts of discrimination or harassment based upon, but not limited to, race, religion, gender, ability, ethnicity, 
national origin or sexual orientation.

A “Statement on the Freedom to Read at Queen’s University” was approved by the University Senate in 1979:

This University believes that the freedom to read is as essential to the democratic way of life as are 
freedom of speech and freedom of the press, and will resist by moral suasion and if necessary by due 
process of law all attempts to suppress or restrict the availability of particular books or periodicals on this 
campus because of a viewpoint they present.

The University’s Room Reservations Booking Policy states:

In assessing the appropriateness of booking classroom and lecture theatre space the following standards 
are used: 

- The event will not bring discredit upon the university; 

- The use of the space and any materials displayed or distributed comply with the Queen’s University 
Code of Conduct and not contravene Senate, Board of Trustees or administrative policies, and federal, 
provincial or municipal laws, bylaws and regulations; 

- The event will not infringe on human rights legislation or be obscene or beyond the bounds of 
common decency under applicable laws in Ontario. 

The university reserves the right to deny access to any group for which there is good reason to believe one 
of the above conditions will be contravened. In addition, access may be denied to individuals or groups 
which have, in the past, misused or abused a room or its contents or for which there are unpaid rental 
charges.

There is no clarity as to what would bring “discredit” upon the University, leaving it open to Event Services’ dis-
cretion to censor expression on the basis of its content. 

The Harassment/Discrimination Complaint Policy and Procedure prohibits “racism,” “heterosexism,” “trans-
phobia” and sexual harassment.  The definitions of each are rather broad and specifically include discrimination 

http://www.queensu.ca/secretariat/policies/senateandtrustees/Code_of_Conduct_final_2008.pdf
http://www.queensu.ca/secretariat/policies/senateandtrustees/freedomtoread.html
http://eventservices.queensu.ca/venues-meeting-spaces/room-booking-policy/
http://www.queensu.ca/secretariat/senate/policies/harass/index.html
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Dr. Mason had used these words in the context of teaching about periods in history when these terms were com-
monly used.  A letter from the University stated that Professor Mason’s “words and actions” put him “in contra-
vention of the University Senate’s Educational Equity Policy,” and Professor Mason had “failed to create a safe 
space” for students.  The University then cancelled two of Mason’s scheduled classes for October 28 and Novem-
ber 2.  Dr. Mason took medical leave starting on November 2 because of a pre-existing heart condition which had 
become severe over the course of these events. 

A report by the Canadian Association of University Teachers on the incident charged Queen’s administrators with 
compromising basic civil liberties in an effort to create “safe space” on campus:

It is our concern that if the actions of Queen’s University administrators vis-à-vis Professor Mason are al-
lowed to stand it sends the message that similar strategies may now being pursued by uncollegial [sic] and 
increasingly dictatorial university administrators across Canada, even to the extent that they may thereby 
circumvent academic freedom clauses in collective agreements, and utterly undermine academic freedom 
both in long-established practice and in principle.

Dr. Alan Harrison, Queen’s provost, supported the actions of Queen’s University in this case, saying, “We would 
never seek to censor anything that anyone says so long as it’s appropriately contextualized.”

In the fall of 2008, University administrators hired six “student facilitators” to intervene anywhere on campus 
if they overheard “homophobic,” sexist, racist, or any “discriminatory” language.  According to Queen’s, “they 
were tasked with spotting ‘spontaneous teaching moments’ concerning issues of race, religion, gender, sexual ori-
entation, ability and social class, and to respond – either actively by posing questions to spur discussion, or more 
passively through activities like poster campaigns or movies.”

Concerned students created a Facebook group entitled “Queen’s University Students and Alumni for Free Speech,” 
which had upwards of 600 members. Angela Hickman, then an editor of the campus newspaper, the Journal, 
said of the program, “Having a program like this in place could stifle public discussion if people are worried their 
private conversations are being monitored. . . .  For a lot of people, their opinions get formed in conversations and 
so stifling that is dangerous”.  The University administration responded that the program had been mischaracter-
ized by the media, but nevertheless dropped the program in February of the following year.

Student union policies
 The Queen’s Alma Mater Society (AMS) Representation Policy states in section 2.1:

The AMS shall not take positions on governmental policy or political issues that do not directly relate to 
Queen’s University and its students, and commits itself to a general policy of political neutrality regarding 
such issues. The AMS acknowledges that its student representatives should not be elected on the basis of 
these political views. The AMS welcomes diversity of opinion and feels that a position of political neutrality 
can better foster openness and inclusivity than a politicized AMS.

The AMS defines Racism to include “behaviour which could reasonably be interpreted as offensive and patroniz-
ing, and as undermining self-respect or adversely affecting performance or working conditions.”  Heterosexism is 
also defined to include “behaviour, language or terminology which could reasonably be interpreted as offensive 
and patronizing and as  undermining self- respect or adversely affecting performance or working conditions.”

The Non-Academic Discipline Policy and Procedures includes “infringement of the rights of any member of the 
University community or general public, including but not limited 

that is unintentional, as well as intentional.  Anyone can file a complaint to the Human Rights Office within six 
months of an incident occurring.  

University practices 

On the evening of April 2, 2013, a free speech wall erected by the Queen’s Students for Liberty (Queen’s SFL) 
was shut down by the University’s Assistant Dean for Student Affairs, Arig Girgrah.

The free speech wall had been erected inside the John Deutsch University Centre, this space having been booked 
by Queen’s SFL in March.  The wall was scheduled to stand from 11:00 a.m. Tuesday April 2 until 5:00 p.m. on 
Friday, April 5.  The Queen’s Free Speech Wall was part of a campaign to raise awareness about free expression 
rights in Canada and was co-sponsored by JCCF. 

At approximately 8:20 p.m., two campus security officers arrived at the University Centre, where four members 
of the Queen’s Students for Liberty were manning the wall.  The campus security officers acted on the instructions 
of Ms. Girgrah, who told the students that the paper canvas on the wall was being removed due to “offensive con-
tent.”  Neither the security guards nor Ms. Girgrah provided any examples of what was considered “offensive”, 
and further explanation was refused.

Earlier on Tuesday, at 4:17PM, the president of the Queen’s student union (Queen’s Alma Mater Society) Doug 
Johnson told the Queen’s SFL club that they needed to remove certain unspecified messages from the wall, 
claiming that they violated  the University’s Code of Conduct and Harassment/Discrimination Policy.  Like Ms. 
Girgrah, Mr. Johnson did not indicate which comments he thought were in violation of university policy.  With-
out indicating which comments were offensive or why they violated university policy, Mr. Johnson nevertheless 
threatened to cancel the remainder of the club’s space booking if the club did not comply with his unspecified 
request.

Queen’s University interfered with free expression rights again when it seized the free speech wall for a second 
time, on April 4, 2013.  Campus security confiscated the entire wall (paper, as well as the wood structure) on or-
ders from Queen’s Provost and Vice-Principal (Academic) Dr. Alan Harrison, the Queen’s Alma Mater Society 
(AMS) and the Society of Graduate and Professional Students.  Queen’s University further cancelled the remain-
der of the space booking for Queen’s SFL. 

In an e-mail sent to the Queen’s SFL at 4:06 p.m. on April 4, 2013, Dr. Harrison told the club that the content of 
their display was “non-compliant” with Queen’s University Code of Conduct, the Queen’s Harassment/Discrimi-
nation Policy and Procedure, residence procedures and the Student Code of Conduct.

In September of 2011, Queen’s University professor, Dr. Michael Mason, was made aware of complaints made 
against him for using “racist and sexist language” in his history class and in conversations to his teaching assistants.  
A letter from the chair of Queen’s History Department to Dr. Mason states:

In the course of our meeting, and subsequently in your letter to me you acknowledged using terms such as 
“rag head,” “towel head,” “japs,” “little yellow bastards” and so forth in your teaching. You also acknowl-
edged making remarks about having the female TAs wash your car, use their TA pay to go shopping, that 
male students in the class ought to marry female doctors to get both money and babies, that the female TAs 
were the “mistresses” of the class and so forth.

http://www.qufa.ca/news/2012/2012.09.20.CAUT_AHIC_Report_on_the_situation_and_treatment_of_Dr_Michael_Mason_at_Queens_University_(2012-09).pdf
http://news.nationalpost.com/2012/11/03/the-phantom-censor-professor-banned-from-his-own-class-when-out-of-context-statements-deemed-racist-and-sexist/
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2008/11/20/queens-diversity-program-mischaracterized-administration/
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=35159911589
http://myams.org/media/163379/ams_policy_manual-part3_-_representation_policy.pdf
http://myams.org/media/163376/ams_policy_manual-part1-procedures.pdf
http://www.myams.org/media/163376/ams_policy_manual-part1-procedures.pdf
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moved by Campus Security but the wall was kept in place, with an understanding that such alienating and 
denigrating language would not re-appear.

In February of 2012, a referendum was held about the continuation of an opt-out fee (a fee charged to all students 
that they can claim back during a designated “opt-out period”) for the Ontario Public Interest Research Group 
(OPIRG) at Queen’s.  During the referendum, participants in the “Yes” and “No” campaigns reported being orally 
slandered, and participants in the “No” campaign reported being physically intimidated during campaigning.  One 
of the “No” campaign organizers commented that, “[a]t the [cafeterias] we’ve had certain OPIRG sympathizers 
surround and yell at our volunteers.”

In response to reports of physical intimidation by OPIRG campaign volunteers, AMS issued the following state-
ment:

Any incidents of intimidation and violations of elections policy are subject to sanctions through the Non-
Academic Discipline system.…  Elections and referenda are intended to encourage respectful debate and 
discussion on campus .…  The AMS encourages any student who feels unsafe on campus to contact Campus 
Security at [number redacted].

The AMS made no attempt to censor anyone surrounding the referendum. The AMS also offered security protec-
tion. 

In the late 1990s, the AMS debated for over three hours on whether or not to approve the campus Star Trek club, 
because its constitution has a “no Klingons allowed” clause, thereby failing to promote “equity.” 

to excessive noise and general public disturbance” and “actions committed as part as an unlawful public distur-
bances that threaten civil order and/or the safety of any member of the University community or general public,” 
among infractions under the policy. 

The Arts and Science Undergraduate Society (ASUS), one of nine “member societies” of the AMS, has an Equity 
Officer which holds “anti-oppression” training for all council members, deputies, committee and Departmental 
Student Council chairs.

Space may be booked at no charge from the Student Life Center for events organized or sponsored by AMS-rat-
ified clubs or Queen’s academic departments/faculties.  External groups are allowed space, but not advertising 
(posters), and are subject to a fee as non-student groups.  Discretion is given to the Student Life Center in process-
ing bookings to deem what is an appropriate use of certain spaces. 

Section 4 (Elections) of the AMS Policy Manual states that: 

All campaign materials and promotions are subject to the approval of the CRO. A sample of all campaign 
materials shall be submitted to the CRO to be kept on file for the duration of the campaign. All posters must 
be stamped to indicate approval. All websites and social media accounts must be approved by the CRO prior 
to posting. All updates shall be closely monitored by the CRO. 

The same conditions are applied to referenda campaigns in section 7.  Regarding referenda, the Policy Manual 
places a prohibition on running one’s own “No” or “Yes” campaign that is separate from the officially mandated 
“Vote No Campaign” and “Vote Yes Campaign.”  

Student union practices
The Men’s Issues Awareness Society (MIAS) at Queen’s hosted a discussion on March 27, 2014, at Stirling B 
of the Stirling Hall building at Queen’s University, titled “What’s Equality Got To Do With it? Men’s Issues and 
Feminism’s Double Standards.” The event included a presentation by University of Ottawa professor Dr. Janice 
Fiamengo to discuss men’s issues. 

On March 19, Queen’s student and AMS member-at-large Amal Abu-Bakare of the un-registered student 
group “Opposition to the Misrepresentation of Men’s Issues and Feminism at Queen’s University” emailed mem-
bers of AMS Assembly to inform them that the group would be proposing a motion at the March 20 Assembly to 
de-ratify MIAS “because of the manner in which its members have chosen to publicly undermine feminism and 
anti-rape culture discourse on campus”.  The vote failed, however, in a secret ballot vote held on March 20, 2014. 

In 2013, AMS President, Doug Johnson, issued a press release supporting the removal of the Queen’s SFL wall 
(see section 2, above) and confirming that the student union was a catalyst in making the decision to censor the 
display:

Anyone booking space in the Student Life Centre (SLC) has an obligation to abide by the Queen’s code 
of conduct. In this case, several phrases were identified by the SLC that denigrated individuals based on 
race or religion, and alienated them from a space intended to be inclusive of all Queen’s students. Queen’s 
Students for Liberty was given an opportunity to remove these two denigrating comments, and return the 
space to one of inclusive, free dialogue for all. When the club failed to act, the offensive material was re-

http://myams.org/news/statement-on-harassment-during-ams-campaigns.aspx
http://queensjournal.ca/story/2012-01-31/news/nopirg-plans-stop-student-fee/
http://queensasus.com/equity-office/
http://queensasus.com/equity-office/
http://myams.org/media/4244/AMS_Policy_Manual-Part1-Procedures.pdf
http://myams.org/news/statement-on-removal-of-queen�s-�free-speech-wall�.aspx
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Ryerson University, Toronto, ON 

University policies
Ryerson University’s Senate passed a Statement on Freedom of Speech on May 4, 2010:

Ryerson embraces unequivocally the free exchange of ideas and the ideal of intellectual engagement 
within a culture of mutual respect. It is a powerful ideal that encompasses every dimension of the Uni-
versity. Everyone who is part of the University, as well as guests and visitors, has a role to play in this 
shared enterprise. This responsibility extends to both proponents and detractors of any idea or point of 
view. Recognizing and respecting diversity of people, thought and expression are essential and an inte-
gral part of the ideal. 

In order to achieve and sustain Ryerson’s ideal, members of its community must have freedom of 
thought and expression, freedom from harassment or discrimination and the freedom to consider, in-
quire, and write or comment about any topic without concern for widely held or prescribed opinions. 
This right to freedom of thought and expression inevitably includes the right to criticize aspects of soci-
ety in general and the University itself. 

Ryerson does not avoid controversies, difficult ideas, or disagreements over deeply held views. When 
such disagreements arise within the University or within a broader social context, the University’s pri-
mary responsibility is to protect free speech within a culture of mutual respect. 

The right to freedom of speech comes with the responsibility to exercise that right in an atmosphere free 
of intimidation and in an environment that supports the free speech rights of those with opposing views. 

While Ryerson is committed to freedom of thought and the free exchange of ideas, it is also recognized 
that there are limits to the right of free speech that are recognized in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. 
The University may act when speech on campus is used in a way that is itself unlawful or prevents the 
lawful exercise of free speech by others. 

Ryerson’s Policy 61, the Student Code of Non-Academic Conduct, states:

Nothing in this Code shall be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies and demonstrations, lawful pick-
eting, or to inhibit freedom of expression.

One of the enumerated offences in Policy 61  is to “not endanger, threaten, harm, or encourage others to endan-
ger, threaten or harm, or act in ways which would reasonably be perceived to endanger, threaten or harm the 
physical and mental well-being of community members” (section C.3).

The Statement of Student Rights and Responsibilities declares that:

As a student at Ryerson University, you have the responsibility to: 
…

•	 refrain from

o …unwelcome or persistent behaviour (e.g. personal harassment) that you know, or ought 

reasonably to know, would cause another person to feel humiliated, demeaned or intim-
idated or which may obstruct the teaching, learning and/or work process of another per-
son and which includes, but is not limited to, hazing and aggressive religious recruiting;

o using the university’s computing, telephone, mail and/or other university communication 
systems to convey nuisance or other objectionable messages which may endanger the 
personal well-being of another person or which may obstruct the teaching, learning and/
or work process of another[.]

On February 8, 2010, Ryerson University released an extensive investigative report on racism and related issues 
on campus.  The report made several recommendations to quell what it reported to be a “chilly climate” for 
racial minorities at the school.  Its recommendation included a change to the school’s anti-discrimination policy. 
The report stated: “While ideas will be debated vigorously, no one should be made to feel disrespected because 
of their race, language, religion, gender, sexual difference or ability.”  The report also recommended more re-
strictions on academic freedom: 

Issues of academic freedom are contested since there is a fine line between free speech and hatemonger-
ing. A person has crossed the line when their protest/speech diminishes another person’s self-respect and 
identity.

The report led to the establishment of a revised Discrimination and Harassment Prevention Policy, passed by 
the Board of Governors in November 2011.  Section 4 of the “Guiding Principles” of this Policy states:

Freedom of expression is the cornerstone of education at Ryerson University, but like other Charter 
rights, it is not an absolute right.  The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees “freedom 
of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press and other media of commu-
nication.” The rights and freedoms guaranteed in the Charter are “... subject only to reasonable limits 
prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic society.” Human rights, for 
example, may place limits on these freedoms.

The Discrimination and Harassment Prevention Policy states the following about academic freedom:

Ryerson University’s Discrimination and Harassment Prevention Policy is not intended to inhibit aca-
demic freedom. It reminds all members of the Ryerson University Community that, in exercising our 
freedoms, we all have a responsibility to respect the rights and freedoms of others, including the right to 
study and work in an environment which is free of discrimination and harassment. Please refer to note 8 
in the “Definitions and Notes” section at the end of this Policy.

The definitions include “a ‘non-discrimination’ clause, referencing the prohibited grounds of discrimination as 
contained in the Ontario Human Rights Code and refer to more general “obligations” of faculty members and 
instructors.”

The Policy also refers to a “Poisoned Environment”, and includes speech and other expressive behaviors as a 
source of creating such an environment. However, the Policy does not empower officials to sanction or impose 
penalties, even if it is found that speech caused a poisoned atmosphere on campus. 

The Discrimination and Harassment Prevention Officer is empowered to enforce the Policy.  The Officer is 
not empowered to censor speech, but may make recommendations to senior administration on sanctions to be 
placed on violators of the Policy. 

http://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/senate/freedomofspeech.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/policies/pol61.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/senate/documents/studentrights.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/antiracismtaskforce/docs/RU_Taskforce_report.pdf
http://www.ryerson.ca/content/dam/equity/publishedfiles/Discrimination_Harassment_Prevention_Policy2012.pdf
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The RSU takes a public position against any attempts of Ryerson’s administration to quiet or silence stu-
dent dissent on or off campus which thereby denies students their fundamental freedoms under the guise 
of the Non-Academic Code of Conduct.

The RSU will furthermore, draft revisions to the Non-Academic Code of Conduct clarifying the process 
of a complaint, adding transparency to the process and new levels of appeal, and guidelines that ensure 
a single Administrator is not made the judge and jury, and a students [sic] right to express public discon-
tent is not used against them.

The RSU’s Course Union Policy and Student Group Policy both state that the course unions’ and student 
groups’ “actions must not be contrary to the Ontario Human Rights Code, RSU Policies, or the Policies of the 
University.”  Students must also meet other criteria, including having at least 20 members in their club. 

The Student Group Policy states that “RSU groups may not proselytize (i.e. seek to convert).” This clause clear-
ly infringes the expression rights of student groups, particularly religious and political student groups.

In a 2011 article concerning student groups, The Eyeopener, Ryerson’s independent student newspaper, wrote as 
follows:  An individual student club’s “ratification would be at the discretion of the Student Group Committee 
and the Board of Directors regardless of whether they meet the requirements in the[Student Group Policy]”,  
The Eyeopener reports: 

Aside from listing proposed executive members, creating a valid constitution and listing 
potential events, prospective groups must also provide a list of at least 20 current full-time 
undergraduate students that support the funding of the group. This last factor can prove trou-
blesome for students looking to share what are currently unpopular ideas.

…

Carson [RSU VP Student Life and Events] says such a club’s ratification would be at the dis-
cretion of the Student Group Committee and the Board of Directors regardless of whether they 
meet the requirements in the policy. Instead of following a rigid set of guidelines, both groups 
review applications on a case-by-case basis. “Every group that applies has the potential to be 
approved or denied,” says Carson. 

RSU’s Advertising Policy gives discretion to the RSU President and other RSU administrators to censor speech 
that is deemed to carry political or religious messages:

2.1 Posters must be approved and stamped by the RSU. 

2.2 Posters advertising a licensed event must be stamped by the Campus Groups 

      Administrator 

2.3 Posters containing political slogans or religious messages must only be approved 

     by the Campus Groups Administrator, the RSU’s President or the Executive 

     Director of Communications & Outreach. 

University practices 

On January 31, 2014, Ryerson University ordered that the Canadian Association for Equality (CAFE), a 
Toronto-based organization advocating for “men’s issues awareness,” pay a $1,600 security fee in order to 
hold an organized talk at Ryerson on February 6, 2014, entitled “Are Men Obsolete? Feminism, Free Speech 
and the Censorship of Men’s Issues,” to be delivered by Karen Straughan.  Ironically, Straughan’s talk focused 
on the need for safe spaces in which men on university campuses can discuss issues of health and well-being.  
Ryerson also changed the venue from the advertised Mattamy Athletic Centre to the less central G. Raymond 
Chang School of Continuing Education.  CAFE was able to collect enough support to pay the security fee, 
and the event proceeded.  Ryerson eventually absorbed the cost of the security fee after the President and Vice 
Chancellor of Ryerson University, Sheldon Levy, stated that the fee was an obstruction to free expression.  Levy 
made the following comments to the student newspaper on the matter:

Freedom of speech is hugely important.  If you’re gonna say something, and I like what you say, big deal. That’s 
not freedom of speech. It’s when you say something, and I hate what you’re saying … but I make room for you 
to say it, that’s real freedom of speech…. We share the university’s goal to promote freedom of expression, but 
recognize that freedom of speech comes with the responsibility to ensure that student safety is prioritized.

On May 15, 2007, Malik Zulu Shabazz, a Washington, D.C.-based lawyer and the leader of the New Black Pan-
ther Party, was scheduled to speak at an event at Ryerson.  He had been invited by a registered student group, 
United Black Students at Ryerson, which is a chapter of the Toronto-based Black Youth Taking Action (BYTA).  
Shabazz was detained at the airport and refused entry to the country, and ultimately did not make it to the speak-
ing engagement.  His views were the subject of serious controversy.  A CBC News article explains the decision 
by federal agents to detain Shabazz:

Canadian authorities bar Shabazz from the country owing to his criminal record: a five-year-old mis-
demeanour, according to a BYTA spokesperson. Toronto Jewish groups had lobbied for Shabazz, an 
admitted anti-Zionist, to be denied entry and the case prompts criticism of Jewish groups for what critics 
say is an attempt to suppress free speech.

Despite this, the Ryerson administration did not cancel the event.  In fact, Janet Mowat, a University spokesper-
son stated, “The Ryerson administration attempts to maintain a forum for free thought and free expression.”

Student union policies 
The Ryerson Students’ Union’s (RSU) Policy Manual includes a statement supporting free expression on cam-
pus, titled Defend Freedoms and Revision of Non-academic Code Policy:

RSU affirms a position that supports all students the right to the following fundamental freedoms:

a) Freedom of [conscience] and religion

b) Freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, including freedom of the press and other 
media of communication;

c) Freedom of peaceful assembly; and

d) Freedom of association

http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/rsu/1e081f37d1f0a0cc17cf7d824688c3374670c247.pdf
http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/rsu/b1402d9ab39697f264ab594f9273f8480c9ffa11.pdf
http://theeyeopener.com/2011/04/auto-tuning-student-voices/
http://theeyeopener.com/2011/04/auto-tuning-student-voices/
http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/rsu/6ca36eb934baab1626bbf6af3e07ebc8f3e61e79.pdf
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2014/02/04/barbara-kay-ryerson-drags-mens-issues-group-through-the-wringer/
http://www.ryersonian.ca/?p=12688
http://www.bnaibrith.ca/prdisplay.php?id=1206
http://www.cbc.ca/news/interactives/who-visas/
http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/rsu/3e889a1d41e1579fec45eb08e774142c213bfa4e.pdf
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Saint Mary’s University, Halifax, NS

University policies
In Saint Mary’s University’s (SMU) Academic Plan, SMU supports the notion of academic freedom and free 
expression:

We recognize that the common good of society depends on knowledge and its free exposition. As the 
foundation of our mission, Saint Mary’s University, through our teaching and scholarship, values discovery 
and dissemination of knowledge in all its forms.

Recognizing knowledge as provisional and subject to reinterpretation, we base our scholarly enquiry on 
principles of academic integrity and academic freedom, the freedom of students and faculty to explore and 
assess different approaches and contributions to human knowledge. Academic freedom is the foundation 
of the intellectual community, which fosters independent critical thinking, informed judgment and 
expression, and open debate.

SMU’s Policy on the Prevention and Resolution of Harassment and Discrimination (Discrimination Policy) has 
three objectives:

1. To prevent discrimination and harassment, including sexual harassment, on grounds protected by the 
Nova Scotia Human Rights Act

2. To provide procedures for handling complaints, remedying situations, and imposing discipline when such 
discrimination and harassment do occur
3. To use best practices in Conflict Resolution or Appropriate Dispute Resolution (ADR)

The Discrimination Policy continues:

This policy applies to all members of the University community, including students, administrators, 
faculty and staff as well as permanent sub-contractors, consultants, volunteers and others who are acting 
in a recognized or sanctioned capacity. It applies to incidents that occur in the course of work or study or 
participation in University sponsored events held on campus, at a satellite campus or learning center, or off-
campus. Examples of off-campus settings include, but are not limited to field trips, athletic team road trips, 
conferences or training events, and university- sponsored social functions.

The Discrimination Policy is intended to allow professors and students to learn about controversial ideas, so long 
as discussion is in a “mutually respectful” and “non-coercive” manner, as per this reference on page 14 of the 
Discrimination Policy: 

This policy is not to be applied in such a way as to detract from the right of faculty, staff and students to 
engage in the frank discussion of potentially controversial matters. This policy is not intended to limit 
or prohibit debate, instructional techniques, or the assignment of readings that advocate controversial 
positions, provided that discussion and instruction are conducted in a mutually respectful and non-coercive 
manner. This policy also recognizes the right to teach according to one’s best judgment, within the bounds 
of the course calendar description and requirements of competency.

Item 3 of the Campus Aesthetics Policy states:

Facilities Management shall approve the placement of all banners, bulletin boards, posters, signage and 
other general advertisement type items on the campus. Facilities Management shall approve the distribution 
of magazines, papers and flyers on campus.

The RSU takes political stances on issues including bottled water, the Prison Industrial Complex, privatization, 
public funding for Pride events, recognition of unceded traditional territories for First Nations peoples, women’s 
issues, and religious, spiritual and cultural freedom. 

On March 4, 2013, Neda Hamzari, representative on the RSU’s Board of Directors, introduced a motion to 
amend the RSU’s policy on women’s issues.  The motion to amend passed without debate or discussion, and 
mandates the RSU to officially oppose the following:

4. Groups, Meetings or events [that] promote misogynist views towards women and ideologies that pro-
mote gender inequity, challenges women’s right to bodily autonomy, or justifies sexual assault  

5. The concept of misandry as it ignores structural inequity that exist between men and women 

6. Groups, meetings events or initiatives [that] negate the need to centre women’s voices in the struggle 
for gender equity.

Marwa Hamad, vice-president equity at the RSU, said the policy will preserve space for discussing misogyny 
and institutionalized gender imbalances.

Student union practices
In October of 2013, Ryerson student Carter Grant applied to have his student group, Preserving Human Dignity 
at Ryerson (PHDR), registered as an official club.  He received an email on October 28 from the RSU informing 
him that his pro-life group would not be approved.  Campus Groups Administrator Leatrice O’Neill gave no 
reasons for the refusal, and directed Mr. Grant to speak to RSU President Melissa Palermo, who explained 
that the union was worried Grant’s student group would prevent some students from feeling “comfortable”, 
“welcome”, and included”.

PHDR has met all of the requirements outlined in the Student Groups Policy. The only reason that the RSU 
refused club status to PHDR is the content of PHDR’s message, based on RSU’s beliefs that this content would 
make some students feel uncomfortable.

The JCCF wrote to RSU President Melissa Palermo on January 16, 2014, pointing out that the RSU’s 
censorship is discriminatory, contrary to freedom of expression, and illegal.   To date the RSU has not granted 
club status to PHDR. 

On March 15, 2013, the Ryerson Student Union (RSU) denied certification to a men’s issues student group be-
cause the RSU was worried the student group was affiliated with two external organizations, “A Voice for Men 
and the Canadian Association for Equality,” they viewed as “in some jurisdictions…a hate group”. The men’s 
issues group’s constitution said its goal was to “create a progressive and constructive voice and lend representa-
tion to any and all Ryerson students concerned with the issues of men and boys.” 

In November of 2010, a group of students planned to organize a Soviet Union-themed party.  The posters de-
signed to advertise the event were rejected by the RSU.  RSU’s then-president Toby Whittfield commented on 
the incident by explaining that all posters have to “support RSU’s mandate of respect and inclusiveness”.  He 
added: “If it turns out that [the poster] is not part of the mandate, then they shouldn’t be on a board.”

http://www.smu.ca/webfiles/AcademicPlan2012-2017.pdf
http://www.smu.ca/webfiles/6-2013Harrassment.pdf
http://www.smu.ca/policy/documents/3-5002CampusAesthetics.pdf
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2013/03/06/proposed-ryerson-mens-group-faces-hostile-policy/
http://theeyeopener.com/2013/03/rsu-rejects-mens-group-on-campus/
http://theeyeopener.com/2010/11/soviet-union-themed-party-posters-stir-controversy/
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reviewing the incident, although no findings have ever been made public. 

In February of 2006, a now retired SMU philosophy professor, Peter March, posted the well-known “Danish 
cartoon” about the prophet Mohammed to his office door.  He was ordered to take down the cartoon by the 
academic president and vice president.  Another philosophy professor, Dr. Mark Mercer (a longtime outspoken 
supporter of free speech on campus), defended his fellow professor, but was unable to change the minds of the 
SMU administration.   

Student union policies
The SMU Students’ Association (SMUSA) has a Charter of Rights and Freedoms which, while not explicitly 
mentioning freedom of expression, does recognize student protection under the Canadian Charter: “Every 
community member (refers to any student, faculty or administrative person who participates in the normal 
activities of the university) is entitled to all rights and freedoms recognized by Canadian law.”   SMUSA does not 
take positions on political issues outside its mandate. SMUSA does not have policies empowering the Union to 
deny ratification to clubs on the basis of their views.

SMUSA’s Election Policy empowers the Chief Returning Officer to censor “obscene, degrading or discriminatory 
material.”  The Policy also allows campaign materials to be banned if they depict a person other than the candidate 
sponsoring the material. 

Student union practices
SMUSA made national headlines in September after a video was posted on social media showing frosh leaders 
and first-year students cheering about the rape of underage girls. The chant spelled out the word “young” with “U 
is for underage, N is for no consent” and included the line, “SMU boys, we like them young.”

In the wake of the incident, two SMUSA executives, including its president, apologized and resigned. Two students 
faced disciplinary action by the University (see section 2 of this report). 

In September of 2012, SMUSA did not allow the registered student group, SMUdent Gaming Society, to advertise 
their upcoming social event because of the image of a pistol contained on the advertisement poster.  The poster, 
which was designed to attract new students who enjoyed gaming to join the society, contained images of a 
Nintendo game controller, as well as a Zapper, a gray-and-red electronic pistol that came with the 1985 Nintendo 
Entertainment System.  SMUSA executive Michael MacDonnell explained the student union’s decision to censor 
the poster:

What we have to remember here is that a picture speaks 1,000 words, it crosses all language barriers.  And, 
that being said, a picture depicting or making light of gun violence is something that we as an association 
are not willing to endorse.

MacDonnell further commented that, “We, as SMUSA, the students association here, have a responsibility to our 
students as well as our societies to ensure that everything remains tasteful and appropriate.”

In November 2010, SMUSA President Matt Anderson ordered a pro-life club’s authorized display be removed 
from campus.  Anderson ordered a sign that read “Women Do Regret Abortion” to be removed because of com-
plaints from students that they had been offended by the message.  In a letter to the campus paper, the Journal, 
Anderson stated that the sign violated SMUSA’s mission statement: “To maximize the positive university experi-
ence for its students and provide assistance in overcoming the challenges they may face.”  He further stated that 
the sign had to be removed because of the “absolutist nature” of the message, eluding that if the sign had read 
“Some Women Regret Abortion” instead, it wouldn’t have been removed.  The students complied with the actions 
of SMUSA, but did so under protest.  

The Poster Policy, which is administered jointly by Facilities Management and the Saint Mary’s University’s 
Student Association (SMUSA), restricts posters from being placed on campus “which could damage the reputation 
of the university”.  

SMU’s Student Code of Conduct, section 7(b), prohibits “the use of abusive or offensive language or gestures at 
University sponsored functions”, but does not define “offensive language”.  

Saint Mary’s University has no policy which compels the University to prevent the disruption of controversial 
events, nor does it have policies which clarify security fees cannot be charged to students holding events on 
controversial subject matter. 

University practices
On January 27, 2014, a University of King’s College journalism publication reported on tweets made by members 
of SMU’s football team which condemned homosexuality, mocked sexual consent, and degraded women and 
racial minorities. One of the tweets said “bitch get on yo knees” while another said “See a girl feeling down? Feel 
her up.” SMU suspended six of its football players because of the tweets, and noted that comments made in social 
media will be covered in SMU’s soon-to-be-released new code of conduct. 

Following the “rape-chant” incident involving SMUSA leaders, on September 6, 2013, SMU announced it would 
be hearing disciplinary charges against two students involved in the chants, alleging that they had violated section 
7(b) of the Student Code of Conduct. SMU’s statement reads:

Two student organizers will face a disciplinary hearing following an orientation week event involving a 
sexually inappropriate chant at Saint Mary’s University.

A formal complaint was received Friday, September 6. The complaint alleges violations of the Student 
Code of Conduct for the use of abusive or offensive language or gestures at University sponsored functions.

…As per University policy, the names of the individuals involved will not be released.

SMU will not publish the results of the disciplinary hearing.  

SMU has created a President’s Council to recommend steps to be taken following the incident, in an effort to 
“foster cultural change”. The Council released a report in December, 2013, which recommended the creation 
of a “University-wide Code of Conduct” conceivably to replace the existing Student Code of Conduct. The 
report also calls for a redefinition of roles when dealing with cases of misconduct and sexual assault. All twenty 
recommendations were accepted by SMU. To date, a new Code of Conduct has not been released, nor have other 
policies changed substantially. 

On February 5, 2009, Jose Ruba of the Canadian Centre for Bio-Ethical Reform gave a pro-life speech at SMU.  
Protesters filled the auditorium on campus and were so loud that Ruba was forced to write his messages on a 
computer and use a projector screen to communicate with the audience.  SMU Security did nothing to restrain 
or silence the disruptive protesters, except to notify police of what was happening.  When three police officers 
arrived, they were able to settle the crowd, but after the police left the protestors became disruptive once again.  
The protestors refused to leave the auditorium, and Ruba himself ended up leaving the building and finishing his 
speech in a church on the edge of campus, which is not part of SMU property.

The university issued a press release on February 9 describing the need to move the event to the nearby church 
“regrettable,” but SMU President Colin Dodds expressly refused to invite Jose Ruba back to campus to provide 
him with a fair opportunity to present his views without disruption.  The release also stated the university was 

http://smusa.ca/backup/sites/default/files/Charter%20of%20rights.pdf
http://smusa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/02/2012-ELECTIONS-POLICY.pdf
http://thechronicleherald.ca/metro/145767-smu-students-union-shoots-down-gaming-poster
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/pro-abort-prof-says-ban-on-pro-life-signs-at-st-marys-u-was-wrong/
http://smusa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Poster-Policy-Final-Draft-2013.pdf
http://www.smu.ca/webfiles/UGcalendar2013-2014.pdf
http://unews.ca/smu-football-team-members-posts-mock-consent/
http://www.smu.ca/about/news/2013/disciplinary-action-follows-orientation-chant.html
http://www.smu.ca/webfiles/PresidentsCouncilReport-2013.pdf
http://unews.ca/story/item/protesters-disrupt-smu-lecture-by-abortion-opponent/
http://blazingcatfur.blogspot.ca/2009/02/campus-stormtrooper-alert-saint-marys.html
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Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC 

University policies 
Simon Fraser University (SFU) has a Statement on Respectful Debate by SFU President Andrew Petter on its 
website:

Public universities play a unique role in Canadian society: they are places in which people should feel free 
to exchange ideas, beliefs and opinions.  Controversy, conflict, and criticism are inherent to this role. Yet 
universities also aspire to foster an environment that promotes civility and respects human dignity.

…Universities operate on the principle that freedom of speech is a core component of intellectual enquiry 
and is central to the pursuit of knowledge. The value universities place on free expression does not imply 
their endorsement of views that are expressed….

… when disputes arise in our university around major social and political issues, we should err on the 
side of tolerating free speech. Provided such speech does not overstep legal boundaries, it should not be 
censored even though it may be provocative or offensive…

…I therefore urge all members of the university community to redouble their efforts to create a culture 
that celebrates robust and vigorous debate within an academic milieu characterized by reason, tolerance, 
and mutual respect. Freedom of speech is a precious right and, as such, we have a duty to do all we can to 
ensure that is exercised responsibly and with civility.

In 2012, SFU launched a new strategic visioning project called “enVISION>SFU”. The Strategic Vision, under 
“Underlying Principles” states that “SFU will be an open and inclusive university whose foundation is intellectual 
and academic freedom.”

SFU’s Code of Academic Integrity and Good Conduct states in its preamble, that “Simon Fraser University is 
committed to creating a scholarly community characterized by honesty, civility, diversity, free inquiry, mutual 
respect, individual safety and freedom from harassment and discrimination” (Section 1.1).

SFU’s Human Rights Policy prohibits discrimination and harassment.  Section 2.2 of this Human Rights Policy 
reaffirms the University’s commitment to academic freedom:

2.2 This Policy will not be interpreted, administered, or applied to infringe the academic freedom of any 
member of the University community.  Academic freedom is the freedom to examine, question, teach, 
and learn and it involves the right to investigate, speculate, and comment without reference to prescribed 
doctrine as well as the right to criticize the University and society at large.  The frank discussion of 
controversial ideas, the pursuit and publication of controversial research, and the study and teaching of 
material with controversial content do not constitute discrimination. 

SFU policy concerning the “Display of Notices, Posters, Advertisements, etc. on Campus”, requires approval 
for posting, without indicating what criteria must be met. 

SFU recognizes the value of free speech in one of its research awards.  The Sterling Prize aims to “recognize work 
which provokes, and/or contributes to the understanding of controversy.”

The Sterling Prize was set up through an endowment by Nora and Ted Sterling. “This is an unusual ven-
ture in a world in which controversy is discouraged rather than encouraged,” they said. “We hope, that by 
providing a substantial reward for creative, unconventional effort, it will contribute to works of this nature 
gaining both a forum and a degree of respectability.”

University practices 
In early February of 2013, the SFU campus club Life Link booked space for a pro-life display on campus, ap-
proved by SFU to take place on Monday March 18.  Suddenly, on the afternoon of Friday March 15, SFU can-
celled the club’s scheduled event, based on complaints received by the university about the display’s controversial 
content.  University administrators said it might be “necessary” to set up the display with signs facing inwards so 
that nobody walking by could see the display.

The students contacted JCCF on the evening of Friday March 15.  On Monday morning, the JCCF promptly sent 
a legal warning to SFU President Andrew Petter, which can be viewed here.  The club’s event was re-scheduled 
for April 10 and 11, and took place without any censorship on the part of the university.

On November 7, 2011, a pro-life club set up a display on SFU’s Burnaby campus.  The display, known as the 
Genocide Awareness Project (GAP), included pictures comparing abortion to various historical genocides.  The 
club followed the SFU’s rules and procedures in anticipation of the event, submitting a plan to set up their display 
at a high-traffic location at Convocation Mall. The setup would have included enough space to walk in front of, 
but also behind, the pictures, enabling passers-by to avoid the graphic images if they didn’t want to view them.  
After giving initial approval for the event, SFU demanded that the display’s signs be set up in a circle facing 
inwards, so that passers-by would not see the signs. 

The president of SFU Lifeline wrote to the student newspaper in defence of students’ rights to display materials 
without obstructions, noting the University’s discrimination against the club purely on the basis of the contents of 
the club’s campus display:

We submitted a set-up plan (which we followed) to the administration, which allowed a path through 
Convocation Mall behind the signs so that people could avoid them. This plan was rejected by the 
administration on the grounds that students could come upon the display inadvertently. They requested 
that we obscure the signs in some way, much like saying we could have our freedom of speech on the 
condition that we whispered. We declined to submit another plan because to comply with demands to 
obstruct our display would be to accept an infringement on our right to free speech.

The pro-life club refused to compromise its display, and proceeded based on the plan originally approved by SFU.  
Opponents blocked the students’ signs using university property, namely: large portable blackboards on wheels.  
Rather than upholding the students’ free expression rights, campus security asked the pro-life students to turn the 
signs inward.  Security knowingly condoned the physical blocking and obstruction of the students’ display. 

Student union policies
The Simon Fraser Student Society (SFSS) is the governing student association at SFU.  Section R-17 of the SFSS 
Policy Manual governs elections.  This section limits the number of official campaigns that can participate in 
referenda campaigns to one “yes” campaign and one “no” campaign.  It further imposes a financial restriction 
of $300 on referenda campaigns.  Campaign spending restrictions of $50 are imposed on candidates for SFSS 
council positions.  The spending limits restrict the number of voters candidates can communicate with during an 
election period (those limits being the amount of pamphlets that can be prepared and distributed before going over 
the monetary limits). 

Student union practices 
The authors found no evidence of the SFSS censoring student expression, through the denial of resources and 
facilities on campus or through the cancellation of events, the prohibition of displays, etc. The SFSS does not take 
positions on issues unrelated to its mandate.

http://www.sfu.ca/pres/petterspeeches/2011/201103.html
http://www.sfu.ca/content/dam/sfu/engage/StrategicVision_colour.pdf
http://www.sfu.ca/policies/gazette/student/s10-01.html
http://www.sfu.ca/policies/gazette/general/gp18.html
http://www.sfu.ca/policies/gazette/administrative/ad13-05.html
http://www.sfu.ca/sterlingprize/about.html
http://www.jccf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Letter-2013-03-18-to-SFU-President-about-upholding-campus-free-speech.pdf
http://www.the-peak.ca/2012/01/gap-display-breached-no-agreement-with-sfu/
http://sfss.ca/sites/default/files/documents/SFSS%20Policy%20to%20May%202013.pdf
http://sfss.ca/sites/default/files/documents/SFSS%20Policy%20to%20May%202013.pdf
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St. Francis Xavier University, Antigonish, NS 

University policies
St. Francis Xavier University’s (StFX) Community Code lays out general rules of behaviour, as well as the rights 
and responsibilities of students.  Students are expected to uphold “the responsibility not to indulge in behavior 
that has serious ramifications for the safety, welfare and academic well-being of yourself and others.”  None of 
these terms are defined. 

Section 14(f) of the Code includes the following as a major offense:

Using abusive, sexist, racist, homophobic, or otherwise derogatory language in either verbal or written 
form, or gesture in the course of his or her interactions with another Student, Guest, or University Official

The StFX’s Student Conduct Coordinator enforces the Community Code, and is empowered to facilitate informal 
resolution processes.  Informal resolution processes refer to “off the record” mediation, counseling, educational 
workshops, discussions, and the like.  The Coordinator is not empowered to impose sanctions on students such as 
censorship or punishment for speaking on a controversial topic. 

StFX’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy Section 1.2 protects political and religious groups on campus by 
including “political belief, affiliation or identity” as prohibited grounds for discrimination.  Section 9 states that 
the Discrimination and Harassment Policy should not interfere with free speech and academic freedom, but does 
impose the requirement that such expression be “mutually respectful and non-coercive”:

This Policy shall not be applied in such a way as to detract from the right to engage in the frank discussion 
of potentially controversial matters, including, but not limited to age, race, politics, religion, sex and sexual 
orientation. These are legitimate topics within the University setting, and this Policy shall not be applied 
so as to have the effect of limiting appropriate discussion of them or of prohibiting bona fide instructional 
techniques, such as the use of irony, the use of conjecture and refutation, or the assignment of readings 
that advocate controversial positions, provided that such discussion and instruction are conducted in a 
mutually respectful and non-coercive manner.

Sections 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 of the Discrimination and Harassment Policy define harassment to include being 
made to feel “offended or unwelcome”.  Section 1.4 goes on to say that verbal harassment may be deliberate or 
unintentional. 

StFX’s Risk Assessment Policy outlines procedures and regulations that students and student groups must comply 
with in order to access space for an event on campus.  Applicants must submit a detailed overview of their 
event, including the intent and composition of the event, as well as advertising and other promotional materials.  
Applicants must include an assessment of the level of risk associated with their event.  According to the Policy, 
risk can include an assessment of “emotional harm” to an attendee. 

The Risk Management Committee enforces the Risk Assessment Policy.  It decides if an event gets approved 
after the student group has informed the Committee whether they think the event carries a high, medium or low 
risk level.  The Committee is effectively empowered to decide that an event is too risky because of the content or 
message of the expression at the event.

University practices
On February 10, 2009, the student group Students for Life invited pro-life author and lecturer Jose Ruba to speak 
at StFX.  The club’s president, Lara Lavelle, commended the University administration for ensuring that the event 
was able to take place.  Ruba’s presentation at neighboring Saint Mary’s University in Halifax a week earlier had 
to be cancelled at its original location due to protesters making Ruba’s talk impossible to hear.

In light of the controversy at St. Mary’s University, StFX administration made apparent efforts to ensure that 
Ruba’s presentation on February 10 would not be stopped by similar protests.   Campus security personnel were 
ordered to monitor the event so that the presentation could run without interruption.  

On December 11, 2006, tenured StFX professor Shiraz Dossa attended a conference sponsored by the Iranian 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, titled “International Conference to Review the Global Vision of the Holocaust,” 
in Tehran.  More than 1200 attended, and the event included 44 speakers and 33 papers on the subject of the 
Holocaust. 

On December 13, 2006, StFX University President Sean Riley released the following statement:

I express my shock and regret that the name of St. Francis Xavier University has been associated with 
the recent “conference” in Tehran due to the presence of a member of University faculty. The gathering, 
in its origins and focus, contained elements that are deeply abhorrent to the St. Francis Xavier University 
community and the traditions of our 153 years of history…Members of University faculty, in Canada 
at least, have the freedom of inquiry and speech which is part of our democracy. They do not, however, 
speak for the University…This conference has rightly been condemned in no uncertain terms by our Prime 
Minister on behalf of all Canadians. The StFX community and I join in this condemnation.

Student union policies
The StFX Student Union (Union) Policy Manual contains all policies described herein.  The Advertising Policy 
states that, “The Union will not accept any advertising that is racist, sexist, homophobic, or discriminatory in 
anyway.  Businesses that foster discrimination will be banned from Union publications.”  The Advertising Policy 
empowers the Union to disapprove advertising based on the content of its message, without a specific definition 
of what could be considered “sexist, homophobic, or discriminatory”.  

The Elections Policy empowers the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) to establish the rules and procedures governing 
Union elections:

The Returning Officers under the supervision of the Chair of Council have complete authority over elec-
tions held by the Union. Any concerns or appeals brought through other channels in the Union shall be 
considered completely invalid.

By empowering the CRO and Council to establish rules governing elections, the Union risks enabling such offi-
cials to censor candidates’ posters, speeches and events based on its content.  

The Union’s Gender Issues Policy allows for censorship of materials judged sexist by Union officials, stating that 
“[t]he Union condemns sexism, is opposed to the distribution of any sexist material, and pledges to document 
incidences of sexism on our campus.”

http://sites.stfx.ca/student_life/sites/sites.stfx.ca.student_life/files/Community-Code-2013%20pamphlet.pdf
http://sites.stfx.ca/student_life/sites/sites.stfx.ca.student_life/files/Community-Code-2013%20pamphlet.pdf
http://sites.stfx.ca/equity/sites/sites.stfx.ca.%20equity/files/StFX_Discrimination_and_Harassment_Policy.pdf
http://sites.stfx.ca/student_life/sites/sites.stfx.ca.student_life/files/%20Student_Event_Risk_Management_Policy_Aug_14_2013.pdf
http://www.thecasket.ca/archives/573
http://reviewcanada.ca/essays/2007/06/01/the-explanation-we-never-heard/
http://www.joeycoleman.ca/2006/12/canadian-professor-attended-irans-holocaust-denial-conference/
http://www.theu.ca/?q=policies/Student_manual
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St. Thomas University, Fredericton, NB

University policies
The mission statement of St. Thomas University (STU) contains the following commitment:  

… to preserve the tradition of academic freedom. We seek to provide learning and working atmosphere 
that is free of discrimination, injustice, and violence, and that is responsive, understanding, open and fair.  
STU’s Student Code of Conduct exclusively focuses on student relations with the faculty and staff, and 
provides safety rules that students are expected to follow. 

STU has a Harassment & Discrimination Policy for Faculty and Staff, and another for students.  Both policies 
support academic freedom and free expression: 

 Section 4.1.3  

The University is committed to academic freedom and to freedom of expression and association.  Neither 
this Policy in general, nor its definitions in particular, is to be applied in such a way as to detract from the 
right of students to engage in free inquiry and open discussion of potentially controversial matters.

St. Thomas University does not have a policy expressly compelling STU to intervene to ensure controversial 
events are not disrupted by protesters, nor does it have policies which charge security fees to students hosting 
events on controversial subject matter. 

University practices
  
In March 2009, a former Israeli political advisor named Dr. Josef Olmert came to STU to give a speech and take 
questions. Olmert was invited by the STU Political Science Society.  The Vice-President Academic of STU gave 
a warning prior to the event that there could and would be disciplinary actions to those who would interrupt and 
obstruct the speaker in an inappropriate manner.  STU’s pre-emptive action to ensure Olmert’s lecture could 
proceed without incident is testament to the school’s commitment to free speech. 

Despite this warning, and in spite of campus security escorting several protestors out of the auditorium, reports 
of the event indicated that protestors were so unruly during the talk that they impaired the ability of the audience 
to hear the presentation.  But STU security personnel should have anticipated a higher volume of disruptive 
behaviour and have prepared accordingly. 

Student union policies
 
Part I, Section 6 of the of the STU Students’ Union’s (STUSU) General Policy commits STUSU to refrain from 
interfering with its independent student press:

S.6. The Students’ Union support an autonomous and self-sustaining campus media, and shall not infringe 
upon the independence of The Aquinian, Inc., CHSR-FM, and any other recognized student campus media 
publication.

Part VI - S.4. states that “[t]he Students’ Union shall not endorse any political party, though it may, as a matter 
of policy, endorse specific proposals or principles.”  Section 5 states that “[t]he Students’ Union and affiliated 
organizations shall not accept advertising which is discriminatory in nature, nor shall they accept advertising from 
persons or organizations promoting discrimination or hate.”

The Union’s Poster Policy also uses ambiguous language to empower Union officers to censor any materials they 
consider offensive:  

…Any publicity that is to be posted must be approved by the appropriate Union Executive. 

No material that is slanderous, offensive, harassing, discriminatory, etc. will be permitted.

Failure to comply with this policy will result in the removal of the poster as well as possible disciplinary 
action by means of the Community Code.

The Society Policy prohibits the Union from funding “partisan political groups”, thereby discriminating against 
political party campus clubs.  The Society Policy also bans communications material that the Union deems of-
fensive, and empowers the Vice President of Student Relations to make decisions regarding which messages are 
considered appropriate:

It is the society leader’s responsibility to ensure that all publicity material is approved by the VP Student 
Relations before being posted.  All material must bear the society name.  Material that is offensive, harass-
ing, discriminatory, etc. will not be approved and is at the discretion of the VP Student Relations. Place-
ment of publicity items must only be on bulletin boards in academic buildings unless otherwise specified. 
Failure to comply to the Union Poster Policy will result in the removal of the poster.

Students union practices
The authors are not aware of cases of the Students’ Union denying equal access to University facilities, and are not 
aware of any evidence that the Union is not “content neutral” with the way it treats clubs, speakers, and listeners 
in practice.  

http://w3.stu.ca/stu/about/mission/default.aspx
http://w3.stu.ca/stu/currentstudents/policies/documents/CodeofConductOctober2012.pdf
http://w3.stu.ca/stu/currentstudents/policies/documents/HarassmentandDiscriminationPolicy-StudentsJune14-12.pdf
http://theaquinian.net/?p=170
http://theaquinian.net/?p=170
http://stusu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/General-Policy1.pdf
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Student union practices
 
In October of 2012, STUSU Vice President for Student Life, Nicole Pozer, resigned from her position on the 
STUSU executive.  Pozer cited feeling “undervalued” by her colleagues and decided to resign after receiving a 
letter from fellow STUSU executives asking her to resign. 

Meredith Gillis, then a reporter with the student newspaper The Aquinian, wrote coverage of the resignation in 
several articles where she alleged the resignation was a result of practical jokes laid on Pozer by her fellow STUSU 
executives over the course of her term.  Both STUSU and Pozer denied this claim, and many representatives 
on the Student Representatives Council (SRC) and the STUSU executive accused Gillis of using inappropriate 
sources, and citing rumour as fact.

 Then-STUSU president John Hoben, and the SRC, demanded an apology from The Aquinian for its reporting of 
STUSU events that year, including the Pozer controversy. Editor-in-Chief Liam McGuire refused to apologize, 
stating that Gillis was simply reporting the facts as she understood them.  STUSU unsuccessfully tried to amend 
the language of STUSU’s media fee, which provides funding to The Aquinian, so that STUSU could give the fee 
to other media organizations if it so chooses.  STUSU then ceased its demand for an apology. 

Trent University, Peterborough, ON

University policies 
The Vision for Trent University commits to creating “vibrant, engaged and sustainable communities of learning, 
teaching and research committed to free enquiry and expression.”

Trent University’s Office of Institutional Research and Strategic Planning released A Strategy for Trent University 
2007-2014 in which several University goals were outlined.  Among the goals for the University was “to create 
a teaching, learning, research and living environment fundamentally committed to the promotion of free inquiry 
and expression”. 

Trent University has an Office of Human Rights, Equity and Accessibility which oversees Trent University’s 
Policy on Discrimination and Harassment.   The preamble in the Policy states that “Trent University endeavours 
at all times to provide a working and learning environment … that is fundamentally committed to the promotion 
of free inquiry and expression. Harassment, as defined in Section 3 of this policy, may interfere with the exercise 
of free inquiry and expression”.

In section 3 of the Policy, harassment is defined as follows:

(a) “Harassment” means engaging in a course of vexatious misconduct, which may include 
verbal misconduct, that is of a serious nature, that is experienced first-hand, that is based on 
a prohibited ground of discrimination as defined in this policy, and that is known or ought 
reasonably to be known to be unwelcome. In recognition of the high value accorded to 
freedom of expression and inquiry and to academic freedom in a university community, the 
stipulation that a course of activity be vexatious misconduct in order to constitute harassment 
indicates that communication or expression - including the communication or expression of 
thought, opinion or belief - which is germane to any aspect of academic inquiry or public 
discourse falls outside this definition.

Section D of the Residence Guide states that “all postings must be written and displayed in a manner that is 
respectful, does not discriminate and does not use offensive language, including language that violates Trent 
University’s Policy on Discrimination and Harassment.” 

Policies governing bookings of the display case at Trent’s Bata Library state:

The Trent University Library is committed to academic freedom – no censorship of exhibit 
material will be imposed by the Library.  If there is  concern over the subject matter of a 
display, it is advised you contact the university group mounting the displays and not the Library. 
  Approved by the Librarian’s Committee: June 2014. 

University practices 
After Trent University’s student union (see fourth section of this report) denied club status to a proposed campus 
pro-life group on ideological grounds in January of 2013, the University effectively upheld and implemented 
that decision for the remainder of the school year.  From February of 2013 onwards, Trent University insisted 
that Trent Lifeline could only be registered as a campus club if it agreed to “develop a mutually satisfactory risk 
management plan with the University and the TCSA [student union]” that would “give individuals the choice 
regarding being exposed to potentially disturbing material.”  No such demand or requirement has ever been placed 
on other organizations, such as the Centre for Gender and Social Justice (“dedicated to facilitating a politics of 

http://www.theaq.net/2012/pozer-encouraged-to-resign/-14433
http://www.theaq.net/2012/pozer-encouraged-to-resign/-14433
http://www.theaq.net/2012/letter-to-the-editor-why-im-no-longer-giving-interviews-to-the-aquinian/-14457
http://www.theaq.net/2012/letter-to-the-editor-why-im-no-longer-giving-interviews-to-the-aquinian/-14457
http://www.trentu.ca/administration/presidentsoffice_mission.php
http://www.trentu.ca//oirsp/documents/AStrategyforTrentUniversity20072014.pdf
http://www.trentu.ca//oirsp/documents/AStrategyforTrentUniversity20072014.pdf
http://www.trentu.ca/ohrea/humanrights/documents/DiscriminationandHarassment_002.pdf
http://www.trentu.ca/housing/documents/ResidenceGuide2014-2015PDF.pdf
http://www.trentu.ca/library/about/display_case_policy.htm
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initiative that we have chosen not to support. Whereas we recognize that you are coming from a position of 
hoping to foster free inquiry and expression, similar initiatives at other campuses have gone very wrong. 
At campuses across North America, “free speech walls” have opened up space for people to espouse 
hate speech. The goal to make the board “free from censorship” allows students to write hateful 
and discriminatory messages free from repercussion. 
Moreover, it implies that these messages would not be removed from the wall, as this would be a form 
of “censorship”. This can create an unsafe and inaccessible environment, particularly for students from 
minority groups. As a student union with an aim to foster an equitable and safe campus  environment, 
we cannot support an initiate that would allow students open space to espouse hate speech if they 
wish. We acknowledge that free speech does not inherently or necessarily equate to hate speech, but 
the potential cannot be ignored.
That said, Trent Liberty is free to pursue the initiative on its own. However, I would strongly encourage 
contacting the Office of Human Rights, Equity, and Accessibility and becoming acquainted with 
any relevant policies regarding hate speech, equity, and/or accessibility I would also encourage becoming 
acquainted with the University’s postering policy. 
Sincerely, 
 Tessa Nasca 
Vice President Campaigns and Equity  
Trent Central Student Association

In January 2013, a pro-life student group called “Trent Lifeline” applied for official recognition with the TCSA. 
Without recognition, student groups are not eligible for TCSA funding or resources, and are not permitted to 
attend Clubs and Groups day during Introductory Seminar Week.  Furthermore, using the University’s logo and 
name is not permitted if advertising on campus as an unrecognized student group. 

On January 31, the club received an email from Vanessa Jones, Club & Group Coordinator, indicating that the 
Trent Central Student Association (TCSA) had rejected Lifeline’s application to be an official club at Trent 
University.  Ms. Jones stated “[s]ince campaigning for pro life [sic] or pro choice [sic]is not allowed on campus… 
since there is [sic]so many opinions to this it can lead to a very exclusive group, while all groups at Trent must 
be inclusive[.]” 

When representatives from Trent Lifeline asked for a specific policy to refer that justified the club’s rejection, the Club 
and Group Coordinator responded “I cannot send you a policy right now as there is one working under way [sic].”  
Trent Lifeline was encouraged to appeal the decision, but the appeal process went through the same individuals 
and organization that rejected them in the first place; there is no independent process to review the decision.  

Due to delays caused by having to appeal the denial of club status, Trent Lifeline was forced to cancel planned 
events to promote their cause.  One member of the Trent Lifeline executive stated:

Because of the appeal process, the club ran out of time in the school year to plan and host an event on 
campus. We were hoping to have a lecture and a viewing of the movie “It’s a Girl” before the end of the 
winter term (April). The club was focused on getting club status and responding to the student union’s 
demands/ requests for information, which continued well into April. By the time the club started talking 
about holding the events, exams were upon us, and we did not have sufficient time to properly organize 
the events.  

 Source: Trent Lifeline

A letter from Trent Lifeline’s legal counsel, JCCF president John Carpay, was sent to the President of the TCSA 
on February 6, 2014, calling for a reversal of the decision to reject Lifeline’s application, and explaining why and 
how the TCSA’s conduct was illegal. 

In February of 2014, the TCSA re-instated Trent Lifeline after months of deliberations between Lifeline members, 
TCSA and Trent University representatives. 

resistance” and “the affirmation of action and resistance based on cultural identity, including and not limited to 
indigenous action, black consciousness, and Palestinian solidarity movements, as well as a consciousness of one’s 
identity and history as oppressor and oppressed.”).

Trent University administration did play a role in negotiating the re-instatement of Trent Lifeline’s status in 
February of 2014.  Trent University’s Associate Vice President of Students, Nona Robinson, said to the campus 
newspaper Arthur:

In effect, different opinions, values, and beliefs will always be with us, but it is engaging civilly that leads to 
dialogue. The issues that Lifeline is involved with, such as abortion and euthanasia, are critically important 
to many people, so it is understandable that the club’s activities have the potential to be provocative if the 
issues aren’t handled with respect.

Student union policies
Among the Trent Central Student Association’s (TCSA) By-laws, Policies and Operating Resolutions 2013-2014 
is by-law I.1.2, which states: “The [TCSA] is committed to… free speech and effective communication of all 
opinions in the University community.”

The TCSA is similarly committed to restricting any type of harassment or discrimination, as made clear by section 
I.1.1 of the TCSA’s mission: “to facilitate and provide an environment wherein our members can pursue academic 
excellence as well as personal and social growth free from all forms of discrimination, harassment, oppression 
and persecution.”

The TCSA collects levies from students, as part of their TCSA fee, to fund particular groups including the Centre 
for Gender and Social Justice, the Kawartha World Issues Centre, the Organic Gardens, the Peterborough Coalition 
against Poverty, the Trent Queer Collective, and more. Levies can be proposed for new groups during referendum 
campaigns, with a majority vote resulting in the corresponding levy being put on all TCSA members the following 
school year. 

TCSA elections are overseen by the Elections Committee.  According to section XIII.4.3 of the Operating 
Resolutions and By-Laws, members of the Election Committee are empowered to approve (or censor) campaign 
materials.  However, no specific guidelines for approval are provided except that “all publicity materials must 
be acceptable under the Trent University policy on Human Rights and the Association’s policies surrounding 
Discrimination, Harassment, and Oppression” in accordance with “Elections Procedures,” section iv.  Furthermore, 
“discussion of other candidates must be limited to the public record and defamation or slander of opponents 
or other candidates may result in disciplinary procedures” in accordance with “Elections Procedures,” section 
xii.  Unfortunately, no definitions for defamation or slander are provided, creating the potential for ambiguous 
interpretations of the policy and potential censorship.

The By-Laws limit election speech through spending limits on election campaigns, stating that “candidates shall 
adhere to a campaign spending limit as set by the Elections Committee.” 

Student union practices 
The student group Trent Liberty planned to host a “Free Speech Wall” event at Trent during the fall of 2013.  
The event involved raising a large whiteboard on campus and encouraging students to share their thoughts and 
opinions on the wall in an exercise of their free expression rights.  The event was to be sponsored by JCCF.  Upon 
applying for space with the Trent Central Students Association (TCSA) in August of 2013, however, Trent Liberty 
received a notice of rejection:

Thank you for you [sic] interest in working with the TCSA on a “Free Speech Wall”.  However, this is an 

http://trentlifeline.ncln.ca/files/2013/02/httptrentlifeline.ncln_.cafiles201302Letter-submitted-for-Trent-Lifeline_Feb-6-2013_Court-action-against-student-association.pdf
http://trentlifeline.ncln.ca/files/2013/02/Letter-2013-02-06-to-TCSA-re-illegal-discrimination-against-Trent-Lifeline.pdf
http://trentarthur.ca/trent-lifeline-receives-club-status/
http://trentarthur.ca/trent-lifeline-receives-club-status/
http://trentarthur.ca/trent-lifeline-receives-club-status/
http://trentcentral.ca/documents/policy/TCSA_ByLawPolicyOperating_201314_web_secured.pdf
http://trentcentral.ca/groups-levy.php
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l’Université Laval (Quebec City, QC)

University Policies

l’Université Laval’s (Laval) policy, Politique d’accueil, d’encadrement et d’intégration des étudiants, states un-
der Principles that:

•	 que la mission première de l’Université est de contribuer au développement de la société par la formation 
de personnes compétentes, responsables et promotrices de changement;

•	 que les étudiants s’engagent dans un projet personnel de formation dont ils sont les principaux respons-
ables,

The Règlement disciplinaire à l’intention des étudiants de l’Université Laval states in its Preamble:

CONSIDÉRANT que le présentrèglement ne doit pas être interprété comme faisant obstacle à la tenue 
d’assemblées, de réunions et de manifestations paisibles ou de piquetage licite, ni interdisant l’exercice 
d’un droit de parole;

The Règlement also states:

Tout étudiant a une obligation de bon comportement dans un lieu universitaire ou à l’occasion d’une ac-
tivité universitaire. Il est notamment interdit, dans un lieu universitaire ou lors d’une activité universitaire:

a) de faire preuve de violence, de proférer des menaces ou autrement d’intimider une personne.
b) de nuire à l’exercice d’une fonction, à l’exécution d’un mandat ou à la tenue de cette activité.
c) de harceler une personne de l’injurier, de la troubler, de l’alarmer sans justification valable ou de 

porter atteinte à sa vie privée ou de faire preuve de discrimination à son égard au sens de la Charte  
des droits et libertés de la personne (L.R.Q. c. C-12).”

d) d’empêcher, sans justification valable, une personne de pénétrer dans ce lieu, d’y circuler ou d’en 
sortir.

e) de faire preuve d’un comportement inutilement provocant ou indécent, compte tenu des circon-
stances.”

Harassment is defined in the Règlement as follows:

Le harcèlement désigne le fait de se comporter d’une manière menaçante ou dérangeante pour autrui, 
en importunant une personne, par des demandes, des sollicitations, des incitations, des gestes, des actes 
répétitifs non sollicités et qui ont pour effet de créer pour cette personne un climat d’insécurité ou de trou-
bler sa tranquillité.

The Règlement relatif à l’utilisation des locaux à l’Université Laval states:

Les associations d’étudiants autorisées à caractère politique ont le droit de tenir, sans frais de location, 
trois conférences annuelles. Les demandes de réservation de salles dans les pavillons d’enseignement et de 
recherche doivent être faites à l’adjoint ou au secrétaire administratif de la faculté de qui relève l’activité ; 
après en avoir vérifié le bien-fondé, les demandes sont acheminées au responsable des locaux du pavillon 
concerné.

De manière générale, l’Université n’exigera aucun montant pour les frais de location pour les activités 
para-universitaires. Cependant, elle pourra exiger un montant pour acquitter les frais d’entretien ménager, 
de même que les frais pour l’utilisation d’équipements ou pour le recours à du personnel spécial.

Les associations étudiantes non accréditées ou non autorisées par le vice-recteur aux études seront assu-
jetties aux tarifs prescrits pour les organismes extérieurs.

Laval’s Déclaration des droits des étudiants et des étudiantes à l’Université Laval PRÉAMBULE states:

Les droits des étudiants et des étudiantes énoncés dans cette Déclaration découlent de la qualité de mem-
bres de l’Université reconnue à tous les étudiants et à toutes les étudiantes par la Charte et les statuts de 
l’Université et font obligation à l’Université de s’assurer que tous les règlements et politiques les concer-
nant respectent ces droits.

The Réglement Relatif À L’Agrement Des Associations Étudiants Parascolaires Et Para-Universitaires De L’Uni-
versité Laval states:

Répondre à des objectifs, à des intérêts et à des besoins de la communauté universitaire.  Le Vice-rectorat 
aux études se réserve le droit de refuser d’agréer une association dont les objectifs et les activités entre-
raient en contradiction avec la mission éducative de l’Université ou viendraient doubler les objectifs ou 
activités d’une association déjà agréée ou reconnue, ou encore, s’adresseraient à une clientèle identique;

University Practices
The authors are not aware of Laval discriminating against students because of their views, nor of Laval denying 
access to resources to students or guests on account of their message. 

Student Union Policies
Laval’s largest student association, the Confederation of Student Associations of l’Université Laval (CADEUL) 
has released political policy platforms for the 2005 Quebec municipal election and the 2012 Quebec provincial 
election.

CADEUL’s Règlements généraux state its mission as “de représenter les étudiants et les associations d’étudiants 
membres afin de promouvoir et de défendre leurs droits et leurs intérêts, notamment en matière pédagogique, 
culturelle, économique, politique et sociale ainsi qu’envers l’administration universitaire.”  The Règlements also 
state in 6 – Principaux règlements universitaires that “[l]e droit à un environnement de qualité. Ce droit assure 
aux étudiants un environnement sécuritaire, salubre et exempt de harcèlement psychologique et de harcèlement 
sexuel.”

Chapitre IV, Article 76(f) of the Règlements généraux states that the elections officer can “déterminer le montant 
de la rémunération de toute personne qu’elle nomme pour agir dans le cadre de l’élection générale annuelle, et ce, 
jusqu’à concurrence d’un montant d’argent maximal déterminé par le conseil d’administration.”

Section 4 governs student association ratification, and requires that student associations “répondre à des objectifs, 
à des intérêts et à des besoins de la communauté universitaire.” Further it states that:

De cette définition, on déduit donc plusieurs caractéristiques. La mission de ces regroupements peut être 
très précise, ou très générale, et toucher n’importe quel sujet ou intérêt, politique, social, culturel ou autre. 
La liste des membres est aussi très ouverte. Il n’y a pas de membres automatiques, et elle peut compter des 
membres qui ne sont pas étudiants et même qui ne font pas partie de la communauté universitaire

Student Union Practices
The authors are not aware of the CADEUL discriminating against students because of their views, nor of CA-
DEUL denying access to resources to students or guests on account of their message. 

http://www.ulaval.ca/sg/reg/Politiques/AccEncadr.html
http://www.ulaval.ca/sg/reg/Reglements/Reglement_disciplinaire.pdf
http://www.ulaval.ca/sg/reg/Reglements/locaux.html
https://www.ulaval.ca/sg/reg/Declaration_des_droits.pdf
http://www.ulaval.ca/sg/reg/Reglements/agrement.html
http://www.ulaval.ca/sg/reg/Reglements/agrement.html
http://www.cadeul.com/cadeul_real/sites/default/files/Elections_municipales_de_la_ville_de_Quebec_2005_Pour_le_municipal_les_etudiants_c_est_capital_Plate-forme_de_revendications_electorales.pdf
http://www.cadeul.com/cadeul_real/sites/default/files/Plateforme%20provinciale%20%C3%A9lections%202012.pdf
http://www.cadeul.com/cadeul_real/sites/default/files/Plateforme%20provinciale%20%C3%A9lections%202012.pdf
http://www.cadeul.com/cadeul_real/sites/default/files/CADEUL_RG_2014.pdf
http://www.cadeul.com/cadeul_real/sites/default/files/CADEUL_RG_2014.pdf
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Université de Montréal, QC

University policies 
Université de Montreal has given itself an order to favor the freedom of expression of each member from the uni-
versity community. In point of fact, the first article of the Politiques sur les droits des étudiants et étudiantes de 
l’Université de Montréal (Regulation 20.9) stipulates that all rights guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms are also guaranteed by the Université de Montreal, which includes freedom of speech.  

On the other hand, the right of freedom of speech is more explicitly recognized in the Politique de sécurité of the 
official University regulations and policies (Regulation 10.9, Règlements, directives, politiques et procédures). 
Articles 1 to 3 of the Règlement disciplinaire provide a theoretical framework stating that it is prohibited for any-
one to restrict the rights, including free speech, of other community members. 

Article 5 on the Politique sur les regroupements étudiants (Regulation 20.13) requires student groups to provide 
the University with a list of their student members (along with student identification numbers, and personal in-
formation as phone numbers for executive members of the group), which violates privacy and could contribute to 
discourage students from joining a group and therebyexpressing freely their opinion. 

With regards to the Politique contre le harcèlement the University fails to provide a clear definition of harassment.  
Indeed, the University defines harassment as “vexatious conduct” characterized by “hostile” or “undesired” words 
or acts which are likely to reflect on one’s “dignity” or “physical and psychological integrity”.  The words “vex-
atious,” “dignity” and “psychological integrity” are not defined.  It is therefore possible to interpret the policy 
in a way that could limit free speech. For example, “vexatious conduct” is strictly relative to one’s subjective 
perception when it is not explicitly defined. Thus, it is impossible to know ex ante if conduct is vexatious, and the 
decision is solely that of the University authorities.

University practices 
In April of 2013, the University of Montreal’s Armenian Students’ Association (UMASA) asked the University’s 
Action Humanitaire et Communautaire (AHC) to put a small banner on the AHC website, informing the Universi-
ty community of the anniversary of the Armenian genocide on April 24.  UMASA’s request was rejected because 
the University refuses to take positions on political issues. 

In December 2012, the UMASA requested the University’s authorization to show a film, discuss different topics 
related to their club’s mission, and collect funds. After initially approving the activity, the University authorities 
realized that collecting funds was against the University regulations and cancelled the activity.  The UMASA 
decided not to collect funds, but to only ask for an amount of money to finance the group itself and its activities, 
which the University rejected.  After several exchanges by e-mail and in person, the request was approved by the 
University because it was no more in contradiction with the University regulations, as the UMASA accepted not 
to collect funds.  

Student union policies
The Federation of Student Associations of the Campus of the University of Montreal (FAECUM : la Fédération 
des Associations Étudiantes du Campus de l’Université de Montréal) requires all students to pay membership 
fees to their student associations.  Student associations – along with FAECUM itself – take political positions on 
various issues.  As students do not always have the same views on public policy matters, this requirement has the 
effect of forcing students to pay for political expression with which they disagree. 

The FAECUM indicates that it is committed to protect and defend the rights and interests of its members.  This 
suggests that the FAECUM considers, at least theoretically, that the freedom of speech of its members is important 
and should be protected.

Student union practices
In November of 2012, the political science and international studies students’ association (AESPEIUM: Associa-
tion des étudiants en science politique et études internationales de l’Université de Montréal) voted to strike on the 
14th and 22th of November.  The majority voted in favor of the strike, but the results were controversial, since the 
AESPEIUM did not control the identity of the participants.  In fact, only AESPEIUM members can legitimately 
vote on propositions concerning positions that the group will hold in their name. 

Each year, the FAECUM propositions are discussed during the annual general conference (Congrès general an-
nuel).  The process of the conference can limit free speech. For example, in March 2012, the conference was very 
long (March 30 from 1.30 p.m. to 6 p.m.; March 31 from 9 a.m. to midnight; and April 1 from 9 a.m. to 12.30 
a.m.).  In order to ensure a participatory conference, each local association needs to bring a certain number of 
representatives to vote.  The long duration of conferences is a dissuasive factor for some individuals to stay all 
day-long and express the opinions of their local association.

When voting took place during the 2011-12 year in regards to the student strike against the Quebec government’s 
proposed tuition increases, students who were against the strike were frequently denied the right to speak at these 
assemblies.

http://secretariatgeneral.umontreal.ca/fileadmin/user_upload/secretariat/doc_officiels/reglements/enseignement/regl20_9-politique-droits-etudiantes-etudiants-universite-de-montreal.pdf
http://secretariatgeneral.umontreal.ca/fileadmin/user_upload/secretariat/doc_officiels/reglements/enseignement/regl20_9-politique-droits-etudiantes-etudiants-universite-de-montreal.pdf
http://secretariatgeneral.umontreal.ca/fileadmin/user_upload/secretariat/doc_officiels/reglements/administration/adm10_9-politique-de-securite-elements-politique-generale-securite.pdf
http://secretariatgeneral.umontreal.ca/fileadmin/user_upload/secretariat/doc_officiels/reglements/enseignement/regl20_13-politique-regroupements-etudiants.pdf
http://secretariatgeneral.umontreal.ca/fileadmin/user_upload/secretariat/doc_officiels/reglements/administration/adm10_16-politique-contre-harcelement.pdf
http://quartierlibre.ca/les-groupes-dinteret-sans-interet-pour-ludem/
http://www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/telecharge.php?type=2HYPERLINK%20%22http://www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/telecharge.php?type=2&file=/A_3_01/A3_01.html%22&HYPERLINK%20%22http://www2.publicationsduquebec.gouv.qc.ca/dynamicSearch/telecharge.php?type=2&file=/A_3_01/A3_01.html%22file=/A_3_01/A3_01.html
http://www.faecum.qc.ca/la-faecum/mission
http://www.lapresse.ca/actualites/dossiers/conflit-etudiant/201211/12/01-4593028-vote-pour-la-greve-denonce-a-luniversite-de-montreal.php
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Université du Quebec à Montreal, QC

University policies
The Université du Quebec à Montreal (UQAM) states in its Charter of Student Rights and Responsibilities: 

Les étudiantes et étudiants jouissent à l’Université des libertés fondamentales reconnues par la Charte 
des droits et libertés de la personne telles la liberté d’opinion, la liberté d’expression, la liberté de réunion 
pacifique et la liberté d’association. Les étudiantes et étudiants ont droit à la reconnaissance et à l’exercice 
en pleine égalité, des droits et libertés de la personne, sans distinction, exclusion ou préférence fondée… 

UQAM Policy No. 28 on inter-ethnic relations, based on the Canadian and Quebec Charters, prohibits discrimina-
tion and harassment and could be used to censor political speech that was critical of an identifiable group.

UQAM Policy No. 28 requires campus clubs to maintain “harmonious relations”, which is not defined, potentially 
allowing UQAM to deny official recognition (and the funding and resources which come with it) to a group whose 
expression others find offensive or objectionable.  Interpretation of “harmonious relations” could be used as a tool 
to censor expression. 

University practices
During the 2011-12 school year, the Quebec government announced that tuition fee increases would take place 
over the next five years.  Starting in February of 2012, numerous student associations started boycotting courses.  
General assemblies, with only 10% to 20% of students attending, passed resolutions in support of the student 
strike.  UQAM allowed students to use university facilities for these meetings in spite of the university being 
opposed to the student strike.  However, many students could not vote, or did not wish to vote, at these meetings, 
and objected to the power of other students to suppress their right to continue studying.

To ensure “respect” for these votes in favour of the student strike, strike supporters picketed the entrances to 
classes, and disrupted classes in faculties which had voted against the strike.  UQAM took no action to stop the 
picketing or disruption of classes, in violation of article 2.1 of regulation 10.

Student union policies
UQAM does not have a single, central “students’ union”.  There are seven faculties, each with its own student 
association, with membership ranging from 2,000 to 12,000 per faculty.

The Preamble to the Charte de l’AFELC states:

Considérant les droits  et libertés intrinsèques et inaliénables que possède toute personne de s’associer 
librement et pacifiquement comme prévu dans les différentes Charte des droits de la personne dans le but 
de promouvoir leurs intérêts, de défendre leurs droits et d’améliorer leur sort;

Considérant que ces droits et libertés sont reconnus comme tel par l’Université et les différentes Chartes 
des droits et libertés comme les libertés d’opinion et d’expression, de réunion pacifique et d’association; 
… 

Student union practices
During the 2011-12 school year, student associations played a significant role in opposing the tuition increases 
proposed by the Quebec government.  General assemblies were dominated by students opposed to the tuition 
increases, and those expressing minority opinions were heckled or booed.  Voting took place by show of hands 
rather than secret ballot, making intimidation possible.  Resolutions in favour of the strike were enforced by picket 
lines, preventing all students from attending classes.  Some students went so far as to disrupt classes in the Faculty 
of Management, which opposed the student strike.  There was no censorship of the speech of those opposing the 
strike, but with classes not taking place there were few students on campus.

University of Alberta, Edmonton, AB

University policies
The University of Alberta’s (U of A) Code of Student Behaviour states in its Introduction (section 30.1):

The University is defined by tradition as a community of people dedicated to the pursuit of truth and ad-
vancement of knowledge, and as a place where there is freedom to teach, freedom to engage in research, 
freedom to create, freedom to learn, freedom to study, freedom to speak, freedom to associate, freedom to 
write and to publish.  There is a concomitant obligation upon all members of the University community 
to respect these freedoms when they are exercised by others. For these freedoms to exist, it is essential to 
maintain an atmosphere in which the safety, the security, and the inherent dignity of each member of the 
community are recognized.

The Introduction also states that “[n]othing in this Code shall be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies and 
demonstrations, or lawful picketing, or to inhibit free speech.” 

Section 30.9.5 of the Code establishes “Activity Zones” in and around the campus for “University individuals, 
groups and organizations [to] advance a cause and distribute or sell related literature or other similar material:

30.9.5(a) in designated Activity Zones, provided that the use of the Zones has been reserved in advance 
with the Office of the Registrar (Examinations and Timetabling) and provided that permission has been 
obtained from the Office of the Vice-President (Finance and Administration). Appeals shall lie with the 
Provost and Vice-President (Academic).

30.9.5(b) in areas other than Activity Zones with the prior approval of the Dean or other administrative 
officer or committee in charge of the area. Appeals shall lie with the Office of the Provost and Vice-
President (Academic). See GFC Policy Manual 108.”

Section 30.9.8 of the Code governs posters and notices:

Members of the University community may put up posters and notices on “open” notice boards as long 
as the posters and notices do not create a nuisance. Notices may not be posted on restricted notice boards 
without the authorization of the administrative unit in control of that particular notice board. The libraries, 
food service areas, the Administration Building, and University Hall are to be kept free of any but official 
notices. Notices may not be affixed to trees or shrubs.  Student Groups that are suspended or are not reg-
istered are not entitled to put up notices on any notice boards on campus.

The Code of Student Behaviour also includes a section dealing with the registration of student groups. Section 
30.8.2 reads:

30.8.2(1)       To be eligible for registration a group must be able to provide, upon request, satisfactory 
evidence of the following:

30.8.2(1) a That the group›s stated purposes, goals or activities are consistent with the philosophy of the 
University as stated in 30.1.

Section 30.3.4 of the University of Alberta’s Code of Student Behaviour prohibits speech that might promote “In-
appropriate Behaviour,” as well as the disruption of “University-related functions” including events by students 
and student/faculty groups:

30.3.4(1) b No Student shall, by action, words, written material, or by any means 

http://www.vie-etudiante.uqam.ca/info/Pages/chartedesdroitsetresponsabilites.aspx
http://www.lapresse.ca/actualites/quebec-canada/education/201203/02/01-4501749-la-fecq-appelle-ses-membres-a-debrayer.php
http://www.er.uqam.ca/nobel/afesh/spip.php?article128
http://www.governance.ualberta.ca/en/CodesofConductandResidenceCommunityStandards/~/media/Governance/Documents/Codes%20of%20Conduct%20and%20Residence%20Community%20Standards/Code%20of%20Student%20Behaviour/COSB-Updated-February-3-2014.pdf
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whatsoever, obstruct University Activities or University-related Functions. 

30.3.4(1) c No Student shall use words that incite others to behaviour that is inappropriate to members of 
the University Community, whether or not in connection with a demonstration, rally or picketing.

The University of Alberta Residence Community Standards Policy affirms the freedoms recognized in the Code 
of Student Behaviour (“the freedom to create, learn, study, associate, speak and write, and the associated obli-
gations to respect these freedoms exercised by others”) and also states that, “Every individual is equal in worth 
and dignity and possesses the same rights and opportunities, free from discrimination and harassment.”

University practices 
In July of 2013, posters were placed around the University of Alberta campus by “Men’s Rights Edmonton” and 
were later removed by the university’s campus security.  The posters were not approved previous to being posted, 
and Men’s Rights Edmonton was not a registered student group.  The “Don’t be that girl” poster reads: “Just be-
cause you regret a one night stand, doesn’t mean it wasn’t consensual.  Lying about sexual assault = a crime.”  The 
poster was designed to raise awareness about alleged over-reporting of sexual assault cases.  The poster’s graphic 
and design mimicked a similar campaign launched several years earlier in Vancouver, “Don’t Be That Guy”. 

Complaints about the posters were received by the University of Alberta’s Institute for Sexual Minority Studies 
and Services, which in turn informed campus security and requested the posters be removed.

In a post to the University of Alberta’s official blog on July 10, 2013, the university’s Provost, Martin Fergu-
son-Pell, issued the following statement:

I was sorry to learn that posters have been put up by an anonymous person or persons on campus which 
have angered many in our community. 

The content of these posters is offensive to some of our faculty, students, and staff, and the university does 
not condone the message. We also recognize people have a right to freedom of expression. However, these 
posters violate our posting policies and procedures and have been removed.

The University of Alberta chose to intervene in the Alberta Court of Appeal against free expression in the case 
Pridgen v. University of Calgary, supporting the University of Calgary’s unsuccessful attempt to censor criticism 
of a professor on a Facebook page.  The U of A believed, like the University of Calgary, that “institutional auton-
omy” and “academic freedom” should serve as a license for universities to repudiate their own mission statement 
(and the condition on which they receive government funding) by censoring the peaceful expression of students 
on campus.  The Alberta Court of Appeal affirmed the Court of Queen’s Bench decisions in Pridgen v. University 
of Calgary that “the university is not a Charter-free zone.” 

Student union policies
Section 2.0.5 of the Students’ Union Operating Policies requires that posters from students or student groups can-
not be approved if they contain material that is “sexist, racist, homophobic, or otherwise defamatory,” as well as 
“any poster that contains offensive pictures or language” and “any poster that is not written in English or French”

Section 2.0.7(B) states that “All publications must be in good taste, and relevant to the needs of the student popu-
lation. Publications that are sexist, racist, homophobic or otherwise defamatory shall not be permitted.”

The terms “otherwise defamatory,” “in good taste”, and “relevant to the needs of the student population” are very 
subjective.  Such vague terms give discretion to the Executive Committee to determine which messages may be 
distributed through publications and which may not.

The Students’ Union Political Policies defines “Political policy” as a “directive from Students’ Council to the 
Executive Committee that sets the direction of the Student’s Union’s advocacy efforts.” It states:

Members of the Executive Committee are responsible for creating and following 
implementation plans for political policies and must report their progress to the 
Policy Committee.  

The Students’ Union takes positions on numerous topics, including stances on affordable housing, international 
students’ tuition, public transit, government student loans, and environmental issues.  

Section 40(1) of Bylaw 2000, A Bylaw Respecting Elections, Plebiscites and Referenda of the Students’ Union, 
requires all candidates in student union election campaigns to have all campaign material, including materials 
expressive of their beliefs and viewpoints, “approved in form, content, and cost by the Chief Returning Officer 
(C.R.O.) before they may be used in campaign activities.  Further, section 40(2) states: 

(2) Candidates and sides wishing to have campaign materials approved shall provide the C.R.O. with:

a. a written estimate of the cost of the proposed campaign material, including the source of that 
cost; and 

b. the complete contents of the proposed campaign material, including text, images and layout.

Section 41(2) of the same Bylaw empowers the Chief Returning Officer with the following mandate:

(2) Where a candidate or side contravenes Section 40(1), the offending campaign materials shall be de-
stroyed and the C.R.O. may assess an additional penalty to that candidate or side, as set out in Section 69.

The additional penalties a student might incur if he/she violates this policy are not specified, but any violation of 
the Bylaws could result in a student being deemed not in good standing with the union (and therefore unable to 
participate in official events, vote in future union elections, etc.). 

Section 9 of Bylaw 5600, A Bylaw Respecting Student Groups, states that, “The Students’ Union may terminate 
a student group’s registration or suspend a student group’s activities.”  This section does not specify or elaborate 
on what grounds, if any, the Students’ Union may proceed to terminate a group’s registration, giving the Students’ 
Union unlimited discretion to censor speech it deems to be offensive or controversial.

Student union practices
The authors are not aware of any instances of the Students’ Union censoring speech on campus, or discriminating 
against students or student clubs on the basis of belief, opinion, philosophy or expression.  However, the student 
union policies facilitate and enable censorship and discrimination. 

http://www.governance.ualberta.ca/CodesofConductandResidenceCommunityStandards/~/media/Governance/Documents/Codes%20of%20Conduct%20and%20Residence%20Community%20Standards/Residence%20Community%20Standards%20-%20PR01/Final-Revised-Residence-Community-Standards-Policy-Oct-2013-For-UGov-Website.pdf
http://www.ualbertablog.ca/2013/07/posters-removed.html
https://policiesonline.ualberta.ca/PoliciesProcedures/Procedures/Posting%20Announcements,%20Notices%20and%20Banners%20Procedure.pdf
http://www.calgaryherald.com/news/calgary/infringed+freedom+speech+disciplining+Facebook+commenters+rules+court/6592844/story.html
http://www.su.ualberta.ca/media/uploads/586/operatingpolicymanual.pdf
http://www.su.ualberta.ca/media/uploads/585/politicalpolicymanual.pdf
http://www.su.ualberta.ca/media/uploads/assets/Bylaws/Bylaw%202000%20Elections,%20Plebiscites%20and%20Referenda%20_1.pdf
http://www.su.ualberta.ca/media/uploads/assets/Bylaws/bylaw5600.pdf
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University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC

University policies
The University of British Columbia’s (UBC) President through June 2014, Dr. Stephen Toope lamented in a 
2008 interview that “in Canada we have seen many examples of students trying to shut down speakers with 
whom they disagree.”   Dr. Toope asserted that “the role of the University is to encourage tough questioning, 
and clear expressions of disagreement, but not the “silencing” of alternative views.  Universities are sites for the 
contestation of values, not places where everyone has to agree. That means that speakers we don’t like, or even 
respect, should be allowed to put forward their views… [which can] then be challenged and argued over.”

In regards to academic freedom, UBC’s Calendar states:

The members of the University enjoy certain rights and privileges essential to the fulfilment of its primary 
functions: instruction and the pursuit of knowledge. Central among these rights is the freedom, within 
the law, to pursue what seems to them as fruitful avenues of inquiry, to teach and to learn unhindered by 
external or non-academic constraints, and to engage in full and unrestricted consideration of any opinion. 
This freedom extends not only to the regular members of the University, but to all who are invited to 
participate in its forum. Suppression of this freedom, whether by institutions of the state, the officers of 
the University, or the actions of private individuals, would prevent the University from carrying out its 
primary functions. All members of the University must recognize this fundamental principle and must 
share responsibility for supporting, safeguarding and preserving this central freedom. Behaviour that 
obstructs free and full discussion, not only of ideas that are safe and accepted, but of those which may 
be unpopular or even abhorrent, vitally threatens the integrity of the University’s forum. Such behaviour 
cannot be tolerated.

UBC’s Student Non-Academic Misconduct Policy contains a section forbidding disruption of the right of other 
members of the community to free speech:

4.2.3 Disruption: No student shall, by action, threat, or otherwise, disrupt any activity organized by the 
University or by any of its faculties, schools, or departments, or the right of other persons to carry on their 
legitimate activities, to speak or to associate with others.

UBC adopted a revised Discrimination and Harassment Policy in September of 2011. This Policy reverses the 
wording of the previous version concerning its relationship to the University statement on academic freedom.  
The previous Policy stated that the Discrimination and Harassment Policy should not be interpreted in a way that 
contradicts the Academic Freedom Statement.  However, the new Policy states that academic freedom shall be 
interpreted in a way that is consistent with the Discrimination and Harassment Policy, reversing the direction of 
interpretation.  The new Policy reads:

Academic Freedom and freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression carries with it the expectation 
that all Members of the University Community will conduct themselves in a responsible manner so as 
not to cause, condone or participate in the Discrimination or Harassment of another person or group of 
persons.

The new Policy goes on to define ‘harassment’ as follows:

3.4 Harassment is comment or conduct that one knows or ought reasonably to know is unwelcome, that 
creates a negative impact for the recipient, and that is related to one or more of the prohibited grounds of 
discrimination as set out in the B.C. Human Rights Code.

The apparent reversal in the order of priority between UBC’s statement of academic freedom and its Discrimination 
and Harassment Policy, combined with the fact that the latter appears to define ‘harassment’ broadly to include 
“comment” that “creates a negative impact for the recipient,” is a troubling step away from protecting free speech. 

The new Policy is explicit in claiming that it only covers those grounds for complaint that are found in the BC 
Human Rights Code:

The fundamental objectives of this Policy are to prevent Discrimination and Harassment on grounds 
protected by the B.C. Human Rights Code, and to provide procedures for handling complaints, remedying 
situations, and imposing discipline when such Discrimination or Harassment does occur. Concerns 
regarding discrimination or harassment that do not involve any of the grounds prohibited by the B.C. 
Human Rights Code are not covered by this Policy.

The new Policy is consistent with the restriction on speech contained in Section 7(1) of the BC Human Rights 
Code: 

A person must not publish, issue or display, or cause to be published, issued or displayed, any statement, 
publication, notice, sign, symbol, emblem or other representation that (a) indicates discrimination or an 
intention to discriminate against a person or a group or class of persons, or (b) is likely to expose a person 
or a group or class of persons to hatred or contempt because of the race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, 
religion, marital status, family status, physical or mental disability, sex, sexual orientation or age of that 
person or that group or class of persons.

Complaints made on the basis of the Discrimination and Harassment Policy are referred to and handled by the 
UBC Equity Office.  Equity officers are empowered to render judgments on these cases and to impose disciplinary 
measures left to the discretion of the equity officers (see sections 5.1 and 5.1.4. of the Discrimination and 
Harassment Policy).

The UBC poster and bulletin policy, Posting of Notices, Posters and Signs, requires that any postings (inside 
buildings) for events or groups be approved first by the department in the building in which it is to be posted.  No 
criteria are given for departmental officials to approve postings. 

UBC has an Equity Office which is empowered to handle complaints made under the Discrimination and 
Harassment Policy (as noted above).  The official powers of the equity officers to monitor speech appear to be 
limited to the powers given to them by the Policy. 

It is worth noting that the Equity Office website appears to define “harassment” much more broadly than does the 
Discrimination and Harassment Policy. It states:

Harassment, a form of discrimination, is a comment, conduct or behaviour that humiliates, intimidates, 
excludes and isolates an individual or group based on the BC Human Rights Code’s thirteen grounds of 
prohibited discrimination.

Harassment is unwanted and unwelcome attention from a person who knows, or ought to know, that the 
behaviour is unwelcome. Harassment can range from written or spoken comments to unwanted jokes, 
gifts, and physical assault, and may be accompanied by threats or promises regarding work or study 
opportunities and conditions. Harassment can be either a single incident or a series of related incidents.

http://www.calendar.ubc.ca/vancouver/index.cfm?tree=3,33,86,0
http://www.calendar.ubc.ca/vancouver/index.cfm?tree=3,54,750,0
http://www.universitycounsel.ubc.ca/files/2013/08/policy3.pdf
http://www.universitycounsel.ubc.ca/files/2010/08/policy120.pdf
http://equity.ubc.ca/discrimination/
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slogans like “Unwanted Pregnancy is NOT a choice” and “Full Access to Free Abortion.”  UBC did not make 
any effort to remove the protesters, or even to insist that they stand a reasonable distance away (as per an alleged 
“agreement”), thereby allowing the de facto censorship of pro-life speech on campus. 

In March of 2011, UBC lifted these restrictions and insisted that pro-choice counter-protesters refrain from 
obstructing and blocking Lifeline’s expression.  Lifeline’s event went ahead without restrictions, and with campus 
security upholding the rule of law on campus.
Youtube video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAvvEqpBKXk

In March 2011, a Bosnian-Muslim group calling itself the Institute for Research of Genocide of Canada tried 
to prevent Dr. Srdja Trifkovic from speaking at UBC.  The Institute argued that “[a] historical revisionist like 
Trifkovic should not be allowed to lecture in an academic context.”  UBC approved of Dr. Trifkovic speaking, 
with president Stephen Toope stating: “for a University, anything that detracts from the free expression of ideas 
is just not acceptable.” 

The event was later cancelled after Dr. Trifkovic was stopped at the Vancouver International Airport and sent back 
to the US. “The ensuing campaign soon escalated into demands to keep me out of Canada altogether” (Trifkovic). 

In 1997, UBC hosted the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum. During the time of the event, protests 
were not permitted on campus.  While there may have been legitimate security concerns, it is doubtful that they 
justified the actions taken against one student, Craig Jones, who was arrested for displaying signs reading “Free 
Speech,” “Democracy,” and “Human Rights” on the front lawn of his residence.

In the lead up to hosting Olympic 2010 events at Thunderbird Stadium, UBC agreed to insert a clause in the 
student residency contract prohibiting students living within eyesight of the sports centre from displaying 
offensive “signage” in their windows while the games were being held.  Stephen Owen, chief spokesman for 
UBC, said the policy was meant to shield the Olympics from “guerilla advertising;” however, it was left to Owen 
to decide personally, in consultation with the UBC legal department, which signs were acceptable and which 
ones needed to be removed.  During the Olympics, residents were not allowed to display “false or unauthorized 
commercial association with the Olympics” that would be visible from the Thunderbird Winter Sports Centre, 
an Olympic venue. “UBC spokesperson Stephen Owen said the University was not trying to suppress anyone’s 
right to political protest.  He said the clause in question was written strictly to protect the commercial interests of 
Games organizers.”  

Student union policies
The mission statement of the UBC student’s union, the Alma Mater Society (AMS) states:

The Alma Mater Society will promote high-quality student learning. It will advocate student interests, as 
well as those of the University of British Columbia and post-secondary education as a whole. The Society 
will provide its members with diverse opportunities to become exceptional leaders. It will be flexible 
enough to accommodate the changing world.

The AMS’s priorities will be determined by its members. The Society will foster communication, both 
internally and externally, in order to be democratic, fair, accountable to, and accessible to its members. It 
will provide services students want and can use. It will cultivate unity and goodwill among its members, 
but will also encourage free and open debate, as well as respect for differing views. It will solve problems 
constructively.

It is not clear what force this definition has, or whether the Equity Office in fact uses this definition to adjudicate 
harassment complaints.  Whatever its use, this definition counts as harassment any “comment (written or spoken), 
conduct or behaviour” that “humiliates, intimidates, excludes and isolates an individual or group” based on their 
race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, marital status, family status, physical or mental disability, sex, 
sexual orientation or age.

Given the broadness of this definition of ‘harassment’ and given how open to interpretation terms like “humiliates, 
intimidates, excludes and isolates” seem to be, there appears to be potential for censorship of speech here. 

University practices
In March of 2012, UBC student Justine Davidson removed all her clothes and sat in a chair in front of the 
controversial Genocide Awareness Project (GAP) display, holding a small sign that read “Autonomy is beautiful.”  
Her actions were peaceful, and did not block the visibility of the GAP display. 

Campus security officers asked Davidson to put her clothes on, with which she partly complied.  She was eventually 
escorted away by RCMP officers. 

Pursuant to the anti-disruption provision in the Student Non-Academic Misconduct Policy (section 4.2.3: see link 
above), Davidson was asked to meet with Chad Hyson, UBC’s Associate Director for Student Development.  
However, after examining the details of the case, Hyson deemed that the infraction was too minor to warrant any 
disciplinary measures. 

This judgment was viewed differently by various people as either a vindication or a defeat for free speech on 
campus.  The campus newspaper, the Ubyssey, published an editorial strongly condemning the actions of campus 
security in interfering with Davidson’s protest, and mistakenly reported that Davidson had been disciplined by 
the University.

In a correction article, the Ubyssey editors apologized for their factual error, but argued that campus security was 
still culpable for interfering with Davidson’s right to protest.

Others, though, may see Davidson’s actions as constituting a disruption of the right to free speech of pro-life 
students.  Such disruptions had occurred in years past.  Hyson thought Davidson’s actions were disruptive, though 
he considered it of a minor nature. 

Controversies surrounding the GAP date back to 1999, when UBC demanded security fees in the amount of 
up to $60,000 from a campus pro-life group (“Lifeline”) intending to set up this display.  Similar fees had not 
been imposed on other groups putting on events with controversial messages. (Source: Ubyssey, UBC student 
newspaper, Sept 17, 1999, page 5.)

While abandoning its initial demand for $60,000 in security fees, UBC did place numerous restrictions on Lifeline 
from 1999 to 2010, insisting that the campus club limit the number, size, location, and direction of its signs, the 
number of times the group could express its views on campus, and the length of time the group could set up its 
display.  

UBC repeatedly condoned the physical blocking, interruption and obstruction of Lifeline’s displays by opponents 
who were recruited by Students for Reproductive Choice.  As recently as 2010, UBC failed to provide adequate 
security to enforce an agreement by protesting opponents of the pro-life display to stay 30 feet away from the 
display.  The opponents rendered the pro-life display practically invisible by holding large yellow banners with 

http://ubyssey.ca/news/abortion-debate-on-campus-stirred-by-graphic-display/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kAvvEqpBKXk
http://ubyssey.ca/news/srdja-trifkovic-barred-from-entry-into-canada/
http://learningcommons.ubc.ca/2011/03/is-the-government-not-allowing-a-recent-guest-lecturer-into-canada-justified/
http://www.library.ubc.ca/archives/pdfs/ubyssey/UBYSSEY_1997_11_28.pdf
http://www.library.ubc.ca/archives/pdfs/ubyssey/UBYSSEY_1997_11_28.pdf
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/british-columbia/story/2009/07/04/bc-civil-liberties-olympics-free-speech.html
http://ubyssey.ca/opinion/editorial-ubcs-response-to-nude-protest432/
http://ubyssey.ca/opinion/correction-davidson-was-not-disciplined-for-her-nude-protest/
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2010/mar/10031510
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The SUB Distributions and Publications Policy requires that any publications distributed in the SUB be UBC 
student-produced (or else approved by the SAC on grounds that it contains student-focused content) and not 
contain “offensive” material.  No definitions are offered for what constitutes “offensive” material.

The AMS elections rules require that campaign materials be approved by an elections administrator, who has 
discretionary power to disallow materials she/he deems offensive. Section 7 of the AMS code of procedures for 
elections states that:

“(h) All campaign material must be approved by the Elections Administrator before it is used.

(i) The Elections Administrator shall not approve campaign material which he or she deems to be offensive.

(j) A decision of the Elections Administrator to approve or not approve campaign material may be appealed 
to the Elections Committee, in accordance with the appeal procedures in Article 8(2) below.”

Student union practices
The Alma Mater Society (AMS) is the student union for students at UBC’s Vancouver campus, but Okanagan 
campus students are members of the UBC Okanagan Campus Students’ Union (OCSU).  On August 7, 2014, 
OCSU council voted to evict the student newspaper, The Phoenix, from student union office space after the 
paper ran continuous deficits and was considered a liability at a time when AMS officials were conducting an 
internal space  audit.  OSCU also cut the operating budget of the paper by 27%.  While the vote to evict did not 
take place until August, the OSCU informed The Phoenix on July 9 that it would need to leave.  According to 
this August 2014 article in The Phoenix, the OSCU is seeking alternative space for the paper.  In the meantime, 
however, The Phoenix operates out of the apartment of its editor-in-chief, who states the paper’s future is 
uncertain.

On April 2, 2013, a BC Liberal party representative was denied the opportunity to participate in an all-
candidates forum hosted by the AMS.  Andrew Wilkinson, himself a Liberal candidate for the riding of 
Vancouver–Quilchena, was sent as a representative for Point Grey Liberal candidate (Premier) Christy Clark. 
However, AMS officials did not allow Mr. Wilkinson to participate in the debate on grounds that “they wanted 
to keep it a debate about Point Grey riding issues only”.

The AMS did not provide Premier Clark with sufficient notice of the event.  An initial email that was supposed 
to be sent to Clark informing her of the event was not sent due to a “technical glitch.”  A second email was sent 
on March 31.  However, due to the Easter long weekend, the email was only read by Clark’s office the day of 
the event.  Furthermore, the AMS’s explanation for excluding Wilkinson from this forum, whom Clark sent in 
her stead, is inconsistent with the content of the invitation email sent to Clark’s office on March 31.  According 
to AMS Vice-President External Tanner Bokor (as reported in the Ubyssey), the email requested that Clark, “or 
a representative,” attend.

The AMS may refuse to grant club status based on belief and philosophy, as each application is individually 
reviewed by the Student Administrative Council (SAC). Some of the criteria used by SAC include:

• If the club’s mandate furthers the mission statement of the AMS;

• If the club’s mandate does not overlap with the mandates of existing AMS internal groups;

• If there are sufficient resources with the AMS;

• If the club is open to all AMS members;

• If there is adequate justification for AMS affiliation;

• Other criteria as deter mined by SAC.

The AMS Respectful Environment Policy defines “harassment” as follows:

“Bullying and Harassment” means any inappropriate conduct or comment by a person towards another 
person that the first person knew or reasonably ought to have known would cause the second person to 
be humiliated or intimidated, but with respect to employees, volunteers and appointees excludes any 
reasonable action taken by a manager relating to management and/or direction, or the place of employment. 
Although bullying and harassment typically refer to a series of incidents, a single serious incident may 
constitute bullying and harassment.

The Policy lists “Offensive jokes related to race or nationality,” “Racial slurs or commentary,” and “Display 
of literature or materials that promotes the supremacy of one race or ethnic group” as examples of prohibited 
behaviour.

AMS’ Student Resource Group Policy gives discretionary power to its officials and decision-making bodies to 
restrict the distribution of publications, the posting of signage in the Student Union Buildings, and the hosting 
of events in AMS facilities.  The Policy empowers AMS officials to give special privileges to clubs known as 
“Resource Groups”, if recommended by the Student Administrative Council.  There are no stated critera for SAC 
to recommend a club, except that it be a fully constituted student association that has been in existence for at least 
two years.  Special privileges include financial services, priority over regular student organizations when it comes 
to booking space, etc.

The Policy in effect promotes the speech and ideology of clubs whose message the SAC agrees with (or considers 
more important), while putting other clubs at a disadvantage for high-traffic space and AMS resources.

According to the AMS Student Administrative Commission (SAC) Policy Handbook all properly constituted 
clubs are eligible to book rooms, post notices on Student Union Building (SUB) notice boards, and receive other 
benefits.   According to the SUB Bookings Policy, room bookings that may be “controversial” need to be brought 
to the SAC for approval.  This discretionary power has potential for withholding booking facilities to groups 
putting on events with unpopular messages.  Similarly, the Bookable Bulletin Boards Policy forbids the posting 
of materials deemed “inappropriate” by the SAC, though there is no evidence of abuse of this discretionary power.
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The Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench rendered its Judgment on April 1, 2014, ruling it was “unreasonable” for 
the Board of Governors of the University of Calgary to refuse to hear and fully consider the students’ appeal.  
The Court noted that the University’s decision failed to address many of the arguments that the students had put 
forward, such as their right to free expression under the Charter, their free expression rights under contract, and 
administrative law arguments.  Regarding the University’s rationale of “safety and security”, the Court said there 
was no evidence before any of the University’s decision-makers as to exactly what it was about the students’ 
pro-life display that may cause a threat to the safety and security of those on campus.  The Court noted that 
“there is no indication that having the images turned inwards will somehow alleviate any safety concerns.”   It 
was not reasonable to conclude that there existed a rational connection between the Charter-infringing demand 
(to turn the signs inwards) and the provision of a safe campus.”  The Court further held that the University failed 
to demonstrate that it took into account the nature and purpose of a university as a forum for the expression of 
differing views. 

On June 17, 2014, the Student Discipline Appeal Committee of the Board of Governors of the University of 
Calgary voted to allow the appeal of the students who were found guilty, and to remove the charge from the 
students’ files.  More information on Wilson is contained at JCCF.ca.

During the most recent 2013-2014 academic year, the U of C as well as the student litigants were awaiting the 
Court’s decision.  The University, to the authors’ knowledge, did not act to censor campus free speech in this most 
recent year.

By way of background, pro-life students have set up a controversial display on campus twice per year since 2006, 
for two consecutive days each time.

In the fall of 2010, after Campus Pro-Life had set up its display on campus on nine occasions (each time for two 
consecutive days), the U of C started demanding a $500 “security fee” that is not demanded of any other campus 
club wishing to set up a stationary display.  In the spring of 2011, the U of C demanded a $1,000 “security fee” 
from Campus Pro-Life but later accepted $500.  In the fall of 2011, the University again demanded $500, and has 
continued demanding money from this student club.

In 2009, the pro-life students were charged with “trespassing” on their own campus, after they refused to comply 
with the University’s demand to turn their signs inwards to prevent people from seeing the signs; no other campus 
groups has been asked to do this with their displays.  A trial date was set for November of 2009, but the Crown 
Prosecutors stayed the charges when the U of C could not point to any rule, policy, bylaw, or regulation that the 
students were violating.

In the fall of 2007, campus security stood by and watched while some people blocked and disrupted the display, 
preventing the pro-life students from carrying on dialogue with other students.  Campus security did not ask 
these obstructionists to cease their conduct.  Instead, after this incident, the University started demanding that the 
pro-life students turn their signs inwards.  When the students refused to comply with this demand, the University 
found them guilty of “non-academic misconduct.”

The University has not objected to other disturbing visual images on campus, such as photos of members of 
the Falun Gong religious sect who were tortured by the Chinese Communist government.  The U of C has also 
condoned a poster campaign to promote the wearing of seatbelts in cars, featuring gory graphic photos showing a 
person’s face after having gone through a windshield.

It appears that the University of Calgary controls, or at least influences, the booking of space that is nominally the 
responsibility of the Student Union.  In November of 2010, then-President of the Students’ Union Lauren Webber 
stated that the Student Union was denying Campus Pro-Life equal access to space in MacEwan Hall in order to 
comply with the University of Calgary’s Use of University Facilities for Non-Academic Purposes policy.

University of Calgary, AB

University policies 
The University of Calgary states that its mission is “to seek truth and disseminate knowledge.”  

The Statement on Principles of Conduct includes the promotion of free inquiry and debate among the University’s 
guiding principles, while also committing the University to respect the “dignity” of all members.  The University 
of Calgary’s Intellectual Property Policy states further:

The University must be a place where ideas can flourish.  The University is a body dedicated to the 
pursuit and development of knowledge. … By virtue of this stimulating environment, Members of the 
University community engage in discovery and discourse.  Academic freedom assures both the openness 
and responsibility of comment and criticism on all intellectual matters… 

Section 4.9 b) of the Non-Academic Misconduct Policy restricts “engaging in communication toward an individual 
or group which may be considered harassing or offensive (including online communication).”  

The University of Calgary has a Space Allocation Policy which states in section 4.1 that “[s]pace will be 
allocated in accordance with University strategic planning documents and industry best practice.”  “Spontaneous 
demonstrations” are allowed without prior booking, but these may be shut down by the University at its discretion, 
even if the students engaging in a “spontaneous demonstration” are entirely peaceful, and are not breaking any 
rules. 

In March of 2010, University of Calgary Provost Alan Harrison publicly defended the right of controversial 
American speaker and author Ann Coulter to speak at the University of Calgary, stating in a media interview:

 … the purpose of a University is to encourage and promote the free exchange of ideas.  To do anything 
other than that is to go against everything that the University stands for....  It’s not our job to determine in 
advance what she might or might not say and whether that is the promotion of hatred.

If we try to suppress people’s views simply because we don’t agree with them we are doing two things.  We 
are acting contrary to what a University stands for and also frankly, we are providing increased publicity 
for the person who is spreading those views.  That’s not our purpose.  Our purpose is to give her the same 
respect as everybody else deserves.

As I’ve said we’re about the free exchange of ideas and we’re not about anything else.  We’re not about 
trying to restrict what people’s rights to either state their opinions or demonstrate against those stating 
their opinion, as long as those demonstrations are peaceful.

University practices 
In January of 2011, the Board of Governors (the University’s highest authority) upheld a decision that students 
were guilty of “non-academic misconduct” for having defied the University of Calgary’s demand that they set up 
their pro-life display with signs facing inwards, such that no passers-by would be able to see the signs.  Seven 
students, represented by the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms, commenced an action in the Alberta 
Court of Queen’s Bench to overturn this Board of Governors decision (Wilson et al. v. University of Calgary).

http://www.jccf.ca/our-cases/wilson-v-university-of-calgary/
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/2008/nov/08112707
http://www2.canada.com/calgaryherald/news/city/story.html?id=2083340e-12b3-46e7-a58b-8317b9f1a247
http://www.ucalgary.ca/local52/node/36
http://www.ucalgary.ca/policies/files/policies/Statement%20On%20Principles%20of%20Conduct.pdf
http://www.ucalgary.ca/policies/files/policies/Intellectual%20Property%20Policy.pdf
http://www.ucalgary.ca/registrar/files/registrar/Non-Academic%20Misconduct%20Policy%20-%20approved%20by%20GFC%202011-10-20.pdf
http://www.ucalgary.ca/policies/files/policies/Space%20Allocation%20Policy.pdf
http://christiangovernance.ca/news/University-of-calgary-pro-life-students-defy-censorship-again
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Student union practices
In 2014, the University of Calgary Students’ Union defended one of its campus clubs, Solidarity for Palestinian 
Human Rights (SPHR) against worldwide calls for sanctions against clubs of this nature, after the club’s former 
president posted alleged hate speech on her Facebook page. The Gauntlet reports:

Ala’a Hamdan, a fourth-year biology student and former president of the Calgary chapter of Solidarity 
for Palestinian Human Rights (SPHR), posted writing on her personal Facebook page this month that 
members of Calgary United With Israel (CUWI) accused of being hate speech that condones violence 
against Israelis.

“So be aware of my existence; my body and soul are ready to fight and die,” reads one of Hamdan’s posts. 
“And if you see my blood coming out of my body please smile and cry of happiness because just then I 
will lay at peace in my mother’s arms.”

The Students’ Union defended the right of SPHR to exist on campus and express its viewpoints.  Ben Cannon, 
Vice-President of Student Life, told the National Post “We believe in the right for a club to express their opinions 
and to keep the dialogue going on campus...Clubs should be free to state their opinions unless it reaches a level of 
criminality, at which point it would be for the police to deal with.”

During the 2010-11 academic year, the Students’ Union denied use of the South Courtyard Stage (a prominent, 
high-traffic area) to Campus Pro-Life for the “Echoes of the Holocaust” event, on the grounds that the visual 
imagery used in this event is graphic and shocking.  

During the same academic year, Campus Pro-Life also encountered difficulties in booking space for “Silent 
No More,” which involves women speaking publicly about their own experience with abortion.  The club was 
promised the South Courtyard Stage for March 16, 2011, and out-of-province speakers booked their flights for 
that date.  The Students’ Union then declared the South Courtyard Stage would not be available on March 16 
after all, and allocated this space to another group on that date.  The out-of-province speakers had speaking 
engagements at other Alberta universities in addition to the University of Calgary and could not re-arrange their 
schedule, so they lost their only opportunity to use a prominent, high-visibility forum on campus.

At various times, the Students’ Union has placed a sign in front of Campus Pro-Life displays stating “the views 
expressed are not those of the Students’ Union,” but this is not done in respect of the expression of other student 
clubs.

In February of 2009, the Students’ Union stripped Campus Pro-Life of its official club status even while admitting 
that the club had not violated any rule, policy, bylaw or regulation of the Students’ Union or of the University 
of Calgary.  The reason provided by the Students’ Union was the refusal of club members to comply with the 
University’s demand that they turn their signs inwards so that nobody can see them.  The Campus Pro-Life club 
appealed this decision and was eventually reinstated in June of 2010, when new students were elected to the 
Students’ Union.

In 1998, the campus Reform Party Club had its club status removed for having left a window open at a club event, 
a minor violation.  The club was reinstated only after threatening a court action against the Students’ Union.

In 2008, the University of Calgary prosecuted and convicted ten students of “non-academic misconduct” for 
creating the Facebook page, “I no longer fear hell, I took a course with Aruna Mitra.”

The students had written on Facebook that Mitra lacked knowledge of the subject matter, that she frequently said 
“don’t quote me on that,” and often answered students’ questions with “what do you think?”  Students described 
the professor as inept, awful, and “illogically abrasive,” and claimed that she said “um” over 260 times during a 
single class.  In a course on Law and Society, Ms. Mitra asserted that the Magna Carta was about Native North 
American human rights protection.  When students compared the marks they received on an assignment one of 
the students, Steven Pridgen, wrote “somehow I think she just got lazy and gave everybody a 65 . . . that’s what I 
got. Does anyone know how to apply to have it remarked?”  Many students in the class appealed their grades and 
all succeeded in getting a higher grade.

Eight months after the course was concluded, Keith Pridgen wrote on Facebook that Mitra was no longer teaching 
at the University of Calgary: “Remember when she told us she was a long-term prof? Well actually she was only 
sessional and picked up our class at the last moment because another prof wasn’t able to do it; Lucky us.”

The students were threatened with expulsion unless they wrote an abject letter of apology.

Two of the 10 students, brothers Keith and Steven Pridgen, after failing to have the finding of non-academic 
misconduct overturned by the University’s General Faculties Council or the Board of Governors, took the 
University of Calgary to Court. 

The students were successful, with the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench overturning the University’s finding of 
guilt, and further declaring that “the University is not a Charter-free zone.”  The University appealed the ruling in 
Pridgen v. University of Calgary to the Alberta Court of Appeal. In May 2012 the appellate court agreed with the 
Court of Queen’s Bench and affirmed that the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms protects the free speech 
rights of University students on campus.  

Student union policies
In February of 2011, the University of Calgary Students’ Union adopted an Acceptable Display Procedure which 
empowers the Students’ Union Operations and Finance Committee to restrict or prohibit demonstrations, displays 
and expression which the Committee deems to be “offensive” or “inappropriate.”  

 The Procedure defines “inappropriate” as “discriminatory in nature” and goes on to say that “discrimination” 
is not necessarily limited to race, ethnicity, colour, religion, sex, sexual orientation and age.  The definition of 
“inappropriate” also includes any behaviour that is deemed “[u]nlawful, fraudulent, harmful, abusive, threatening, 
defamatory, vulgar, obscene, hateful, offensive, a violation of human rights, an invasion of privacy or otherwise 
objectionable in nature.”

The Students’ Union’s election policies and guidelines limit free speech by requiring that “all campaigning 
must be positive in nature” and by banning “negative campaigning” under Sections 27 and 63(e) of the Election 
Operations Procedure.  

The Students’ Union states among its “Criteria for Sanctioning Clubs and GLOs” in its Club Sanction and Renewal 
Procedure that the club’s “Constitution is consistent with the Students’ Union and University of Calgary bylaws, 
policies, and procedures . . . .”  The Students’ Union’s Clubs Manual prohibits discrimination and harassment, 
which it defines broadly.

http://news.nationalpost.com/2014/01/09/former-head-of-pro-palestinian-student-group-accused-of-hate-speech-over-violent-martyrdom-posts-on-facebook/
http://thegauntlet.ca/story/3341
https://www.su.ucalgary.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/acceptable_display_procedure_feb-2011.pdf
https://www.su.ucalgary.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/election_operations_procedure-dec2013.pdf
https://www.su.ucalgary.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/election_operations_procedure-dec2013.pdf
https://www.su.ucalgary.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/club_sanction_renewal_procedure-jan2014.pdf
https://www.su.ucalgary.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/club_sanction_renewal_procedure-jan2014.pdf
http://suclubs.orgsync.com/requirements
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University of Guelph, ON

University policies
The University of Guelph Vision is to “promote open learning.”

The University of Guelph’s Student Rights and Responsibilities (SR&R) policy states:

You have the RIGHT to an environment where the inherent worth of all individuals is respected, regardless 
of race, sex, national or ethnic origin, religion, age, sexual orientation or mental or physical disability. 

You have the RESPONSIBIL ITY to respect the diversity that exists in the University community. The 
University views actions that undermine the dignity and worth of any individual or group based on the 
above grounds to be particularly grievous. (s. II(3))

However, the University does acknowledge the importance of protecting free speech under section V of the same 
policy, the importance of being able to safeguard dissent and making it an offence to preventing any members of 
the community from being able to speak or associate with others.  The SR&R also states:

You have the RIGHT to an environment that, while safeguarding dissent, is free from interference and 
disruption. You have the RESPONSIBILITY not to interfere with the normal functioning of the University, 
nor to intimidate, interfere with, threaten or otherwise obstruct any activity organized by the University, 
including classes, or to hinder other members of the University community from being able to carry on 
their legitimate activities, including their ability to speak or associate with others. (SR&R s. V).

The University’s faculty agreement has an article on academic freedom, noting that it results in “freedom from 
institutional censorship” ( s. 7.3(e)) and prevents disciplinary proceedings from being taken when faculty exercise 
academic freedom (s. 7.7).  “Parties acknowledge that the common good of society depends upon the search for 
knowledge and its free exposition.  Academic Freedom in universities is essential to both of these purposes in the 
scholarly pursuit of teaching and research” (s. 7.1).

Section 4 of the University’s Human Rights Policy states:

The University acknowledges that situations arise in which there is a perceived conflict between academic 
freedom and human rights. A violation of either freedom is of grave concern to the University. With respect 
to the interplay of human rights protection and the practice of academic freedom, it is the position of the 
University that discussion of controversial issues in or out of the classroom is not a violation of this Policy.

Academic freedom entails the right of all University community members to make statements that 
challenge and may even offend the sensibilities, ideas and beliefs of others. On the other hand, academic 
freedom does not entail a right to discriminate against or harass individuals on grounds protected by the 
Code and this Policy.

Discrimination is defined in Section 6 of this Policy as: 

A distinction, whether intentional or not, but based on grounds relating to personal characteristics of 

the individual or group, which has the effect of imposing burdens, obligations or disadvantages on such 
individuals or groups not imposed upon others, or which withholds or limits access to opportunities, 
benefits, and advantages available to other members of society.

Harassment has been defined as engaging in a course of vexatious comment or conduct that is known or 
ought reasonably to be known to be unwelcome.

The University outlines its definition of discrimination and harassment, as well as how to address these issues in 
the document Discrimination Awareness: creating a university free from discrimination and harassment: 

Discriminatory comments or conduct can lead to a poisoned environment. A series of discriminatory 
statements or incidents or an extreme single statement or incident can create a poisoned environment for 
individuals. Such conduct can affect everyone’s environment. A poisoned environment is characterized 
by condonation [sic] of, or participation in, such matters as: pinups, language or graffiti that demeans 
groups on the basis of prohibited grounds identified either by the Ontario Human Rights Code or by the 
University’s policy; failure to implement special programs; and the failure to review and change policies, 
practices and procedures that discriminate on any ground prohibited by the University’s policy. 

Discrimination Awareness: creating a university free from discrimination and harassment also outlines that 

Harassment is determined by the impact of the behaviour on the person being harassed, rather than the 
intent of the harasser and by whether a reasonable person could conclude that the behaviour is harassment.

One of the ways the university encourages students to oppose harassment is to “refuse to go along with harassment 
masked as humour/academic debate.” 

 Discrimination Awareness was prepared by the Human Rights and Equity Office (HREO), whose duties are 
outlined as follows: “The University established the HREO in 1996 to coordinate its initiatives in the areas of 
discrimination, harassment and employment equity. The Office also supports the Office of the Provost in the area 
of educational equity.”

The Office is described as being able to “listen, help you assess your situation and explore options to remedy the 
situation,” but does not itself officially reprimand discrimination or harassment. According to Human Rights at 
the University of Guelph, the role of the Office includes “bringing to the attention of persons with supervisory 
responsibilities any University policy, procedure or practice that appears to discriminate against an individual or 
a group based on prohibited grounds;” as well as contributing to a “fact-finding team” comprised of both staff 
and students to help address the situation. The document suggests that the University prefers conflict resolution 
involving arbitration and mediation to settle problems of discrimination. 

University practices
In a 2012 issue of the school’s newspaper, The Ontarian, a number of faculty and lecturers submitted a letter 
regarding Israeli Apartheid Week (IAW). The letter stated:

We are … deeply troubled to learn that one person connected to IAW organizing claims that, because of 
their involvement, they have been subject to intimidation from University of Guelph personnel.  Such 
behavior is a violation of basic democratic rights including the rights to academic freedom, free speech, 
free association, and free assembly. Any university official engaging these or similar acts has abdicated his 
or her responsibilities to students and to intellectual inquiry, has abused their power, and has contravened 
the university’s mission.

http://www.coles.uoguelph.ca/about/vision-mission.aspx
https://www.uoguelph.ca/registrar/calendars/diploma/current/c13/sec_d0e11321.shtml
http://www.uoguelph.ca/vpacademic/documents/CAupdateApr11.pdf
http://www.uoguelph.ca/hre/hr/docs/hrpolicy2009.pdf
https://www.uoguelph.ca/diversity-human-rights/system/files/DiscriminationAwareness.pdf
https://www.uoguelph.ca/diversity-human-rights/
http://www.theontarion.com/2012/03/a-letter-on-israeli-apartheid-week/
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However, in section 4.1, the Manual goes on to spell out what sorts of non-academic criteria it would impose 
on teaching. For instance, “non-sexist instruction, textbooks and materials” (Appendix F. s. 4.2), “non-ablist 
instruction” (Appendix F, s. 4.7), and no “heterosexist images and presumptions” (Appendix F, s. 4.4) are all 
criteria which the CSA believes should not be included in teaching materials.

The Policy Manual also defines harassment. It states that: 

Harassment is defined as any direct or indirect attention or conduct (oral, written, graphic or physical) 
by an individual or group who knows, or ought reasonably to know, that such attention or conduct is 
unwelcome/unwanted, offensive or intimidating.” (Appendix D, Section 13)

The Policy Manual outlines parameters set by the CSA under which clubs can operate. Clubs must agree to a 
number of CSA policies, and it is noted that, “The CSA Clubs Conduct Tribunal, and ultimately the CSA Board 
of Directors, reserves the right to revoke or deny ASO status, funding, office space, and other privileges to any 
club that fails to meet or acts contrary to SOP policy. Clubs which have had privileges revoked or withheld will 
be known as limited accreditation clubs” (Appendix G Section 4.5).

Bylaw 2 prevents slander against another candidate (s. 7.2.1).  Slate candidacy (multiple candidates running 
together) is prohibited (Bylaw 2, s. 13). While third parties are permitted to make endorsements, “any material 
emanating from that group are to be considered campaign material,” and are thus counted towards candidates’ 
election expenses (Bylaw 2, s. 18). The campaign limit for Executive candidates is $200, for the Board of Directors 
$75, and for referenda $300 (Appendix I, s. 3). The election expenses are provided by the CSA, and the use of 
other funds “to promote a CSA candidate’s name, candidacy, or image is forbidden” (Appendix I, s. 1.3.6). 
Additionally, “all campaign material must be authorized by signature of the CEO before material can be printed 
or used” (Appendix I, s. 1.3.4).
Election Campaigning, University of Guelph Central Students’ Association, 2012

Student union practices
The Bylaws grant the Chief Electoral Officer (CEO) sweeping powers to regulate the conduct and campaigns of 
candidates during election periods.  During the 2013 election period, for example, the CEO instituted “Appendix 
A: Canvassing Etiquette Guide for Residence,” which was not publicly posted.  It bans residence campaigning, 
except for four hours over two days per week; requires ID to be worn by candidates which is provided by the 
CSA; and bans representatives from campaigning on behalf of candidates.  The Appendix also notes that any 
infractions on the accounts of “gender, race, class, ability, sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion, and age” will 
“jeopardize their participation in the election.  Thus, candidates are encouraged to produce tasteful images.”

The “2013 CSA Winter General Elections All-Candidates Package,” specifies exactly how many posters are 
permitted in each area of the school. Additionally, when candidates send emails through list-servs, they are 
charged four cents per recipient of the list-serv, and this amount counts towards candidates’ election expenses. 

Guelph Atheos, a registered student group under the CSA, was denied resources for holding its “Stone a Heathen” 
event, in September of 2012. According to an Atheos executive member, this event is held to protest the act of 
stoning across the world. At this event, students would have been asked to donate money in order to throw a water 
balloon (which represents a stone) at one of the club volunteers (heathens).  Half of the proceeds from the event 
were planned to go to Amnesty International, which opposes stoning. Indeed, there have been noted instances of 
student groups partnering with Amnesty International and holding such events on campus.

The CSA prevented Atheos from holding the event on the grounds that it would promote stoning.  The Atheos 
executive notes that this was not a safety issue, but that the CSA did not approve of the message. The CSA did not 

The University has not issued an official response to the letter. 

The University protected free speech for one student group, Campus Crusade for Christ, during a January 2004 
event where a Guelph Student, Graydon Baker, spoke to students about his religious beliefs as part of an educational 
campaign sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ, a registered student group.  Citing vocal opposition to the 
planned presentation, the University ordered campus security personnel and Ontario Provincial Police to ensure 
safety at the event, which was carried out without incident (but with many protestors attending). 

Student union policies

The University of Guelph has two student unions. The Central Student Association (CSA) governs the undergrad-
uate student body. 

The Central Student Association (CSA) held a rally in Branion Plaza on Oct. 22 express its desire to ban bottled 
water from the University of Guelph campus. The CSA wants the university to stop the sale of bottled water on 
campus after a 2012 referendum was held in which 78 per cent of students polled voted against its continued 
sale.   Some students disagree with the CSA’s stance on bottled water, which is based largely on environmental 
concerns, which some argue is outside the CSA’s mandate.  

The Policy Manual Appendix D (Human Resources) states:

The C.S.A. is committed to maintaining an open and fair working anti-oppressive environment for each 
individual involved in the CSA consistent with the exercise of free speech and with enjoyment of social 
relationships which are a normal part of life.  Central to this commitment is the belief that it is the right of 
each C.S.A. staff member or volunteer to work in an environment free from harassment and discrimination 
and where each individual is treated with respect…

The Policy Manual’s Appendix F: Issues and Organization Policy further states:

The CSA believes that a quality education flourishes only in an intellectually free climate. We oppose, 
therefore, any and all attempts to impose political or other selection criteria, in short, any non-academic 
criteria, upon the academic and research work of post-secondary education. Academic freedom and a 
quality education are indivisible. We recognize that academic and research work must be undertaken with 
a spirit of responsibility to society, as befits its intellectual leaders.

 
Also included in the Policy Manual is a Declaration of Student Rights. (Appendix F, Section 4.1) It begins by 
stating:

We declare that a full policy of non-discrimination against students must be enforced at all educational 
institutions within Canadian society. Further, every person has the right to equal treatment without being 
discriminated against because of race, national or ethnic origin, religion, sex, gender orientation, ability, 
family status, sexual orientation, political belief or socio-economic background.

Included in the rights of students are “The right of all students to organize and participate in democratic, 
autonomous student organizations which represent students on their respective campuses” (Art. 15); “The right of 
student organizations to publicize their activities in reasonable places” (Art. 22); and also “The right to organize 
and participate in mass demonstrations without harm, prejudice or intimidation” (Art. 46).

http://www.csaonline.ca/files/2012/05/Bylaw-2-April-4-2013.pdf
http://www.patheos.com/blogs/friendlyatheist/2010/10/01/the-success-of-a-stone-a-heathen-fundraiser/
http://www.theontarion.com/2013/11/csa-bottled-water-ban-finds-opposition/
http://www.csaonline.ca/files/2012/05/2014-2015-CSA-POLICY-MANUAL-COMPLETE.pdf
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University of King’s College, Halifax, NS

University policies
The University of King’s College (UKC) Code of Conduct (Code) references free expression in Section 8 of its 
definitions: 

Nothing in this Code shall be construed to prohibit peaceful assemblies and demonstrations, or lawful 
picketing, or to inhibit freedom of speech. 

In addition, Section 2 of the Code’s Commentary recognizes the following limitations on UKC’s jurisdiction: 

In the exercise of its disciplinary authority and responsibility, the University treats students and employ-
ees free to organize their own personal lives, behaviour and associations, subject only to the law and to 
University regulations that are necessary to protect the integrity of University  activities, the peaceful  and 
safe enjoyment of University facilities by other members of the University and public, the freedom of 
members of the University to participate reasonably in the programmes of the University and in activities 
in or on the University’s premises, or the property of the University or its members. Strict regulation of 
such activities by the University of King’s College is otherwise neither necessary nor appropriate.

UKC’s Code in Section 6 of its Commentary also protects academic freedom, to the extent of “normal and accept-
ed academic practice”:

The University of King’s College is a place of academic work.  As such, none of the definitions in this 
Code shall be construed in such a way as to limit or hinder normal and accepted academic practice. 

UKC supports free expression in section 2 of its Policy and Procedures on Sexual Harrassment (Harassment 
Policy), subject to the limitation that it be “conducted in a mutually respectful and non-coercive manner”: 

The University of King’s College promotes teaching, scholarship, research and the free and critical dis-
cussion of ideas. This policy is not to be applied in such a way as to detract from the right of faculty, 
staff and students to engage in the frank discussion of potentially controversial matters. This policy is not 
intended to limit or prohibit debate, instructional techniques, or the assignment of readings that advocate 
controversial positions, provided that discussion and instruction are conducted in a mutually respectful 
and non-coercive manner.

Under its Racial Equity Policy, UKC has created a Collegial Code of Conduct and Procedures (Collegial Code). 
Under the Collegial Code, harassment is defined as follows: 

[A] verbal or physical expression of Aboriginal, Racial or Ethnic bias which exhibits a negative attitude, 
or hatred towards a person or group, based on their colour, ethnocultural, Aboriginal origin or heritage. 
Such expressions include, but are not limited to slurs, jokes, graffiti or other materials, stereotyping, 
threats, abuse, intimidation, inciting others to use racial slurs, displaying negative behaviour of a racial 
nature or engaging in negative racial name calling. Such actions may be direct or indirect and can result in 
a demeaning, insulting or harassing atmosphere. (s. 2.1)

UKC’s Racial Equity Policy creates a Committee on Racial Discrimination and Harassment to hear complaints of 
racial discrimination and harassment and an Equity Liaison Officer to receive and facilitate such complaints and 
act as an impartial mediator. 

respond when asked to elaborate on the issue.

In response to an event called a “Life Fair” hosted by the University’s club “Life Choice” in September 2008, the 
CSA issued a public apology to the students on campus for exposing them to the images and information at the 
fair, which displayed information and photos about abortion.  CSA also revoked the club status of “Life Choice” 
without undergoing the CSA’s implemented procedure of informing the group that their status was under review 
on October 1, 2008.

The apology asserted that the CSA was correct in banning the group as it constituted a violation of women’s 
rights to an educational environment “free of advertisement, entertainment, programming and/or materials which 
promote violence against women, sexual stereotyping and discrimination.”  The apology was issued with listings 
of information on pro-choice movements and abortion resources. 

The apology failed to mention that as a Canadian Federation of Students (CFS) chapter, CSA was obligated to 
support a new (in 2008) CFS-approved ban of pro-life student groups.  In February 2009, after CSA set up a 
Tribunal of students to decide whether the student group’s ban should continue, the club’s status was reinstated.

During an event hosted in March 2011 by Life Choice, an executive member of the CSA hosted a booth offering 
pro-choice material and abortion information.

In October 2004 the national umbrella organization of a campus group, Power to Change (formerly Campus 
Crusade for Christ), launched an advertising campaign across multiple campuses that stated “I agree with _____,” 
and would give students a link to a religious testimony from a student on their campus.  The Guelph campus was 
linked to a website by the slogan “I agree with Graydon.”  The student representing the campaign, Graydon Baker, 
shared his personal stories about his spirituality with students in open forums on campus.  Guelph CSA received 
a number of complaints from students who were unhappy about CSA “condoning” (by allowing the student group 
to hold their event) the campaign and who suggested the CSA not allow the club to have the same rights to express 
their views as other student groups.  The CSA responded by suspending the club status of Power to Change.  
Reports of the incident suggest that the CSA had no policy-backed grounds to decertify the club, so they enforced 
a fine which Campus Crusade for Christ paid, and then reinstated the club within days.  The final event for the 
campaign, a presentation by Baker on his religious views, took place without interference. 
Read source

http://ukings.ca/ukings/files/u15/yellow_book.pdf
http://ukings.ca/ukings/files/u15/yellow_book.pdf
http://ukings.ca/ukings/files/u15/yellow_book.pdf
http://ukings.ca/ukings/files/u15/yellow_book.pdf
http://ukings.ca/ukings/files/u15/yellow_book.pdf
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2008/11/11/why-do-pro-choice-student-unions-try-to-censor-debate/
http://thecannon.ca/news/story/csa_apologizes_for_life_fair_held_by_former_csaaccedited_antichoice_club
http://www.theontarion.com/2010/11/loose-cannon-there�s-no-choice-but-pro-choice-on-some-campuses/
http://www.scribd.com/Ontarion/d/52082361-March-31st-2011
http://www.graydonbaker.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/article-1.pdf
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The Operations Policy in “Appendix A – Elections Procedure” places restrictions on election campaigns, in-
cluding limiting the number of campaing posters to 75 per candidate and total campaign expenditures to $25 per 
candidate. 

Student union practices

There are no incidents on record where a society or student has been treated differently based on their opinions; 
KSU’s policies are very clear and equally applied to all groups.  Over the past five years, hundreds of student 
societies have been ratified and granted funding, with mandates ranging from religious groups to social justice 
and hula-hooping.

The use of UKC facilities is not restricted on the basis of the subject matter of the event. Room bookings and 
access to other campus facilities (dishes from meal hall for serving coffee at an event, for example) are free –with 
a conditional $100 damage deposit for rooms and a damage deposit of $20 for dishes– for all students with re-
gardless of the subject of the event.  Booking facilities is done through the administration’s front desk or Sodexo, 
depending on the space in question.  

University practices
In 2008, UKC made news when the School of Journalism lobbied publicly to defend freedom of speech and save 
the life of Sayed Parwez Kaambakhsh, a 23-year-old journalism student and reporter who received a death threat 
for bringing an article about a Muslim woman’s right to multiple marriages into a class discussion. Since then, 
UKC has had a very active chapter of Journalists for Human Rights, a group which frequently brings free speech 
to the forefront of the campus consciousness, with educational events and actions.

In the same year, the UKC’s School of Journalism and Calgary’s Sheldon Chumir Foundation for Ethics in Lead-
ership hosted the sixth Joseph Howe Symposium, entitled The Media’s Right to Offend: Exploring Legal and Eth-
ical Limits on Free Speech.  The conference featured high profile and controversial guests including Ezra Levant, 
Michael deAdder and Peggy Wente.  On his blog, Levant spoke of the conference:

For 125 people to show up on a gorgeous Saturday morning for such a conference was a very encouraging 
sign that freedom of speech is deeply cherished in the great city of Halifax.

Student union policies
Within the Bylaws of King’s Student Union (KSU), the following rights (among others) are affirmed as funda-
mental to the democratic body of the student union:

 IV. the right to freedom of conscience, religion, thought, belief and opinion

V. the right to freedom of expression, precluding reasonable restrictions on incitement towards violence 
and advocacy of hatred

VI. the right to form a society or political organization on campus and apply for funding and ratification 
for said body as per the criteria set out by the Union

…

X. the right to not to be discriminated against in the delivery of University or Union services based on 
the following grounds: race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital status, ethnic or social origin, colour, sexual 
orientation, gender identity, disability, religion, conscience, belief, culture, language and birth 

The Bylaws seek to defend free speech, while protecting students from hate.  This noble goal can be seen as a po-
tential limit to freedom of speech or expression on campus, if the content of a student or student group’s message 
is deemed hateful by the complainant.  The Bylaws allow University administrators to define ‘hateful’.

The KSU Operations Policy lists an Equity Affairs Committee, mandated to sit three times per term, although 
the Committee has not sat in recent years.  According to the Operations Policy Section 2.21, the Equity Affairs 
Committee “shall have a mandate to formulate and draft Union policy on issues of equity relating to race, gender, 
religion, physical and mental disability and sexual orientation.” 

http://ezralevant.com/2008/11/halifax-conference-on-the-medi.html
http://ksu.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2013/08/BYLAWS-FULL.pdf
http://ksu.ca/wp-content/uploads/sites/13/2013/08/OPERATIONS-POLICY-FULL.pdf
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The University of Lethbridge has a Hazing Policy which defines Hazing as: 
any action or situation created, whether on or off campus, to produce mental or physical discomfort, em-
barrassment, harassment, fright and ridicule, including initiations which are abusive and humiliating. Any 
mental or physical requirement, request or obligation placed upon any person which could cause pain, 
disgrace, or injury, or which is personally degrading or violates any federal, provincial, local statute or 
university policy

The Student Art Placement Policy states: 
The APC will notify the Department of Art of any complaint or concern pertaining to art placement. Upon 
notification and just cause, the Department of Art shall remedy the art placement including any required 
removal or take down. The University has the right to immediately remove any placement deemed a safety 
hazard or that poses imminent danger to life and safety of others, or any other substantive breach.

University Practices
In October of 2010 the Dean of the Faculty of Fine Arts at the University of Lethbridge, Dr. Desmond Rochfort, 
ordered the removal of a piece of student artwork titled “It’s a Phallus, See” by Lethbridge student Claire Reid, 
which had been posted on the 8th level wall of the University Centre for the Arts, a designated location for the 
display of student artwork.  The artwork, depicting a woman holding a penis, was deemed by administration to be 
inappropriate and potentially disturbing to some passersby, including children. 

At a meeting of the Faculty of Fine Arts council in December of 2010, the Dean’s decision was overturned and 
Reid was invited to re-post her artwork on condition that she post signs warning passersby of the graphic content 
in the display.  In the meeting it was also revealed that Dean Rochfort had violated the terms of the Student Art 
Placement Policy by not following protocol in reporting requests for removal of artwork and for denying Reid the 
choice to keep her artwork on display. 

Student Union Policies

The University of Lethbridge Students Union (ULSU) Bylaw XXV: Campaigns for Election Candidates and Ref-
erenda states:

1.1.All active members of the ULSU are entitled to campaign against any election candidate or for or 
against any referendum question; 
1.1.1. There may only be one (1) registered campaign against any election candidate;
1.1.1.1. Any additional individuals who wish to campaign against that same election 
candidate will be asked to work in conjunction with the registered campaign;
1.1.1.1.1. If an issue arises between the registered campaign and any additional 
Campaigns arises [sic], this will be mediated by the CRO

Section 4 of Bylaw XXIX – Clubs lists discrimination on the basis of political affiliation among grounds for club 
de-ratification.  The same rule is applied to Fraternities and Sororities in Section 4 of Bylaw XXXI. 

Bylaw XIX – Code of Conduct applies to employees and elected student representatives of the Union, and prohib-
its the “use of degrading or malicious statements or actions which in any way harms the membership, employee, 
or the integrity of the ULSU…”

Section 1 of Policy XVI – Clubs Policy states “[the] General Assembly has the authority to ratify or deny ratifica-
tion to any student club”.

Student Union Practices
The authors are not aware of the ULSU discriminating against students because of their views, nor of denying 
access to resources on campus to students or student groups with unpopular messages. 

University of Lethbridge, AB

University policies
The Mandate Statement of the University of Lethbridge includes the following: 

Programs of research, scholarship, and creative activity include the study of fundamental issues for their 
intrinsic intellectual, aesthetic, or philosophical interest, and of practical challenges of direct importance 
for social, cultural, economic, or environmental well-being. The University of Lethbridge protects free 
inquiry and scholarship, facilitates access to scholarly resources, and supports artistic expression and the 
free and open scholarly discussion of issues.

Under “Why We Exist,” the Mandate Statement states that the University of Lethbridge will “encourage and nur-
ture creative expression.”

One of the “Fundamental Principles” of the University is to “protect and encourage free inquiry and expression”:

In keeping with the unique mandate of the university in society, the University of Lethbridge supports and 
protects artistic expression and the free and open scholarly discussion of issues, including those that are 
controversial. In the tradition of academic freedom, the University models collegial and civil debate, dis-
sent, and controversy to critically explore and resolve issues in an atmosphere of professionalism, respect, 
and good will. We also have an obligation to address long-term issues and those of broad scope.

Section B.5, University of Lethbridge Principles of Student Citizenship states “students respect and uphold the 
rights and freedoms of all members of the University of Lethbridge community, in accord with the principles 
articulated in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.”

The Student Discipline Policy – Non-Academic Offences includes protection against disruption:

5)b. Disruption: 

1. Students should maintain the freedoms of other members of the University community including free-
dom of thought, beliefs, opinion, expression, peaceful assembly and association. Behaviour contravening 
or limiting these freedoms constitutes disruption.

2. Student conduct which unduly interferes with instruction including scheduled lectures, seminars, tuto-
rials or other instructional activities, or with course examinations or other evaluation procedures will also 
be considered a disruption.

3. Student conduct which unduly interferes with learning and studying in the University Library will be 
considered disruption.

It also states that “[any] other conduct by a student which adversely affects the safety of the University Commu-
nity and/or its members will be considered a non-academic offence.”

The University’s Personal Security Policy states that it is “in addition to and not in replacement of the rights an 
individual may have under law or contract.”  It states under “Policy Principles”: 

The University recognizes the need to protect freedom of expression in the academic context. Nothing in 
this policy can be used to limit academic freedom, which is generally understood as the right of academic 
staff to teach and conduct research (as outlined in Article 11 of the Faculty Handbook) without interfer-
ence and without jeopardizing their employment. This freedom is central to the university’s mission and 
purpose and is meaningless unless it entails the right to participate in public life, to criticize university 
or other administrations, to champion unpopular positions, to engage in frank discussion of controversial 
matters, and to raise deeply disturbing questions and profound challenges to the conventional beliefs of 
society.

http://www.uleth.ca/policy/sites/policy/files/policy/Policy%20Against%20Hazing_March%2023,%202006.pdf
http://www.uleth.ca/policy/sites/policy/files/policy/Art%20Placement_Oct%2011_2012.pdf
http://themeliorist.ca/2010/12/spotlight-on-the-u-arts-council-reaches-a-decision/
http://www.uleth.ca/policy/sites/policy/files/policy/Art%20Placement_Oct%2011_2012.pdf
http://www.uleth.ca/policy/sites/policy/files/policy/Art%20Placement_Oct%2011_2012.pdf
http://www.ulsu.ca/userfile/file/ULSU%20Bylaws%202013-2014.pdf
http://www.ulsu.ca/userfile/file/ULSU%20Bylaws%202013-2014.pdf
http://www.ulsu.ca/userfile/file/ULSU%20Bylaws%202013-2014.pdf
http://www.ulsu.ca/userfile/file/ULSU%20Bylaws%202013-2014.pdf
http://www.ulsu.ca/userfile/file/ULSU%20Bylaws%202013-2014.pdf
http://www.ulsu.ca/userfile/file/ULSU%20Policies%202013-2014.pdf
http://www.uleth.ca/governance/sites/governance/files/Mandate_Roles.pdf
https://www.uleth.ca/ross/sites/ross/files/imported/academic-calendar/2013-14/intro.pdf
https://www.uleth.ca/ross/sites/ross/files/imported/academic-calendar/2013-14/part04.pdf
http://www.uleth.ca/policy/sites/policy/files/policy/Personal%20Security%20Policy_June%2023,%202011_1.pdf
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Incompatible or disruptive to the University
Harmful to the University’s reputation
Offensive to community standards
Having a history or reputation of being disingenuous
Implied as endorsed or legitimized by the University
Unsafe, with potential for injury to persons or damage to property
Contrary to the law or University policy”

University practices
The non-profit organization Canadian Palestine Support Network made room bookings on behalf of the de-ratified 
but still active student group Students Against Israeli Apartheid for the week of March 17-21, 2014, to hold its 
annual Israeli Apartheid Week event. U of M Conference & Catering Services reserved the high-traffic Fireplace 
Lounge for three of the events, but later moved them last-minute to out-of-the-way spaces on campus. Conference 
& Catering cited an “operational procedure and best practice” which excludes third-party groups from renting the 
Fireside Lounge, however, no such policy is publicly available. 

The University of Manitoba approved a Genocide Awareness Project (GAP) display which was held Septem-
ber 23-25, 2013, on the Pedway at its Fort Garry campus.  The display was hosted by the registered student 
group U of M Students for a Culture of Life (UMSCL).  Shortly after the display was set up, a small pro-choice 
counter-demonstration was organized across from UMSCL’s fenced-in signs.  The University’s Security Services 
watched over the two groups for the duration of their attendance.  The University of Manitoba reported receiving 
more than two complaints over the display. However, it did not attempt to shut down the display.  

The engineering students’ magazine, The Red Lion, published a satirical Valentine’s Day issue in February 2010 
which was criticized as sexist.  Equity Services reviewed the magazine to see if it violated the RWLE Policy, and 
requested a meeting with the magazine’s editorial staff.  According to John Danakas, director of public affairs, 
the purpose of the meeting was to discuss “the content of the publication in light of the University’s Respectful 
Work and Learning Environment Policy [and] to have a discussion about what materials might be offensive and 
the impact that offensive materials can have on people and groups of people.”  The Red Lion did not suffer any 
content-based restrictions as a result of controversy.

During various Israel Apartheid Week (IAW) events, the University of Manitoba’s President has stated that the 
University provides security at all IAW events to ensure they run without incident. In a 2011 op-ed in the Winni-
peg Free Press, University President David Barnard explained his position that the University will not ban IAW 
from taking place but noted that “University policies” such as the RWLE Policy are justifiable reasons to interfere 
with free expression.  

In January 2009, the Muslim Students’ Association (MSA) student group set up a display in the University Centre.  
The display featured several images. One of the images depicted an Israeli fighter plane targeting a baby stroller.  
Another featured a caricature of a hooked-nosed Hasidic Jew with a star of David, pointing a bazooka at the nose 
of an Arab carrying a slingshot; a third one showed an Israeli helicopter with a swastika on top, dropping a bomb 
on a baby bottle.  On the same day, University staff were notified by students that some found the images offen-
sive and that the images violated the University’s Respectful Work and Learning Environment Policy.   Staff then 
informed MSA volunteers that complaints had been received. 

According to John Danakas, Director of Marketing and Communications at the U of M, the MSA chose to volun-
tarily remove the images after they heard that they offended some students.  An article appearing in the National 

University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, MB

University policies
The University of Manitoba (U of M) cites academic freedom as one of its “Core Principles”:

We will protect the right of everyone in our academic community to intellectual independence and critical 
inquiry.  Advancement of understanding in research, scholarship and creative work and the transmission 
of that knowledge to students requires the privilege of speaking and writing freely.  Members of our Uni-
versity have a personal and institutional commitment to academic freedom in the performance of their 
academic duties.

U of M’s Academic Freedom and Responsibilities policy states the following about academic freedom:

1.1 Academic Freedom:

The common good of society depends upon the search for truth and its free exposition. Academic freedom 
in the University in teaching, research and dissemination of knowledge is essential to these purposes. Per-
sons engaged in teaching, research and dissemination of knowledge are, therefore, entitled to freedom in 
carrying out teaching and in discussing their subjects, and freedom from institutional censorship. Academ-
ic freedom carries with it the responsibility to use that freedom in a manner consistent with the scholarly 
obligation to base research, teaching and the dissemination of knowledge in a search for truth.

The Respectful Work and Learning Environment Policy (RWLE Policy) prohibits “discriminatory” or “harassing” 
speech.   Section 2.4 of the RWLE Policy states that “[t]he University of Manitoba is committed to an inclusive 
and respectful work and learning environment free from human rights discrimination or harassment, sexual ha-
rassment and personal harassment.”   Section 2.1.2 of the RWLE Policy prohibits written or spoken insults such as 
name calling, slurs, graffiti, pictures, remarks or jokes that are considered discriminatory or harassing.

The RWLE Policy does recognize “a commitment to academic freedom and freedom of thought, inquiry, and ex-
pression among its members which may result in respectful disagreements regarding beliefs or principles.”

Equity Services is an office created to administer the RWLE Policy.  Equity Services is described by senior ad-
ministration as having the ability to “monitor” and “oversee” events and issues on campus.  Such was the case in 
2010 when the President’s report cited the role Equity Services played in monitoring controversial events such as 
Israel Apartheid Week.  

U of M’s policy on Inappropriate or Disruptive Student Behaviour does not include protection against the disrup-
tion of extra-curricular events. 

Room bookings are administered by Conference and Catering Services. A secret Standard Operating Procedure 
governs which groups may rent certain spaces, including the Fireplace Lounge, a high-traffic student lounge space 
on campus. The Operating Procedure indicates: 

Throughout the academic year, only officially-recognized UMSU student groups will be allowed to rent 
table space or conduct presentations in the Fireplace Lounge. For table rentals, a maximum of three 
groups/tables will be allowed at one time.

Regarding vendor table rentals, one University of Manitoba official is quoted, “We reserve the right to disallow 
rentals by groups/individuals whose purpose or intent may be deemed:

http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/local/anger-over-anti-abortion-pics-224980342.html
http://www.themanitoban.com/2010/03/u-of-m-engineering-student-publication-causes-stir-with-valentines-day-issue/997/
http://www.winnipegfreepress.com/opinion/letters_to_the_editor/well-not-censor-what-hasnt-been-said-117787708.html
http://www.nationalpost.com/news/story.html?id=1343206
http://umanitoba.ca/admin/governance/governing_documents/governance/584.html
http://umanitoba.ca/admin/governance/governing_documents/community/239.html
http://www.umanitoba.ca/admin/governance/governing_documents/community/230.html
https://umanitoba.ca/admin/president/media/03152011_BOG_report.pdf
http://www.umanitoba.ca/admin/governance/governing_documents/students/279.html
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On April 11, 2013, UMSU Council passed a resolution to remove official student group status from Students 
Against Israeli Apartheid (SAIA), and to ban the club from UMSU spaces. 

The resolution used Policy #2009 to justify the ban on the grounds that SAIA’s annual event, Israeli Apartheid 
Week, discriminates against “Zionists” which the resolution defines as a group of persons sharing “national char-
acteristics”.  Israeli Apartheid Week, which takes place at hundreds of campuses throughout North America, 
therefore discriminates against Zionists on the basis of their “national characteristics,” according to the resolution.  

The resolution was introduced despite legal advice from UMSU’s lawyer which stated the move could leave 
UMSU “at a significant risk of committing a breach of [their] legal obligations.”

SAIA tried again to seek ratification in September of 2013, but was again denied. 

In the case of Hymie Rubenstein in 1999 (see Section 2), representatives of the student union asked the University 
administration to determine whether Rubenstein had violated the Manitoba Human Rights Code.  In an interview, 
Rubenstein said “This is what political correctness is all about -- trying to censor people.  This is the sort of fas-
cism you get in universities today.”

Post on March 2, 2009, however, states that the U of M “forced” the removal of the images.  

In 1999, U of M professor Hymie Rubenstein distributed to Winnipeg School Board members a flyer that read 
“18 Myths spread by Gay and Lesbian activists.” Representatives of the student union took offense and asked the 
University administration to determine whether Rubenstein had violated the Manitoba Human Rights Code.  The 
University President’s office responded by stating that Professor Rubenstein’s actions did not fall under U of M 
regulations because he was not conducting University business at the time.  Later, the University’s Vice-President 
(Academic) took a stand upholding the rights to express one’s views, stating: “This is a principle on which the 
University must not compromise . . .It is my responsibility as an officer of the University of Manitoba to ensure 
that this forum of free expression remains a hallmark of our society and University community.”

Student union policies
The University of Manitoba Students Union (UMSU) in its Bylaw Manual states in Bylaw #1030(1): “All Cam-
paign Materials (unless exempted under 1030(2) or 1030(3)) must be approved by the CRO [Chief Returning 
Officer] before they may be used in a campaign.”” (.  

According to Policy #2016, UMSU does not approve posters that are “discriminatory or derogatory towards any 
person based on the characteristics listed in section 9(2) of the Manitoba Human Rights Code” or that violate 
University policies (e.g., the RWLE Policy’s prohibition on discrimination and harassment). “Discrimination” and 
“harassment” have the same definition in this document as given in the RWLE Procedure document (see Section 
1). In addition, rejected posters can be appealed to the UMSU Executive Committee, meaning that UMSU decides 
what counts as discriminatory or harassing.

The UMSU’s Policy #2009 protects students from “discrimination” and “harassment” on three grounds: viola-
tions of the Human Rights Code, sexual harassment and personal harrassment.  Policy #2009 specifically “does 
not condone behaviour that is likely to undermine the dignity, self-esteem or productivity” of UMSU members. 

Policy #2005 states:

UMSU shall attempt to work with event organizers of ‘high-risk’ UMSU-supported events … to improve 
patron, staff and public safety, but reserves the right to refuse to work on any event or with any event or-
ganizer that is taking unnecessary risks.

Student union practices
When the University of Manitoba Students for a Culture of Life (UMSCL) held a Genocide Awareness Project 
(GAP) display in September of 2013 (see section 2 of this report), a UMSU councilor moved to revoke ratification 
for UMSCL after UMSU reported receiving more than 20 complaints about the display.  The motion read:

WHEREAS comparisons to the holocaust, graphic and inappropriate messaging 
regarding abortion is taking place on campus. Creating [sic] an unsafe environment for 
students and is in direct opposition of Policy 2009.
BE IT RESOLVED THAT UManitoba Students for a Culture of Life be revoked of their student group 
status.

The motion was defeated. JCCF sent a five-page letter to UMSU explaining why UMSCL has a right to express 
their views freely on campus. 

http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/04/12/university-of-manitoba-students-union-students-against-israeli-apartheid/
http://www.themanitoban.com/2014/03/an-apartheid-week-apart/19729/
http://www.tysknews.com/Depts/Free_Speech/civil_rights_trump.htm
http://www.lifesitenews.com/news/archive/ldn/1999/apr/990426
http://umanitoba.ca/admin/governance/media/senminutesmay99.pdf
http://umsu.ca/images/stories/PDFs/governance/UMSU-Bylaw-Manual-2014-04.pdf
http://umsu.ca/images/stories/PDFs/governance/UMSU-Policy-Manual-2014-04.pdf
http://www.umsu.ca/images/stories/PDFs/Council/20132014/2013-07-10-UMSU-Council-Minutes.pdf
http://www.jccf.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/2013-10-02-demand-letter-to-U-of-M-student-union-cease-discrimination.pdf
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which leaves the door open to censorship and discrimination against clubs on the basis of the content of their 
expression.  .

By-law No. 2 governs elections for UNBSU positions.  The By-Law establishes the Chief Returning Officer 
(CRO) who is empowered to enact special rules that could impose censorship on candidates and students:

5. The CRO may, from time to time, create temporary regulations to govern the conduct of an Election, 
provided that such regulations are created prior to the beginning of the campaign, published in such man-
ner as deemed appropriate by the CRO which shall include at least the posting of a notice in the Student 
Union Building, and circulated to all candidates and all members of the Appeals Board, such regulations 
to expire at the end of that Election or upon a resolution of the Council effecting the same.

There are several clauses contained in By-law No. 2 that restrict candidates’ speech during elections, and that 
discriminate between candidates in imposing speech restrictions:

(c) no campaign for any Campus Wide Candidate shall use more than two hundred (200) Posters and five 
hundred (500) Mass Publicity Items during the campaign period; 

(d) no campaign for any Faculty Representative Candidate shall use more than one hundred (100) Posters 
and two hundred (200) Mass Publicity Items 

during the campaign period; 

UNBSU does not take political positions on issues unrelated to its mandate. 

Student union practices
The authors are not aware of any cases of the Student Union having restricted or censored speech on campus, or 
having discriminated against particular students or clubs on the basis of the content of their expression.  

University of New Brunswick, Fredericton, NB

University policies
The University of New Brunswick (UNB) Values statement says that:

We seek truth through academic excellence in our teaching, learning and research.

We respect individuals and their freedom of thought and expression.

We engage the global community to foster opportunity and enrich lives.

We embrace the highest ethical standards in our pursuit of excellence.

Section 4(b) of the UNB’s Student Disciplinary Code sanctions students who “act or speak in a disorderly, dis-
ruptive, indecent or offensive manner”.  The term “offensive” is not defined, allowing university administrators 
to interpret what constitutes “offensive” conduct. Sanctions include expulsion. 

The Code also prohibits the “disruption or obstruction of any authorized activity, event, class or service of the 
University, or interference with any person’s rights to carry out legitimate activities, speak or associate with oth-
ers;

UNB has a Human Rights officer tasked with enforcing the Declaration of Rights and Responsibilities, which 
prohibits any “comment or conduct that ought reasonably to be known to have the effect of creating an intimi-
dating, humiliating, hostile or offensive working or learning environment.”  These prohibitions on “offensive” 
speech are subjective, and could be abused.  However, section 7.01 the Declaration declares “Every member of 
the University community enjoys freedom of opinion, expression and peaceful assembly.”

UNB’s policies do not clarify whether security fees can be charged to students holding events on controversial 
subject matter. 

University practices
Ricardo Duchesne is a sociology professor at the University of New Brunswick.  In June of 2014, Duchesne was 
reprimanded by the University after at least one complaint was filed against him for comments made at euroca-
nadian.ca, a website he runs for his organization, the Council of European Canadians.  In a May 26 post titled 
“Chinese Head Tax, White Apologies, and ‘Inclusive Redress”, Duchesne asserted that Chinese Canadians are 
manipulating “white guilt”.

Vancouver councillor Kerry Jang filed a complaint against Duchesne with UNB in early June.  UNB prohibited 
Duchesne from using UNB’s name or his UNB affiliation when voicing his political views via his blog and email.   

Student union policies
The UNB Student Union’s (UNBSU) Clubs and Societies Policy denies “Ratified Status” along with the funding 
and promotional support made available with such status, to religious clubs and to clubs affiliated with a political 
party.  

 UNBSU has discretion to withhold “Ratified Status” from any club or society if it deems the group “ineligible”, 

http://www.unbsu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/UNB-Student-Union-Bylaw-March-2013.pdf
http://www.unbsu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/UNB-Student-Union-Bylaw-March-2013.pdf
http://www.unb.ca/initiatives/strategicplan/mission.html
http://www.unb.ca/secretariat/students/student-discipline.html
http://www.unb.ca/humanrights/_resources/pdf/declaration.pdf/
http://www.eurocanadian.ca/2014/05/chinese-head-tax-white-apologies-and.html
http://www.straight.com/news/674686/councillor-kerry-jang-pleased-university-new-brunswick-response-profs-anti-chinese-posting
http://www.unbsu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Clubs_Policy.pdf
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and inclusive manner.”  There is no policy compelling the NUGSS to uphold campus free speech rights and it does 
not take positions on issues outside its mandate. 

Policy 3.2, s.1.IV in the NUGSS Policy Manual states that in order to be given official club status, student groups 
must “[n]ot be similar to a club that already exists under NUGSS” and that “[w]hat is deemed as a similar club is 
up to the discretion of the Vice President Student Affairs, the Internal Club Committee, and the Board of Direc-
tors.”  

Policy 3.8, s.V.III restricts campaign spending in NUGSS elections to $50 per candidate. 

Section 14.1 of the Policy Manual states: 

The University of Northern British Columbia Student Society shall follow and abide by the Harassment 
and Discrimination Policy of the University of Northern British Columbia.

With respect to use of on-campus bulletin boards, Policy 11.2 states “Authorization of a posting to be displayed 
shall be made at the discretion of the Board of Directors or NUGSS staff members.” Additionally, “The Society 
reserves the right to deny authorization of any posting it deems inappropriate.

Use of the campus area governed by NUGSS is administered by the Northern University Student Centre Commit-
tee, comprised of NUGSS Directors and employees.  While no policy or bylaw imposes limits on how the space 
may be used by a person or group, the NUGSS is given broad discretion to decide how the available space can 
be utilized.   

Student union practices
In November of 2010, concerns were raised regarding the imagery used on posters put up by on-campus groups.  
Specifically, the Women’s Centre expressed concern at the use of women’s bodies being used in advertisements.  
NUGSS council decided that, as long as the club or organization claimed sole responsibility for content on the 
poster itself, no censorship was necessary.

University of Northern British Columbia, Prince George, BC

University policies 
The University of Northern British Columbia’s (UNBC) Harassment and Discrimination Policy and Procedures 
outlines UNBC’s vision for a “learning environment in which all students, staff, and faculty are treated with re-
spect and dignity.”  It goes on to state that: 

Neither this policy in general, nor its definitions in particular, are to be applied in such a way as to detract 
from the right of faculty, staff or students to engage in the frank discussion of potentially controversial 
matters.

Furthermore, section 1.3 of the Policy declares that the Policy is not intended to infringe upon academic freedom 
in any way, nor is it intended to interfere with the conduct of organizations in their promotion of the interests of 
an identifiable group.  

The Policy is careful not to leave “harassment” and “discrimination” open to subjective interpretation. In sec-
tion 2.8.1, the Policy incorporates the Human Rights Code of British Columbia definition of “discrimination” in 
section 2.8.1.  Similarly, the Policy expressly adopts an objective “reasonable persons” interpretation of “harass-
ment” in section 1.7  Harassment is defined in section 2.8.2 as “an abuse of authority or aggressive or threatening 
behaviour, where the abuse of authority or behaviour is directed at an individual because of one of the prohibited 
grounds” described in the Human Rights Code of British Columbia. Examples of harassment given by the Policy 
include derogatory remarks, undermining another’s work, or displaying offensive material of a discriminatory 
nature.  

The University of Northern British Columbia’s Faculty Agreement states as follows with respect to academic 
freedom:

The censorship of information is inimical to the free pursuit of knowledge.  The collection of knowledge 
will be done freely and without bias in support of the research, teaching, and study needs of the UNBC 
community.

UNBC’s Fraternities, Sororities, and Student Organizations Policy outlines that all university groups, regardless 
of their goals, cause, etc., are entitled to the same privileges on campus, unless they operate under a secret consti-
tution or violate the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms or federal and provincial statutes.  

UNB does not clarify whether security fees can be charged to students holding controversial events, nor does it 
have a policy expressly compelling the University to defend against disruption of events on controversial subject 
matter. 

University practices
The authors are not aware of cases of UNBC administration censoring speech on campus, or discriminating 
against students or groups on the basis of the content of their expression.

Student union policies 
The Mission Statement of the Northern Undergraduate Student Society (NUGSS) is “to enhance the social and 
academic life of UNBC students by providing services that address the diversity of student needs in a responsible 

http://www.nugss.unbc.ca/wp-content/blogs.dir/39/files/2014/03/Official-Policy-Manual-March-2014.pdf
http://www.nugss.unbc.ca/docs-section/meeting-minutes/
http://www.unbc.ca/sites/default/files/sections/policy/category/final-harassment-and-discrimation-revisions-april-18-2011.pdf
http://unbcfa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/UNBCFA-FacultyAgreement2010-2012-January28_2011.pdf
http://www.unbc.ca/sites/default/files/assets/policy/student_services/student_services_fa
http://www.nugss.unbc.ca/aboutus-section/mission-statement/
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some but not all of those obstructing the talk were excluded. Interruption, taunting, and insults continued. After 
some of those causing the commotion were induced to leave the room, the fire alarm sounded and everyone was 
required to evacuate. After a long wait during which the fire alarm could not be resolved, the talk was cancelled.  
In all, Dr. Fiamengo was able to speak for only about 15 minutes while the audience was unable able to follow her 
presentation, given the constant interruptions and insults.

RSM made comments concerning Dr. Fiamengo’s presentation that appeared in The Fulcrum, U of O’s campus 
paper:

“We feel that these ideas have no place on our campus and refuse to legitimize them by allowing them 
space to organize,” a representative for the RSM wrote. “As was demonstrated, campus security will not 
protect our community from events that are harmful to men, women, and trans people in the community, 
so we decided to stand up for what we feel is right.…[Student’s] have a right to decide what does and 
does not happen here.…I [a protestor at the event] felt like at a time when we’re really trying to make 
sure that everyone feels safe on campus, this was a very counterproductive speech that creates an unsafe 
atmosphere for many students and pushes back the progress that we’ve been trying to achieve.”

U of O president Allan Rock made the following comments to the Fulcrum about the incident:

I don’t know that we’ve gotten more flack than other universities…From what I know, 
what happened here happened at the University of Toronto. I don’t know what happened, 
I don’t know how the fire alarm got pulled, and I guess the matter is under investigation. 
Meanwhile, I was happy to see that [Dr. Fiamengo] had a platform to speak from…She seems to have 
elicited interest from those in attendance, and the university is a great place for vigorous discussion of 
controversial views. I’m glad there was such a discussion.

On February 5th, 2014, the University of Ottawa Liberty Society erected a free speech wall inside the University 
Centre of the U of O, sponsored by the JCCF.   One student of the RSM monopolized the entire wall by repeat-
edly writing “Hate Speech is Not Free Speech”, leaving no room for other students to write on the wall.  Omar 
Benmedgoul, organizer of the U of O free speech wall event, said of the incident, “They covered the wall entirely 
in an effort to stop others from being able to write on the wall as well.” 

In 2010, the International Free Press Society sponsored a tour for controversial Republican pundit and author Ann 
Coulter to speak at several university campuses across Canada.  Prior to Ms. Coulter’s arrival, a letter signed by 
U of O academic vice-president François Houle offered Coulter a bleak warning: 

…I would, however, like to inform you, or perhaps remind you, that our domestic laws, both provincial 
and federal, delineate freedom of expression (or “free speech”) in a manner that is somewhat different 
than the approach taken in the United States. I therefore encourage you to educate yourself, if need be, as 
to what is acceptable in Canada and to do so before your planned visit here. You will realize that Canadi-
an law puts reasonable limits on the freedom of expression. For example, promoting hatred against any 
identifiable group would not only be considered inappropriate, but could in fact lead to criminal charges. 
Outside of the criminal realm, Canadian defamation laws also limit freedom of expression and may dif-
fer somewhat from those to which you are accustomed. I therefore ask you, while you are a guest on our 
campus, to weigh your words with respect and civility in mind. There is a strong tradition in Canada, 
including at this University, of restraint, respect and consideration in expressing even provocative and 
controversial opinions and urge you to respect that Canadian tradition while on our campus. Hopefully, 
you will understand and agree that what may, at first glance, seem like unnecessary restrictions to freedom 

University of Ottawa, ON

University policies
The University of Ottawa’s (U of O) Office for the Prevention of Discrimination and Harassment (OPDH) defines 
“harassment” as follows:

Harassment is engaging in a course of vexatious comment or conduct which is known or ought reasonably to be 
known to be unwelcome. Individuals, who engage in harassment use comments or actions in an attempt to in-
timidate, humiliate, belittle, embarrass, demean, undermine and dominate their targets.  In general, harassment 
constitutes a repeated action, but if serious enough, one unwelcome incident can be considered as harassment. 

The OPDH also provides a definition of discrimination.  The definition applies to conduct of students, faculty, and 
employees, since the OPDH is empowered to “provide a respectful workplace and learning environment free from 
discrimination and harassment.”  The definition states:

Discrimination means that a distinction has been made based on an individual’s personal characteristics. 
This distinction can be intentional or unintentional, direct or indirect. Personal characteristics include but 
are not limited to, a person’s race, ancestry, ethnic origin, creed, place of origin, colour of skin, citizenship, 
sex (including pregnancy), sexual orientation, sexual identity, age, marital status, family status, record of 
offences, political allegiance or disability.

The OPDH lists “Offensive remarks” and “Displays of discriminatory material” as “Examples of discriminatory 
acts based on prohibited grounds.”  

U of O’s security fee policy, Policy 28: Use of University of Ottawa Facilities and Services, section 17 gives the 
U of O discretion in setting security fees as it reserves to the U of O the “the right to determine the number of 
security guards required [for an event], with costs to be covered by the user.” 

U of O’s Communications Services has regulations governing posting on its billboards.  One regulations states:  
“Persons or groups of persons whose posters compromise the rights or the reputation of another person or group 
of persons will be denied posting privileges.”

University practices
On Friday, March 28, 2014, a lecture was held in the Colonel By Hall at the University of Ottawa. Its purpose was 
to support the creation of a men’s issues awareness society at the University of Ottawa. The focus of the talk entitled 
“What’s Equality got to do with it?”, was on how conversations about “rape culture” create unfounded fear in university 
women and an attitude of hostility towards university men.  The lecturer was U of O English Professor Janice Fiamengo.  
 
As Dr. Fiamengo was being introduced, a vuvuzela horn began to be blown and other kinds of noise, like chanting, 
drumming, banging on desks and singing, prevented the lecturer from being heard. The students involved in this 
disruption were part of a loosely organized (not ratified) student group, Revolutionary Students Movement (RSM).  
 
U of O Protection Services personnel were called for and arrived promptly, but the University of Ottawa should 
have anticipated the need for security previous to the event starting, as similar events in Toronto have resulted in 
noisy disruptions, the pulling of fire alarms and protest. The noisemakers were appealed to respect the ability of 
those interested in Fiamengo’s talk to hear it, but allowed to stay in the room. Their noise continued unabated for 
about 30 minutes or more. The speaker and some of the audience relocated to another, smaller room, from which 

http://thefulcrum.ca/2014/04/mens-rights-event-disrupted-by-protest/
http://thefulcrum.ca/2014/04/now-a-word-from-the-president/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1458792147673826/?ref=br_tf
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/politics/ottawa-notebook/ann-coulter-prepares-human-rights-complaint/article1510468/
http://www.sass.uottawa.ca/prevention/what-is-harassment.php
http://www.sass.uottawa.ca/prevention/what-is-harassment.php
http://www.sass.uottawa.ca/prevention/what-is-harassment.php
http://www.sass.uottawa.ca/prevention/what-is-harassment.php
http://www.sass.uottawa.ca/prevention/what-is-harassment.php
http://www.sass.uottawa.ca/prevention/what-is-harassment.php
http://www.sass.uottawa.ca/prevention/what-is-discrimination.php
http://web5.uottawa.ca/www4/emarket/dev/admingov/policy_28.html
http://sfuo.ca/clubs/resources/advertising/
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Ottawa policies in its use of the University’s facilities in 2007-2008.

The incident involving interpretive services occurred in the fall semester of 2007, when a deaf student, Genevieve 
Deguire, made a request to Access Services at the University of Ottawa to provide interpretive service at Cinema 
Politica so that she could attend.  The University denied the application on the grounds that the Dean of Science 
refused to approve a statement showing that Cinema Politica was part of Rancourt’s workload. 

The event was able to continue despite U of O opposition, with another professor booking space on behalf of the 
group.  The University fired Rancourt in December 2008 for assigning A+ grades to all students in his fourth-year 
physics course, and for allowing “unauthorized individuals” into his physics lab.  In January 2009, Rancourt was 
arrested for trespassing at a scheduled screening of the renamed Cinema Academica on campus. The Prosecution 
dropped the charges in July 2009.  

In 2007, the Student Federation of the University of Ottawa (SFUO) planned to host Burmese activist Ka Hsaw 
Wa on campus.  While the event itself ultimately went ahead on the date scheduled with no reported interference, 
documents obtained by the Canadian Friends of Burma show that members of the University administration had 
been communicating to try and stop the event.  Victor Simon, U of O Vice President for Resources emailed both 
President Gilles Patry and Vice President for External Relations Bruce Feldthusen to suggest that the University 
could block the event from taking place by claiming it was “libellous”:

Gilles, Bruce, I can’t stop thinking that we should prohibit the use of our facilities for this event, on 
the grounds that the program material includes allegations and accusations that may be libellous... 
I know that this kind of action thinking flies in the face of many principles we hold dear in the 
University world, but I think we have others interests at stake here.

Feldthusen then emailed both Patry and Simon that he was concerned that the event posed unspecified “security 
issues.” 

Student union policies
The Student Federation of the University of Ottawa (SFUO) operates a Centre for Equity and Human Rights 
(CEHR), which processes and investigates discrimination complaints from students in accordance with the On-
tario Human Rights Code.

The Centre for Equity and Human Rights defines “discrimination” and “harassment” as the following:

Discrimination means making a distinction between certain individuals or groups based on a prohibited 
ground of discrimination as defined by the Ontario Human Rights Code. …

Harassment as defined by the Code is a form of discrimination based on protected grounds. It designates 
unwanted physical or verbal conduct reasonably understood as offensive or humiliating. This behaviour 
can create a negative or hostile living and learning environment (“poisoned environment”), which can 
interfere with your studies.

Harassment is generally a “course of conduct”; a pattern of behaviour involving more than one incident. A 
single incident may be categorized as harassment, though this is assessed on a case-by-case basis.

In the SFUO’s Constitution, Article 8.13.10 details the criteria for a club to be recognized by the SFUO, and 
therefore receive SFUO Clubs services, such as room and table bookings.  Part k of that article requires that “the 

of expression do, in fact, lead not only to a more civilized discussion, but to a more meaningful, reasoned 
and intelligent one as well.

Ms. Coulter’s speech, to be held in the U of O’s largest auditorium seating nearly 500, was cancelled due to pro-
tests and the risk of physical violence against Ms. Coulter.  Ezra Levant, one of the event’s organizers, stated: 
“The police and the security have advised that it would be physically dangerous for Ann Coulter to proceed with 
this event and for others to come in.”  

It is unresolved who was ultimately responsible for cancelling the event, though Coutler stated that the Ottawa 
Police shut down the event.  

After negative media publicity, the U of O released a statement declaring:

The University of Ottawa has always promoted and defended freedom of expression... For that reason, 
we did not at any time oppose Ann Coulter’s appearance.  Whether it is Ann Coulter or any other speaker, 
diverse views have always been and continue to be welcome on our campus.

U of O President Allan Rock stated that the University is a “safe and democratic environment for the expression 
of views, and we will keep it that way.”  

On February 20, 2009, the University of Ottawa banned posters associated with the national campus event, Israeli 
Apartheid Week.  The Communications Office at the University sent the following statement to the student group 
organizing the event, Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights:

A poster from the campus group Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights has recently come to the atten-
tion of the Communications Office. All posters approved by the Communications Office must promote 
a campus culture where all members of the community can play a part in a declaration of human rights 
recognizing the inherent dignity and equal rights of all students. Consequently, we will not place this par-
ticular poster on our campus billboards.

Events scheduled during the week were able to proceed as planned.  In 2010, 2011 and 2012 Israeli Apartheid 
Week was able to take place without interference by the University, and the administration has not banned posters 
promoting the event since 2009. 

In the summer of 2008, the University of Ottawa informed a professor, Denis Rancourt, that his weekly film and 
discussion series on social justice issues, “Cinema Politica,” would not be permitted to continue in the 2008-2009 
academic year.  The series had been running (under varying names) since September 2005, involving a film on 
any number of issues followed by discussion.  The University had always provided the venue and equipment for 
the event upon application by Rancourt, free of charge.  Rancourt considered the event part of his “community 
service” as an employee of the University, and included accounts of the event’s activities in his yearly reports.

In a July 14, 2008, letter to Rancourt, the U of O justified its decision as follows:

As previously communicated to you, you are not entitled to request your academic unit to reserve a meet-
ing room on behalf of Cinema Politica as its activities are unrelated to your workload. Even if such request 
is made directly through Housing and Convention Services, the University of Ottawa is unable to grant 
such a request since, by failing to provide interpretative services at its events as required by the Ontario 
Human Rights Code, Cinema Politica did not respect all applicable statutes, regulations and University of 

http://uofowatch.blogspot.ca/search?q=trespassing
http://rabble.ca/news/2010/05/University-ottawa-spied-leading-burmese-activist
http://sfuo.ca/cehr/advocacy/your-rights/
http://sfuo.ca/wp-content/uploads/Constitution-May2012.pdf
ttp://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/ottawa/coulter-welcome-at-university-of-ottawa-1.899885
http://mostlywater.org/University_ottawa_bans_israeli_apartheid_week_poster
http://ia700306.us.archive.org/26/items/UOfOPresidentAllanRocksDecisionOnOttawaCinemaPolitica-Summer2008/AdminAndAllanRockOnOcpsummer2008complete.pdf
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University of Prince Edward Island, Charlottetown, PE

University policies
Section 1.1 of the University of Prince Edward Island’s (UPEI) Students’ Rights and Responsibilities Code states 
that the school is:

…committed to creating a scholarly community characterized by honesty, civility, diversity, free inquiry, 
freedom from harassment, mutual respect and individual safety.

Section 1.3 of the Code states:

This Code shall not be construed to unreasonably restrict peaceful assemblies, demonstrations or free 
speech.

Under the Code, disruptive behavior that infringes others rights is subject to discipline:

Disruptive or dangerous behaviors that infringe on the rights of others to participate in University ac-
tivities by word or actions; or creation of a situation which endangers or threatens the health, safety or 
well-being of another individual, or the harm, injury or threatening of any person. This includes disrup-
tions in the classroom.

The UPEI Residence Handbook states as follows in its “Commitment to Diversity”:

Bigotry has no place within our community, nor does the right to disrespect or degrade another human 
being on the basis of age, national origin, physical challenge, race, gender, sexual orientation, or religious 
affiliation.

The Handbook also states that the UPEI will not tolerate any of the following:

…verbal or written abuse, threats, intimidation, violence, or other forms of harassment against any mem-
ber of its community.  Harassment is defined as any attention or conduct (oral, written, graphic, or physi-
cal) by an individual or group who knows, or ought reasonably to know, that such attention or conduct is 
unwelcome/unwanted, offensive, or intimidating.

UPEI’s Fair Treatment Policy replaces UPEI’s previous Sexual Harassment Policy.  The reason given for replac-
ing this change was to include “other definitions of sexual harassment” as well as “to enable full investigations 
within the University.” 

The Fair Treatment Policy states:

The University defines “harassment” within any University-related context as an incident or series of 
vexatious or disrespectful comments, displays or behaviors that demean, belittle, humiliate, embarrass, 
degrade or attempt to exclude; that is known or ought reasonably to be known to be unwelcome and/or 
offensive; and which adversely affects the employment or academic status of the individual.

Section 6.5 further defines the sub-category “personal harassment” as follows:

…behavior, whether deliberate or negligent, which denies individuals their dignity and respect, is offen-
sive, embarrassing or humiliating to the individual, isolates an individual or group and adversely affects 
the working or learning environment. In most cases this behavior will have manifested itself through a 
number of incidents. This does not preclude consideration of a single incident as constituting harassment.

Club applicant’s constitution does not contain any discriminatory clauses and has no clauses that are contrary to 
any existing Canadian law.”  Part l requires that “the Club applicant’s constitution does not contain any provision 
for its present or future affiliation with any organization that has discriminatory policies or practices.” 

For club events, the SFUO Club Manual Posting Procedures states that “[p]osters may not be sexist, racist, ableist, 
homphobic, transphobic, or any other wording and imagery deemed offensive by the SFUO.” 

The SFUO Club Manual explains the process for getting table materials approved: “Before materials, visuals, etc. 
can be displayed at a table in the University Centre by a Club, they must be approved by Community Life Services 
(following Policy 28 of UCU).”

According to the Club Manual, “[b]efore materials, visuals, etc. can be displayed at a table in the University Cen-
tre, they must be approved by Community Life Services (following Policy 28 of UCU).”

The SFUO claims the following as part of its mandate:

Recognizing our role as agents of social progress, assisting students in understanding and acting against 
oppression and injustice and emphasizing the rights and responsibilities of the student. To further this 
end, we will act against the oppression of women, lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgendered, the disabled, 
native people, ethnic, religious and linguistics and other disadvantaged groups and causes including our 
environment on the University of Ottawa campus. 

Student union practices
In June of 2010, SFUO used student funds to send students to protest the G20 at the Toronto G20 summit.  Ac-
cording to the University of Ottawa’s student newspaper The Fulcrum, “[a]t least four SFUO services—the Stu-
dent Appeal Centre, the Women’s Resource Centre, the Pride Centre, and Foot Patrol—combined finances from 
their budgets to rent a bus which took students to Toronto.” These actions are funded through mandatory student 
fees paid to the SFUO.  On March 22, 2012, The SFUO sent a bus with forty-five student protesters to join in the 
Montreal student protest against tuition hikes. 

During the March 2010 SFUO elections, Tristan Dénommée was elected VP Finance with a majority of the votes 
over opponent and incumbent Sarah Jayne King.  He won by 114 votes, which given the extremely low voter turn-
out, was a very wide margin. However, he was disqualified by the SFUO Board of Administration (BOA) “based 
on accusations of publishing false statements in relation to the personal character or conduct of a candidate; post-
ing in unauthorized locations; and failure to comply [sic] with minor and major penalties.”  

After a meeting where Tristan’s appeals were denied, the President of the SFUO, Tyler Steeves, declared: “[I am] 
disappointed with the decision of the BOA tonight. I was hoping for some sort of acknowledgement that elected 
candidates are elected and it’s not fair to unelect them,” he said.  After intensive protests organized by Tristan’s 
friends, Tristan was suspended for two weeks from his job as an employee at the SFUO-owned Pivik grocery 
store. In the words of the blog, Campus Accountability, “....regarding the actions taken by the SFUO to silence 
dissent...These activities are completely unacceptable, and continue to undermine the democratic rights of the 
students of the University of Ottawa.”

http://www.upei.ca/policy/files/policy/Students'%20Rights%20&%20Responsibilities%20Code%20(admss_gnl0001)%20.pdf
http://residence.upei.ca/files/residence/upeiresidencehandbook.pdf
http://www.upei.ca/policy/files/policy/Fair%20Treatment%20Policy%20(govbrdgnl0009).pdf
http://sfuo.ca/clubs/wp-content/uploads/sites/20/Clubs-Manual.pdf
http://thefulcrum.ca/2012/03/u-of-o-students-show-solidarity-with-quebec/
http://archive.today/s4i7a
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University practices

There has been controversy surrounding the University’s decision to censor one issue of The Cadre, which is 
UPEI’s student-run newspaper that is now only available online.

In 2006, The Cadre’s February 8 issue was removed from distribution stands on UPEI campus, on orders from 
the UPEI administration.  This decision to remove the paper was later endorsed by the Student Union (more on 
the Student Union’s actions can be found in section 4 below).  The administration was concerned about cartoons 
contained in the issue of the prophet Muhammed.  UPEI President Wade MacLaughlan ordered security personnel 
to collect any copies of The Cadre and remove them from campus.  According to MacLaughlan, “fewer than 100 
copies were gathered up.”  The remaining copies were confiscated by the Student Union and some remained with 
The Cadre. 

Mr. MacLaughlan, stated that publishing cartoons is “an invitation to trouble”, and that, “we’re not in the business 
of deliberately inviting people to be insulted to the point of causing an outrage.”

Clive Seligman, President of the Society for Academic Freedom and Scholarship, condemned the University’s 
actions, saying:

UPEI has given the impression that vigorous debate is to be avoided whenever offence may be taken, or at 
the very least that such debate is to occur only on terms decided by the university administration. Surely, 
this is not the image of UPEI that you want to promote.

It appears that UPEI assumed the issue would be found offensive by the student body. But UPEI Muslim Associ-
ation head, Mian Ali, said he is “not particularly upset and would not have asked to have the paper removed from 
campus.”  He also said, “To me it’s just a cartoon. People are free to express their opinions. I can’t control what 
people print, but freedom comes with a responsibility. If people want to abuse that responsibility and freedom it’s 
up to them.”

Sources: http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/news/issuesideas/story.html?id=0f4a202a-339c-43ec-a95e-b68da67acfb2  
President MacLaughlan’s report: http://remember.upei.ca/newsletter/2006/02/cartoon-controversy-and-learning-environment 
CBC report: http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/story/2012/05/03/pei-cadre-student-newspaper-online-584.html

Student union policies
The University of Prince Edward Island Student Union (UPEISU) states in its Policy Manual the following per-
taining to the University’s student-run newspaper, The Cadre:

The chair of the Board of Directors is the Vice President Finance. The Board of Directors will meet prior 
to each issue going to print.  At that time they will approve the content of the upcoming issue.

As well, the Policy Manual gives UPEI Integrated Promotions the “right to refuse or impose time limits on event 
postings for reasons including, but not limited to, the nature of the event and the number of ads currently running,” 
for its campus video screens. 

The Policy Manual also states that: 

All information posted from the UPEI SU Campus Screens account will be reviewed by the Administra-
tive Assistant to ensure it is appropriate for University-wide distribution.  In the event that content is ques-
tionable, it will either be rejected or the Manager of Integrated Promotions will be contacted for approval.

The Policy also defines discrimination, in Section 6.6, to mirror the Supreme Court of Canada definition of the 
term and incorporates the grounds of discrimination found in the Human Rights Act of Prince Edward Island.  
The Policy then proceeds further and includes “transphobia and heterosexism”, as additional grounds of discrim-
ination.  

To enforce the Fair Treatment Policy, the UPEI installed a Fair Treatment Advocate.  Section 8.10 empowers 
the Advocate to “investigate and attempt to resolve cases of harassment.”  Section 10 empowers the Advocate to 
bypass the informal processes of resolving cases (i.e. mediation, informal resolution counseling) and commence a 
formal investigation.  The Advocate is not empowered to impose sanctions or remedial action, but is expected to 
recommend sanctions or remedial action  to the UPEI President in a formal investigative report. Means of disci-
pline/remediation are not listed in the Policy, except to say that it will be “appropriate to the offense and relevant 
circumstances of the case.”

Section 5.1.3 of the Policy asserts that the Policy should not be applied to detract from academic freedom, or 
freedom of expression and association: 

The University community is committed to academic freedom and to freedom of expression and associa-
tion.  There should be an environment in which students and teaching and non-teaching staff can engage 
in free enquiry and open discussion of all issues.  Neither this policy in general, nor its definitions in 
particular, is to be applied in such a way as to detract from the right of employees and students to engage 
in the frank discussion of potentially controversial matters, such as age, race, politics, religion, sex and 
sexual orientation.  The Fair Treatment Advocate is obliged to uphold academic freedom, and freedom of 
expression and association.  An academic and free community must also include freedom of movement 
and freedom of access to facilities and resources without fear of harassment, discrimination or violence.

UPEI’s Advertising Policy includes a measure of censorship: 

Temporary advertising associated with individual events and their sponsors is permitted as long as such 
advertising meets the University’s concerns regarding taste of presentation and suitability of subject.

Though the Policy does not state what the University deems to be “suitable”, in Section 1.4, it does state that, 
“among those subjects which would be considered unsuitable for advertising, at this time the University names 
cigarettes and other products (or services) judged harmful to health or the environment.” However, Section 1.4 
also states that “the general principle that will be followed in judging the suitability of advertising is whether or 
not it is consonant with the image of the University that the Board of Governors and the Senate wish to portray.” 

The Space Planning and Administration Policy states, in Section 5.4.2.:

All classrooms, conference rooms, teaching labs, public computer labs, and public study spaces may be 
booked by any user group conducting University business. Under some circumstances, the availability 
may be limited by Facilities Management control (i.e. construction schedules, security requirements or 
staffing capabilities), or University prioritization (i.e. Teaching).

Controversial speakers and presentations often involve “security requirements” and their bookings could there-
fore be limited by Facilities management under this policy. 

http://www.canada.com/nationalpost/news/issuesideas/story.html?id=0f4a202a-339c-43ec-a95e-b68da67acfb2
http://remember.upei.ca/newsletter/2006/02/cartoon-controversy-and-learning-environment
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/story/2012/05/03/pei-cadre-student-newspaper-online-584.html
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University of Regina, Saskatchewan

University policies 

The “Our Values” section of the University of Regina’s (U of R) Vision, Mission Goals website states: “We bal-
ance our duty to academic integrity with our commitment to academic freedom in our work and interaction.”  It 
does not detail what impact such “balance” might have on freedom of expression, or how freedom of expression 
relates to academic integrity and academic freedom.

U of R’s Academic Calendar contains policies governing student behaviour. Section 5.13.3.1 states the U of R’s 
commitment to upholding academic freedom and free expression when governing student conduct:

A primary responsibility of the University is to provide its students with the opportunity for inquiry 
and the freedom to discuss and express one’s views openly without fear of retaliation, or abuse of per-
son or property.   These attributes are the foundation of good citizenship.

Section 5.13.3.3 of the Calendar prohibits the following as academic misconduct:

•	 disruption of instructional activities (being any conduct which makes it difficult to proceed with sched-
uled lectures, seminars, discussion group meetings and related activities, or with examinations, tests, 
or use of library, laboratory or research facilities);

•	 any conduct which harms or threatens to harm the proper functioning of University programs or activ-
ities, the rights of members or guests of the University, the safety or well-being of members or guests 
of the University, or the property of the University, its members and guests; 

University practices 

On Monday, April 14, 2014, at the U of R’s request, two individuals were arrested, hand-cuffed, and removed 
from campus for peacefully expressing highly unpopular views against homosexuality.  The men had signs with 
slogans like “sodomy is a sin”.  

In June of 2011, controversy erupted in the context of a scheduled lecture series, ‘Profs in the Park,’ organized by 
the U of R and the Regina Downtown Business Improvement District (RDBID) of the City of Regina. A lecture 
by Emily Eaton, a professor of human geography, was entitled “Solidarity with Palestine: The case for Boycotts, 
Divestment and Sanctions against Israel.”  RDBID insisted that professor Eaton change the topic of her lecture in 
order for the event to proceed on June 14. 

The U of R chose to withdraw from the partnership and hold lectures on its own. The U of R regarded RDBID’s 
decision to cancel as censorship, and defended the right of professors and citizens to express unpopular views:

“We’re not happy with (RDBID’s) decision. It’s not consistent with the traditions of universities across 
the country and we’d rather withdraw from the series than passively accept that decision,” said Faculty of 
Arts Dean Richard Kleer.”

Student union policies
The University of Regina Students’ Union’s (URSU) Policy on Student Groups governs the ratification and op-
eration of student groups on campus. Sections F(i) and F(ii) impose criteria for Campus Club ratification that 
potentially restrict campus free speech:

Not defined are the terms “appropriate”, “questionable”, or, “in good taste”, which is a restriction used for adver-
tisements in the campus bar:

Advertisements for The Wave [campus pub] will be permitted, provided they are in good taste and follow 
the regulations set out by the PEILCC and the University Liquor Control Policy.

In regard posters, the Policy Manual requires that posters be “sponsored” by the UPEI or the UPEISU: 

Any outside groups, corporations, or organizations of any kind may have their posters removed unless 
they are sponsored by either the UPEI or UPEISU and comply with the two guidelines listed above. The 
onus is on all outside organizations to seek sponsorship in regards to their posters.

Student union practices
The UPEISU supported the confiscation and censorship of one issue of UPEI’s student-run newspaper, The Cad-
re.  The February 8, 2006 issue of the paper, which contained cartoons of the prophet Mohammed, was banned 
from campus by UPEI.  In the days following, UPEISU ordered that all remaining issues be returned to UPEISU, 
with the following justification:

While the Student Union supports the freedom of the press, there is also a sense that with that freedom 
comes the responsibility to balance freedom and responsibility effectively, a consideration that we feel 
was not accommodated in this case. While these cartoons were reproduced in The Cadre to inform stu-
dents of the issues at hand and were in no way meant to inflict any further injury, it is now apparent that we 
must take into account the overwhelming reaction that these cartoons have caused worldwide and there-
fore we must react accordingly. It is also to be noted that there is a great deal of sensitivity involved with 
this contentious issue, a fact personified by the recent outrage and riots that were sparked in direct result 
of the publication of these cartoons. In consideration of this, in respect to those significantly affected, and 
for the overall well being of the UPEI community, it is felt that this action was essential. We reaffirm that 
despite this action, no further insult was ever intended by the publication of these cartoons in The Cadre.

According to CBC News, the UPEISU had initially taken a stance in favor of The Cadre’s editorial autonomy.  
However, UPEISU President Ryan Gallant stated that “as the day went on” the Union changed its mind on the 
matter.  Gallant reported that he had met with President MacLaughlan four times on February 8. 

http://www.uregina.ca/gencal/ugcal/visionMissionGoals.shtml
http://www.uregina.ca/gencal/ugcal/attendanceEvaluation/index.shtml
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/saskatchewan/u-s-anti-gay-activist-peter-labarbera-arrested-in-regina-1.2610123
http://ckom.com/story/lecture-series-university-regina-cancelled-over-controversial-topic/9793
http://ursu.ca/assets/documents/governance%20page/URSU_Policy_On_Campus_Groups_11-04-03.pdf
http://www.upeisu.ca/files/upeisu/Policy%20Document%202013-14%20-%20updated%20March%202014.pdf
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/prince-edward-island/story/2006/02/09/pe-cadre-cartoons20060209.html
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University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon

University policies
The stated mission of the University of Saskatchewan is “to achieve excellence in the scholarly activities of teach-
ing, discovering, preserving and applying knowledge.”  

The University also states that it “value[s] the freedom and independence to engage in the open pursuit of knowl-
edge.”

The University lists “freedom of expression” as one of its six “Guiding Principles” in the Standard of Student 
Conduct in Non-Academic Matters: 

Freedom of Expression: The University of Saskatchewan is committed to free speech as a fundamental 
right. Students have the right to express their views and to test and challenge ideas, provided they do so 
within the law and in a peaceful and non-threatening manner that does not disrupt the welfare and proper 
functioning of the University. The University encourages civic participation and open debate on issues of 
local, national and international importance. One person’s strongly held view does not take precedence 
over another’s right to hold and express the opposite opinion in a lawful manner.

Also listed as one of the “Guiding Principles” is “mutual respect and diversity” which includes “the rights and 
freedoms of all members of the University community to work and study free from discrimination and harass-
ment”. 

The University of Saskatchewan has a Gender Neutral Language policy requiring that “all official documents, 
publications and presentations are written in gender neutral and/or gender inclusive language.”  This policy ap-
plies to “all University constituencies” including faculty and staff, but there is no specific reference to students.  
The Arts and Science Faculty, however, prohibits using the word “he” to refer to a person of either sex, requiring 
“he or she” instead.   Similarly, words like “police man” must be replaced by “police officer”.

The University of Saskatchewan has a Discrimination and Harassment Prevention Services Coordinator, whose 
purpose is “[t]o provide students and employees with a positive environment for working and learning that is free 
of discrimination and harassment.”  The Coordinator acts as a liaison for University officials, senior administra-
tors, Student and Enrolment Services Division (SESD), and Human Resources (HR) by offering advice to those 
deliberating on matters involving employees or students of the University. 

University practices
The authors are unaware of the University of Saskatchewan censoring speech, or discriminating against students 
or student clubs on the basis of the content of their expression.

Student union policies
The University of Saskatchewan Students Union (USSU) passed a new policy in 2013 that states unequivocally 
that the USSU upholds the free expression rights of students on campus.  This Free Speech Policy, developed with 
input and advice from the JCCF, commits the USSU to refrain from content-based censorship against students and 
student groups. The Free Speech Policy reads:

…the Student Union will support and protect the free speech of all parties under its jurisdiction. The Stu-
dent Union will not endeavor to limit or prevent the exercise of free speech on campus and will work to aid 
those parties whose free speech rights are threatened. The Union further recognizes the fair and reasonable 
limitations on free expression as stated in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the Criminal 

i. The club must intend to carry out activities which do not infringe any federal, provincial, municipal or 
university laws and which will not interfere with the ordinary course of business at the university, nor in-
fringe on the rights and privileges of others, which include the right to privacy and freedom of expression.

ii. The club must not share the same mandate as any other club ratified by the URSU.

 
URSU’s Constitution provides that membership in the URSU expires on the following grounds:

(2) Membership ceases upon expulsion, require to discontinue, transfer, graduation, failure to pay the re-
quired Students’ Union membership fees, or engages in any activity which undermines the integrity of 
the Students’ Union as decided by a two-thirds majority quorum vote of the Board of Directors.  

Section 3.2 of URSU’s Poster Policy states:

Posters, which may be perceived as being discriminatory, offensive, or exploitative on the basis of gender, 
sexual orientation, age, race, class, religion, creed, ancestry, country of origin, ethnicity, or other grounds 
shall be deemed to be in violation of this policy, and therefore will not be permitted to be posted in or 
around URSU space.

Section 3(7) of URSU’s Elections Bylaw is the governing document for URSU elections. The Bylaw gives signif-
icant discretion to the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) to censor literature and other campaign materials:

The Chief Returning Officer (CRO) has the power to disqualify candidates, materials, representatives or 
members who, in the opinion of the Chief Returning Officer, have contravened the provisions of this By-
Law or the Policies and Resolutions of the Students’ Union.

Student union practices 
During a Special General Meeting of URSU on April 10, 2013, a motion was passed reversing the 2012 Boycott, 
Divestment, and Sanctions motion (see below) and instead committing to “continue to stimulate critical thought 
and discussion through full access to resources for students wishing to discuss/debate contemporary issues shap-
ing our collective experience.”

In February of 2012, the University of Regina Students’ Union (URSU) resolved at its Annual General Meeting 
to: 

Join student organizations around the globe by endorsing the 2005 call for Boycott, Divestment and Sanc-
tions from Palestinian civil society; and Commit to identifying and divesting from companies that support 
or profit from Israeli war crimes, occupation and oppression; and Affirm that students have a vital role in 
supporting struggles for social justice, and stand in solidarity with Palestinians’ struggle for self determi-
nation and freedom.

http://www.usask.ca/university_secretary/policies/contents/uofs_missionstat.php
http://www.usask.ca/secretariat/student-conduct-appeals/StudentNon-AcademicMisconduct.pdf
http://www.usask.ca/secretariat/student-conduct-appeals/StudentNon-AcademicMisconduct.pdf
http://www.usask.ca/university_secretary/policies/equity/2_03.php
http://www.usask.ca/university_secretary/policies/health/3_14.php
http://ussu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Free-_Speech_Policy.pdf
http://ursu.ca/assets/Documents/URSU%20CONSTITUTION%20UPDATED.pdf
http://ursu.ca/assets/BylawPolicies/URSU%20poster%20policy%202013.pdf
http://ursu.ca/assets/BylawPolicies/Elections-By-Law-2011-01-31.pdf
http://ursu.ca/assets/Documents/minutes2013/2013%20SGM%20Minutes.pdf
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Code of Canada and pledges not to exercise censorship outside of these legal limits. When members of 
the Union use speech as a direct attack that has the effect of preventing the lawful exercise of speech by 
members or invited guests, or interfering with the conduct of authorized University business, the Student 
Union may intervene…

…The right to free speech is complemented by the right of freedom of association. The right to free 
speech extends to individuals cooperating in groups. All members have the freedom to communicate in 
any reasonable way, to hold and advertise meetings, to debate and to engage in peaceful assemblies and 
demonstrations, to organize groups for any lawful activities and to make reasonable use of Student Union 
facilities.

The new Free Speech Policy is undermined somewhat by the USSU Campus Group Policy which states on page 
12:

In the event that a campus group engages in behaviour that is considered to be in violation of federal or 
provincial human rights laws, university policy, or is otherwise deemed to be unfit for an inclusive, wel-
coming, and open learning environment, the Union reserves the right to take action against said group. In 
particular, each student has the right not to be harassed or otherwise made to feel discomfort by another.

USSU’s Space Rental Policy states that “[t]he USSU reserves the right to decide any point not covered in the 
above rules and further reserves the right to refuse any booking.”  The Policy also requires that “offensive mate-
rials” will not be allowed on group table displays but does not qualify what is considered “offensive.”  It further 
states “[r]espect for divergent points of view is expected at all times.”

The Poster Policy similarly bans posters that contain “offensive language”. 

Student union practices
The University of Saskatchewan Students for Life (USSL) was temporarily denied club status by the USSU in the 
fall of 2009, and reinstated only subject to conditions and restrictions not imposed on any other campus group. 
An article written on the incident discusses “mediation” meetings that the club executive had to attend with the 
Union before their club would be ratified:

The trio discussed complaints that had been lodged against the USSL during the 2008-2009 academic 
year.  One complainant alleged that a USSL club member manning an information table “applauded” a 
woman who walked by with a child; another complainant alleged that the USSL (and other groups on 
campus) approached people who did not wish to be approached.  Another complaint (brought forward by 
the Women’s Centre on behalf of an individual female) accused the pro-life group of making women feel 
“unsafe” by displaying “disturbing” graphic images without giving any prior warning to students. (The 
images were photographs of healthy, living babies, ‘in utero’ and up to two years old.)
Source: http://www.theinterim.com/resources/pro-life-groups/u-sask-ratifies-campus-pro-lifeclub-after-delay/ 

The USSU allowed the USSL club to retain its official status on the condition that it inform the cam-
pus Women’s Centre of every public event it intended to put on, and refrain from using “offensive” or 
“graphic” pictures – a condition not imposed on any other campus club.  Further, the club’s expres-
sion is required not to “incite anger” or “provoke” anyone.  In April, 2011, USSL was able to host a lec-
ture successfully, with Dr. Clement Persaud presenting to students on the subject of embryonic stem cells.  
Since 2011, USSL continues to be active on campus, hosting marches, documentaries and other events. 
 Source: http://www.prairiemessenger.ca/04_06_2011/stem_04_06_11.html

University of the Fraser Valley, Abbotsford, BC

University policies 
In regard to academic freedom, the University of the Fraser Vally’s (UFV) Statement of Institutional Ethics (22) 
states:

Members of UFV have academic and artistic freedom, which includes the freedom to investigate contro-
versial views, to hold unpopular positions on controversial issues, and to present in class and in the wider 
community one’s controversial views.

Concerning the pursuit of truth, the Statement declares:

Members of UFV have a positive duty to ensure that our institution encourages students, faculty, staff and 
administrators to use their own best judgement in choosing what to investigate and in the pursuit of truth 
within their investigations. Students, in particular, have a right to be free from indoctrination and other 
forms of miseducation that fail to respect the autonomy of the student.

Concerning non-maleficence, the Statement says:

At UFV every effort is taken to avoid actions and policies that cause unnecessary harm to others...We 
strive to maintain an institution that is free of the harmful effects of racism, sexism and other forms of 
bigotry. If undue suffering has occurred, wherever possible we attempt to redress the harm. Further, we 
look very unfavourably on exploitation in all its forms.

UFV’s Board Policy on Academic Freedom reiterates the University’s commitment to free speech, albeit with 
some restrictions:

The university is committed to the belief that the exchange of knowledge and ideas in an environment of 
intellectual freedom is an indispensable foundation of quality education. Academic freedom is one means 
to ensure that an environment of intellectual freedom is sustained. Academic freedom includes the right 
of all members of the university community to inquire, discuss, speak and express themselves, study, con-
duct research, teach, publish, associate, create and exhibit their work without hindrance or restriction by 
the university or any of its representatives.

Notwithstanding the above, academic freedom does not entitle anyone from the university community to 
promote hatred or contempt for any social, national, or ethnic group; display incompetence in teaching or 
scholarship; or violate the human rights of others.

The Student Non-Academic Misconduct Policy (204) states:

Students shall not engage in activity that violates the Harassment Prevention policy; or engage in conduct 
that, although not based on the grounds specified by the Harassment Prevention policy, is abusive, de-
meaning, threatening, intimidating, racist, or involves the misuse of authority or power.

The latter statement empowers administrators to censor speech that they consider to be “demeaning” or “intimi-
dating” because of the nature of the topic being discussed, or the message being displayed. 

The University approved a Harassment Prevention Policy in September of 2012. The Policy simply obligates 
the University to create policies and procedures designed to prevent and resolve cases of harassment on campus.  

http://ussu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/CampusGroupsPolicy.pdf
http://ussu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/Space_Rental_Policy.pdf
http://ussu.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/PosterPolicy.pdf
http://www.theinterim.com/resources/pro-life-groups/u-sask-ratifies-campus-pro-lifeclub-after-delay/
http://www.prairiemessenger.ca/04_06_2011/stem_04_06_11.html
http://www.ufv.ca/media/assets/secretariat/policies/UFV-Statement-on-Institutional-Ethics-%2822%29.pdf
http://www.ufv.ca/media/assets/secretariat/policies/BRP-201.01-Board-Policy-on-Academic-Freedom.pdf
http://www.ufv.ca/media/assets/secretariat/policies/Student-Non-Academic-Conduct-%28204%29.pdf
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Student union policies
UFV’s Student Union Society (SUS) says in its’ Mission Statement:

The mission of the SUS is to create a strong, unified student voice and to provide innovative and valuable 
services to its members by advocating on behalf of and collaborating with the Student Body, UFV and the 
community.

General operating policies are outlined in the SUS Governing Manual. Regarding elections for SUS Board and 
Council, the Elections Policy limits election speech by enforcing a $75 limit on campaign spending. Such spend-
ing includes printing, paper, poster materials, pamphlets, and other means of communication that end up restrict-
ing the number of people to which a candidate can spread his or her message. 

Additionally, the quantity of certain campaign materials is directly restricted by the Elections Policy:
There shall be a limit on the number of posters which may be displayed by the Candidates on each campus. 
For the Abbotsford campus, there is a limit of 30 posters per Candidate. For the Chilliwack North campus, 
there is a limit of 20 posters per Candidate. For the Mission and Trades and Technology campuses, there 
is a limit of 15 posters per Candidate. For all other campuses or centres, there is a limit of 5 posters per 
Candidate and must adhere to UFV’s postering policies.

The Elections Policy also regulates that campaign materials “must not bear defaming or inflammatory images or 
text,” and empowers the Electoral Committee to prohibit campaign material according to arbitrary criteria:

The Electoral Committee must approve all physical and non-physical campaign materials prior to their use 
during the Campaign Period. The Electoral Committee shall be able to approve and forbid both categories 
of materials and particular materials themselves, notwithstanding the list of acceptable categories of phys-
ical and non-physical campaign materials set out in this policy.

Student union practices
The authors are not aware of the Student Union Society discriminating against students or student groups on the 
basis of their expression. 
 
However, when the student group UFV Life Link had their March 2013 film screening event cancelled and lit-
erature censored by UFV Student Life, SUS failed to condemn the University for these blatant violations of its 
Members’ right to free expression. 

The administrative office that enforces the Policy is the Human Rights and Conflict Resolution Office (HRCRO). 

Examples of personal harassment, according to the HRCRO, include “disparaging remarks about an individual,” 
and “excessively critical or disrespectful comments, actions or gestures.  There is no statement in the Harassment 
Prevention Policy reiterating the University’s commitment to free speech above any interpretation of this docu-
ment.  

On the HRCRO”s website, the Office includes academic freedom in its definition of what is not considered ha-
rassment, stating “intellectual disagreements related to academic freedom are also not considered harassment.”

The HRCRO is only empowered to provide services and advice to complainants, to investigate claims, and to 
inform the Vice President (Employee Services) if action is required against the alleged harasser.  Therefore, the 
HRCRO does not have the administrative power necessary to endanger free speech on campus.  Nevertheless, the 
Office’s ambiguous definition of harassment vis-à-vis academic freedom and free expression should be corrected 
to better protect campus speech. 

University practices 
On March 20, 2013, the University of the Fraser Valley approved an event organized by the campus club UFV 
Life Link, featuring as speaker Mike Schouten of WeNeedaLaw, who planned to address the topic of “sex-selec-
tion” abortion that is widely practiced in some cultures.  This event was scheduled to take place on Wednesday, 
April 10, at 7:30 p.m. on the UFV Abbotsford campus.

On Friday, April 5, 2013, Jill Harrison, Manager of Student Life, informed Ms. Bulthuis that this event would be 
cancelled due to “security concerns” arising from the possible presence of protesters.

Leslie Courchesne, director of marketing and communications at UFV, said the event was not cancelled, but was 
postponed due to several reasons.  She said Life Link had not disclosed that the event included an outside speaker 
and advertising.  Courchesne added UFV administration was informed that a protest was planned in opposition 
to Schouten’s speech.

“Due to the short notice, UFV did not have enough time to do a fulsome risk assessment to ensure the safety and 
security of our campus community and external visitors,” stated Courchesne. 
UFV Life Link proceeded to hold a private club meeting to take place with Schouten, held inside a room rather 
than a prominent location.  Around 13 people attended, including UFV Student Union Society president Shane 
Potter. 

UFV also threatened Life Link with censorship of the content of this event; UFV Life Link President Ashley Bul-
thuis was told that Student Life had “concerns” about the content of the literature that was to be placed on tables 
and distributed outside the room where the event was being held.  Due to UFV’s attempted cancellation of this 
April 10 event, these censorship concerns were never settled.

In March, 2013, UFV’s Student Life office also prohibited Life Link from distributing the club’s materials in the 
hallways, a practice called “tabling”.  Instead, the club was restricted to distributing its materials inside a room 
only – a restriction not placed on any other campus club.  Due to UFV’s discriminatory restriction, Life Link 
cancelled its planned literature distribution in March.

Source: http://www.abbynews.com/news/201973881.html

http://www.ufvsus.ca/about/
http://www.google.ca/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=ufv%20sus%20policies&source=web&cd=8&ved=0CE0QFjAH&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ufvsus.ca%2F%3Fwpdmact%3Dprocess%26did%3DOTUuaG90bGluaw%3D%3D&ei=3CPSUYGUKtG84APnooGIAg&usg=AFQjCNF8b9aSsnjhphW3X14UnTUy5oqI-A&bvm=bv.48572450,d.dmg
http://www.abbynews.com/news/201973881.html
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 In 2006, then-president David Naylor stated:

Rhetoric is part of debate. We accept highly evocative modes of speech that aim to raise awareness. 
On occasion such words may be hurtful to some. However, in keeping with the laws of Canada, 
the University is not prepared to tolerate maliciously provocative speech that aims to incite hatred 
against identifiable groups.

While the University allows expressions of views that some may consider extreme, our provision 
of a forum for such self-expression in no way constitutes an institutional endorsement. We shall 
not censor or suppress debate, but we do ask that those with strong views recognize the power of 
their rhetoric to alienate or wound members of our community.

A 2006 memo from the Provost to student groups affirms that U of T’s first priority is to protect freedom of speech 
for all parties, including preventing groups or individuals from disrupting meetings and events. 

http://www.provost.utoronto.ca/public/pdadc/0506/79.htm

U of T’s Code of Student Conduct states:

No person shall… whether on the premises of the University or away from the premises of the University, 
cause another person or persons to fear for their safety or the safety of another person known to them while 
on the premises of the University of Toronto or in the course of activities sponsored by the University 
of Toronto or by any of its divisions, or cause another person or persons to be impeded in exercising 
the freedom to participate reasonably in the programs of the University and in activities in or on the 
University’s premises, knowing that their conduct will cause such fear, or recklessly as to whether their 
conduct causes such fear.

The U of T is one of the few universities in Canada which has an explicit anti-disruption policy, set out in Section 
2 of the Code, to protect campus free speech from physical blocking and other forms of disruption:

No person shall cause by action, threat or otherwise, a disturbance that the member knows obstructs any 
activity organized by the University of Toronto or by any of its divisions, or the right of another member 
or members to carry on their legitimate activities, to speak or to associate with others.

For example, peaceful picketing or other activity outside a class or meeting that does not substantially 
interfere with the communication inside, or impede access to the meeting, is an acceptable expression of 
dissent. And silent or symbolic protest is not to be considered disruption under this Code. But noise that 
obstructs the conduct of a meeting or forcible blocking of access to an activity constitutes disruption.

U of T’s Policy on the Recognition of Campus Groups states that: 

The objectives and activities of groups seeking recognition should be seen as attempting to contribute to 
the educational, recreational, social or cultural values of the University. These values are intended to be 
interpreted in the broadest sense. However, the essential “value” of the University must remain that of 
preservation of freedom of enquiry and association. 

Source: http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/camgroup.htm

University of Toronto, ON

University policies
Under the heading “Purpose of the University,” the University of Toronto (U of T) sets out its commitment to free 
speech:

Within the unique University context, the most crucial of all human rights are the rights of 
freedom of speech, academic freedom, and freedom of research. And we affirm that these rights 
are meaningless unless they entail the right to raise deeply disturbing questions and provocative 
challenges to the cherished beliefs of society at large and of the University itself.

It is this human right to radical, critical teaching and research with which the University has a duty 
above all to be concerned; for there is no one else, no other institution and no other office, in our 
modern liberal democracy, which is the custodian of this most precious and vulnerable right of the 
liberated human spirit.

The Office of the Governing Council of the U of T has an official Statement on Freedom of Speech:

…all members of the University must have as a prerequisite freedom of speech and expression, which 
means the right to examine, question, investigate, speculate, and comment on any issue without reference 
to prescribed doctrine, as well as the right to criticize the University and society at large. The purpose of 
the University also depends upon an environment of tolerance and mutual respect. Every member should 
be able to work, live, teach and learn in a University free from discrimination and harassment.

The existence of an institution where unorthodox ideas, alternative modes of thinking and living, and 
radical prescriptions for social ills can be debated contributes immensely to social and political change and 
the advancement of human rights both inside and outside the University. Often this debate may generate 
controversy and disputes among members of the University and of the wider community. In such cases, 
the University’s primary obligation is to protect the free speech of all involved. The University must allow 
the fullest range of debate. It should not limit that debate by preordaining conclusions, or punishing or 
inhibiting the reasonable exercise of free speech.

Of necessity, there are limits to the right of free speech, for example, when members of the University 
use speech as a direct attack that has the effect of preventing the lawful exercise of speech by members 
or invited guests, or interfering with the conduct of authorized University business, the University may 
intervene…

The right to free speech is complemented by the right of freedom of association. The right to free speech 
extends to individuals cooperating in groups. All members have the freedom to communicate in any 
reasonable way, to hold and advertise meetings, to debate and to engage in peaceful assemblies and 
demonstrations, to organize groups for any lawful activities and to make reasonable use of University 
facilities, in accordance with its policies as they are defined from time to time and subject to the University’s 
rights and responsibilities. 

http://www.president.utoronto.ca/speeches/freedomofexpression.htm
http://www.provost.utoronto.ca/public/pdadc/0506/79.htm
http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/studentc.htm
http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/camgroup.htm
http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/mission.htm
http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/mission.htm
http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/frspeech.htm
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The University of Toronto Students for Life (UTSFL) has conducted a pro-life campaign for several years.  In 
the spring of 2008, Jim Delaney (Director, Office of the Vice Provost, Students) told the pro-life students that the 
graphic images disturb too many students, and that UTSFL should instead set up their display inside a classroom 
in the Sidney Smith building. Alternatively, U of T demanded that the “horse shoe” was to face the wall, rather 
than the walkway, with the same objective: to reduce visibility of the students’ expression.  U of T rejected 
UTSFL’s argument that they were tuition-paying students entitled to express their opinions on campus, on par 
with all other students, without discrimination based on the content of their opinion, expression or viewpoint.  The 
UTSFL were not prepared to comply, and since that time have conducted their campaign on the streets of Toronto 
next to U of T, rather than on U of T property.

In 2007, the Ontario Public Interest Research Group (OPIRG) hosted an event connected to Israeli Apartheid 
Week, for which the Office of Space Management charged a security fee of over $400.  Groups with “non-
controversial” or “non-offensive” expression are not charged security fees.   

Source: http://www.opirgtoronto.org/history 

Student union policies
U of T has several student unions, the largest of which is the University of Toronto Student Union (UTSU) which 
comprises full-time undergraduate students, as well as some graduate students.  UTSU grants or withholds official 
club status, makes club funding decisions, and monitors and manages club activities.

UTSU’s Clubs Policy includes the following criteria for ratification:

1. The objectives and activities of groups seeking recognition should be seen as attempting to contribute to the 
educational, recreational, social or cultural values of the University of Toronto community.

2. Recognized clubs must uphold the Canadian Human Rights Code. This includes policies that uphold 
discrimination for race, national or ethnic origin, colour, status, creed religion, sex, sexuality, gender identity, 
age, class, mental or physical ability or political orientation.

UTSU Operational Policy states: “All administrative decisions to grant, deny, or withdraw recognition will be 
reported regularly to the Union’s Board of Directors for ratification.”  UTSU reserves the right to review club 
status on an annual basis.

UTSU’s Discrimination on Campus policy states that “The UTSU will not allocate resources, space, recognition 
or funding to any student group who seeks to promote [racism, sexism, xenophobia, ableism, ageism, queerphobia, 
transphobia and discrimination based on status],” and “UTSU will not fund, rent or loan any space on campus to 
an event involving a group or a person representing the aforementioned beliefs.”

UTSU maintains a “Social Justice Equity Commission” (Commission) which calls for “social justice, diversity, 
and anti-oppression” and is headed by one of UTSU’s Vice-Presidents.  The Commission “advocates on issues of 
ableism, ageism, racism, sexism, queerphobia, transphobia, islamophobia, classism, and eurocentrism; advocates 
for the rights of marginalized members of our community; and ensures the University addresses discrimination 
and oppression in their overt, subvert, systemic and individual forms.”   Commission-supported groups receive 
funding and office space from UTSU, which in turn is supported by mandatory dues from students.  

UTSU has a detailed Elections Code Procedure which places several restrictions on candidates.  For example, “[a]
ll campaign tactics, material and advertisements need approval by the CRO in advance of posting or distribution.” 
Another example is limits place on campaign posters.  The Elections Code Procedure is enforced by means of 
demerit points, fines and even disqualification.

In 2008, the U of T’s Office of Space Management (OSM) passed a new Policy for the Allocation of Rooms.  The 
Policy for the Allocation of Rooms states: 

9. The University at its discretion may insist that buildings which are normally closed be open only when 
qualified security is available. The University at its discretion may require that the user of the room which 
necessitated the opening of the building pay the costs of the security arrangements.

10. The University at its discretion may insist that the Campus Police be present at any event. An 
organization paying class external rates will be charged for these services. Recognized Campus Groups 
will not be charged except as in 9 above.

OSM claims that it will absorb the cost of extra security for student groups, should it be required. OSM states 
that security fees are only charged to registered student groups if the meeting time is outside the open hours for a 
building, and then only for one security person to be present to lock the building after the meeting or event is over.

The U of T has a formal policy to prevent the disruption of events, for the express purpose of protecting free 
speech. The policy against the disruption of meetings states:

If there is reason to believe that a meeting sponsored by the University or one of its divisions or departments, 
a student society or a recognized group at the University of Toronto will be disrupted, the University will 
take reasonable steps to avert disruption.

University practices 

The University of Toronto Men’s Issues Awareness Society (UTMIA), an unregistered student group at U of T 
which has been denied ratification by the University of Toronto Student Union (UTSU), organized a lecture to 
be held on campus September 27, 2013.  The event, “Caring About University Men: Why We Need Campus 
Men’s Centres in a Time of Crisis,” featured a lecture by American psychologist Miles Groth.  On September 
23, 2013, U of T charged UTMIA with a $964 security fee to cover the cost of police attendance at the event, 
which the U of T deemed necessary.  UTMIA was able to raise the necessary funds to proceed with the event, 
since the U of T refused to obligate itself to ensure the rule of law was followed at the event.  

Incidents in 2012-2013 involving the disruption of lectures organized by UTMIA prompted U of T to re-iterate 
its support for freedom of speech on campus in a statement release in November 2012.  U of T went further by 
sending senior administrators to at least one of the lectures organized, to promote the U of T’s written policies in 
support of academic freedom and free expression.  

In November 2011, an Islamic Scholar at U of T who was known for making divisive remarks was invited to 
lecture an 18-week seminar series sponsored by the Muslim Student Association.  Despite demands to cancel the 
lecture series by many Jewish groups, U of T chose to uphold academic freedom:

The University of Toronto on occasion receives requests to bar individuals from speaking on campus. 
While, on some of these occasions, the administration is as offended as are those who would wish the 
speaker to be denied a voice… we will continue to encourage progress through open discussion and an 
exchange of views, no matter how difficult that may be in certain situations.

 http://www.cjnews.com/node/88682\

http://www.opirgtoronto.org/history
http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/utsu/4780d5e7bcb327122a9dbbfbdcde4c3954fbd740.pdf
http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/utsu/41b8b0a8fbdd85d629efa694383ec0677f507b72.pdf
http://utsu.srv1.cfshosting.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/2014.02.13-Elections-Procedure-Code_Final-Feb-26-Edit-Formatted.pdf
http://www.osm.utoronto.ca/osm/xtra.html
http://www.governingcouncil.utoronto.ca/policies/disrupt.htm
http://www.provost.utoronto.ca/office/Provostial_Statements/Provost_s_Statement_on_Recent_Controversial_Events_on_Campus__December_2012_.htm
http://www.provost.utoronto.ca/office/Provostial_Statements/Provost_s_Statement_on_Recent_Controversial_Events_on_Campus__December_2012_.htm
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2011/11/01/jewish-groups-call-for-cancellation-of-muslim-seminars-at-u-of-t/
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2011/11/01/jewish-groups-call-for-cancellation-of-muslim-seminars-at-u-of-t/
http://www.cjnews.com/node/88682/
http://www.cjnews.com/node/88682
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On December 20, 2012, UTSU rejected the ratification of the Men’s Issues Awareness Society (UTMIA). The 
letter sent by then-UTSU president Shaun Shepherd states that the rejection was made because the UTSU believed 
the student group had violated UTSU’s Discrimination on Campus Policy and the Ontario Human Rights Code, 
for “perpetuating harassment towards women.”  UTSU also noted that the student group did not have enough 
members to constitute a club under the Clubs Policy, but UTMIA contests this notion, and asserts that the UTSU is 
responsible for low turnout at club events through their direct involvement at protests organized to undermine the 
student group at its organized events.  The final decision took four months to reach, or one-half of the academic 
year.

The UTMIA hosted a lecture on campus earlier in 2012, despite its pending-ratification status.  Dr. Warren Farrell, 
a Financial Times Top 100 Thought Leader and Board member for the National Organization for Women (New 
York branch) was invited to speak on the declining success and well-being of boys. 

On the day of the event, November 16, 2012, protestors began to block entry and exit to the lecture venue while 
other opponents of Dr. Farrell’s views set up an information picket.  The blockade was eventually stopped when 
campus police requested Toronto Police to the scene of the blockade.  The UTSU issued a statement supporting 
the protestors and condemning Dr. Farrell as a “rape apologist” and “misogynist”.  The UTSU did not condemn 
the actions of the protestors who blocked the doors to prevent other students from hearing the lecture. 

UTSU statement on November 2012 lecture: http://www.utsu.ca/content/3316 

Student union practices
On Monday, March 3, 2014 the UTSU-appointed Chief Returning Officer (CRO) prohibited Team Unite, a slate 
of candidates running for Executive positions in the UTSU election, from hanging posters, launching its website, 
and sharing its platform, effectively blocking all forms of campaigning.

The pretext for this decision was a disagreement about the amount of tuition fees paid by U of T students.  CRO 
Alex Flor claimed that the dues are $17 per year paid to the union, while Team Unite quoted $345 in its election 
platform.  Team Unite’s quote included mandatory contributions of $124.34 for dental insurance, $14.90 for the 
student commons, $68.24 for a fee labeled “UTSU,” and $138 for health insurance — for a total of $345.48. The 
CRO requested a change to the phrasing of this platform item before it would be approved. Further delays resulted 
in Team Unite’s platform not being approved until March 5.  

When Team Unite representatives informed The Varsity campus newspaper about its disqualification by those cur-
rently holding power, the CRO issued a total of 29 demerit points to five members of Team Unite: ten for “failure 
to follow grievance procedure,” nine for “intentional misrepresentation of facts,” five for “misrepresentation of 
fact,”  and five for ”unapproved material.” Any candidate receiving more than 35 demerit points in a campaign is 
disqualified according to UTSU’s Elections Procedure Code.

Team Unite’s candidate for Vice President (Internal and Services), Anna Yin, received three of these demerits 
and, during the rest of the campaign, an additional 60 demerit points for various infractions including allegedly 
claiming “that the UTSU membership fee was $345,” “that the UTSU has no report indicating where funds are 
spent,” “that UTSU’s largest expense is executive salaries,” “that the UTSU allowed the University of Toronto 
Mississauga to leave the organization in the past and divert fees to UTM,” “that the UTSU is preventing autono-
mous organizations from ‘leaving’ the UTSU by citing UTSU bylaws,” and “that a Student Society [sic] Summit 
was created to investigate undemocratic UTSU bylaws.” According to UTSU Elections rules, Yin will face a $795 
financial penalty for these infractions ($15 for each demerit point received). 

In a campaign that’s less than two weeks long, on a campus with 67,128 undergraduates, the two-day gag order 
put Team Unite at a grave disadvantage. The incumbent slate, “U of T Voice”, won four out of five of the top 
UTSU executive positions in the election. 

On August 30, 2013, UTSU informed the campus newspaper The Varsity that it would not include its August 12 
issue nor its 2013 Student Handbook in UTSU’s 2013 frosh/orientation kits.  According to a statement from The 
Varsity, UTSU disputed the accuracy and objectivity of certain articles of the August 12 issue, including its cover, 
“Whose frosh week is it, anyway?” which reported on disputes between UTSU and several U of T colleges over 
the planning of frosh week.  On August 31, UTSU made a formal request for the retraction of parts of several 
articles in the two publications, and The Varsity requested the return of its publications. The Varsity sent the pub-
lications directly to other student organizations and divisions for distribution during frosh week.

At another UTMIA lecture in April 2013 involving two McGill scholars, protestors attempted to shout down the 
lecturers so that the audience would be unable to hear the presentation but they were unsuccessful in forcing the 
organizers to cancel.

On March 7, 2013, another lecture organized by UTMIA was held at the George Ignatieff Theatre on campus.  
The lecturer, Dr. Janice Fiamengo, an English teacher at the University of Ottawa, was interrupted when a student 
pulled the fire alarm, in order to shut down the event.  After firefighters inspected the lecture hall, the presentation 
was able to continue.
Maclean’s article on March 7, 2013 lecture: http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2013/03/11/why-womens-studies-needs-an-extreme-makeover/

http://equalitycanada.com/2013/04/29/cafe-publishes-official-student-union-rejection-letter-to-u-of-t-mens-issues-awareness-society/
http://www.utsu.ca/content/3316
http://thevarsity.ca/2014/03/15/team-unite-vp-internal-candidate-receives-enough-demerit-points-to-be-disqualified/
http://thevarsity.ca/2013/09/02/statement-concerning-copies-of-the-varsity-in-frosh-kits/
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2013/03/11/why-womens-studies-needs-an-extreme-makeover/
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University of Victoria, BC

University policies
The University of Victoria’s (UVic) Strategic Plan has three “Fundamental values”: “intellectual and ethical 
integrity, freedom of speech and freedom of inquiry, and equal rights and dignity of all persons.”  These are meant 
to “inform all [the University’s] actions and are a prerequisite to fulfilling the purpose of the university.”

The Framework Agreement between the UVic Faculty Association and UVic further acknowledges the importance 
of academic freedom, and states that it is “a fundamental value that is essential to the common good.  The search 
for knowledge and the free expression of it are inherent rights that both Parties will protect vigilantly.” 

The purpose of the UVic’s Discrimination and Harassment Policy is “to prevent Discrimination and Harassment 
from taking place, and to act upon complaints of such behaviour promptly, fairly, judiciously and with due regard 
to confidentiality for all parties concerned.”  UVic’s Equity and Human Rights office processes complaints, and 
works with students and staff, and their responsibilities include offering Confidential Consultations, providing 
all parties in the complaint with guidance and advice, and processing complaints fairly. Harassment is defined as: 

behaviour directed towards another person that: a. is abusive or demeaning; and b. includes a direct or 
indirect reference to a Prohibited Ground of Discrimination; and c. would be viewed by a reasonable 
person experiencing the behaviour as an interference with that person’s participation in a University-
Related Activity or creating an intimidating, humiliating, or hostile environment. 

The Discrimination and Harassment Policy does provide the following protection to academic freedom: 

 The university recognizes academic freedom as a fundamental value, and this policy 

shall not be interpreted or applied to impose on the legitimate academic freedom of any 

Member of the University Community. 
 

In May 2011, UVic passed a Student Non-Academic Misconduct Policy.  Misconduct is defined as “including but 
not limited to “disruptive or dangerous behaviours”.  Under “Implementation” the Policy says it will not be used 
in a way that:

●	 limits the President’s authority to deal summarily with any matter of Student discipline in accordance 
with the University Act; 

●	 unreasonably limits demonstrations or assemblies that are safe, non-violent and non- destructive; 
●	 unreasonably limits the free expression of ideas; or 
●	 prevents any member of the University Community or member of the public from proceeding with 

criminal or civil actions independent of any action(s) taken by the University. 

UVic’s policy, Booking of Outdoor Space by Students, is unclear in explaining whether the costs of Campus 
Security are borne by UVic itself rather than the hosting student or faculty group. The policy says: 

13.00 The Office of the Associate Vice-President Student Affairs will consult other pertinent university 
offices prior to approving the booking of an outdoor space that may:

 (a) require a risk assessment; 

 (b) require additional insurance;

 (c) require the attendance of Campus Security; 

 (d) require additional university resources; or 

 (e) substantially impact the operations of another university unit, facility or space. 

13.01 Depending on the nature of a booking, outdoor space bookings by a Student Group may be subject 
to written endorsement from other university offices prior to approval.

13.02 An assessment of required endorsements will be conducted by the Office of the Associate Vice-
President Student Affairs as part of the initial review of the Student Group outdoor space booking request.

14.00 Depending on the nature of the booking and any risks or safety concerns       involved the university 
may:  (a) apply additional conditions or restrictions related  to the booking out side of those set out in this 
policy;...

University practices
In the fall of 2012, the campus pro-life group Youth Protecting Youth (YPY) asked UVic administration for 
assistance in dealing with the censorship that YPY was being subjected to by the University of Victoria Students 
Society (UVSS) (see third and fourth sections of this report).  YPY applied to book space on campus for a 
peaceful protest with signs, submitting a formal booking request.  YPY’s protest is called “Choice Chain and 
involves students holding signs with photos of abortion, and distributing literature.  As part of its application, YPY 
explained to the UVic administration that UVSS had passed a motion denying YPY the right to organize “Choice” 
Chain on campus for the remainder of the 2012 calendar year.  UVic denied YPY’s request for space on grounds 
that it had been submitted nine business days prior to the planned event, rather than ten business days as required 
by regulations.  However, UVic administration told YPY that it supported YPY’s free speech rights on campus, 
and that YPY’s failure to submit its formal booking request ten days prior to the event was the only reason for the 
denial.

In January of 2013, YPY submitted another formal booking request to the UVic administration, to conduct the 
same “Choice” Chain peaceful demonstration with signs and literature distribution on February 1, 2013.  The 
request was submitted at least ten business days prior to the event.  YPY club leaders met with U-Vic officials, did 
a full walk around of the approved location, and discussed various issues.  U-Vic approved the event to go ahead 
on February 1, 2013, and YPY planned accordingly.

At approximately 4:30 p.m. on January 31, 2013, the day before this approved event was scheduled to take place, 
Jim Dunsdon, Vice-President of UVic Student Affairs and one of the representatives that YPY had met with in the 
planning of the event, phoned the president of YPY and informed him that their peaceful demonstration could not 
proceed because the UVSS had informed him that YPY, as a UVSS club, had been banned from hosting “Choice” 
Chain on campus.  But UVSS’s purported “ban” (see fourth section of this report) had already expired.  

Nevertheless, Mr. Dunsdon insisted that YPY’s approved event could not proceed unless the UVSS’s now-expired 
ban was “reversed”.

On February 1, 2013, eight members of YPY proceeded to do “Choice” Chain at the campus location approved 
by UVic, and conducted the event exactly as it had been planned and discussed.

On March 1st, 2013, the YPY club president received a letter from the UVic administration stating that because 

http://www.uvic.ca/strategicplan/assets/docs/strategicplan.pdf
http://www.uvic.ca/vpacademic/assets/docs/resources/framework/FrameworkAgreement%202008Revised2010.pdf
http://www.uvic.ca/universitysecretary/assets/docs/policies/GV0205_1150_.pdf
http://www.uvic.ca/universitysecretary/assets/docs/policies/AC1300.pdf
http://studentaffairs.uvic.ca/assets/pdfs/Outdoor%20Space%20Booking%20Policy_APPROVED_Sept%202012_.pdf
http://martlet.ca/martlet/article/anti-abortion-and-pro-choice-students-demonstrate/
http://martlet.ca/martlet/article/anti-abortion-and-pro-choice-students-demonstrate/
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only that the club or club representative reasonably ought to have known that the conduct would cause 
such feelings.  

Part F of the Clubs Policy prohibits clubs from engaging in harassment, defined as “the abusive, unfair, or 
demeaning treatment of a person or group of persons that has the effect or purpose of unreasonably creating a 
hostile, intimidating, threatening, or humiliating environment.”

The UVSS Issues Policy sets out positions that the UVSS takes on public policy issues.  For example, the UVSS 
opposes “the implementation of any new abortion law,” supports Canada’s withdrawal from the North Atlantic 
Treaty Organization and the Northern Radar Air Defence,” and opposes “the militarization of Canadian Society”.  

UVSS’s Finance and Operations Policy outlines the requirements for groups wishing to book space within the 
Student Union Building (SUB).  None of these policies deny access to groups based on the content of the group’s 
expression. 

The UVSS does not have any security fees of its own that it imposes for events booked through it; if a UVSS club, 
course union, or a Board event requires security, the group contacts security directly.

UVSS’s Electoral Policy limits the number of banners and posters a candidate can have and requires that candidates 
comply with the Poster Policy above. Candidates are also limited in the amount of money they can spend on their 
campaigns. 

Student union practices
In December 2012, the UVSS Board passed a motion finding that the Catholic Students’ Association (CSA), a 
UVSS club, had violated the UVSS Clubs Policy by distributing three leaflets during Clubs Days, entitled “Pure 
Manhood,” “Pure Womanhood” and “Pure Love.”  The ruling came after complaints about the pamphlet were 
submitted to Megan Quigley, the UVSS Director of Student Affairs. The complaints were discussed by the UVSS 
Complaints Committee in camera, but the motion implies that the club’s leaflets were considered “harassment” 
by UVSS.  UVSS mandated that the CSA write a formal apology to the student population for distributing the 
leaflets, and has also requested that the CSA “engage in a conversation facilitated by an external party regarding 
oppressive language, systemic violence and consent,” to which club members did not comply. CSA members 
planned to appeal the decision at an October 17, 2013, Annual General Meeting of the UVSS, but the meeting 
failed to reach quorum.  Further attempts were made by UVSS to hold a meeting to discuss the appeal, but quorum 
was not reached on either occasion.   

After UVSS Board of Directors elections in 2014, the new Board voted to rescind the December 2012 motion 
against the CSA. 

On September 26th, 2013, Cam Côté, a representative and past president of UVic’s pro-life club, Youth Protecting 
Youth (YPY), and the BC Civil Liberties Association filed a constitutional lawsuit against the University of Victo-
ria in the BC Supreme Court.  The lawsuit seeks to restore YPY’s freedom of expression on campus. The lawsuit 
is a response to the University’s last-minute cancellation of a previously approved “Choice Chain” educational 
event, the suspension of the club’s outdoor booking privileges for a year, and threats by the University to punish 
club members who participate in similar events in the future.

In February of 2012, the UVSS Board, on recommendation from its Complaints Committee, passed a motion of 
censure against YPY, removing their booking privileges for public spaces (the club is still able to book rooms 
in the SUB) and removing their ability to put up posters until the Board passed a new policy on the content of 
posters.   This decision was made after the Complaints Committee found that YPY’s November 2011 “Choice 
Chain” demonstration constituted “harassment”.  The UVSS claims in a November 2013 affidavit that it received 

YPY had held an unapproved public event, UVic was taking away YPY’s public booking privileges for one year.  

To its credit, UVic has defended the campus free speech rights of its students on two occasions, in 2010 and 2011.  
In the fall of 2010, the pro-life club Youth Protecting Youth (YPY) hosted a controversial presentation entitled 
“Echoes of the Holocaust.”  The UVic administration rejected calls to cancel the event.  In November of 2011, the 
University allowed YPY to book space in the Quad for their “Choice” Chain demonstration, rejecting the request 
UVSS which asked UVic to deny space to YPY. 

In February, 2010, UVic’s Senate Committee on Awards rejected YPY’s attempt to establish a bursary for single 
mothers (funded by YPY, not by UVic) due to the “controversial” nature of the club.  UVic’s Secretary asked 
a student member of this Committee to refrain from speaking to media about anything which happens in UVic 
committees.  

After YPY sued UVSS and had their club status and funding reinstated (summer 2010) they resubmitted their 
bursary application to UVic, and the application was approved.   

Student union policies
After Youth Protecting Youth (YPY) sued the UVSS in 2010 and was reinstated as an official club (see more 
on this in Section 4), the UVSS continued to receive complaints from pro-choice students about YPY’s posters 
(which did not feature graphic content) and the “Choice” Chain demonstration held in November, 2011.

In response to complaints about the posters, the UVSS passed the following poster policy on February 20, 2012:
 

All postering in the SUB and on UVSS poster boards located in the University must be in compliance with 
University Policy BP3105 Building Usage. 

Posters which have the effect or purpose of unreasonably creating a hostile, intimidating, threatening, 
or humiliating environment will not be approved for posting. In the instance that UVSS Info Booth staff 
are uncertain whether a poster meets this criteria, they shall consult with the Executive Committee for 
clarification. 

Posters where the content discriminates against a person or group of persons on the basis of race, colour, 
ancestry, place of origin, nationality, religion, family or marital status, physical or mental disability, 
pregnancy, age, sex, sexuality, gender, gender identity, appearance or conviction for a criminal charge will 
not be approved for posting... 

In instances where posters that violate the terms of this policy are stamped for approval, they may be 
removed at the discretion of the Executive Committee. If a poster is removed, the Executive Committee 
must inform the Board of Directors and the group or individual who put the poster up. The decision of the 
Executive Committee may be appealed to the Board of Directors.  

UVSS has a Clubs Policy, the purpose of which includes supporting “ideological diversity” and promoting “an 
environment within which all members of the University Community can fully participate in respectful debate 
and the sharing of ideas.”  The UVSS Clubs Policy defines Harassment as:

the abusive, unfair, or demeaning treatment of a person or group of persons that has the effect or purpose of 
unreasonably creating a hostile, intimidating, threatening, or humiliating environment.  It is not necessary 
for the club or club representative to intend for the conduct to produce feelings of fear or intimidation, 

https://uvss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Issues-Policy-Amended-2013-07-22.pdf
http://www.uvss.uvic.ca/about-us/policy-bylaws/
https://uvss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/07/Electoral-Policy-Amended-2014-1-20.pdf
http://uvss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2012/08/minutes-BOD-2012-12-101.pdf
http://canadianchristianity.com/bc/bccn/0210/i03uvic.html
http://www.uvic.ca/Universitysecretary/assets/docs/sminutes/approved_November_2010_minutes.pdf
http://uvss.uvic.ca/upload/docs/meetings,%20agendas,%20minutes/minutes%20BoD%202012-02-20.pdf
https://uvss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Clubs-Policy-Amended-2014-01-06.pdf
https://uvss.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/08/Clubs-Policy-Amended-2014-01-06.pdf
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consequences.  

In September, 2008 the UVSS voted to deny funding to YPY because it was alleged that the group had contravened 
the UVSS Issues Policy on Gender, and some students claimed their activism constituted harassment.  Funding 
was denied again in both winter and fall semesters of 2009.  Funding was denied in the fall of 2009 because YPY 
had hosted a debate on abortion, another event that was alleged to “harass” students.

With the help of pro bono legal representation from Joseph Arvay, Q.C. and the B.C. Civil Liberties Association, 
the club commenced a court action against the UVSS in May 2010.  The UVSS settled out of court in July, agreeing 
to return official club status to YPY, along with retroactive club funding, and the removal of policies within the 
Clubs Policy that specifically limited the speech of pro-life groups.  The out-of-court settlement contains a clause 
that the court action against the UVSS will recommence if the UVSS removes club status or funding from YPY.

24 “major complaints” from students about the November 2011 Choice Chain.  YPY’s postering privileges were 
reinstated when the Board passed their new policy, which applies to all clubs, restricting the content of posters.

UVSS intervened against YPY in January of 2013 when YPY tried to reserve space through the UVic Student 
Affairs for its “Choice Chain” event.  UVSS Executives sent a letter to the UVic’s Vice President Student Affairs, 
Jim Dunsdon, informing him that providing YPY with space would violate the prohibitions UVSS had passed 
against YPY in February 2012.  UVic ultimately sided with UVSS and withdrew its approval of space for YPY’s 
“Choice Chain.”

On October 24, 2011, the UVSS Board of Directors voted to prevent Greek Letter Organizations (GLOs, referring 
to fraternities and sororities) from booking tables in the Student Union Building. The motion reads:

Motion 2011/10/24: 14 – Orser/Hamdon 
Whereas a directive was passed at the October 2010 Annual General Meeting during which 64.5 percent 
of students voted against the recognition of sororities and fraternities; and 

Whereas fraternities and sororities are exclusive organizations that are not inclusive of all students; 
therefore

BIRT the UVSS not enter into any contractual agreements with Greek Letter Organizations including, but 
not limited to, table bookings, room bookings, and advertising on UVSS premises;

A letter written by UVic Pride, one of the UVSS advocacy groups, that was circulated at the Board meeting, 
stated that simply seeing Greek letters displayed made some Pride members feel unsafe. The UVSS had 
previously voted to not recognize GLOs as campus clubs at an Annual General Meeting in October 2010.  

At its May 16, 2011 meeting, the UVic Students’ Society Board of Directors passed a motion asking the University 
to include a declaration of students’ rights in its new Non-Academic Misconduct Policy. The UVSS requested that 
the Policy include the following:

Every student has the right to a University experience free from assault, harassment, intimidation, 
threats, bullying, hazing and coercion

Every student has the right to freedom from discrimination and harassment…

Every student enjoys within the University the freedoms of opinion, expression, belief and political 
association

Every student has the right to belong to any association of their choice and shall not be subjected 
to any prejudicial action by any member of the University community for so belonging

Every student has the right to assemble and participate in demonstrations

Every student has the right to enter or to refuse entering into an area that is undergoing a picket 
at the University directly or indirectly.

In November of 2010, the UVSS banned the sale of Macleans Magazine within the Student Union Building when 
the magazine refused to apologize for an article entitled “Too Asian.”  

In the fall of 2010, responding to yet another complaint of “harassment” filed against YPY for having held a 
pro-life event on campus, the UVSS voted to “censure” YPY.  This resolution carries no legal weight or practical 

http://www.bccla.org/pressreleases/10Petition.pdf
http://www.martlet.ca/martlet/article/agm-shuts-down-greek-letter-organizations/
http://eyeontheuvss.blogspot.com/2011/05/uvss-urges-second-thoughts-on.html
http://www.uvss.uvic.ca/upload/docs/meetings,%20agendas,%20minutes/Minutes%202011-02-07.pdf
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A rescheduled event a month later went on unhindered and drew ten times the original crowd of listeners.   (Sources: 
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2010/11/14/shouting-racist-in-a-crowded-University/   
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2012/03/16/waterloo-adds-reinforcements-ahead-of-speech/)

There have been public figures visiting UW to speak about controversial topics who have been able to communicate 
their message without interference.  On March 20, 2012, Charles Rice, known for his stance against homosexuality, 
spoke in a public hall while a group of students peacefully protested outside, thanks at least in part to increased 
efforts from campus police.  

Student union policies 
UW’s student union, the Federation of Students (FedS), passed a Freedom of Expression policy on April 7, 2013. 
The policy states: 

Whereas the Federation of Students supports freedom of expression and an environment conducive to 
student discussion on all issues; and

Whereas the Federation of Students feels that students should not be unreasonably restricted in what they 
may wear; 

Be It Resolved That: The Federation of Students opposes the censorship of the freedom to express oneself, 
unless such an expression is contrary to government established human rights codes.

The FedS maintains a Clubs policy which affirms the following principles:

1. The university has historically been one of the bastions of academic and philosophical freedom where 
new ideas emerge and old ideas are debated. This freedom and diversity gives universities a special place 
in society.

2. Although the views expressed by members of our community are diverse and sometimes diametrically 
opposed, we respect the opinions of all those who respect the rights of others.

3. The Federation of Students strives to aid in the social and cultural development  of students on campus 
by providing forums for social, political, spiritual and cultural exploration and communication.

The FedS has a Poster Policy which states that “[a]ll advertising materials must be brought for approval to the 
Clubs and Services Director prior to posting,” and reminds students to adhere to Policy 33, which mandates a 
“respectful” and “tolerant” environment.

FedS maintains an Elections By-Law and Procedure for student council and executive elections.  Article G(1) 
requires all campaign materials  to be approved by the Chief Electoral Officer (CEO), but does not specify the 
criteria for which campaign materials can be approved.  The lack of criteria empowers the Chief Electoral Officer 
(CEO) to censor materials at his/her discretion, based on the content of the materials.  Article K of the By-Law 
enforces spending limits on candidates of $300 for Executive positions, $200 for “at-large” seats and $75 for 
council positions. 

Student union practices 
As discussed in Section 2 of this report, in the case of women’s rights speaker Inga Muscio, the FedS Poster 
Policy affected the ability of organizers to promote the event. Specifically, under the Poster Policy all posters 
must adhere to UW and FedS policies and regulations, which is vague enough to empower UWadministrators 
to remove posters simply because complaints are received, as was the case with the promotional posters for 
Muscio’s talk. 

University of Waterloo, ON

University policies 
In Policy 33: Ethical Behaviour, the University of Waterloo (UW) states that “the right of individuals to advance 
their views openly must be upheld throughout the University.”  

Policy 33 states that “free debate may from time to time include the presentation or discussion of unpopular 
opinions or controversial material”, however this must be done as “openly, respectfully and sensitively as possible”. 

Policy 33 defines discrimination as any violation of the Ontario Human Rights Code and harassment as “engaging 
in a course of vexatious comment or conduct that is known, or ought reasonably to be known, to be unwelcome.”  
Further, Policy 33 is violated by creating a “poisoned environment,” defined as one that is “intimidating, hostile 
or offensive”.

The Guidelines on use of Computer and Networking Services states “Waterloo values and strives to provide its 
members with an environment of free inquiry and expression. Freedom of expression and academic freedom in 
electronic format have the same latitude as in printed or oral communication.”

University practices 
Conservative MP Stephen Woodworth was invited to speak at the University of Waterloo on March 13, 2013, 
about his Motion 312 in Parliament, calling for a re-examination of the 400-year-old definition of a human being 
in the Criminal Code of Canada.  He only got through a third of his presentation before loud chanting and yelling, 
some by characters in costumes, prevented him from being heard any further.

UW campus security was present but refused to take any kind of action to uphold the rights Mr. Woodworth to 
express his views, and allowed protesters to shut down the event.  
Source: http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/03/14/anti-abortion-conservative-mp-shouted-down-by-protesters-at-university-of-waterloo/

Stephen Woodworth returned to Waterloo campus on November 14, 2013, and his lecture was able to proceed 
without disruption, thanks in part to the large presence of campus security, and the requirement that attendees to 
the event be pre-listed for entry.
Source: http://www.thecord.ca/conservative-mps-talk-screens-questions-bans-protesters-at-uw/

On International Women’s Day on March 8, 2012, author Inga Muscio was invited to speak by the Waterloo 
Public Interest Research Group (WPIRG), a student-run organization paid for by all students through an opt-out 
fee attached to tuition (more information on this can be found at http://wpirg.org/about/).  Several days before 
March 8th, WPIRG had reserved a place for a workshop.  Upon arrival of the speaker and guests, the room was 
discovered to be locked.  A UW staff member explained that another group had reserved the room, although 
the room was empty and a booking by WPIRG had been made in advance.  The same staff member stated that 
the speaker “should be ‘embarrassed’ by her book”, entitled Cunt: A Declaration of Independence.  Moreover, 
promotional posters were removed beforehand by UW staff because of the use of the word “cunt.”  
Source: http://www.thecord.ca/?p=4507 

On November 12, 2010, author and (then) Globe and Mail columnist Christie Blatchford was to speak at a 
UW public lecture hall about her book, “Helpless,” regarding a Six Nations reserve in Caledonia, Ontario, its 
occupation of a construction site, and the government’s inaction.  Students picketed at the lecture hall prior to 
Blatchford’s arrival, and then several protesters occupied the stage to prevent Ms. Blatchford from speaking, 
resulting in cancellation of the talk that night.  Campus Security stood by and watched the disruption and forced 
cancellation of a University event, failing to remove the protesters. 

http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2010/11/14/shouting-racist-in-a-crowded-University/
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2012/03/16/waterloo-adds-reinforcements-ahead-of-speech/
http://www.therecord.com/news/local/article/687981--choice-of-speaker-at-uw-sparks-protest
http://www.feds.ca/wp-content/blogs.dir/57/files/2012/08/SC-Policies-Spring-2013.pdf
http://www.feds.ca/wp-content/blogs.dir/57/files/2012/08/SC-Policies-Spring-2013.pdf
http://www.feds.ca/files/2012/08/Feds-Clubs-Manual.pdf
http://www.feds.ca/files/2012/08/Federation-of-Students-University-of-Waterloo-Election-Bylaw-and-Procedure.pdf
http://www.adm.uwaterloo.ca/infosec/Policies/policy33.htm
https://uwaterloo.ca/information-systems-technology/about/policies-standards-and-guidelines/campus-network/guidelines-use-waterloo-computing-and-network-resources
http://news.nationalpost.com/2013/03/14/anti-abortion-conservative-mp-shouted-down-by-protesters-at-university-of-waterloo/
http://wpirg.org/about/
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University of Windsor, Ontario

University policies
The University of Windsor Senate Bylaw 33: Student Rights and Freedoms affirms its Recognition of Fundamental 
Freedoms:

The University acknowledges that the mutual respect of student and teacher is fundamental to the learning 
process. It accepts as first principles the rights of freedom of thought, belief, opinion and expression, 
including freedom of the press and other media of communication, as interpreted under the Canadian 
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. These are rights which must be respected and protected if a University 
is to function and flourish...

The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms also guarantees to everyone the freedom of peaceful 
assembly and the freedom of association. The University affirms the right of public peaceful assembly 
and the open expression of ideas and opinions. While the protection of the Charter is afforded to all, this 
does not diminish the obligation to observe the law and not to interfere with the rights and privileges of 
others or the continuity of the educational process.

Section 1 of the University of Windsor’s Student Code of Conduct states:

• The University of Windsor is a community of scholars committed to the motto of: Goodness, Discipline, 
and Knowledge. As in any community, integrity is the foundation upon which all else is built. 

• Fundamentally, a university is a place where those eager to learn gather to advance knowledge in an 
open, accepting and friendly manner with a goal to making important contributions to society.

• It is a place where freedom of expression is protected vigorously and uncompromisingly and where 
civility of expression in word and deed is the code of conduct.

The Human Rights Policy of the University of Windsor prohibits harassment comprising four “behaviours”. The 
two categories relevant to speech are Verbal Behaviour and Written Materials:

 Prohibited behaviours include but are not limited to: 

   Verbal Behaviour

Using stereotypes to describe a particular group; name calling; insults; threats; slurs; 
degrading or unwelcoming remarks; jokes or innuendos about a person/persons in relation 
to the prohibited grounds in the Ontario Human Rights Code. 

  Written Materials

Displaying or distributing racist/sexist derogatory or otherwise offensive materials or 
graffiti; displaying or distributing derogatory pictures or cartoons. 

The University of Windsor has a Language Equity Policy which states:

It is the policy of the University of Windsor that in all its documents, publications and communications 
there shall be respect for individual worth, dignity, integrity and capacity. The University of Windsor is 
committed to language equity which avoids stereotyping and labeling, and which promotes an environment 
in which learning and working are enhanced by the equitable treatment of all persons no matter what their 
race, creed, colour, sex, national origin, age, disability, or sexual orientation, in accordance with applicable 
national and provincial laws.

While this Policy appears only to apply to the University of Windsor administration in its internal documents, 
publications and communications, the University’s Poster Policy includes the Language Equity Policy in its 
criteria for approved posters:

Posters may only be placed on poster boards, cork strips or other similar materials installed for such 
purposes. All posters/banners must adhere to the University of Windsor Language Equity Policy, 
particularly, “there shall be respect for individual worth, dignity, integrity and capacity.” 

The Language Equity Guide was created to further explain the University of Windsor’s Language Equity Policy. 
The Guide calls itself “a guide to inclusive language.” The Guide further states:

As an employer and as an education provider, the University of Windsor is legally obliged to ensure that 
people can work and study in an environment that is free from harassment and discrimination, and which 
is not hostile or demeaning. 

The Guide gives examples of unacceptable/non-inclusive language and suggests replacements. For example, 
students are encouraged to refrain from saying “the office girls” and instead say “the administrative staff.” Instead 
of saying “manning the booths” the Guide suggests saying “staffing the booths.” A “Woman lawyer” should be 
referred to as a “lawyer” and instead of using “hermaphrodite” the Guide suggests the term “intersex.”

While the Guide itself is meant to be suggestive rather than mandatory, the inclusion of the Language Equity 
Policy in the Poster Policy enables censorship of the content of student literature and posters. 

University practices
Responding to a referendum passed by the University of Windsor Students’ Alliance (UWSA) in support of an 
anti-Israel boycott (see section 4), in March of 2014, University of Windsor president Alan Wilderman launched 
an investigation into alleged violations of UWSA’s constitution and by-laws.  Wilderman told media that he was 
concerned about students who felt unsafe and may not return to the University because of the referendum. 

The investigation found “the petition to hold the referendum did not meet the standard of 500 valid signatures; 
changes to the structure of the UWSA executive violated its bylaws; some members of the executive and council 
have not met the constitutional criteria for membership; the motion approving the referendum lacked quorum; 
the referendum question was unclear and ambiguous.”  Wilderman sent a letter to UWSA informing them that the 
referendum had thus failed. 

In April of 2008, the University of Windsor’s Muslim Students Association (MSA) organized a film-screening 
and lecture intended to shed light on the “crisis in Palestine” and the Israel-Palestine conflict.  The event was 
cancelled (by the MSA) after a university administrator, the international students advisor, informed the MSA 
president that the event had the potential to incite anti-Jewish and anti-Israel bigotry. 

http://www.uwindsor.ca/sites/uwindsor.ca.secretariat/files/Bylaw%2033%20-%20Student%20Rights%20and%20Freedoms%20(Amended%20121214).pdf
http://www.uwindsor.ca/secretariat/sites/uwindsor.ca.secretariat/files/policy_s6_-_student_code_of_conduct.pdf
http://www1.uwindsor.ca/ohrea/system/files/Human%20Rights%20Policy_0.pdf
http://web4.uwindsor.ca/units/hr/cequity.nsf/831fc2c71873e46285256d6e006c367a/db5088c1c8d4c40c852568f7006d3ef9/$FILE/Final.colour.Language%20Guide%20Colour.December%202006.pdf
http://www.uwindsor.ca/dailynews/2014-03-27/investigation-substantiates-referendum-complaints
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The film, titled “Occupation 101: Voices of the Silenced Majority,” depicts Palestinians recounting abuse by Israeli 
soldiers.  Osama Iqbal, then-president of the MSA, decided to cancel the event because the group’s intention was 
not to incite hatred but rather, to increase awareness about the humanitarian situation in Palestine. 

It is not clear whether the University of Windor’s international students advisor said that the event ought to be 
cancelled, or that the event must be cancelled.  Source

In September of 2006, the University of Windsor’s campus pub, The Thirsty Scholar Pub, imposed a dress code 
that banned items of clothing deemed to endorse “gang culture,” including bandanas, long chains, ripped or baggy 
clothing, and doo rags. 

The Thirsty Scholar Pub reversed its dress code after protests by students who viewed the clothing ban to be racist 
against black people.  An open forum was held to discuss the matter, which was attended by 400 students.  An 
independent investigation commissioned by the University of Windsor deemed the dress code to be “racist” and 
the pub, which is operated by the University of Windsor Students’ Association (UWSA), argued that the dress 
code was a “safety precaution” against gang violence. Source

Student union policies
The preamble to the University of Windsor Students’ Association (UWSA) Constitution states:

Our common values include those entrenched in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms; goodness, 
discipline and knowledge as unfurled on our university crest; preferences for peace, understanding, 
compassion, co-operation, excellence, hope, justice, and respect; and, the spirit of community with purpose 
that underlines our choice to unite through this Alliance.

UWSA’s Student Group Policy [need permission to access link? Not public?] requires all student groups to uphold 
freedom of expression rights:

7.2.2  Intends to carry on activities that do not violate any federal or provincial laws, municipal by-laws, 
or university regulations; and which do not infringe upon the rights and privileges of others. These rights 
include, but are not limited to, the right to privacy and freedom of expression and association.

The Student Group Policy mandates that UWSA not recognize any student group which:

7.3: …practices any form of coercive (persistent mental, social, and emotional pressure to join the group) 
techniques of their membership or potential membership, nor any student group who are found to be 
association with an outside body which practices coercion, or knowingly violates any of the procedures 
contained herein. [accuracy???]

Section 11 of the Student Group Policy states:
11.2 The following are not acceptable means of recruiting:

11.2.1 Repeated individual solicitation either in writing or in person
11.2.2 Deliberate misrepresentation of the group’s mandate or goals

11.2.3 Solicitation of membership with the intention of garnering total adherence to cultural values 
and religious beliefs

11.3 Anything not in the ‘accepted’ list above is not an acceptable means of recruiting unless approved by 
the VPA and the Student Group Coordinator.

The Club Funding Policy empowers UWSA’s Vice President – Administration (VPA) to impose “any conditions 
on the event it deems prudent” and that “UWSA will only sponsor events that are consistent with our mandate.”  
UWSA’s Special Event Funding Policy includes identical statements in this regard, as well as the Club Relief 
Policy.  Therefore, all UWSA policies governing club funding bestow blanket censorship powers upon the VPA 
in the distribution of UWSA resources. 

UWSA’s Elections Policy empowers elections officials to penalize elections candidates if media coverage received 
by one candidate exceeds the media coverage received by another candidate:

6.3.4 Any media coverage of a candidate that exceeds the media coverage of another candidate may be 
counted as a campaign expenditure by the CRO and, in
addition, may subject the candidate to a penalty.

Section 6.6 of the Elections Policy prohibits campaign materials that discuss other candidates, among other 
prohibitions:  

6.6 All Campaign Materials must be:
a) Personally approved by the CRO or DRO;
b) Approved by the professor or teaching aid where the campaign material is used
in a class setting.
c) Free from any direct reference to an opposing Candidate; and,
d) Free from any content that denigrates the spirit of a fair, peaceful and well intentioned democratic 
election.

The Elections Policy imposes financial limits on campaign spending, effectively limiting the number of campaign 
materials a candidate can print, make or buy to spread his or her message to voters. Section 9 goes further by 
imposing limits on the number of posters, handbills, leaflets, etc. that can be used by candidates.

On March 1, 2014, the UWSA student body passed a referendum to endorse the The Boycott, Divestments and 
Sanctions (BDS) movement, a global political campaign that asks companies, individuals and governments to 
halt economic and cultural relationships with companies that produce or grow products in Israel or the “illegal 
settlement” of the West Bank. 

The question was put on a ballot after the Palestinian Solidarity Group at the university claimed to have gathered 
500 signatures on a petition. 

The referendum was thrown out, however, after University of Windsor president Alan Wilderman found several 
violations of UWSA by-laws and procedures, including that “the petition to hold the referendum did not meet 
the standard of 500 valid signatures; changes to the structure of the UWSA executive violated its bylaws; some 
members of the executive and council have not met the constitutional criteria for membership; the motion 
approving the referendum lacked quorum; the referendum question was unclear and ambiguous.”

Student union practices
The authors are not aware of the University of Windsor Students’ Association (UWSA) censoring students because 
of their views, or of the UWSA censoring student groups and events on campus. 

http://www.canada.com/windsorstar/news/story.html?id=cec5b1ab-d73f-4ace-99dc-1f0355483274&k=65281
http://www.macleans.ca/education/universities/article.jsp?content=20070522_195725_13324
http://www.uwsa.ca/app/uploads/media/official_constitution.pdf
https://docs.google.com/a/jccf.ca/document/d/124S0NkLBiqq_zTXnmsKYpfhPn-aKiozcwytGdItEh5k/edit?copiedFromTrash
http://www.uwsa.ca/app/uploads/media/official_board_policies.pdfhttp://www.uwsa.ca/app/uploads/media/official_board_policies.pdf
http://www.uwsa.ca/app/uploads/media/official_election_policies.pdf
http://www.uwsa.ca/app/uploads/media/official_election_policies.pdf
http://www.uwsa.ca/app/uploads/media/official_election_policies.pdf
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University of Winnipeg, Manitoba

University policies
The University of Winnipeg’s Respectful Learning and Working Environment Policy states that the University 
“continues to be committed to academic freedom and freedom of thought, inquiry, and expression among its 
members.”

The University of Winnipeg’s policy for Non-Academic Conduct and Discipline states:

In order to accomplish its stated mission, the University must be a community in which there is freedom 
to learn, to teach, to create and to engage in research without fear of retaliation or intimidation and without 
threat to person or property. Students have a responsibility to act in a fair and reasonable manner in their 
interactions with their peers, faculty, staff and administration and in their use of campus property. The 
intent of this policy is to encourage appropriate student conduct and to identify and regulate student 
nonacademic misconduct which infringes on the above mentioned freedoms and thereby jeopardizes the 
essential values of our academic community: mutual respect, dignity and civility.

This statement indicates that it is misconduct to interfere with a scheduled event, since disruption of a lecture or 
display would violate the freedom of the presenter and his or her audience to learn, teach, create and engage.

Section 3.1 of the University of Winnipeg’s Poster Policy states:

Poster, banners, and/or notices presented for approval must not in any form promote or encourage 
discrimination, racism, hatred, and/or bigotry.

The Respectful Learning and Working Environment Policy defines “personal harassment” as:

repeated, non-constructive, intentional and offensive comments or actions designed to offend, abuse or 
humiliate a person, when such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially or unreasonably interfering 
with an individual’s performance, or which create an intimidating, hostile or offensive learning or working 
environment.

University practices
The authors are not aware of any cases of the University of Winnipeg censoring speech, or discriminating against 
students or student groups on the basis of the content of the group’s expression, or of cases of residence assistants 
censoring speech in residence.

Student union policies
The University of Winnipeg Students’ Association (UWSA) has a Policy Manual which governs the operations of 
students and student groups within UWSA.  The UWSA divides student groups into three tiers: Affiliated Student 
Groups, Recognized Student Groups and Student Service Groups.  Classification in one of these groups is made 
by UWSA depending on the membership, purpose, and other characteristics of student clubs. 

Section 11 of the Policy Manual outlines the criteria by which UWSA officials can approve or deny “Affiliated 

Student Group” status.  This title is used to define student groups which have membership that is not entirely 
restricted to students at the University of Winnipeg.  Affiliated Student Groups do not have the same access to 
resources or facilities as other clubs whose membership is 100% based at the University:

In order to attain Affiliated Student Group status, a group must:

• Benefit the University of Winnipeg and it’s [sic] students;

• Submit and abide by a constitution or statement of principles;

• Designate a liaison that is a University of Winnipeg student. The liaison must submit contact 
information;

• Maintain membership lists throughout the year. Membership lists must be provided upon request 
of the VPSS [Vice President for Student Services]. Lists must include member names, telephone 
numbers, and e-mail addresses

Similar criteria are used to attain “Recognized Group Status,” requiring the student group to explain how it is of 
“benefit” to the University community. 

Determining what groups, values or viewpoints “benefit the University of Winnipeg and it’s [sic] students” is 
dependent on the interpretation of UWSA officials as to what constitutes a “benefit.” 

Section 3 of the Policy Manual governs elections.  Section 3 imposes spending limits on candidates seeking 
UWSA office to $50 for uncontested candidates, $100 for contested candidates and $200 for Executive Director 
candidates.

Student union practices
The authors are not aware of any cases of the University of Winnipeg Students’ Association censoring speech, or 
discriminating against students or student groups on the basis of the content of the group’s expression.

http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/cms-filesystem-action/pdfs/calendar/RegulationsandPolicies.pdf
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/cms-filesystem-action/pdfs/calendar/RegulationsandPolicies.pdf
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/cms-filesystem-action/pdfs/admin/policies/poster-policy-10-01.pdf
http://www.uwinnipeg.ca/index/cms-filesystem-action/pdfs/calendar/RegulationsandPolicies.pdf
file:///Users/petergorski/Ama-gi%20Creative/Projects/0%20-%20Clients/JCCF/2014%20Campus%20Freedom%20Index/batch4cfireports/Policy%20Manual
http://theuwsa.ca/wp-content/uploads/2009/08/2013-2014-Policy-Manual.pdf
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Vancouver Island University, Nanaimo, BC

University policies
In its Mission, Vancouver Island University (VIU) describes itself as “a dynamic and diverse educational organi-
zation, dedicated to excellence in teaching and learning, service and research. VIU fosters student success, strong 
community connections and international collaboration…”

VIU lists among its Core Values a commitment to the following:

Learning: we support student success, access to education, appropriate use of technology, development of 
literacies, communication and exchange of ideas across disciplines and locations, exploration and applica-
tion of new thought and pursuit of lifelong learning

Discovery: through the pursuit of free enquiry we promote an enduring learning community

Diversity: we value human diversity in all its dimensions and are committed to maintaining learning and 
working environments which are equitable, diverse and inclusive

The Values Statement states that VIU supports a “collegial, respectful, and supportive working environment. 
We encourage continuing opportunities for the learning and growth of our employees. We honour the open 
exchange of ideas, academic freedom, and collaboration across departments and disciplines.”
VIU’s Student Conduct Code includes the following under examples of misconduct:

3. Personal harassment: Abusive and/or demeaning treatment that creates an intimidating, hostile, or of-
fensive learning or working environment for others.

4. Disruption of the learning and working environment: Conduct disruptive of the University learning and 
working environment. The University environment includes instructional and non-instructional activity 
sponsored by the University on or off campus. 

9. Obscene, libelous and copyright material: The publication, posting or distribution of material violating 
the laws of libel, copyright, obscenity, or human rights.

The Human Rights Policy states that “[i]t is recognized that academic freedom is an important value of the Uni-
versity. This policy will be interpreted in light of our commitment to this value.” It also states “all members of the 
University community are responsible for treating each other with respect and dignity.”   

VIU’s document entitled Responding to Complaints of Personal Harassment defines personal harassment:

i. Behaviour that generally involves a course of conduct directed towards a specific person or persons 
which serves no legitimate educational or work related purpose; and,

ii. is known, or ought reasonably to be known, to have the effect of creating an intimidating, humiliating, 
offensive or hostile educational or work environment.

This document further states that “[a] single incident, when sufficiently serious, may be considered personal 

harassment.”  Examples of personal harassment listed include “yelling, name calling, or swearing,” “demeaning 
comments or jokes regarding a person’s character, body, or other personal aspects,” “spreading malicious rumors, 
gossip or innuendo” and “persistent unwarranted criticism.”

VIU defines disruptive behaviour in its Disruption Free Learning and Working Environment policy as “[any] 
interruption to the learning environment that serves to obstruct, bring disorder, or break the flow of continuity of 
the activity.” It further states:

Vancouver Island University recognizes the right of students and employees to have a positive learning 
and working environment that is free of disruptive and intimidating behaviour. This environment includes 
all locations on and off campus where any activity may be scheduled under the auspices of Vancouver 
Island University.

The Presentations on Campus policy states that VIU “will encourage the imparting and exchange of views and 
opinions on all matters, subject only to restrictions imposed by law.”

The Rental of University Facilities policy states that use is “subject to the understanding that [VIU] does not nec-
essarily support the goals, beliefs or behaviour of the individual or organization.”

On Flyers and Handbills, the Bulletin Boards, Posters and Flyers policy states:

The dissemination of flyers and handbills is restricted to hand-to-hand distribution and placement on ta-
bles in general student lounge spaces and the cafeterias, and other public spaces as determined appropriate 
by the Faculty, department, or campus organization…  The distribution of hand-to-hand materials must 
be conducted in a respectful manner consistent with the policies, procedures and values of the University.

University Practices
In March of 2013, Vancouver Island University cancelled all advertising with the Nanaimo Daily News and its 
parent-company Glacier Media after the paper published a letter to the editor which many deemed “racist.”  The 
letter entitled “Educate First Nations to be modern citizens” questioned the accomplishments of First Nations 
communities and depicted them as chronic underachievers.

VIU issued the following statement on the matter:

“The Board of Governors and administration of Vancouver Island University strongly condemn the letter 
to the editor published in the Nanaimo Daily News on Wednesday, March 27, 2013, entitled “Educate First 
Nations to be modern citizens.”

“The Board of Governors passed a unanimous motion to this effect at its meeting today at VIU’s Co-
wichan campus.

This letter can only be described as misinformed, derogatory and racist. As a university, we are proud of 
the fact that we embrace and celebrate our partnerships with First Nations communities. We are equally 
proud to welcome more than 2,000 self-identified Aboriginal students – many of whom come from com-
munities outside of our region – to our campuses where they will find a supportive learning environment 
to help achieve their dreams.

http://www2.viu.ca/mission/
http://www2.viu.ca/vision/
https://www2.viu.ca/employee/orientation/ValuesStatement.asp
https://isweb.viu.ca/policy_procedure/docshow.asp?doc_id=21116
https://isweb.viu.ca/policy_procedure/docshow.asp?doc_id=21023
https://isweb.viu.ca/policy_procedure/docshow.asp?doc_id=21035
https://isweb.viu.ca/policy_procedure/docshow.asp?doc_id=21092
https://isweb.viu.ca/policy_procedure/docshow.asp?doc_id=21222
https://isweb.viu.ca/policy_procedure/docshow.asp?doc_id=21308
https://isweb.viu.ca/policy_procedure/docshow.asp?doc_id=27653
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It is for these reasons that we feel the opinions expressed in this letter have no place in civilized debate or 
on the pages of an established newspaper. It not only goes against the values of respectful dialogue and 
human rights which are at the core of our institution; it does not reflect the values of openness, tolerance 
and respect which are hallmarks of the Nanaimo community.

We wish to express our profound disappointment with the Nanaimo Daily News and the Glacier Media 
Group for allowing this letter to be published. While we acknowledge that Glacier Media has issued an 
apology, VIU has nevertheless decided to suspend all activities with Glacier Media until further notice.

Furthermore, we invite the Glacier Media leadership to meet with representatives of the VIU community 
– students, faculty and staff – to further enhance their understanding of how respect for and understanding 
of traditional Aboriginal knowledge and culture is integral to education, not only for Aboriginal peoples 
but for all citizens. The University will be pleased to offer space to the community to host a dialogue on 
the importance of Aboriginal education, mutual respect and reconciliation.

After all, providing education for modern citizens is what universities help to do.

Student Union Policies
The Vancouver Island University Students’ Union (VIUSU) states as its Mission:

•	 Provide quality services to save students money and enhance the educational experience; 
•	 Promote campus life through events, activities and clubs; and 
•	 Mobilize local, provincial and national advocacy to forward student issues and gather support for a more 

affordable and accessible system of high quality, public education.

VIUSU categorizes clubs differently according to their purpose: 
•	 General Interest Clubs: listing of clubs with a general interest focus
•	 Activist Clubs: listings of clubs seeking to make social change
•	 Religious and Partisan Clubs: clubs affiliated with a religious belief of political party
•	 Course Unions: clubs that represent students in a particular department, program or faculty

“Activist Clubs” are defined as follows:

Activist clubs are organized to achieve a political goal and are not affiliated with a political party. They 
provide an opporunity [sic] for Students’ Union members to organize on issues important to them and 
make change in their community.  Examples of past such clubs are Students for a Free Tibet, the Popular 
Participation Movement and Solutions.

In the “Religious and Partisan Clubs” section of the VIUSU website it is stated:

Although the Students’ Union is non-partisan and non-religious, it is important to provide members with 
an accessible and respectful outlet for their spiritual and political beliefs within the campus community.

Student Union Practices
The authors are not aware of the VIUSU discriminating against students because of their views, nor of VIUSU 
denying access to resources on campus to students or student groups with unpopular messages. 

Western University, London, ON

University policies
Western University, formerly the University of Western Ontario, states in its policy Rights and Responsibilities of 
Academic Freedoms:

Academics frequently express ideas that are at odds with other views within the University, and sometimes 
with the views of society or government.  Academic freedom ensures that such ideas can be expressed 
without fear of interference or repression from University administrators, politicians, or others…

The University must remain the centre of such free intellectual inquiry and interchange.

The Code of Student Conduct at Western states that “nothing in the Code shall be construed to prohibit peaceful 
assemblies and demonstrations, lawful picketing, or to inhibit free speech as guaranteed by law.”   Misconduct 
is defined to include a disruption of an activity as well as the contravention of Western’s Non-discrimination /
Harassment Policy, which defines harassment as “a course of vexatious comment or conduct that is known or 
ought reasonably to be known to be unwelcome.”  

Western’s policy, Picketing, Distribution of Literature and Related Activities, states that Western University will 
permit expressions of viewpoints on campus providing that such actions: 

(a) cause no interference with the orderly functioning of the University nor infringement on the rights or 
privileges of others, which rights include the right to peaceful pursuit of campus activities and to enjoy 
the rule of law; and 

(b) do not contravene existing Senate or Board of Governors policies.

University practices
On August 19, 2014 Western’s student newspaper, The Gazette, published a satirical article “So you want to date 
a teaching assistant?” that prompted the union representing teaching assistants at Western to publish a response 
condemning the decision to publish the article.  Western’s provost and vice president academic, Janice Deakin, 
published this response in the Gazette: 

As with other media, the Gazette has the right to run provocative articles but I find it objectionable that 
your paper would publish a column promoting the idea that students should attempt to have inappropriate 
relationships with graduate teaching assistants.

Not only does the spirit of the article run contrary to Western’s efforts to have a workplace and learning 
environment that is free from sexual harassment, it is disrespectful of the essential contribution graduate 
teaching assistants make to Western’s academic mission.

Graduate teaching assistants put a great deal of effort into ensuring the content they provide in class is 
educational, intellectually challenging and engaging. They deserve to be treated professionally and re-
spectfully.

The time is long past when these kinds of articles can be defended as being either satire or humorous.  It 
is my hope that The Gazette leadership will learn from the negative reaction to this particular column and, 
in future, show more consideration and respect for graduate teaching assistants and others…

http://viusu.ca/section/176
http://viusu.ca/section/72
http://viusu.ca/section/91
http://viusu.ca/section/93
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/policies_procedures/section1/mapp138.pdf
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/policies_procedures/section1/mapp138.pdf
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/board/code.pdf
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/policies_procedures/section1/mapp135.pdf
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/policies_procedures/section1/mapp135.pdf
http://www.uwo.ca/univsec/pdf/policies_procedures/section1/mapp15.pdf
http://www.psac610.ca/index.php/2-uncategorised/33-so-you-want-to-treat-your-ta-like-a-human-being-a-response-to-the-gazette-s-robert-nanni-and-its-editorial-staff
http://www.westerngazette.ca/2014/08/25/dating-ta-joke/
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The event “Israel Day” was organized by the student group Israel on Campus and held on February 1, 2012.  The 
event included a display promoting Israel, including pamphlets discussing Israel’s record on upholding human 
rights for its citizens, gender equality, and acceptance of homosexual lifestyles.   The event was held at the 
University Community Centre’s (UCC) “concrete beach,” a large flat area outside the UCC.  

News of Israel Day attracted the attention of participants in the Occupy London movement and the UWO student 
group “Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights,” who organized a counter-protest involving the formation of a 
“human chain” blocking the Israel on Campus display with signs that were held by the protestors.  Solidarity for 
Palestinian Human Rights did not request permission from the University Students Council (USC) to hold its own 
event, making this an informal, spontaneous protest. The formation of the “human chain” prevented access to the 
pro-Israel display for many students coming from one direction of the UCC. Volunteers coordinating the “Israel 
Day” display also reported that they ceased promoting their activities once the chain was formed, out of confusion 
and worry about what the protestors would do next. Campus Community Police (CCP) was called to monitor the 
event, but did not stop the physical obstruction of the display.  CCP is an administrative unit of Western University. 

In October of 2011, a pro-life student group called Western Lifeline organized a chalking event by which 
members would draw about 200 hearts on concrete (on-campus), with each heart including text that read, “this 
heart represents a baby who died from abortion.”  The club was told by University administrators (Department 
of Student Life) that the event would not be approved, stating that they were “not willing to allow you to do this 
chalking this year because it is unclear who is responsible for the message being presented and they are concerned 
people would feel it is the USC presenting the message.”

The club then promised to write the club’s name around the display, so that students would not be confused about 
which organization was sponsoring the event.  The University still delayed approval of the event until much later 
in the fall term, by which time the weather rendered this event practically difficult or impossible. 

Also in the fall of 2011, Western Lifeline was denied equal access to prominent space on campus, The Atrium, 
when it sought to organize an event called “Silent No More,” which features women who speak about their own 
experiences with abortion.  Western’s role in the incident is limited, since space bookings are administered by 
the University Students Council (USC).  However, one Western staff member who is assigned to work with the 
USC, Mark Wellington, claimed that this Western Lifeline event would violate the USC Community Standards 
Policy, but provided no explanation as to how or why it would have violated the Policy.  Aside from a reference 
to vague and undefined “community standards,” the University and USC have not provided Western Lifeline with 
any reason or rationale for the denial of space.  

In March of 2010, when some students wanted to prevent controversial American author and pundit Ann Coulter 
from speaking at the UWO, University President Amit Chamka stated “I support free speech and tolerance in our 
community.  These are the cornerstones of our democratic process.  But more importantly, they are fundamental 
to our teaching and research mission.  It’s our role to provide a venue for people to express their views.”  Ann 
Coulter’s speech went ahead as planned.

Student union policies
The Western University Student Council’s (USC)  Community Standards Policy bans “acts of expression” (words, 
graphics, demonstrations, displays) that are deemed “objectionable” or “cause a disruption.” The Community 
Standards Policy is open to very broad interpretation, and has been used to silence certain campus groups and 
stifle freedoms of speech and expression.

The USC has a Poster Policy which prohibits “potentially libelous language or statements” or “statements made 

to damage a person’s or group’s reputation.”  The Student Life office of the USC enforces the Poster Policy, which 
prohibits posters that violate the Community Standards Policy and that “demean others on the basis of their race, 
ancestry, place of origin, colour, ethnic origin, religion, disability, citizenship, creed…” etc. 

The facilities which are owned or managed by the USC, such as the University Community Centre (UCC) and 
“concrete beach,” a large flat area outside the UCC, can only be used for events by clubs that are ratified by the 
USC.  The space is large enough to accommodate large groups of people without disrupting the flow of traffic. 

If the USC or the Clubs Policy Committee finds a club to have violated the speech code, it can place sanctions 
on the club, which give the USC carte blanche to apply an arbitrary punishment in the form of “Restricting or 
banning access to use UCC space for acts of expression for a period of time to be determined by the Board,” or 
“Imposing conditions to access UCC community space, such as requiring consultation with the Board prior to 
usage of such space for acts of expression, or public or private apologies.”  

USC’s Elections Procedures bylaw does place some restrictions on speech.  For instance, it requires that “[a]ll 
emails or mass communications . . . sent for the purpose of campaigning to a managed list of more than one person 
must be approved in advance by the list administrator.” Section 12.01(14). There are also spending limits placed 
on candidates. Section 12.02

Student union practices
The student group Israel on Campus organized an event called “Israel Day” to take place on February 1, 2012, 
including a display promoting awareness of the state of Israel, from a positive point of view (more on the display 
in Section 2, above).  The event attracted the attention of the UWO student group “Solidarity for Palestinian 
Human Rights” which organized a counter-protest involving the formation of a human chain blocking the Israel 
on Campus display.  Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights did not inform USC of their plans to block the 
display. Members of Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights stated in reports of the incident that their actions 
were peaceful and silent, and denied that they physically blocked the display.  Israel Day coordinators, however, 
insisted in the same report that the “human chain” and signs held in the chain resulted in the blocking of their 
display. 

As a result of holding an unregistered protest, the USC warned Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights that if 
it repeated the act of holding events and protests without going through the appropriate USC event channels, 
it would face penalties “ranging from probation to deregistration.” According to Campus Community Police, 
policies and procedures require a minimum of 10 business days notice for any event deemed “controversial” to 
be held, so that the USC and the University can make the appropriate preparations such as ensuring a security 
presence.   

USC denied equal access to prominent space on campus, the Atrium, to Western Lifeline in 2011 when it sought 
to organize an event called “Silent No More,” which features women who speak about their personal experiences 
with abortion.

The Atrium is a high-traffic area in which a high volume of students pass through duing the day.  Events, 
demonstrations, and displays are often and routinely planned there, some of which are considered to be 
controversial, such as displays during “Israeli Apartied Week.” 

http://westernusc.ca/operational-policies/
http://www.usc.uwo.ca/sos/docs/policies/Poster%20Policy.pdf
http://westernusc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/By-Law-2-Elections.pdf
http://communications.uwo.ca/westernnews/downloads/wnews-pdf/2012/WN_May24.pdf
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However, the pro-life club--which had initially been given permission to hold their event in the atrium in years 
previous--was told by USC executives that they would not be permitted to hold their event in the space, but would 
have to relocate to more secluded, enclosed and non-traffic area, the Mustang Lounge.  .  Incidentally, the exact 
same event had been held in the Atrium before without incident. No explanation was provided as to how the 
students’ expression would violate the Community Standards Policy, which is claimed as the basis for the denial. 

When the first stop of Ann Coulter’s Canadian tour in March 2010 was being planned for the University of 
Western Ontario, organizers were faced with continually growing “security” concerns, with various demands 
issued on short notice.  The USC ordered the Campus Coalition for Democracy (the official host club of the Ann 
Coulter event) to purchase security through the University’s pre-selected vendor, along with two off-duty police 
officers.  The Campus Coalition for Democracy was told that the security requirements were non-negotiable, and 
that the event would not proceed if the demand were not followed.  The total cost was approximately $800.

In November 2004, the USC sanctioned the club Solidarity for Palestinian Human Rights after it created a mock 
wall in the USC premises as a representation of the wall dividing Israel from the Palestinian territories.  Included 
in the display was a map of historical Palestine with the word Palestine in Arabic. The symbol was deemed 
offensive to Jewish and Israeli students and was considered speech that harassed and targeted students by USC 
officials.  The club was subsequently banned from all student council facilities for two years.  It now operates as a 
fully registered club, although it received a warning in February of 2012 that its club status could be jeopardized. 

Wilfrid Laurier University, Waterloo, ON

University policies
Wilfrid Laurier University (WLU) states on its “Values, Vision, Mission and Guiding Principles” webpage that 
it is committed to the teaching and learning of “scholarly exploration and the application of new ideas”.  WLU’s 
mission statement reads:

Wilfrid Laurier University is devoted to excellence in learning, research, scholarship and creativity.  It 
challenges people to become engaged and aware citizens of an increasingly complex world. It fulfills its 
mission by advancing knowledge, supporting and enhancing high-quality undergraduate, graduate and 
professional education, and emphasizing co-curricular development of the whole student. 

Laurier’s Guiding Principles also focus on building community citizenship, “learning and advancing knowledge 
across boundaries”, and an “openness to change”.

The preamble of the WLU Student Code of Conduct and Discipline (Section 12.2.I) states that students are al-
lowed to pursue their learning through “free enquiry and free expression” and any intellectual and personal inter-
ests without interference.  The University “recognizes academic freedom…acknowledging that the common good 
of society depends upon the search for knowledge.”

The Code’s Introduction lays the groundwork for how the administration at WLU views freedom on campus, and 
describes it as being free from interference, providing one’s actions do not limit the rights of others:

Members of the Laurier community enjoy the freedom to pursue their intellectual and personal interests 
without interference, provided that their actions do not limit the rights of other members of the University 
or the community in which it is situated. The objects of the University are the pursuit of learning through 
scholarship, teaching, and research within a spirit of free enquiry and expression. The University recog-
nizes academic freedom and the right to peaceful protest, acknowledging that the common good of society 
depends upon the search for knowledge, and its free expression.

The Student Code of Conduct and Discipline states in Section 6.1 (last updated in February 2011):

Wilfrid Laurier University is devoted to learning, research, scholarship, creativity, professional expertise, 
and personal development in a student-centred environment. The University is committed to providing 
an environment for study, teaching, research work and recreation for all members of the University com-
munity that is supportive of professional and personal development and free from all forms of harassment 
and/or discrimination as outlined in the Occupational Health and Safety Act and the Ontario Human 
Rights Code.

Section 6.1 of the Student Code of Conduct and Discipline seeks to eradicate a “negative environment”, in addi-
tion to discrimination and harassment.  “Negative Environment” is defined as follows:

One or a series of comments or conduct that creates a negative environment for individuals or groups and 
are related to the prohibited grounds. The comments or conduct must be of a significant nature or degree 
and have the effect of “poisoning” the work or study environment. A complainant does not have to be a 
direct target to be adversely affected by a negative environment. It includes conduct or comments that 
create and maintain an offensive, hostile, or intimidating climate for study or work. Examples include but 
are not limited to exposure to graffiti, signs, cartoons, remarks, exclusion, or adverse treatment related to 
one or more of the prohibited grounds.

http://www.wlu.ca/page.php?grp_id=2295&p=13531
http://www.wlu.ca/page.php?grp_id=2505&p=11452
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Section A.1 of Section 4.10 in the WLU Student Code of Conduct states:

1. Academic and General University Users

 There will be no charges to University departments and student organizations for the use of space. There 
will be charges, however, for deploying of staff for duties outside of normal responsibilities; services such 
as food, refreshments, and equipment rental; and for special set-up and unusual maintenance costs.

University practices
On March 21, 2012, WLU administration forced the Laurier Students’ Public Interest Research Group (LSPIRG) 
to take down posters regarding “Israel Apartheid Week”.  WLU enforced its decision by sending a Special Con-
stable Supervisor to ask the LSPIRG sub-committee, Laurier 4 Palestine, to take down three posters deemed 
“offensive.” The officer justified WLU’s request on the grounds that the posters “incited hate”.  The posters in 
question had been displayed as part of a gallery event hosted by Laurier 4 Palestine in the Solarium, an area 
on campus for students to use as they please, which can be booked by student groups for various functions.   
Source: The Cord, March 21, 2012

“Laurier’s 100 Words Drabble Contest” was launched in February of 2011, one of several events held in conjunc-
tion with WLU’s 100th anniversary.  This contest provided the following caveat when explaining the rules for 
acceptable content: 

Laurier values free speech and freedom of expression and will accept entries containing a wide variety of 
content. However, entries will be deemed ineligible if they contain content that is threatening, abusive, 
contains commercial solicitations, is erroneous/libelous, sexist, racist, homophobic or is for any reason 
deemed inappropriate, as bound by Wilfrid Laurier University privacy policies and the Wilfrid Laurier 
University Discrimination and Harassment Policy, Section 6.1. We reserve the right to remove ineligible 
entries from the contest without notice.  

 Source: http://www.laurier100.ca/drabble/rules/ 

In the fall of 2009, Dr. Tom Flanagan spoke to the WLU Political Science Association (PSA).  The organizers 
raised significant concerns about protesters trying to prevent him from speaking.  The administration made the 
effort to ensure Dr. Flanagan could give his lecture, and was willing to provide security free of charge if any in-
cidents arose.  PSA Treasurer Rico Vipari made arrangements for additional security, but “[i]t ended up that they 
were not needed and protesters allowed the event to proceed without incident”.
Source: Interview with Rico Vipari, July 26, 2012

Student union policies
WLUSU has a “Diversity and Equity Office” (DEO) to foster inclusiveness and promote equality on campus 
through many avenues, including seminars on topics including LGBT and inclusive language issues.  The front 
page of the DEO’s website provides its mission statement and purpose:

We promote empowerment and education as means of creating an open and accepting quality of life for all 
students, staff, faculty, and community members.  We believe in eradicating the barriers that inhibit access 
to equal opportunities, and we advocate for the inclusion and equal treatment of everyone, regardless of 
gender, race, ethnicity, culture, sexuality, religion, age, ability, or socio-economic background.

It is unclear what powers the DEO can exercise in order to promote “empowerment and education,” or whether 
these powers can be used to silence or censor the speech of people with a different vision.

In conjunction with the DEO, WLUSU also promotes “inclusive language” on campus and throughout its subsid-
iaries and services, defined as:

…language that does not exclude, insult, trivialize or stereotype on the basis of gender, disability, and 
race.  It means avoiding any language that could offend, demean, or promote stereotypes about a particular 
group.  It is not ‘political correctness’ but merely choosing language that is welcoming and acceptable to 
people of all genders, races, and disabilities.

While there is no “ban” on a particular topic, there is an expectation that everyone will adhere to the “inclusive 
language” concept.  This means refraining from using phrases that could be misconstrued as racist, “homopho-
bic,” or discriminatory.  Commonly used “un-inclusive” words or phrases, according to WLUSU, include…
 -“That’s so gay”
 -“That’s what she said”
 -“You’re so retarded”
 -“That test raped me”
 -“Gypped” or “Jewed”
 -Boyfriend or Girlfriend (use “partner” instead)

Student union practices
It’s not entirely clear whether WLUSU condoned the university administration’s actions when it ordered the 
removal of posters regarding Israeli Apartheid Week (see second section) – its apparent silence suggests that 
WLUSU was ok with censorship.  During the 2011-2012 school year, WLUSU President Gibson commented 
on the role of WLUSU during the incident, saying “…administration and the Student Union kept an eye on it to 
ensure there were no incidents of people inciting violence, etc.”  Gibson’s remarks demonstrate that WLUSU was 
aware of the actions taken by the administration, but that WLUSU itself was not a catalyst in removing the post-
ers.  This indicates that, although WLUSU was consulted by WLU on how they handled Israel Apartheid Week, 
it was WLU that made the decision to violate students’ freedom of expression by taking down their posters in the 
on campus Solarium. 

In 2008, a group called “Laurier Free-thought Alliance” (LFA) was registered as a student club.  The vision of 
the club was “to promote a fulfilling life without religion and superstition”.  WLUSU denied the club official 
certification and equal access to resources “due to the need to respect and tolerate the views of others”.  However, 
after many protests and angry letters/emails to the administration, Campus Clubs (the subsidiary of WLUSU that 
approves campus clubs and their funding) eventually allowed the LFA to be approved for club status provided 
they change the wording in their vision statement.  A compromise was reached on this matter and the LFA was 
ultimately approved by Campus Clubs.
Source: http://theframeproblem.wordpress.com/2008/02/01/waterloo-ontarios-Wilfrid-laurier-University-denies-recognition-to-campus-free-
thought-group/

http://www.laurier100.ca/drabble/rules/
http://waterloo.mylaurier.ca/diversity/info/home.htm
http://waterloo.mylaurier.ca/content/documents/fileItemController/Inclusive%20Language%20Bulletin%20Board2.pdf
http://theframeproblem.wordpress.com/2008/02/01/waterloo-ontarios-wilfred-laurier-university-denies-recognition-to-campus-freethought-group/
http://theframeproblem.wordpress.com/2008/02/01/waterloo-ontarios-wilfred-laurier-university-denies-recognition-to-campus-freethought-group/
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York University, Toronto, ON

University policies
York University’s Academic Plan 2010-2015 includes the University’s “unswerving commitment to academic 
freedom and collegial self-governance.”  The institution also values “a commitment to critical and free inquiry 
which requires the willingness to challenge but also to tolerate and respect ideas that may differ from our own.”   

York’s Code of Student Rights and Responsibilities lists the rights possessed by students on campus, including 
“[t]he right to freedom of inquiry, expression and assembly on campus.”  Additionally, students have the right “to 
engage and participate in dialogue and to examine diverse views and ideas.”

The Code of Student Rights and Responsibilities states in its preamble that the right to freedom of expression will 
be balanced by other listed rights:

The identified rights and responsibilities listed are interdependent and interconnected. For example, “The 
right to freedom of inquiry, expression and assembly on campus” and “The right to engage and participate 
in dialogue and to examine diverse views and ideas” are not separate from “The right to respect for one’s 
person and property” and “The responsibility to behave in a way that does not harm or threaten to harm 
another person’s physical or mental wellbeing.” Where there is a tension between rights and responsibili-
ties that are linked, those involved must recognize the need to achieve an appropriate balance.

In the “Responsibilities” section of the Code, students are expected, among other things, to adhere to “the re-
sponsibility to uphold an atmosphere of civility, honesty, equity and respect for others which values the inherent 
diversity in our community.” 

York University’s Policy Concerning Racism states: 

4. Anyone in the York community who infringes a right protected by the Ontario Human Rights Code shall 
be subject to complaint procedures, remedies and sanctions in the University’s policies, codes, regulations 
and collective agreements as they exist from time to time, and to such discipline (including rustication or 
discharge) as may be appropriate in the circumstances.

The Policy’s effect on free speech on campus is minimal; while many provincial Human Rights Codes have been 
interpreted to justify severe restrictions on free speech, Ontario’s Human Rights Code does not carry the same 
effect. 

York’s Student Community & Leadership Development website includes an anti-disruption clause to protect stu-
dent groups tabling or promoting their cause:

13. Organizations must respect the fact that there will be groups tabling around them and therefore can-
not disturb or otherwise take away from what other groups are promoting by their actions. The aim of all 
groups tabling must be to create a peaceful atmosphere for everyone and not interfere with what another 
group is doing, so long as it does not violate any policies or procedures.

The Guideline on Acceptance and Display of Commemorative Art Work outlines the procedures by which the in-
stitution may accept pieces of art that commemorate a historical figure or event.  In determining whether to accept 
a piece of work, the policy states that administrators must consider “[w]hether the work or the individual or event 

it commemorates is so controversial as to engender activity which would compromise the work, the facilities or 
the activities of the University.”  

York’s Procedures and Regulations regarding Temporary Use of University Space applies to student groups 
hosting an event on campus “with a high profile or controversial external speaker or group.”  Section 2.2.2 of the 
Procedures and Regulations states:

The organizer of an Event involving a High Profile or Controversial 

External Speaker shall notify the Office of Temporary Use of University 

Space (TUUS) as early as possible.  TUUS will arrange a consultation 

meeting with the organizer, Security Services and any other relevant 

service areas.

Section 5.2 of the Procedures and Regulations gives the University administration discretion to decide whether 
an event mandates a security presence: 

The University may assess the potential risks associated with the temporary use of its space by an Eligible 
User on the basis of safety of participants and other 

individuals on campus, protection of property, and continuity of academic 

programs, services, scheduled activities/events, and other University operations.

The University may stipulate that certain physical, security, and/or other 

requirements, including insurance, be put in place in order for the event to 

proceed and may also require a security and/or damage deposit.

Sections 5.2 and 5.3 of the Procedures and Regulations discriminate against student groups advocating messages 
considered controversial or offensive by some members of the campus community.  Section 5.3 burdens student 
groups (the Eligible User) hosting an event with the cost of providing security:

The Eligible User is responsible for the costs associated with these requirements 

as well as municipal fines for false alarms or misuse of fire equipment arising out 

of its use of the premises.

Section 7.1.4 of the Postering Guideline prohibits placing posters considered to “disseminate hate propaganda, 
discriminates or appears to differentiate on the basis of any of the grounds of the Ontario Human Rights Code or 
York’s human rights policies.”  

York University’s Centre for Human Rights exists to “assist individuals and groups to address and resolve allega-
tions of discrimination and harassment as defined by the Code and University policy.”  The Centre does not appear 
to be empowered to censor speech, nor to enforce penalties and punishments on violators. Rather, the Centre fo-
cuses on educational workshops and promotes dialogue and appeasement between complainants and defendants. 

http://www.yorku.ca/secretariat/senate/committees/apprc/documents/UAP2010-2015.pdf
http://www.yorku.ca/oscr/pdfs/CodeofRightsandResponsibilities.pdf
http://www.yorku.ca/secretariat/policies/document.php?document=29
http://www.yorku.ca/secretariat/policies/document.php?document=136
http://www.yorku.ca/secretariat/policies/document.php?document=120
http://www.yorku.ca/rights/
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York’s Hate Propoganda Guidelines define hate propaganda as follows:

Hate propaganda is the public promotion or incitement of hatred against an identifiable group. Hate pro-
paganda targets persons and/or property, based on such factors as colour, race, religion, or ethnic origin 
(Section 318 (4) of the Criminal Code of Canada). York University identifies sex, sexual orientation and 
gender identification as additional factors.

The University Senate also maintains a policy on Gender Free Language which states: 

It is the policy of Senate to refrain from the use of gendered language in its official documents.  Gendered 
language shall be removed from documents as they are updated from time to time. 

University practices
On May 3, 2013, York University administrators revoked the club status of the student group “Students Against 
Israeli Apartheid” (SAIA) and banned it from applying for official club status until January, 2014.  The ban was 
the result of a rally organized by SAIA on March 27, 2013, which the university deemed to have disrupted aca-
demic activities near Vari Hall rotunda due to the noise and extent of the demonstration.  York also sent warning 
letters to the Black Students’ Alliance and the Middle Eastern Students’ Alliance because of their involvement in 
the event. 

Joanne Rider, director of media relations at York, told student media at the time that the decision was made after 
SAIA was found to have repeatedly disrupted campus activities, despite being given warnings from the University 
to cease disruptive protests. “We followed due process, including warning SAIA a number of times before we 
made the decision to sanction them.”

In a post on SAIA’s Facebook page, the group writes that the university’s decision to revoke their status is an 
“unprecedented attack on academic freedom and freedom of speech on the York University campus.”

SAIA organized a protest on November 5, 2013, in Vari Hall, which was intended to be a counter-rally to the 
“York is U” spirit rally which was being held at the same location that day.  SAIA wanted to raise awareness about 
York University’s discrimination in allowing space bookings at Vari Hall for only some student events.  The spirit 
rally was cancelled for unknown reasons, but the SAIA protest went ahead with protesters throwing pamphlets 
into the main lobby and chanting loudly enough to warrant campus security to investigate.  Security informed one 
member of the SAIA protest that he should leave campus after the individual disclosed he was no longer a York 
student.  

After the one-year ban, in January of 2014, SAIA applied for club status and was ratified.

In February 2010, the Jewish Students Federation at York invited Middle East affairs commentator Daniel Pipes 
to give a lecture on campus. During their application for venue space, the University mandated that the group 
cover the costs of security at the event given their view that Pipes would incite anger and controversy on campus.  
The student group was forced to cancel the event because they couldn’t cover the security costs. 

In June 2009, faculty members at York University organized a conference, “Israel/Palestine: Mapping Models 
of Statehood and Paths to Peace”, which was held in various venues at the University.  The organizers of the 
conference accused University administration of violating the principle of academic freedom by putting “undue 
pressure” on them to change the content of the conference.  Specifically, organizers accused then Dean of the 
Osgoode Hall Law School and the Associate Vice President of Research and Innovation of attempting to cancel 
controversial topics for discussion and un-inviting some of the academics slated to speak. 

Through the Freedom of Information and Privacy Protection Act, records of email exchanges that occurred during 
the months leading up to the conference were obtained and showed that numerous members of the University 
leadership had discussed methods of avoiding negative press about the University.  One article on the documents 
states:

Those e-mails, obtained by The Globe and Mail, discuss how the University might avoid “a disaster,” 
by paying for the event to be moved off campus, putting forward speakers to balance the program and 
planting participants in the audience to moderate debate. The aim was to avoid the type of controversy 
experienced at Montreal’s Concordia University, where clashes between Muslim and Jewish students in 
2002 badly damaged its reputation and led to the cancellation of a speech by former Israeli prime minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu.

In response to allegations of suppressing academic freedom, York University asked Supreme Court Justice Iaco-
bucci to review the issue.  The Review concluded that there was no need for further investigation of the confer-
ence and that the University did not act in opposition to academic freedom.  The report has been criticized by 
many faculty members at York, including the Osgoode Hall Faculty Association. 

On February 11, 2009, approximately 100 pro-Palestinian students reportedly initiated a near-riot against a group 
of Jewish students during a news conference where speakers called for the impeachment of the York Federation of 
Students (YFS) executive. According to witnesses, the demonstrators, which reportedly consisted of members of 
the YFS and Students Against Israeli Apartheid (SAIA), shouted “Zionism equals racism!” and “Racists off cam-
pus!”  One witness stated, “[YFS supporters] started banging the door and windows, intimidating Jewish students 
and screaming antisemitic slurs.” 

The students barricaded themselves inside the Hillel offices, where protesters reportedly banged on the windows 
and attempted to force their way in.  Eventually police were called to escort Jewish students through the protesters.  

In May 2009, York adjudicator Janet Mosher, who was an associate dean at York’s Osgoode Hall Law School, 
ruled that two York students, Krisna Saravanamuttu and Jesse Zimmerman, had violated the Student Code of 
Conduct due to their behaviour at the protest, which she described as “exclusionary and offensive” and which 
promoted an atmosphere of “hostility, incivility and intimidation.”  Mosher noted that both students participated 
in the protest, which pursued a group of Jewish students to Hillel’s lounge in York’s Student Centre, and swarmed 
outside shouting taunts.  On a video of the incident, Saravanamuttu was shown clapping and apparently leading 
a chant of “Whose campus? Our campus!” as well as participating in a chant of “Racists off campus.”  Saravana-
muttu was fined $150 and both he and Zimmerman were given an official reprimand and human rights training.   

York University stood up for the free speech rights of students after the York Federation of Students (YFS), 
York’s student union, cancelled a scheduled debate on abortion in February 2008.  The event, which was hosted 
and moderated by two student societies at York, was cancelled by YFS executives because they felt abortion was 
not a topic for debate.  York University intervened by offering the student group an alternative space at Curtis 
Lecture Hall on York’s Keele campus.  Commenting on the University’s decision, spokesperson Richard Fisher 
stated, “Any debate that is legal and protected by free speech needs to occur. If it can’t happen at a…liberal arts 
University, where can it happen?”

When YFS Executives voted in 2008 to restrict union resources to pro-life clubs on campus, York University 
pledged to provide pro-life clubs with replacement resources in compensation for the YFS decision.

In January 2003, Daniel Pipes was invited by York’s Centre for International and Security Studies to give a lec-
ture.  Facing complaints from the Middle East Students Association and the York University Faculty Association, 
the Centre cancelled his talk.  Then-president Lorna Marsden re-invited Pipes after she was informed of the con-
troversy, and his lecture was held at a different venue on campus. 

http://www.yorku.ca/secretariat/policies/document.php?document=19
http://www.yorku.ca/secretariat/policies/document.php?document=84
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2013/08/01/robyn-urback-revoking-saias-club-status-wont-ease-middle-east-tension-at-york-university/
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2013/08/01/robyn-urback-revoking-saias-club-status-wont-ease-middle-east-tension-at-york-university/
http://www.excal.on.ca/saiaprotest/
http://fullcomment.nationalpost.com/2010/11/20/david-frum-york-University-where-the-rules-change-based-on-whos-speaking/
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/toronto/controversy-brews-over-yorks-handling-of-conference-on-mideast/article1531004/
http://www.yorku.ca/acreview/iacobucci_report.pdf
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2008/05/30/oh-york-federation-of-students/
http://www.danielpipes.org/1013/the-rot-in-our-canadian-universities
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Student union policies
Article 2, Section 4 of the York Federation of Students (YFS) Constitution enables the Union to take stances on 
political/policy issues on behalf of its members:

To bring together undergraduate students from across the campus to discuss and take common, democratic 
positions on questions affecting students;

Section 5.6.e of the YFS Bylaws outlines the duties of the Vice President, Equity (an elected YFS executive 
position).  One of the duties listed appears to empower the officer to take stances for or against issues related to 
“discrimination” and “equity”.

Section 10.3 of the Bylaws outlines the responsibilities of the Chief Returning Officer (CRO) who is responsible 
for the overall administration of YFS elections.  Subsection “h” of the bylaw empowers the CRO to determine 
which campaign materials (posters, communiqués, pamphlets, etc.) are acceptable.  Sections “d” through “h” of 
Section 10.13 (Campaigning) give some indication of the criteria established for approval of campaign materials:

e. All campaign material and/or advertisement need approval by the CRO in advance of posting or dis-
tribution.  All submissions made to the CRO shall be returned with or without approval within two (2) 
business days. Though not an exhaustive list, campaign material can include: posters, leaflets, banners, 
websites, new media (i.e. Facebook, Twitter, and MySpace), clothing, buttons, stickers, logos, audio & 
video recordings, etc. Publications like opinion pieces and advertisements created and/or provided by a 
candidate or campaign volunteer. Tactics for the distribution of campaign materials, such as but not limit-
ed to, the distribution of student newspapers, are not subject to approval and are permitted.

The CRO is also empowered to restrict the quantity of posters one candidate can post during an election. Sections 
10.13.g and 10.13.h of the Bylaws restrict the quantity of messages a candidate can communicate to voters during 
the election.  

Section 10.13.k restricts the location of campaign messages on campus:

k. Restrictions regulating campaigning, that are unique to the following, shall be followed.  It is the re-
sponsibility of the candidates to familiarize themselves with the different rules that govern each of the 
aforementioned entities such as: 

I. No campaigning of any form is permitted in the Union offices, or any area that can be perceived 
to be under the jurisdiction of the Union unless otherwise stated by the CRO.

II. Campaigning within a classroom is forbidden without the expressed permission of its presiding 
faculty member(s). To campaign in a classroom, a candidate must obtain consent from the profes-
sor/lecturer before the start of class.

III. Campaigning is not allowed within Student Residence. 

IV. Campaigning is not allowed within the Library.

III. Campaigning is not allowed within [sp] computer labs.

Subection I is particularly restrictive since it empowers the CRO to determine any number of Union-operated 
spaces out of bounds for campaigning. 

Section 10.13.c of the Bylaws gives significant discretion to the CRO and YFS officials to censor speech during 
elections due to vague language (e.g. “generally accepted community standards”) contained in the text:

c. Candidates shall campaign in accordance with the rules of fair play. Breaking the rules of fair play 
include, but are not limited to, breaching generally accepted community standards, libel, slander, general 
sabotage of the campaigns of other candidates, malicious and/or intentional breach of elections policy, any 
attempt to undermine the electoral process and misrepresentation of fact. 

Furthermore, Section 10.15 gives the CRO power to set rules and enforce penalties not covered in the Bylaws:

The CRO reserves the right to make rulings on issues and events not otherwise covered in this code, or to 
add in such rulings to supplement existing sections.

Section 10.15 further outlines the penalties that the CRO may employ against violators of its rulings, which in-
cludes ruling an election or candidate void in the election process. 

By-law 11 governs the procedures related to referenda during YFS elections.  Section 11.4 of the By-law severely 
restricts the ability of students to participate in a referendum campaign as they themselves see fit by allowing only 
one “advocating committee” to officially represent and campaign on behalf of each of the “yes” and “no” options:

No one other than a registered advocating committee shall advertise in any medium, or post or distribute 
any material, for the purpose of supporting or opposing a referendum question.

Bylaws 10 and 11 limit free speech through the governing of campaign finance and resource access. Spending 
limits are set by the CRO and the Referendum Committee for candidates and referendum advocating committees, 
and candidates/advocates are not allowed to raise funds on their own above and beyond the expenditure limits. 

YFS’ Club Ratification Policy states:

1.6 The YFS does not support, promote or fund activities that are discriminatory as defined by the Ontario 
Human Rights Code and YFS policies.

1.7 The YFS will not ratify any groups that practice any form of coercive (persistent mental, social and 
emotional pressure to join the group) techniques of their membership or potential membership, nor any 
student groups who are found to be associated with an outside body who practices coercion, or knowingly 
violates any of the procedures listed above.

1.8 The YFS will not ratify any clubs who threaten, are rude or antagonizing to YFS Staff, Board or Ex-
ecutive Members.

The ratification process for clubs is explained on the YFS website, www.yfs.ca.  Clubs seeking ratification must 
adhere to the above-mentioned conditions, but also must outline in detail their planned events and activities for 
the coming year.  YFS justifies the requirement by saying that it is intended to give a better idea of “how active” 
clubs will be.  That said, such a requirement means that clubs may be denied ratification based on the composition 
and content of events they are planning to hold even before they’ve applied for space. 

Section 1.5 of the Club Funding Operations Policy states, “The YFS does not support, promote, or fund activities 
that are discriminatory as defined by the Ontario Human Rights Code and YFS policies.”

http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/yfs/6a3a30834a1ecdd101874825a118da013a217715.pdf
http://fileserver.cfsadmin.org/file/yfs/b3f5a33c95ca4d3f9062176cd6904d16364f83f7.pdf
http://yfs.ca/section/169
http://www.yfs.ca/
http://yfs.ca/section/169
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In June 2008, the York Federation of Students (YFS) passed a motion to ban pro-life groups from access to YFS 
resources, recognition and campus space. YFS delegates first introduced the motion at an annual meeting of the 
Canadian Federation of Students in January 2008.  The motion (which passed successfully) requires all member 
unions to ban pro-life clubs from access to union recognition and resources. 

Article 2, Section 4 of the York Federation of Students (YFS) Constitution enables the Union to take stances on 
political/policy issues on behalf of its members (see Section 3). This policy has been used to justify taking po-
litical stances on national and international issues not directly relation to students’ interests.  For example, YFS 
co-sponsored an event in opposition to the 2010 G20 meetings which occurred in Toronto. An article in “Ma-
clean’s on campus” describes the incidences as follows:

York student Gregory Kay was also irked by his student union’s support for G20 protests. The YFS and the 
student union at the University of Toronto co-sponsored “Toronto vs. the G20: a teach-in.” Class included 
Black Bloc tactics, which ended up seeing storefronts and public property smashed during the summit in 
downtown Toronto. “That’s something most students don’t believe in at all,” says Kay, who is the business 
representative for the YFS board of directors. “Most students aren’t anti-capitalist. They’re not interested 
in civil disobedience.”

YFS endorsed striking faculty members at York during contract disputes that occurred in 2008. YFS closed its 
offices in solidarity with the protestors, denying access to YFS services in doing so.  Additional controversy erupt-
ed when it was discovered that YFS executives used the opportunity to work for the CFS, the national student 
umbrella group which YFS belongs, in Ottawa.  The decision prompted a signature campaign to impeach the YFS 
Executive which collected more than 5,000 signatures. 

Students union practices 
On February 29, 2008, the York University Society for Bio-Ethical Awareness planned to host an event titled 
“Abortion: A woman’s right or moral wrong?”  The event was to feature Jose Ruba of the Canadian Centre for 
Bio-Ethical Awareness debating Michael Payton, member of the student group FreeSAY.  It was to take place in 
the Student Centre, a hall operated by the YFS.  The event was cancelled by YFS merely hours before it was set 
to begin.  YFS Executives justified the action, saying “abortion is not an issue to debate” and that the debate was 
comparable to “debating whether a man can beat his wife.”  The event was rescheduled to take place at Curtis 
Lecture Hall on York’s Keele campus, a space operated by York University, rather than the YFS.  The debate took 
place successfully on March 18.

In February 2008, the York Federation of Students led a delegation of students to McMaster University to protest 
the University’s decision to censor a controversial promotional poster for the campus’s annual Israeli Apartheid 
Week event.  The decision to send students to protest at McMaster indicates apparent inconsistencies in YFS’ 
position on free speech.  As one article wrote:

The YFS joined other Toronto students unions in condemning McMaster University and the McMaster 
Students Union for censoring a poster featuring the controversial phrase “Israeli Apartheid” and a graphic, 
violent image. At the rally, the Toronto unions accused the University and students union of shutting down 
free speech at McMaster. They called on McMaster University and students union to allow for absolute 
free political speech on the campus.

[YFS VP for Equity] Massa doesn’t see the connection between the two incidents. She said that the 
censorship at McMaster was about a political issue while the York [abortion] debate would have amounted 
to “hate speech.”

http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2008/05/30/oh-york-federation-of-students/
http://www.macleans.ca/news/canada/they-spent-it-on-what/
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2008/11/19/york-student-president-doing-everything-he-can-from-ottawa/
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2008/03/04/you-cant-say-that/
http://oncampus.macleans.ca/education/2008/03/04/you-cant-say-that/
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